Fifth Session
Sunday, April 22, 2012 at 9:00 AM
Lots 3001-3719
Collections and Accumulations
New Yorker Hotel, 481 Eighth Avenue at 34th Street, New York, NY

U.S. Coin Collections
3001

U.S. intact coin estate, proof/mint sets, commemoratives, silver dollars, silver eagles, Gold 1/10
Eagle, etc., housed in a carton and contains 1878CC $, six
diff silver eagles, six diff silver $s, over $10 face in silver
coins (40-90%), over 50 proof sets 1963//2009 (Bid $400+);
over 30 mint sets, various silver proof commems, Ikes blue
and brown, about $90 in face value coins, an intriguing and
valuable lot for the numimatic enthusiast or for re-sale,
wholesale value exceeds $2000.00, examination
recomended.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S. Stamp Collections
3002 H
U.S. comprehensive collection, 1847-1954
(1/Q12), one of the most comprehensive U.S. collections
we have ever offered, virtually all stamps unused, with an
enormous Scott catalog value in excess of $260,000; assembled by a dedicated collector with a keen eye for centering, color, and eye appeal; the highlights of this outstanding
collection are numerous, including 59 certificates of authenticity; the collection begins with the 1847 issue, including a particularly choice unused, no gum #2 with P.F.
certificate; there's an excellent selection of the 1851 imperforates, including unused examples of #7, 9, and 12, plus
three examples of #15 with o.g., with certs.; the 1857 perforated issue is highlighted by choice examples of #18, 20,
22, 25 o.g. with P.F. cert., 30 o.g. with Weiss cert., 30A
regummed with Weiss cert., an incredibly rare 31
regummed with P.F. cert. (catalogs for $10,000), 33 o.g.
with P.F. cert., and 36-39, plus an additional o.g. 37; the
1861 regular issue is well represented with choice examples of 63, 65, 68-73, three unused 75's, two unused 76's,
and a scarce unused 77 with P.S.E. cert., the scarce 1867
grills include 86-90, and 93-4, and 96-98; the popular 1867
Pictorials are complete 112-122, including certified
eaxamples of the 12c, 15c type I, sound and choice (catalog
value $3,500), 15c type II, 121 choice sound unused example (catalogs for $2,250), and 122 (catalogs for $4,500.00);
the 1875 Pictorial re-issues are nearly complete, and include #'s 123-129, and 131, two with certs.; there are extremely scarce unused 1870 grilled Banknote issues,
including 134-138, the 2, 6, and 7c values with certs., along
with a valuable o.g. 15c grilled issue with P.F. cert. (catalog
value $7,500), plus an impressive unused 90c grilled Banknote issue, #144 with P.F. cert. (catalog value $10,000); the
1870-71 National Bank Note issue is complete from
145-155; the 1873 Continental Bank Note issue is complete
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from 156-166, the 90c with A.P.S. cert; the 1879 American
Bank Note Co. issue is complete from 182-191, including a
choice unused 90c with P.F. cert.; the 1890-1893 small
Bank Note issue is complete 219-229; complete 1893
Columbians 230-245 unused, including an extra $1.00 Columbian (used); the 1895 Bureau issue is complete
246-263, including a choice never hinged #251 with Weiss
cert., and a rare o.g. $5.00 Marshall, #263 with P.S.E. cert
(catalog value $4,500.00).; the 1895 Bureaus are complete
264-278, including a choice sound example of #276A with
P.S.E. cert.; there are complete 1898 Trans-Mississippi issues 285-293, with the $1.00 no gum, and the $2.00 o.g.,
never hinged (small gum crease); 1901 Pan Americans
complete 294-299; the 1902-1903 Regular issue is complete including an exceptional o.g. $2.00 Madison sound
o.g. with P.F. cert., plus an attractive unused 315 pair; the
selection of Washington-Franklins is truly outstanding including many of the more difficult coil pairs with certificates;
better Washington Franklins include 331-342, 348-355 coil
pairs most with certs, a 15c Bluish paper (fake cancel) with
P.S.E. cert, 374-382, 385-387, 390-391, and 395-396 coil
pairs, some with certs, 397-404 complete, 414-423 complete, 424-440 complete, 50c with P.S.E. cert., 443-448,
and 450-458 coil pairs, the 454 pair being never hinged,
and the o.g. 456 pair being exceptional, there's a o.g., N.H.
#459 imperforate coil single, 460, 462-480 (no 476A), but
there is a nice 467 5c carmine color error in combination
strip.3 (the error stamp is never hinged), 486-497 coil pairs
(no 491), 498-518 (no 505), a nice never hinged 519 (with
cert.), 523-534, and 545-547; the 1922 Flats are complete,
there's a nice pair of 599A, plus an additional joint line pair,
there's a select quality 630 White Plains sheet, 1929 Kansas-Nebraska complete, 1938 Presidentials, and 1954 Liberty series; back of the book include Airmails complete
including a gorgeous set of Zeppelins, C13-C15; Special
Delivery issues include E1-E7; Postage Dues are well represented with J1, 3, 6, 18, J26, etc; Shangai overprints are
virtually complete K1-K16 (no K17-18); 1912 Parcel Post
are extremely fresh and complete Q1-Q12, along with Parcel Post Due issues JQ1-5, and Special Handling QE1-4;
the collection is topped off by a lovely selection of Confederate States issues including 1-8, and 11-14; a remarkably attractive collection which includes many rarities; there's
faults here and there, but this collection is much nicer than
what one normally see's offered in public auction; a great lot
with tons of value for any high end show dealer or eBay
seller that can take the time to carefully break down this
valuable holding into it's smaller parts to offer the rarer
stamps individually, Scott $260,000.
Estimate $50,000 - 75,000
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3003 H
U.S. tremendous classic collection on
homemade pages, 1847-98, marvelous intact collection of
better quality United States single stamps, blocks, and desirable covers all neatly mounted on homemade pages; an
amazing array of valuable classic stamps, many of which
would be a premium single auction lot in any major public
auction; highlights are many as the collection starts with an
extraordinary selection of the 5 & 10c 1847 issue, including
7 excellent examples of Scott #1, one being on a pretty
cover front with a neat red grid cancellation; the other 6 examples of varying shades with attractive postmarks; there
are 4 handsome examples of #2, one of which is on a choice
cover front with a red town cancel; there are two scarcer unused #3's, and a choice #4, the 1875 Reprints; the 1851 imperforates include numerous singles, a pair and three #7's
on cover with Blood's Dispatch acid tied on cover to the
Broadway Theater in New York; there's a nice group of 10's
and 11'a on and off cover; and there are nice used examples of 12, and a 17 pair; the 1857 perforated issue include
single stamps, stamps on piece, and several nice covers,
there are two nice #27's the 5c brick red, one with an eye
catching blue "5" in circle cancel, plus a nice 28, and a 28b,
along with used examples of 37 and 38, plus unused examples of 38 and 39; there's a select #40, the 1c 1875 Reprint;
the 1861 issue includes a 64 in a distinct pink shade, there
are numerous covers to better destinations; there are two
used #72's plus a well centered o.g. example with great
color; the 5c Jefferson page includes a nice 67, two handsome 75's and three 76's, along with a strip of three on
cover to Europe; the 1869 Pictorials include several with
fancy or colored cancels, along with #'s 117-121 two each,
a nice #122, plus a 119 on a pretty cover to Europe; the
1870's Banknote issued include many fancy cancels and
desirable well centered stamps, along with a nice group of
attractive covers including a rather elusive 3c Banknote issue (2) with a 2c Jackson tied on a wonderful Musical Boxes
advertising cover to Berne by a eye catching NYFM cancellation, scarce thus as usually the higher denominations
were used on foreign mail covers, and the lower denominations were rarely used this way; plus there's a additional 3c
Banknote NYFM mail cover with two #158's tied with a
NYFM cancel on cover to Germany; besides the covers, the
single stamps are premium examples of 2 to 5 of each,
many with fancy cancesl including five 90c Perry's; there's a
nice group of 205-218, and numerous nice 219-229's, including 7 used examples of #229; the 1893 Columbians are
quite beautiful, featuring a block of 4 of the 1c and a block of
8 of the 2c value; thers a gorgeous 3c Combian bottom margin imprint, letter and plate # block/15, numerous singles,
and covers up to the 15c value, plus nice o.g. hinged examples of 239-241 (two each), there are two $2 values, one being a well centered o.g. example, the other is a shaved and
perfed proof (not counted), plus two fresh full o.g. examples
of each of the three high values, #'s 243-245, these 6
stamps all have extremely fresh color and each has full o.g.;
there's a nice representation of the 1895 unwatermaked
Bureau issues, including an unused block of #255, o.g. singles of the 50c and $2, and two used $1 values both type I
and II; the watermarked 1895 Bureaus include blocks, and
singles of several values, and nice used examples of the
$1, both types, and 277-278 with both a used and an unused example of each; the 1898 Bureaus in the new colors
include nice blocks/4 of #'s 282 and 283, along with several
singles of each; there's a desirable group of the 1898
Trans-Mississippi issues, including a 285 block/6, a choice
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4c used on cover with a 1c Columbian, and both used and
unused singles of 285-293 with an 3rd copy of the $1 Cattle
in the storm in used condition, the three unused high values
are all attractive full o.g. examples; this is not your usual
stamp collection that one sees offered intact as a single lot;
it is a multitued of great stamps and covers that should bring
a decent percentage of it's impressive catalog value of
$112,790; any serious dealer will want to spend extra time
viewing this fantastic lot, as the quality and value is one of
the nicest you'll ever see in a single collection.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
3004 Hm
U.S. extremely valuable collection in two
Scott Platinum albums, 1847-2000, wonderful nearly
complete U.S. collection housed in a top of the line Scott
Platinum Hingeless albums, loaded with many valuable
stamps; volume 1 of the collection starts off with attractive
examples of #1 and 2; 1851 imperfs include #'s 7, 9, 10 (2),
13 on cover to Ann Arbor, Mich, 14, and 17; 1857 perforated
issues include 18 unused, no gum, 22, 28, 29, 30 o.g.,
32-33, and 35-38; the 1861 issue includes handsome examples of 68-72, 75, and 77-78, also on the page is a well
centered 56 no gum; 1867 grills include 86-87, 89-90, and a
complete set of the F grills 92-101; 1875 Re-Issues include
a 5c Jefferson with a dubious cancellation and is figured in
the catalog value as an unused no gum example, not the
more expensive used stamp; 1869 Pictorials nearly complete 112-122; and there are a couple 1875 Pictorial Re-Issues, including a 128 o.g., reperfed; 1870's Banknote
issues include a nice group of grills, 134-139, 141, and 144;
and complete sets of 145-155, 156-166, and 182-191; the
1893 Columbians are missing only the $1 and $4 values,
with a nice unused no gum 243, and an o.g. 245; the 1894
Bureau issues include 246-260, along with 262 used, and a
scarce 263 o.g.; 1895's include 264-275, plus 276A used,
along with 277-278 o.g.; the 1898 Trans-Mississippi's are
complet to the 50c value; 1901 Pan Americans are complete 294-299; 1902-03 Regular issues are highlighted by a
nice 311 o.g.; complete 323-327 and 328-330, plus some
nice Washington Franklin issues along with some dubious
early flar plate coil singles and pairs which are not figured in
our catalog value; there's a choice set of ther perf 10's
424-440 o.g., plus better genuine coil singles 445-447,
453-455, and 457-458; there are nice examples of 479-480
o.g.; nice 486-497 singles and pairs, plus a complete set of
498-518; attractive 524 and 547 o.g.; 1922 flats are complete 551-573, along with 578-579, 581-591, 595, and singles and pairs of 597-606; there's a nice Never Hinged
White Plains sheet #630, and a complete set of the 1929
Kansas Nebraska's 658-679 o.g. or Never hinged; Volume
2 is very impressive Back of the Book issues, including
complete Airmail issues with a choice set of Zeppelins
C13-C15 o.g.; there are better Special Delivery and Postage Due issues; the complete set of U.S. Offices in China
K1-K18 is attractive, along with the set of Parcel Post
stamps Q1-Q12 o.g.; The 1873 Official stamps is very impressive, and includes complete Agriculture O1-O9,
scarcer Executive, nice fresh Justice issues, plus some
scarcer Navy and State Dept. issues; the valuable setion of
scarce Newspaper stamps is quite beautiful; beginning with
PR1-3, and PR5-8, with a nice group of valuable 1875 Continental issues, and a nearly complete set of the 1879 American Bank Note Co. issue, a huge amount of catalog value
contained in these issues; there is a gorgeous complete set
of Federal Duck Hunting Permit stamps, RW1-RW76, with
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the early issues being very lightly hinged, and the modern
issues being Never Hinged; overall quite a collection handsomely displayed on hingeless pages; four certificates of
authenticity accompany, we accurately cataloged this collection, making sure not to count any fake coils, etc. and
properly valued the unused no gum stamps at the lower
"unused" price in Scott; the catalog value is well in excess of
$140,000, and should realize a decent percentage as this
collection is loaded with many better stamps.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000
3005 m
U.S.
tremendous
used
collection,
1847-1970's, fabulous used U.S. collection on Minkus
pages; handpicked for beautiful cancellations, the collector
who formed this collection really had an eye for quality and
eye appeal; there's the 1847 issues, with #1 with blue cancel, and #2 (2), both with red cancels; 1851 imperforates include #12 with year date cancel, and two #17's; 1857's are
very pretty with a variety of stars, grids and fancy corks on
#'s 27 w/year date, 30A, 32, 37 and 38; the 1861 regular issues were also handpicked for neat town or fancy cork cancels, including #'s 68-72; there's a valuable selection of
1867 grills, including two copies of the 90c #101; the 1869
Pictorials include two pages of pretty stamps with smart
cancels, including 118-119 (2), 121 (2), and 122; the 1870's
Banknote issues are downright gorgeous featuring premium quality grilled and ungrilled issues all with beautiful
strikes of fancy geometrics, "Paid" cancels, NYFM's, and
even a "Man in Coffin" on a #148; any dealer in fancy cancels will really flip out when he views page after page of
quality stamps that could easily be a single auction lot for
eBay or any premium stock; the 1893 Columbians are complete to the $2, plus there's a nice used #245; the 1894-5
Bureau issues are nearly complete to the $2 values in each
set; the 1898 Trans-Mississippi's are complete to the $1
Cattle in the storm #292, plus a second set with a choiec
#293; there's a complete set of the 1902-03 Regular issue
plus a second partial set; the Washington Franklins are
fairly complete with many choie used stamps; there's a
handsome used White Plains sheet, plus another unused
o.g. example, one of the few unused items in the entire collection; there's even a used set of Kansas-Nebraskas; Airmail issues are virtually complete including a lovely used
set of Zeppelins C13-C15; also plenty of value in the used
Postage Dues, with virtually every space filled; the 1919
U.S. Offices in China, K1-K18, are all unused, either no
gum or o.g.; a great lot for any dealer or collector who appreciates a nice old time used collection that has more
beautiful cancellations than we have ever seen in a single
collection; Scott catalog value is well in excess of $100,000;
worthy of careful review, this impressive lot deserves the
extra time needed to carefully evaluate all the beautiful
cancellations.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3006 HHHm U.S. mint & used collection, 1847-1977, intriguing collection in Scott National Album in mounts with
much better material, better used includes #1 with red grid,
four margin #2 faulty, 15, 17 with star of David cancel, 36,
71, 97, 98, 113-117, 137 145-155, better mint includes
228-229, 276-278, 285-293, Prexies complete, then complete mint & used to 1977, good BOB with parcel posts complete used, scattered officials, mint newspapers
PR114-125, a few locals, condition mixed on earlier, with
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plenty of better material for retail sales, please, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3007 H
U.S. outstanding used collection with tremendous fancy cancels, 1847-1920, neatly assembled
on homemade pages; with a Scott catalog value in excess
of $47,000, this impressive collection covers the years
1847 to 1920; the collection begins with two Scott #'s 1, blue
cancel and red cancel; 1851's include a 14 single and a #15
pair; there's a nice group of 1857's including many with colored cancels; the 1861 issue is quite desirable with #'s 67,
75 (2), 76 (7), and include a spectacular group of #65's and
68's with fancy cancels, and some select colors shades of
#'s 70 and 78; there's a lovely selection of 1869 Pictorials including fifteen #116's many with better strikes, along with
119 (3), 120 (2), and 121; the 1970's Banknote issues are a
fancy cancel dealer's dream, with hundreds of attractive
singles, and a few strips with different postmarks, many fancies including the high values; the 1893 Columbians are
complete to the $1; there are nice 1894-98 Bureau issues;
Trans-Mississippi's to the $1; some decent 1902-03 Regular issues and many better Washington Franklins; Back of
the book include an excellent group of used Postage Due
issues, and an incredible group of Official stamps, nearly all
with fancy or colored cancels, a truly remakable group of
these stamps that are very hard to find like this, there are
stars, "Free", numerals; finally there's a small selection of
Special Delivery, Newspaper stamps, and Revenue
stamps; any dealer who specializes in better fancy cancels
should spend extra time evaluating this impressive collection, as it is loaded with tons of usable material; Scott
catalog value is in excess of $47,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3008 H
U.S. nice collection with outstanding Officials and Newspaper stamps, 1847-1970's (7/Q12), marvelous collection on Scott National album pages with
tremendous value in early unused U.S. classics and strong
back of the book issues, particularly the Officials and scarce
Newspaper stamps; nearly all stamps unused with just a
few exceptions; the classic U.S. stamps are basically Fine
examples that are unused without gum or regummed, the
20th century stamps are mostly o.g. stamps with many Fine
to Very Fine stamps present; the classics include #7, 9, and
38; the 1861's include unused examples of 63, 65 o.g.,
68-9, 72 used, 73, and 76; 1867 grills include unused 94-95;
1869 Pictorials include unused 112-117, most of which are
regummed; the 1870's Banknote issues include unused examples of 134-6, 145-48, 150, 156-159, 161-2, 182-3, a
nice o.g. 189, and 209-216; the 1890's issue is complete
219-229; 1893 Combians are complete to the 50c value,
along with an unused $4 value; 1894 issues include
253-256, along with a 258 and a scarce no gum 262; the
1895's include 266-275, and the 1898's are complete
279-284; the 1898 Trans-Mississippi's are complete with
the the 1c to the 50c with o.g., and the $1 and $2 values no
gum or regummed; 1901 Pan Americans are complete
294-299; 1902 Regulars include 300-308, and 310; 1904
Louisiana Purchase and 1907 Jamestown issues are complete; Washington Franklins include 331-338, 343-346
pairs, 374-378, 433, 435, and 437, some better coils, some
decent 1917 perf 11's, and a nice group of the 1918-1920
Offset issues, along with a decent 547; the Back of the book
includes a handsome C18, plus all the modern Airmail is-
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sues; then there's a premium group of the 1873 Officials,
most all unused, including O3, O12, O15, O21-22, O24 a
JUMBO margined 90c Interior; Justice Dept. issues include
O25 and O28, including a scarce and fresh O28 block of
four with full o.g., Navy Dept. includes O35, and no gum examples of the 30c and 90c values O44-O45; there are
better State Dept. issues including O57, O60, and
O65-O67, the 24c and 90c no gum, and the 30c with full
o.g.; Treasury include O72-O75, O78-79, and a no gum
90c, O82; War Dept. include O87-93; there's a ton of value
in the scarce Newspaper stamps, most of which are in a
quality far superior to what is normaly found; there's PR2, 4,
and 7-8; there's an immensely rare example of PR31, the
$48 1875 issue, completely sound, unused with part o.g.
with a 1985 P.F. certificate (Scott catalog value $7,000 on
this stamp alone); there are handsome examples of the
1879 Newspapers, including PR60, 65, 68, 71, 73, 75-6,
and 78 with wonderfully rich colors; and finally there's a
complete set of 1912 Parcel Post issues, used; we carefully
cataloged this remarkable collection counting the unused
or regummed stamps at the lower unused price in Scott; the
Scott catalog value of this wonderful lot is well in excess of
$49,000, and should receive plenty of attention, especially
from delears who specialize in better Officials and scarce
Newspaper stamps.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3009 H
U.S. collection on Lindner album pages,
1847-1933 (1/Q12), impressive collection neatly assembled on Lindner hingeless album pages; mint and used
stamps in a comprehensive offering with a Scott catalog
value well in excess of $36,000; the collection begins with
the 1847 issue, Scott #1 and 2 both with blue town cancellations, plus an additional #1 with a striking red numeral "5"
postmark; the 1851 imperforate issues include #'s 7, 9-11,
14-15, and 17; 1857's include two #30A's plus a horizontal
pair, along with nice used examples of 36-38; the 1861
Regular issue include better numbers like #67-73; 1867
grills include #'s 92-98; 19=869 Pictorials include 112-121,
plus an additional 30c value; numerous 1870's Banknote issues include #138, 145-55, 156-166, 182-191, and
205-218; there's a handsome set of unused 1893 Columbian issues, 230-245, including an additional used $1
value; the $1 and $2 Columbians are excellent well centered o.g. examples, the $3 and $5 are AveF o.g. examples,
and the $4 is expertly regummed over a crease; the 1895
Bureaus include a used #278; 1898 Trans-Mississippi's are
highlighted by a used #293; 1902-03 Regular issues are to
the $2; Washington Franklins are well represented including sets of 331-342, 374-382, 414-423, 424-440, 462-480,
and 498-518; there are used copies of #523, 524 and 547,
along with unused o.g. examples of #523 and 547; the 1923
perf 10 Regular issue complete 581-591; 1929 Kansas-Nebraska's complete 658-679; Back of the book include Airmails, C1, C3-C6, and C18; Special Delivery page is
complete in used condition; along with a used set of the
1912 Parcel Post Issues Q1-Q12; conditon is a bit mixed
throughout this collection, but there are many better
saleable stamps, especially the dollar value Columbians,
which are quite nice.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3010 Hm
U.S. comprehensive collection, 1847-1937
(1/802), magnificent U.S. collection on homemade pages in
a single small binder; meticulously assembled collection
with each stamp neatly presented in showgurad mounts;
much in value here, beginning with the 1847 issue which in-
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cludes 2 choice examples of Scott #1, and a choice #2; the
1851 imperforates are quite attractive with numerous 1c
1851's, including an unused o.g. type II bottom sheet margin single, and 2 choice used singles, also a type IV strip/3,
there are numerous attractive #11 used pairs, along with
singles of #12, 14, and 17; the 1857's are highlighted by #'s
28, 30A, 32, 36 (2), 37, and an unused regummed #38;
there's a proof set of 40-47P4 with brilliant fresh colors;
1861 issues include #'s 67-73, and 75-78; 1867 grills include 86-90, and 92-98; handsome set of 1869 Pictorials
except the 90c is a shaved and perforated proof (not
counted); 1870's Banknotes include 145-155, 156-166,
182-191, and 205-218 some of which are unused; there's
219-229 complete used; 1893 Columbians to the $1; 1894
Regular issue to the $1; 1895 Regulars are complete to the
$5 (no 276A); 1898 Trans-Mississippi's are complet to the
$1 Bull (lower values mint); Washington Franklins are quite
attractive with 331-342 complete used, 414-423 used,
424-440 used, and 462-478 used; there's an impressive
unused o.g. never hinged #467 color error in a combination
strip/3, there's a choice used example of #523, plus a nice
unused set of the 1929 Kansas-Nebraska's; there's only a
smattering of Back of the Book issues, but the Confederate
States issues are remarkable in terms of quality and completeness, including CSA #1 both used and unused, #2
used and unused plus a choice example of cover, a scarce
unused o.g. #3, an unused single of #4 along with a used
single and pair, two handsome #5's both with neat town
cancels, #6 singles and block, #7 single and block, two #8
singles, scarce used #9 with a manuscript pen cancel, 11's
and 12's in singles and blocks, and several 13's and 14's;
overall some nice quality stamps, a few faults present especially on the classic issues; with a Scott catalog value in
excess of $43,000, this beautiful collection should draw lots
of interest.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3011 Hm
U.S. quality collection in Schaubek hingeless album, 1847-1981, better quality U.S. collection
neatly housed in a high end album with dust cover; fairly advanced collection assembled by a collector with an eye for
quality; highlights include nice examples of the 1847 issue
#1 and 2, the 10c with P.F. cert., some choice 1851 and
1857 issues, including #13 and 27; an attractive group of
1861's; some decent 1867 grills; and a complete used set of
the 1869 Pictorials, 112-122; some nice used 1870's Banknote issues, including 145-55 complte, 156-166, and
181-191; 1893 Columbians are nearly complete, missing
only the two high values, the $3 Columbian with a P.F. cert.;
1894-1898 Bureaus well represented, including a choice
used $278; Trans-Miss used complete up to the $1 Cattle in
a storm; 1901 Pan Ams complete; 1902-03 Regulars complete to the $2 Madison; there are some nice Washington
Franklins including some better coils, including 392-396 in
pairs; 397-404 complete used or unused, the 401 with
P.S.E. graded cert.; plus 498-518 complete o.g.; plus a
used #523; 1922 Flats are complete o.g., with some Never
Hinged; plus the perf 10's complete, also a o.g. #595; Airmail issues are complete to 1976 issues, including a select
used set of Zeppelins C13-C15; Special Deliveries are
complete, including o.g. example sof E1 and E3; Parcel
Post complete in used, plus some better Postage Dues; a
gorgeous et of 1919 U.S. Offices in China, complete from
K1-K18 o.g.; some nice Officials and Newspaper stamps including some card proofs; rounding off this attractive collection is a complete set of Duck Hunting Permit stamps, from
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1934 to 1981 mostly used; overall better quality with many
select, desirable stamps for any dealer or collector looking
for a handsome album loaded with many valuable stamps;
Scott catalog value in excess of $30,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3012 HHHm U.S. substantial collection, 1847-1968, wonderful collection on Scott hingeless pages, better used includes 1 with red grid cancel, 2 pen cancelled, 15, 17, 32,
35, 36, 38, 39 with fake red cancel, 67, 70, 71, 72, 78, 90,
95, 112-119, 151, 152, 154, 155 with NYFM cancel, 218,
219-229 mint and used, O6,O33, better mint includes
230-243 with 241 used, 245, 341, 1922 issue complete,
Kansas Nebraska NH, Prexies complete, C1-C6, C13-C15,
E1-3, QE1-4, Q1-7, Q9, Q11, JQ1-JQ5, O27, O33, O87, as
usual condition is varied on earlier issues, but overall much
nicer than normally encountered, worth close inspection
with substantial potential, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3013 m)
U.S. interesting early collection, 1847-79, impressive collection neatly mounted on homemade pages;
numerous valuable stamps including #1 (3), one on a foled
letter, nice 1851-57 issues, including #12, 14-15, 17, 27,
and 28; attractive 1861 issues, including two used #72's;
complete 1869 Pictorials 112-122; some very impressive
1870's Banknote issues, including three 90c Perry's; the
catalog value is quite substantial, in excess of $20,000;
worthy lot that deserves careful consideration.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

cellent opportunity for the retail or internet seller, please review, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3017 Hm
U.S. extensive and valuable old time one volume collection, 1847-1970, housed in a 1959 Grossman
Stamp Co. album. Overall mostly used beginning with a
representative 19th Century selection including Scott 1(2),
good 1857-1861 issues, 1869's, including an unused 116,
decent Banknotes, Bureau issues, Columbians to the 30¢,
extensive early commems, Washington-Franklins, then often times parallel mint and used from there. We also note a
nice, mint 630 sheet, plus nice BOB with lots of cut squares,
airs, including C4 mint block of 4, C18 mint and used, revenues and officials,complete, nearly all used ducks, with a
nice mint og RW2, Canal Zone and more. Condition varies
on the earlies, otherwise F-VF, well worth inspection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3018 HH/H
U.S. mint & used collection, 1851-1985, meticulous collection in two albums, better used includes
#155, 163, 165, 229, 241-242, better mint includes 24,
238-240, 285-293, 294-299, extensive Washington Franklins, 1922 series complete, Kansas Nebraska complete,
630 S/S f-vf, 692-701, airmails include C2, C4-6, C13-15,
please set aside ample time to fully appreciate this lots potential, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

3014 HHHm U.S. collection, 1847-1976, collection in two
Scott National albums, includes (used unless noted) #1
with pen cancel, 12, 70, 71, 72, 96, 1869 pictorials with
112-117, 119(x2) and 121, 153, 155, 166, Columbians mint
to 236, Trans Miss 240, 292, Nebraska set complete used,
mostly mint thereafter, scattered BOB, plenty of useful material here, please review to fully appreciate, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3019 HHHm U.S. mint & used collection, 1851-1946,
better collection on KaBe hingeless pages, better used unless noted includes #7, 15(x2), 36B, 37(x2), 69(x2), 70(x3),
71(x2), 96(x2), 97(x2), 98(x2), 112-117, 119-120 with extra
120, 154(x2), 155(x2), 165, 240 mint, 291, 294-299 mint,
excellent mint & used Washington Franklins, Kansas Nebraska mint & used less 666, an overall impressive amassing of material, usual mixed condition, viewing
recommended for full appreciation, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3015 HHHm U.S. eclectic collection, 1847-1940, unusual
collection with many better stamps, better mint includes
230-237 with duplication, 285-291, 294-299, 397-399 with
duplication, nice stock of 2¢ Reds with duplicates, C10A
pane, better used includes 1 with red grid, 70, 71, 72,
112-115, 239-241, 292, used Kansas includes 661-668,
and used Nebraska includes 669-671, 673-674, 677-678, a
useful lot that will yield plenty of sale able material, don't
miss out on this group, take some time to carefully review,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3020 HHHm U.S. mint & used collection, 1851-1985, useful mint and used collection in mounts on pages, better used
unless noted includes #11 mint og, 15, 30A, 36, 70, 71,
112-117, 119-120, 166, 229 291, comprehensive Washington Franklins mint & used including used 523, Kansas Nebraska set mint and used missing 665, 676-677, 679,
Prexies set mint complete, C1-6 mint, C13-14 used zeppelins, useful postage dues and parcel posts complete mint
and used, should prove profitable, please take time to peruse, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3016 HHHm U.S. collection, 1847-1970, fresh clean better
than average collection mounted on Scott pages, better
used starts with #1 three margins with red grid, 71 with San
Francisco cogwheel cancel, E1-5, better mint includes 114
og, 288 og appears NH, 331-337, 339-340, 400-400A, 403,
very useful Washington Franklins with quite a bit NH material, 1922 definitives complete, White Plains S/S mint f-vf,
Kansas Nebraska complete, Prexies complete, then complete mint to 1970, C1-6, and E6, dozens of salable stamps
present, condition varies especially on earlier material, ex-

3021 HHHm U.S. collection, 1851-1931, delightful collection in Liberty Stamp Album, better used #24 with red town
cancel, 30A, 70b, 72, 112-117, 119, 145-155, 166, 218,
239-240, K11, better mint includes 230-238, 285-290,
294-299, 323-327, 328-330, useful Washington Franklins
with private perfs, 603 S/S fine -very fine, Kansas Nebraska, C1-C5, C18, E1, E3, E5, E7, nice postage dues, Offices in China K1-K4, K17, as with most such collections,
some typical mixed condition to be expected, otherwise
condition appears fine to very fine, OG, making for pleasant
overall viewing, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3022 Hm)
U.S. collection, 1851-1977, a fun lot to plow
through with dozens of better items, includes five albums,
better includes #33 mint, 3¢ fractional currency, #120 used,
#189, 215, 216, 240, 287, 547 mint, nice selection of Washington Franklins mint & used, mint Kansas Nebraska, complete Prexie set mint, excellent officials include O3-4,
O15-23, O25-27, O29-30, O36, O38, O40-41, O44,
O57-59, O64, O72-82, O83-93, newspapers and revenues,
good ducks with RW1, RW4, RW14-15 with RW14 plate
block, two albums of blocks and plate number blocks including #611, 619, 632 & 633, also includes small collection
of Banknotes and 1977 Star Wars Stamp Kit, be prepared
to spend some time assessing this lot, mixed condition, but
with plenty of choice material, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3023 HHHm U.S. definitive & airmail collection,
1951-1938, useful collection on hingeless pages, better
used includes 38, 70b, 72, 112-118, 217, 218, 263, better
mint includes 219-229, 259, 279-284, Kansas-Nebraska
complete and Prexies complete, with extensive Washington Franklins mint & used, a few better centered stamps,
condition is mixed, a few may be misidentified, plan to
spend some time perusing this collection to maximize its
potential, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3024 HHHm U.S. quality not quantity collection,
1851-1924, a few dozen stamps in two Lindner hingeless
albums, better used includes #7, 9, 15, 17, 36, 70, 72,
162(x2), 163, 165 & 218, some choice examples, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. with many VF+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3025 Hm
U.S. eclectic collection, 1851-1963, interesting collection in six stockbooks or albums, loaded with
plenty of useful material, used includes #11 with duplication, #65 & 94 in quantity, 1869 pictorials including #117 &
121, loads of Banknotes and Bureaus, Columbians to #239
with a few pages of #230 & 231 including a few better cancels, scattered possessions, somewhat messy, some color
photos are embedded among earlier material, please inspect to properly evaluate, o.g., Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3026 HHHm U.S. collection, 1851-1969, neat collection of
mint and used, better includes 112-114 used, 145-155
used, 230-235 mint, 294-299 used, Prexies, Famous Americans and Liberty Series complete mint, airmails C1-3, C5 &
C18 mint, useful beginners collection or ideal to break up for
the internet, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
3027 HHHm U.S. collection, 1857-1965, interesting collection on Scott pages in mounts, better mint includes #36 NG,
39og, 63, 73(x2), 76, 97, 98, 119 NG, 228, 229, 230-244
with duplicate 239, 240 and 242, also 236 plate & imprint
block of six with separations, 278, 285-291, 324-327, White
Plains S/S mint f-vf NH, Kansas Nebraska complete, then
complete to 1965, airmails include C1-6, C13 NH and C15
NG, condition is varied within the earlier material including
no gums and sweated gums, but there are plenty of very
fine stamps within, please take time to investigate, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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3028 HHHm U.S. collections & collection remnants,
1857-1970, from an old timer who did more buying than selling, in carton, better mint unless noted includes 230-240
mint & used, 285-291 mint & used, 294-299, 323-327,
338-330, 397-400A, excellent selection of Washington
Franklins mint & used with some private perfs, Kansas Nebraska set used and partial set mint, 630S/S fine-very fine,
Prexie set(x2), C1-C6(x2), C10a(x3), C13, C18(x5), useful
officials, S5 plate number single, condition is mixed on earlier, plenty of useful material ready to be broken down into
single lots, be sure to inspect this one, it will prove worthwhile, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3029 Hm)
U.S. mint & used collections, 1857-2000, two
cartons filled with thousands of stamps in sixteen albums or
stockbooks or on pages, plenty of moderate material, but
with some effort better items abound, includes used
113-117, 153-155, 189-191, 217-218, 230-238, 275, 291,
323-327, 328-330, nice range of mint & used Washington
Franklins, group of mint & used Kansas Nebraska, binder
with 1922-1938 precancel collection, old time binder of oddball and stamp expo material, another old binder with state
and federal cigarette, liquor and revenue stamps, binder of
airmail and related material with used C5(x3) and used C6,
useful revenues, ducks with RW1, RW3 and RW7 no gum
and RW2 and RW4 used, there's a lot of chaff but some
tasty kernels present, condition mixed, please inspect, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, generally Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3030 HHHm U.S. mint & used collection, 1857-2000, interesting lot in seven albums or books, includes specialized
Washington Franklin in binder with many better items, two
binders with plate block collections, better used includes
229, C2, C4-6, better mint includes 227, 230-238, 572,
692-701, 832-834 and C5, condition is mixed, nice group
for the retail dealer, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
3031 Hm
U.S. handsome collection in hingeless album, 1861-1940's, desirable U.S. collection neatly presented in hingeless album with dust cover; loaded with
stamps, including some better 1861 issues, including
68-70, some attractive Banknote issues, and a nice #229
o.g.; the 1893 Columbians are complete used to the $3;
1898 Trans-Mississippi's are used complete to the $1;
Washington Franklins are well represented in mint or used,
including numerous better coils; there's a decent 630 White
Plains sheet, o.g., VLH, and an attractive set of 1929 Kansas-Nebraska overprints; plus a coice set of 1938
Presidentials complete; a very attractive group of stamps
with a Scott catalog value in excess of $15,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3032 HHHm U.S. collection, 1861-1990, collection in eight
albums of books, predominately moderate priced material
but includes two albums with plate number blocks, useful
Washington Franklins with private perfs, mint Prexie set
with coil pairs, some better BOB, with some organization
should prove profitable, please inspect, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
3033 HHHm U.S. delightful mint & used collection,
1870-1958, stocky collection presented on Leuchtturm
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hingeless pages, many of the stamps have duplication,
better mint unless noted includes Columbians with 230(x4),
231(x3), 232(x2), 233-236, 237(x2), 238(x2), 239-240,
291(x2), 294-299, 323-346, 328-330(x2), 397(x3), 398(x2),
399(x3), 400(x2), 550(x2), 551-572 less 568, 630 S/S vg-vf,
Prexies complete, Liberty Series complete, Prominent
Americans complete, C1-C6, an outstanding opportunity to
load up on mint material for the retail dealer, please review,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3034 H
U.S. specialized Two Cent Bank Note collection, wonderful collection highlighting 2¢ #210, with 170+
covers and numerous stamps showing usages, double
transfers and shifts, in seven albums, the first has india
plate proof, cardboard plate proof and three trial color plate
proofs with Oct 1 1883 first day of new postage rate and
twelve covers showing various shifts and double transfers,
there is a book of 40 covers with 1884 letter written on birch
bark and a 1886 letter with pixies on the cover and
lettersheet, next album has Cole CR-21 fancy cancel on
cover, and several to better destinations including 1886 to
Haiti, 1884 to Turkey, 1885 to Syria and a strip of five on
cover to Costa Rica, an album of ad covers including an illustrated ad cover for bicycles, another albums of ad covers
with an early 1882 Goodyear Rubber cover and usage on
an insurance sleeve, and an albums of hotel covers, a few
illustrated and most with contents, the perfect lot for the
Bank Note specialist, should provide hours of entertainment, please take time to peruse and enjoy this intriguing
lot, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3035 HH/H
U.S. attractive mint collection, 1890-1976, a
truly wonderful collection of mint stamps (a couple are used
or precancelled) mounted on pages, better includes 227,
230-239, 268-273, 283, 285-290, 294-299, 300-308,
323-327, 328-330, 331-340, 332a booklet pane, 397-400A,
403, 414-418, 420, 424-430, 432-435, 1922 issue complete, Kansas Nebraska complete and Prexies complete,
condition is generally fine to very fine, with many better
items especially in the Washington Franklins, viewing recommended for full appreciation, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3036 m)
U.S. regular issues and commemoratives,
premium quality used collection, 1890-1971, in two
Scott specialty albums, regular issues start with #219-29,
246-61, 264-77, 279-84, 300-12, 314, 320, 331-42, 343-7,
348-9, 351-3, 357-8, 374-84, 385-7, 390-92, 394-6, 405-23,
424-40, 441-2, 444-7 (445 signed), 453-5, 457-8, 461,
462//480, 481-484, 481 plate block, 486-90, 492-7,
498-504, 506-18, 523-4, various offsets, 538, 540-1, 545-6,
547, 551-73, 575-7, 578-9, 581-91, 595, 599A single and
pair, 634A, 658-79 then various issues 692//1053, 720b
plus some later express mail, C1-12, C16-C65 (includes
some coil pairs), E1-E22, F! J1-7, J15-20, J22-26, J28, plus
various others, Q1-12, JQ1-5, QE1-4, 4a, some extra Kansas-Nebraska, couple ad covers, #425 (mint page of 13 diff)
#93, washington Franklins plus a few postage dues,
Commem volume starts #285-91, 294-99, #323-30, 367-8,
370-3, 397-404, 371 line block, 373 centerline block with
huge margins, from 537 onwards a very nice showing,also
includes an unused Republican national Convention Ticket
of 1896, overall this is a very select quality collection and
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one will find many extremely fine to gem quality items, examination a must, Very Fine+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3037 m
U.S. 2¢ Small Bureau collection, 1890-1893,
over 800 used stamps, includes shades, stars, duplex numerals, targets and letters, possessions, revenues, nice lot
for the specialist, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3038 Hm
U.S. valuable collection on homemade album pages, 1893-1979, wonderful U.S. collection neatly
presented on album pages; collection begins with the 1893
Columbians, a choie complete used set of 230-245; there's
some better 1895 Bureau issues including a used $5 Marshall; the 1898 Trans-Mississippi's are complete used;
there both a used set along with an unused set of the 1901
Pan Americans 294-299; 1902-03 Regular issue is complete to the $2 Madison; 323-330 complete sets in both mint
and used; some choice Washington Franklins, including
#524 o.g., and a used #547 with the largest vignette shift we
have ever seen on this issue; 1922 flats are complete o.g.;
there's a choiec o.g. hinged #630 White Plains sheet; then
there are the Airmails, complete up to 1979, with mint and
used sets of C1-C6, and a pretty set of Zeppelins C13-15,
along with numerous examples on cover, including C13 (2)
on postcards, C14 (4), and a nice C15 on flight covers; there
are some better Special Delivery issues and various 1909
Parcel Post Issues; overall a very desirable collection with
many better saleable stamps with a catalog value in excess
of $20,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3039 HH/H
U.S. plate number strip & blocks collection,
1893-1954, captivating selection of strips and blocks, better
plate number strips of three includes 219, 230, 231, 246,
264, 267, 279, 279b, 286, better plate number blocks include 367, 372, 374, 397, 398, 406, 408, 409, 482, 499,
501, 508, 509, 511, 512, 530, 537, 548-550, 559, 561, 564
with star #17420, 565, 569, 571, 577, 616, 619, 621, Washington Bicentennial complete, Prexies complete, Liberty
Series complete, a meaty collection with many extras,
please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3040 H
U.S. complete unused commemoratives,
1893-1940's, complete unused U.S. commemoratives on
old time Gimbels pages in a single album; an impressive array of issues, including 1893 Columbians complete
230-245, 1898 Trans Mississippi's 285-293, 323-330,
367-373, 397-404, up through about 1940's issues, including a gorgeous 630 White Plains sheet in pristine mint condition; overall Fine to Very Fine centering, most o.g., with a
few regummed early issues; Scott catalog value in excess
of $12,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3041 HH/H
U.S. mint collection, 1893-1964, beautiful mint
collection mounted in Scott National Album, starts with
Columbians #232, 234-235, 237-239, 291 VLH, 323-325,
327, excellent and useful Washington Franklins with several choice centered stamps with 479-480, 1922 issue complete, 630 S/S but stuck to mount, Kansas Nebraska
complete, airmails C1-6, C18, special deliveries E2, E4-6,
and parcel posts Q1-6, Q9 & Q11, this lot is sure to please
with plenty of well centered material, wonderful potential for
the retail dealer, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3042 HHHm U.S. commemorative and back-of-the-book
collection, 1893-1992, wonderful collection of mostly mint
U.S., includes mint unless noted 230-237, 240, 238-239
used, 285-288, 290, 289 & 291 used, 294-299, 328-330,
mint & used Washington Franklins, 630 S/S fine -very fine,
collection of mint duck RW1-36, RW38-42, RW44-59 several NH noted, Q1-11, Q12 used, J22-J27, collection of officials O15-19, O22, O24, O27, O29, O59-60, O62, O74,
O81, O83-90, O93, a collection that with minimum effort
should yield numerous sale able stamps, please allow time
to review, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3043 HHHm U.S. mint & used commemorative collection,
1893-1959, in Lindner hingeless album, includes better
mint 230-240, 285-287, 289-291, 294-299, 325-327, 630
S/S fine to very fine, better used includes Kansas 658-660,
662-663, 667-668, Nebraska 669-677, a clean concise collection that could be built upon or broken up for retail sales,
please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3044 HHHm U.S. solid mint & used collection, 1893-1971,
nicely organized collection, better mint unless noted starts
with Columbians #230-237, 238-240 used, 291 used, Pan
Pacific used complete, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619,
620-621, 630 S/S f-vf, Kansas Nebraska complete, then
complete commemoratives to 1971, excellent starter collection, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3045 HHHm U.S. mint collection of singles, blocks &
plate blocks, 1893-1950, mint with a few used items, in
four stockbooks, includes book of plate number blocks with
#499, 529, 619, 628, book of singles with mint #230-237,
327, plenty of 2¢ Reds, book of blocks of 4 including airmails, and book with more plate number blocks including
#639, 693-698, excellent opportunity for the retail or
internet dealer, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3046 HH/H
U.S. exciting mint collection, 1901-1989, mint
commemorative & airmail collection in three albums, better
includes #294-299, 323-327, 327-330, 397-404, 630 S/S
fine -very fine NH, C1-6, C13-15 very fine with $2.60 NH
and C18, fairly complete from 1919 to 1989, an overall useful collection affording an opportunity for collectors and
dealers alike, some typical mixed condition on earliers to be
expected, viewing recommended for full appreciation, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine. Estimate
$1,500 - 2,000
3047 HH/H
U.S. mint collection, 1901-1903, excellent
small mint collection of Pan-American and 1902 Regular
series, much of it is NH, includes #297(x4), 298(x3), 304,
307, 308(x4) and strip of three #319 with plate number and
imprint, inspect and bid accordingly, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3048 Hm
U.S. decent collection on album pages,
1904-70, nice U.S. collection neatly hinged on album pages
with issues from 1904 to 1970; including 323-330 complete
used and unused, a choice set of the 1922 Flats 551-573,
set of 1938 Presidentials, and 1950's Liberty series; then
virtaully complete to the 1970's commemoratives; plenty of
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value present for any eBay dealer looking for a nice range of
material to list and sell; Scott catalog value over $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3049 H
U.S. specialized 1909 block and plate block
commemorative collection (367/373), remarkable offering of better plate blocks, strips, and blocks of the desirable
1909 Commemorative issues, neatly displayed on pages in
a single binder; this tremendous holding includes many
choice quality plate blocks, including #367 (10), 368 (2),
370 (13), 371 (2), 372 (6), and 373 (4); then there are some
attractive blocks, including 368 (6), 371 (8) including two
center line blocks of four; plus there are plate number strips,
including 367 (4), 372 (6), and 373 (4); overall the quality is
Fine to Very Fine with many better, most are lightly highed,
there are some very nice never hinged examples present;
faults, if any are few and far between; an excellent lot for the
plate number specialist or any dealer looking to expand
there stock of these popular stamps as there a nice balance
of plates blocks and interesting plate strips and blocks of
four in this valuable holding, Scott $10,557.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3050 Hm)
U.S. Washington Franklin & 1922 Series specialized collection, in nine albums, seven on the Washington Franklin series and two on the 1922 Series, includes
singles, blocks, coils, and covers, almost all with annotated
descriptions of the individual stamps on pages, and quantities range from single stamps to multiples, i.e. #462 has
four mint singles, 463 a single, 335 has six used singles, a
used pair and six used blocks of four, with shades, varieties
and usages, condition is mixed, inspection is mandatory to
assess the true value of this collection, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3051 H
U.S. 1912 1¢ & 2¢ perf 12 specialized plate
number holding (405-406), wonderful collection of plate
number strips and plate blocks of the 1912 perforated 12 1c
and 2c Washington Franklin issues; a huge number of plate
blocks, including #405 (20), and 406 (71), plus a large selection of plate number strips of three; choice Very Fine
centering on most, with some better; mostly lightly hinged
with a few select never hinged examples present; one of the
most comprehensive selections we've offered, Scott
$17,049.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3052 H
U.S. 1913-1915 Panama Pacific Exposition
specialized plate block group (397/402), impressive
holding of blocks and plate blocks with many high ticket
items; there are (7) #397 plates (11) #398 plates, a wide
bottomed #399 plate, hinged on just one stamp, a right margin #400 block of 6 shwoing the plate number in the wrong
position to be considered a plate block, but the block is in
immaculate never hinged condition (3) #401 plates along
with 2 blocks of four; and (3) scarce #402 plate blocks, one
which contains two outstanding never hinged examples,
which if broken out of the plate would score serious high
grades if submitted for graded certificates; simply marvelous grouping of differing plate numbers and positions that
should realize a tidy price at public auction, as there are
many hidden GEMS throughout this incredible offering,
most of the plate blocks are hinged, but there are many
never hinged stamps present, including the two magnificent
#402's, Scott $18,550.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3053 H
U.S. 1914 Washington Franklin plate block
collection for the specialist (424-425), tremendous
specilized collection of the 1¢ and 2¢ perf 10 Washington
Franklins of the 1914 issue; remarkable offering of mostly
different plate numbers and positions; particularly well centered group, mostly hinged, but we spotted quite a few nice
never hinged examples throughout this remakable holding
that has been painstakenly assembled over many years;
highlights include plate blocks of #424 (11), along with (4)
examples of the more difficult "Coil Stamps" plate blocks of
10; then there is a huge selection of #425 plate blocks
(114), along with (5) examples of the desirable "Coil
Stamps" plate number blocks of 10; a marvelous group that
would be nearly impossible to duplicate, Scott $11,114.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3054 H
U.S. 1919 coil waste plate blocks, unbelievable specialist collection (538/541), the most impressive
collection of the 1919 coil waste issues ever to appear on
the market; plate blocks of 4 and 6 showing a huge array of
differnt plate numbers throughout this impressive holding;
there are regular plate blocks, plates with the "S 30" imprint,
plus some with the "S 30" inverted, along with some better
"star" plates; huge quantities, including #538 (62), 540
(196), and 541 (14); overall the quality of these difficult plate
blocks is much better than normaly found, with many extremely fine stamps present in the plates that would could
easily be broken out and sold for much more than the value
of the plate block itself; a collection that would be all but impossible to duplicate, especially in this quality, Scott
$43,437.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3055 H
U.S. 1920-1921 coil waste, extraordinary
plate block collection (542/546), extremely comprehensive collection of mostly different plate number blocks of
this tough coil waste issue; includes 542 (31), 543 (29), and
the scarcer 545 (22), and 546 (30); a wonderful group that
took the collector decades to assemble; most lightly hinged
but with many never hinged examples throughout this fabulous holding of these scarce plate blocks, centering ranges
from Very Good to Fine with several high quality Extremely
Fine plate blocks present, especially the 542's, Scott
$64,362.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
3056 H
U.S. lovely three volume plate block collection, 1920-71, including some better definitives like Scott
554, 555, 565, 622, 699 etc, then onto outstanding commemoratives like 610-11, 615-16, 618, 627, 628, a nice 630
sheet, 644, 646, 649-50, 681 and loads of other 2¢ Reds,
704-15 Farley position pieces, 740-49, 859-93, C25-31 and
hundreds more. Clean, valuable lot, F-VF, lots NH, examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3057 HHHm U.S. plate number single collection plus,
1920-1970, actually a few collections, the plate number singles mint include 693-701, Prexies complete, Famous
Americans complete, Liberty Series complete, C13, and
C23 to C53 less C31 and C46, used airmails plate number
singles include C2, C7-C9, also includes mint 656 joint line
pair with partial plate #, 805b imperf between pair, C1-2,
C5-6, C18, there is a great deal of better material here,
much NH, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3058 H
U.S. 20th century mint quality specialized
collection, 1922-70's, commencing with a lovely complete
set of #551-73, 575-7 centerline blocks, 578-9, 581-91,
595, 631 cross gutter block with crossed lines, 658-79,
692-70, various coils, coil line pairs (including #723) and
booklet panes including 319 (separated), followed by an absolutely remarkable section of specialized printings of the
regular issues which starts with Paraguay 1922-32 issues
that were printed by the US, then an incredible selection of
different shades of #551-73 showing the full richness and
desireability of the earlier printings and continues on with
the later regular issues and coils and includes test stamps,
counterfeit, paste-ups, etc., a virtual treasure trove of varieties that would be difficult at best to duplicate. Lastly,
#C1-6, C11, E12-19, and various airmail plate blocks round
off an exciting and valuable collection, many individual
items worthy of individual listing and sale, some never
hinged present, a marvelous cornerstone on which to specialize in these fascinating issues or to breakdown for retail,
in either case, please plan to carefully evaluate this one,
generally Very Fine or better.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3059 H
U.S. nice quality plate blocks, 1924-40
(583//893), choice selection of better quality plate blocks
between #'s 583 and 893 housed in a beautiful Palo hingeless album; with attractive sets of 614-616 and 617-619,
plus an impressive set of 620-621 L.H., there's nice N.H.
622-623 plates, along with a nice set of 632-42; there are
numerous high quality 2c Red plates, and a select set of
647-48 N.H.; the set of 692-701 plates is marvelous, as is
the 704-715 set; there a quality set of 740-49, plus the
imperfs 756-765; there's a wonderful complete set of the
1938 Presdientials 803-834, along with a premium set of
Famous Americans 859-893; overall the quality is well
above normal throughout this collection with many choice
Never Hinged plate blocks present; an impressive lot with a
Scott catalog value in excess of $7,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3060 HH/H
U.S. plate block collection, 1926-1967, plate
block collection in two volumes in mounts, much NH, better
includes 501, 630 f-vf, 692-701, Prexies 803-823, 2 complete sets Famous Americans, Washington Bicentennial
706-715, C7-8, C11, C20-22, C25-31, E14-18, complete
commemorative plate blocks after 1937, a great opportunity to break up for retail or the internet, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3061 HH/H
U.S. plate block collection, 1926-1953, nice
plate block collection on Minkus pages in mounts with
plenty of 2¢ reds including #29, 643, 649, 651, 680, 681,
682, Washington Bicentennial complete, then complete
commemoratives after 1932 to 1953, also includes C7 &
C8, wonderful start to this popular area, can be built on or
broken up for retail, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Stamp Collections
3062 Hm)
U.S. delightful specialized collection,
1927-1931, collection in two albums, all include mint and
used and precancelled singles, starts with #644 Burgoyne
Campaign including plate number singles, #645 Valley
Forge with first day covers, shades, plate number singles
and blocks, 1931 fancy cancel of Washington portrait and
ship covers, #646 Molly Pitcher with first day covers, wide
spacing variety and overprint varieties, #647 Hawaii with
first day covers, horizontal gutter single and first flight
cover, #648 Hawaii with first day covers, plate number singles and first flight cover, #653 Hale with first day covers,
damaged and retouched varieties and plate number blocks,
#654 Edison first day covers, ship and first flight covers,
#655 Edison with varieties, shades and better plate number
singles, #657 Sullivan Expedition with first day, submarine
and RPO covers, #680 Fallen Timbers with first day covers
and plate number singles and blocks, #681 Ohio River,
#682 Mass Bay with first day covers, shades, plate number
singles and blocks, #683 Carolina Charleston with first day
covers, plate number singles and blocks, #684 Harding with
gutter blocks, shades, block signed by engravers and varieties, #685 Taft with block signed by engravers, first day
covers and varieties, #688 Braddock first day and ship covers, #689 Van Stueben with shades, first day, RPO and ship
covers, and #690 Pulaski with varieties, first day and ship
covers and plate number singles and blocks, needless to
say, viewing is highly urged for full appreciation, a collection
of this caliber should not be missed., o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3063 HH/H
U.S. 1929 George Rogers Clark specialized
collection (652), an astounding collection of #651 Clark Issue, there are several typewritten pages of the biography
and history of Clark, collection starts with Herbert Hoover
Inaugural Cover, then cover with addressee name cut out of
#651, P.O. announcement of the stamp, part of the original
P.O. wrapper for the stamp sent to Vicennes, 1st special
delivery cover with #651, first registered cover with 6451, 14
cacheted FDC including the first Ioor, stamp on Terre Haute
RPO, stamp on Chicago & St Louis RPO, FDC with Chicago airmail field cancel, collection of unauthorized FDCs
from different cities, plate # singles and plate blocks, plate
varieties including double transfer, shifted transfer, plate
scratches, group of precancels, collection of cancels of
towns with Presidents names, 20th century fancy cancels
including Appleton WI moosehead, Bear AR bear, Rising
Sun IN rising sun, Star City IN stars, Pine Village IN pine
trees, stamps used in territorial possessions including
Guam, Alaska, Samoa, Porto Rico and Hawaii, cancelled
aboard US steamships, Japanese paquebots, railroad cancels, towns with interesting names, then in stockpage inside back cover are several blocks autographed including
Chic Jackson cartoonist and Babe Ruth, a collection that
would be impossible to duplicate for any price, please leave
sufficient time for inspection, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3064 Hm)
U.S. 1931 Yorktown Issue, astounding collection, a meticulous collection of #703 in three volumes,
hundreds of full sheets, plate number blocks and plate number singles and covers, starts with history and biographies
of the battle of Yorktown and its participants, then a full
sheet signed by the designer, letter engraver and portrait
engraver, then section of varieties including defective
plates, double transfers, "Stick Pin" variety each shown in
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enlarges photos and on full sheet or block, plate scratches,
misregistered of vignettes and freak perfs, record of first
and second plates with certified dates, cancelled dates and
number of impressions, scarce plate numbers, wrong side
of sheet plate numbers, then collection of First Day Covers
with 50+ cacheted including first Dyer, first Richardson and
first Darrell Crawford, unauthorized issuing cities, 1937
special cachet on commission of USS Constitution,
precancel collection, then a collection of oddities include bisects on cover, vignettes cut out and shifted, two stampless
CSA covers with Yorktown cds and interesting letters, covers mailed on last day of 2¢ rate, cover mailed on first day of
8¢ airmail rate, cover with first day of 6¢ airmail rate, first
flight covers and two first flights signed by Earle Ovington,
an overall delightful collection well suited for the specialist,
general condition ranges from typical to very fine, please
arrange ample time to peruse, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3065 HHHm U.S. 1931 definitive issue specialized collection (692-701), a charming old time collection, each value
displayed mint and used and with a few example to a few
pages of precancels, starts with #692, plate block signed by
engraver and designer, page of seven blocks of four showing stages of double retouched forehead, page of second
retouch, next #693 mint and used, copy showing retouched
frameline and foldover offset, #694, #695, #696, 697, 698
with plate scratch, double transfer and partial gutter, #699,
#700, and finally #701 with examples of double paper, a
wonderful collection for the most discriminating collector,
please set aside plenty of time to peruse, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3066 (H)a
U.S. collection of James Farley autographed
blocks of four, intriguing collection of James Farley signatures of blocks of four of the Farley issues, includes 752,
754-755, 756-765, 769a-770a, 771, each issue also has a
block of four autographed by thedesigner, a historic lot for
the Farley specialist, please inspect, block of 4, without
gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3067 (H)a
U.S. Farley plate number & positional
blocks, very nice lot for the Farley specialist, #753-765 &
771, each with mint centerline and four margin blocks of
four, all also have plate number blocks of six except for
#761, 763-765, fresh, clean and attractive, please investigate, block of 4 or 6, without gum as issued, Very Fine,
Scott $844.
Estimate $200 - 300
3068 HHHm U.S. EFO collection, excellent lot, 100+ items
includes booklet pane #2764b black engraving omitted,
blank booklet pane #2118a, overinked #905 block of four,
color shift #2199, #2479 block of four, #2368, 2630,
misperfed coils #1305, 1338G, 1402, 1618C, 1908, 2255,
2259, 2280, 2523, 3477, plenty of other misperfs and color
shifts, inspection is a must to truly appreciate this lot, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. Stamp Collections
3069 H
U.S. EFO collection (65//101), a useful and appealing collection of over 140 errors, freaks and oddities
both used and unused, including perf and color shifts,
imperf and part perf pairs, double impressions, perfins, dry
prints and more. Most items are from the more modern era
as would be expected, o.g. and used, some faults, Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3070 H
U.S. EFO group (65//C83a), an interesting
group of 40 EFO items including paper folds, light prints, reverse prints, imperfs, color shifts and more, most o.g.,
many never hinged, some faults including a few chemically
treated items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3071 m
U.S. Postage Due collection, 1879-1931, select group, includes J1-2, J5-7, J15-19, J21, J22-28, clean
and fresh, usual mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3072 H
U.S. Offices in China selection (K1//K16), of
these tough to find and desireable stamps, includes 2 of K1,
2 singles plus a pair and a block of 15 K2(3x5), then 2 each
of K3-K16, K15 has plate number single with no gum and
both K16 are fine+, mixed condition with a few flaws, many
have gum issues from moisture, a few NH, please review,
should prove to be a profitable lot, o.g. NH or disturbed
gum, Very Good-Very Fine, Scott $4,515. Estimate $500 750
3073 HH/H
U.S. Booklet Pane extensive collection,
1900-1968, great collection of this popular area, better mint
includes #279Be NH, 300b NH, 301c NH, 319h with PF certificate, 331a NH, 374a NH, AEF pane 498f, C10a, also includes 30+ unexploded booklets, please inspect, will prove
to be a profitable lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3074 HH/H
U.S. Booklet Pane collection, 1908-1970,
small collection begins with 332a, 405b, 406a, 425e with
plate number, 502b(x4, one with plate number), then a few
424d with plate numbers, and plenty of other better material, please peruse this lot, excellent lot for the specialist,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3075

U.S. Local & Provisional reprints and facsimiles, exciting collection for the local specialist, includes five
of "Specimen" New York Provisionals, and six pages with
200+ locals, could be a few genuine, please set aside sufficient time to peruse, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F. Estimate
$200 - 300

3076 Hm
U.S. Revenue & back-of-the-book collection
of collections extravaganza, 1862-1962, carton filled with
several collection, great revenues with duplication of even
better items, includes R2c, R17c, R21c, R22b, R28c(x2),
R43b pair, R72c, R73c, R74c, R77c, R83c, R87c,
R101c(faulty), R116 & R117, two collections of wines with
RE56-58 withtablets and many other better, a binder of telegraphs and state cigarette, liquor and revenue stamps,
poster stamps, group of Chicago sub-station duplex cancels, 1936 imperf Christmas seals block of 6(x2), multiples
of New York State stock transfer stamps $2 & $4, and a
stockcard with State Department Officials with "Specimen"
overprints including O57-60s, O63s, O65-66s, there is a
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great deal of value present, plan to spend time with this lot
to realize its full potential, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3077 H
U.S. Hunting Permits, 1934-63 complete
(RW1-RW30), o.g., collection of mint ducks, hinged to quadrille pages, RW1, 2 & 3 are very fine, all are at least F-VF, a
beautiful lot, F.-V.F., Scott $3,730.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3078 Hm
U.S. back-of-the-book premium quality collection, nice quality collection of better U.S. back of the
book plus others; the Airmails include an unexploded booklet BKC1 Lindberg panes, a C18 single, along with two C18
flight covers; choie Special Delivery issues, including E1-4,
and E6-7; Parcel Post issues complete o.g. Q1-Q12; impressive Officials, including O2, O4, O7, O18-19, O21-23,
O25, O27, O35, O38, O41, O55-56, O60, O62, and O63,
with nice Treasury and War Dept. issues; there are Confederate States, including a choice #1 on cover; some better
Duck plate blocks including RW37-RW40, with numerous
modern Ducks with lots of face value; there are also 4 better
regularly issued stamps in this collection, including a choice
used #17, a #400 with P.F. cert., a 554c BP, and a select
used copy of #254 used, with P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP-95; an interesting collection with many better select stamps, Scott catalog value in excess of $13,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3079 Hm
U.S. back-of-the-book old-time collection on
pages, with numerous Match and Medicines, Narcotics
and a few Beer stamps as well as miscellaneous Federal
and State revenues. Condition varies so viewing a must.
Estimate $400 - 600
3080 Hm
U.S. back-of-the-book collection, 1879-1973,
interesting collection includes airmails with C1-6 used, special deliveries complete mint & used, postage dues, assorted CSA, but the better part of the value lies in the
officials which include mint O2. O88, O91-92, O111, O120,
used O3-4, O10, O15-18, O20, O23-24, O27-28, O30,
O36-44, O47-51, O53, O55-56, O72-79, O81-86, O89,
O109-110, also includes a cut square collection with a few
better and a postal card collection in a separate volume,
please inspect, o.g., Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3081 Hm
U.S. back-of-the-book collection, nice collection of cut squares and revenues, note a few better cut
squares and some official cut squares, please review, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3082 m
U.S. back-of-the-book collection, over 600
mostly 19th and early 20th century BOB stamps, mixed
used and unused mounted on Scott pages and housed in a
Scott binder, included are airmails, special delivery, postage dues, officials, parcel post, cut squares and a nice selection of first through third issue revenues, mixed condition
but still worthwhile and attractive stamps, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Assortments and Balances
3083 Hm)
U.S. back-of-the-book extensive collection,
1862-1979, delightful old time collection of several hundred
stamps with lots of extras, includes RW1-44 mint & used,
Minnesota Ducks 1-9, Newspaper PR2 mint, telegraph
stamp collection, incredible revenue stamps with imperf,
part perf and perforated issues, better includes R1a, R4a,
R19a, R32a, R41a & pair, R43a, R51a, R62a, R64a, R98a,
R3b, R6b, R22b, R2c, R12c, R17c, R21c, R41c, R51c,
R73c, R74c, R79c, R80c, R90c, R97c, R98c, second issue
complete to R118, R120, R122-128, third issue complete to
R149, excellent reds and greens, Savings Stamps include
PS11b, PS15, S7a complete booklet, WS2, WS7a, then
Wines, Playing Cards, Consular Fees, finally Official Seals
and Christmas Seals, mixed condition with some mis-identified possible, this collection will take a few hours of your
time to fully appreciate it, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S. Assortments and Balances
3084 Hm
U.S. treasure trove of better, valuable lot containing an impressive array of interesting better items, hundreds of items, many of which would be single auction lots if
offered individually by a smaller auction company; highlights include numerous 357 bluish paper postcards; a
black stock book with many better plates, including 302,
373, 510, 556, 567 w/star, and 569; then there's several
auction cards with stamps still on them, including 144 used
w/PFC, 261A o.g. w/PFC, 400 mint block/6, and three Revenue inverted centers; then there's a couple hundred black
cards with a wonderful selection of better and interesting
stamps, including #27 used, 37 used w/PFC, 39
regummed, a scarce #400 plate # block/6, an extremely
elusive #476 plate # block/6, 573's, better Airmail stamps, a
K8 plate block/6, and a good selection of Duck stamps; any
dealer who spends the time to carefully figure this impressive lot will be pleasantly surprised, as the value will really
add up.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3085 Hm
U.S. extremely valuable early classics, impressive group of 42 better early classics neatly presented
on black cards; including #1 and 2 used, 13, 23 used (2), 25
o.g. (3), plus a rare o.g. block/4, 30, 30A (2), 31 used, 33 unused no gum, 38 used and unused, 40, 56 (2), 75-76 o.g.,
83 used (2), and 84 used (5); huge catalog value well in excess of $73,000; 25 certificates of authenticity accompany
these scarce stamps; a few faults, but overall a very presentable group; well worth careful examination.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3086 HHHm U.S. mint & used selection, 1857-1983, great
lot of U.S. material, many better stamps present, better
used includes 64b with "PAID" in octagon & PF certificate,
70(x3), 70b(x2), 71(x2), 118, 151-152, 153 with red cancel,
154, better mint includes 115, 152, 239, 384 strip of 10 with
pasteup pair, Schermack 408 & 409 strips of 10, 1903 strip
of 5 with #5 plate number, U.S. Postal Agency In China
K1(x2), K2(x2), K3(x2), K4(x2), K5(x2), K6(x2), K7(x2), K8,
K9, K10, K11(x2), K12(x2), K13(x2), K14, K15, Officials include mint O4-O7, condition is mixed on early, fine to very
fine on later, lots of NH, will make for pleasurable viewing,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3087 Hm
U.S. substantial old time consignment balance, in the form of several old collections, album pages,
approval and stockbooks, glassines, envelopes and almost
any other imaginable format. Includes a good amount of
face value, mostly in earlier issues, lots of blocks of 4, including Famous Americans, sorted definitives in envelopes
and much, much more. An extensive old horde, worthy of a
careful figuring, condition ranges, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3088 Hm)
U.S. balance lot, 1851-1974, in seven albums,
scattered used 19th century, mint Columbians 230-234,
236-237, some mint 2¢ reds, complete mint set of Famous
Americans, a few airmails, fair amount of postage, please
inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3089 HH/H
U.S. handsome selection of 32 better high
quality stamps (26//298), nice group of nicely centered unused stamps, selected for color and freshness; including
#26, 65, 73 no gum, 76 regummed, 210 N.H. with PF cert.,
219, 219D, 220 N.H. with P.F. cert., 221-22, 225-26, 234,
235 N.H. with P.S.E. cert., 237, 246-7, 253 plate number
single, and 295-298 N.H.; a quality group with many Very
Fine or better stamps, o.g., many never hinged, Scott
$3,527.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3090 HHHm U.S. unusual lot of stamps & usages, intriguing lot of US stamps on exhibition pages and loose, includes items such as postage stamp agency seals, 40+
#11's, precancelled strip of 20 with two 805b's, strip of 1857
California revenues, RM227 embossed revenue stamped
paper, RV42 on shield shaped tag, precancelled set of parcel post, sure to provide hours of entertainment, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., ex-Aurora.
Estimate $500 - 750
3091 HH/H
U.S. mint assortment, 1926-1950, clean collection that needs some organization, includes singles,
blocks, sheets and coils, mostly 3¢ values but with some 2¢
reds and better, heavy duplication on some material,
please review, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3092 m
U.S. late 19th & 20th century fancy cancel lot,
clean fresh collection of 100+ stamps with variety of fancy
cancels including stars, letters, pictorials, please examine,
Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3093 HH/H
U.S. extremely attractive certified group of
24 different (182//C46), impressive well centered group of
better items, including #182, 300 (5), 303, 323, 370, 504 (2),
506, 508-10, 513 (2), 569, 619, 657, 741, C18, and a C46
plate block; most are choice mint, never hinged stamps that
are well centered, each stamp accompanied by a P.F. or
P.S.E. certificate of authenticity, o.g., many never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $599.
Estimate $150 - 200
3094 HHHm U.S. mint & used grouping, 1880-1980, small
lot of mostly inexpensive material, but includes 704-715
Washington Bicentennial blocks of four mint NH, J79 mint
NH plate number block(x2), and a group of Hawaii in possessions, should prove useful at our low estimate, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, generally Fine. Estimate $150 200
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3095 Hm)
U.S. balance of consignment, interesting lot
includes seven mint Civil War patriotics with Jeff Davis caricatures as devil or flag, 2¢ (370) on official postcard with Exposition station postmark, 3¢ (114) with green target cancel
and a small thin, and RS66a Jeremiah Curtis & Son match
& medicine, fine, small tear & trivial short perf, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
3096 HH/H) U.S. eclectic selection, intriguing lot of mint
stamps and covers, includes eight mint plate number singles of #508, mint #182 OG very fine appearance, J86 plate
number block and singles, card plate E2, mint Q1 singles all
SE, and nice group of covers including cover with 15 copies
1¢ (156) and illustrated patent medicine ad cover, please
review, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

U.S. Accumulations
3097 HHHm U.S. 1857-2004 mint & used accumulation,
somewhat messy accumulation of US, in albums, on pages
and on stockpages, better mint unless noted includes
#323-325 & 327, 630 S/S f-vf, Kansas Nebraska complete
set, Prominent American set complete, C10A booklet
panes 2 mint, 3 used all without tabs, QE1-4 blocks of four,
a block of four collection with most of the 2¢ Reds to 1945,
needs some work to maximize profit, plan to spend some
time perusing this lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3098 Hm
U.S. 1893-1909 commemoratives in impressive quantities (230//372), nice group of U.S. commemoratives in nice quantities, including 230-237, 285-287, 290,
323-325, 328-330, and 367, 370 and 372; all neatly arranged on black stock cards; overall Fine and choice lot
with a huge catalog value.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3099 H
U.S. 1902-13 attractive group lot of 3 stamps
(301, 375 and 397), choice quantity lot of 3 better numbers,
#301 (7), 375 (26) plus a top margin plate block of 6, and
397 (25); all look like they were just broken from sheets with
beautiful rich colors, Fine to Very Fine overall with many
better centered; the vast majority in pristine Never Hinged
condition, Scott $1,870.
Estimate $300 - 400
3100 H
U.S. 1907 Jamestown Exposition plate number extravaganza (328-330), impressive holding of plate
blocks, plate number strips and plate number singles featuring different plate numbers and positions; this impressive and valuable holding includes 328 x (9) imprint and
plate number strips of 3 and (5) top margin imprint and plate
number blocks of 6; there are a splendid selection of 2c values, #329, including (24) imprint and plate number strips of
3 and (14) imprint and plate number blocks of 6; the high
value of the set, #330 is represented by 2 plate number singles and a handsome top margin imprint and plate number
strip of 3; then there are a few other plate number singles
thrown in for good measure; a wonderful opportunity to acquire an impressive group of these difficult stamps in a quality ranging from Very Good to Very Fine, with some never
hinged, Scott $18,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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3101 H
U.S. 1909 to 1925 commemorative plate
block accumulation (367/619), valuable holding of better
plate blocks neatly presented on pages in a single binder;
highlights plate blocks include 367 and 368, 548 (9), 549
(21), 550 (3), 614 (11), 615 (11), 616 (3), 617 (3), 618 (3),
and 619 (3); there are also numerous plate number strips of
3 of 548-549, and a small group of 692-700 plates; centering ranges from Very Good to Fine with some better, a wonderful holding for any dealer who is willing to put in the time
to carefully break this lot down into sets or individual lots,
Scott $8,222.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3102 H
U.S. 1920's Pilgrim Tercentenary plate block
collection (548-550), handsome collection of Pilgrim plate
blocks neatly assembled on stock pages; includes 548 (46),
549 (55), and 550 (14), along with (5) choice blocks of 4;
some nice full tops present, and all have extremely fresh
color, Fine to Very Fine with many better centered, some
hinged, but many never hinged; a desirable group of these
popular plate blocks, Scott $4,510. Estimate $750 - 1,000
3103 H
U.S. 1924 Huguenot-Walloon Tercentenary
plate block accumulation (614-616), outstanding accumulation of plate numbers and positions of this issue, with
many select top quality examples, many of which are never
hinged; this valuable holding includes #614 (54), 615 (81),
and 616 (12); extremely fresh colors, a wonderful holding
for the plate number specialist looking for the more difficult
plate numbers and positions, Scott $10,395.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3104 H
U.S. 1925 Lexington Concord plate blocks,
impressive accumulation (617-619), terrific holding of select plate blocks neatly housed in a single binder; includes
many nice wide tops with numerous never hinged examples
present; this holding includes #617 (44), 618 (70), and 619
(18); one of the nicest quality groups you'll ever see offered
as a single auction lot, Scott $9,780.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3105 H
U.S. 1926-69 wholesale accumulation
(632//C12), large selection of fresh mint stamps in quantities including 632-641's, 692-701's, 704-715's including
complete sets of plate blocks, a scarce 1381a Baseball
stamp color omitted, C8 plate blocks, C10 plate blocks,
C10a booklet panes, and an unexploded booklet containing
2 panes; an extraordinarily fresh and choice group with
value that will certainly add up. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3106 Hm
U.S. 1929 Kansas Nebraska fabulous block
lot, extremely attractive group of Kansas Nebraska blocks,
much nicer than normally encountered on this difficult issue; includes nearly seven complete sets of blocks of four,
one set which is used, the others are particularly well centered with beautiful rich colors; a desirable well centered
holding that deserves extra time to carefully evaluate these
sets of blocks.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3107 H
U.S. 1929 Kansas Nebraska plate block
wholesale lot, decent group of Kansas Nebraska plate
blocks with several nicely centered; between 658 and 678,
and includes two choice 10c Kansas plates, and two
scarcer 8c Nebraska plates, some hinged, some Never
Hinged, extremely fresh.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3108 H
U.S. 1929 Kansas Nebraska exceptional singles and pairs, particularly attractive group of approximately seven sets of these tough stamps, overall Fine to
Very Fine, with many Very Fine or better, most Never
Hinged; a premium quality group for the dealer who wants a
really nice selection of these stamps.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

used singles; C4 o.g. (39) plus (5) blocks of four, with (30+)
used singles; C5 o.g. (44) and (2) blocks of four, plus (10)
used copies; and finally C6 o.g. (46) plus (3) blocks of four
and (10+) used singles; quality is quite nice for a group of
this size with many Never Hinged stamps; centering is Fine
to Very Fine with many better centered top quality stamps, a
great lot.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

3109 H
U.S. 1929 Kansas overprints, impressive
group (658-668), incredibly fresh group of Kansas overprints; a Post Office fresh wholesale lot in pristine never
hinged condition; quantities from (10) of each to dozens in
blocks and singles; overall Fine centering with some better,
Scott $14,314.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3117 H
U.S. "Chicago" Zeppelins beautiful well centered handpicked group of 100 (C18), extremely attractive group of well centered C18's, each handpicked for
centering and margins in pristine mint condition, a few natural gum skips and gum bends typical of this issue of little
consequence, desirable holding of these popular stamps,
Scott $9,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3110 H
U.S. 1929 Kansas overprints, hinged wholesale grouping (658-668), fresh and affordable group of
these tough stamps, large quantities of each, ready to be
made up into uniform nice hinged sets, Scott $9,877.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3118 H
U.S. "Chicago" Zeppelin, 106 examples in
singles and blocks (C18), extremely fresh group, natural
bends and skips, very pretty group, Scott $9,540.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3111 H
U.S. 1929 Nebraska overprints, wonderful
wholesale lot (669-679), incredibly fresh and choice examples of these tough stamps in quantities from 33 to 128
of each; all with rich colors, a tremendous lot with considerable potential, Scott $17,982.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3119 HH/Ha U.S. "Chicago" Zeppelins choice wholesale
lot of 18 mint blocks of 4 (C18), attractive group of 18 mint
blocks/4, most are Never Hinged, although there are 14
hinged examples in the group, Fine to Very Fine with brilliant fresh colors, Scott $5,920. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3112 H
U.S. 1929 Nebraska overprints, hinged in
quantity (669-679), desirable holding of Nebraska overprints, quantities ranging from 28 to 89 examples of each;
an affordable way to aquire a huge group of Fine+ hinged
sets at a very good price, Scott $11,337.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3120 H
U.S. "Chicago" Zeppelins impressive group
of 70 select (C18), handsome selection of well centered
C18's, all choice Never Hinged stamps, natural skips and
bends as usual, Scott $6,300.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3113 H
U.S. 1931 11¢ to 50¢ Regular issue plate
block hoard (692-701), huge accumulation of #692-701
plate blocks of 4, most never hinged, but some hinged or
with hinge remnants; including #692 x (30), #693 x (17),
#694 x (30), #695 x (17), #696 x (15), #697 x (15), #698 x
(22), #699 x (6), #700 x (2), and #701 x (1); an impressive
hoard of plates, all with brilliant fresh colors throughout,
Scott $5,708.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3114 H
U.S. 1938 high value Presidentials, spectacular wholesale lot, outstanding holding of high value
Presidnetials, including 100's of 832's in singles and a huge
quantity of plate blocks/4, along with a huge number of 833
singles, blocks and plate blocks; and an impressive group
of 834's, including (74) singles (6) blocks of 4, and (3) plate
blocks; alos included in this wonderful holding are (36)
1053's, nicely centered mint stamps.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3115 m
U.S. 1975-88 used high value holding, includes #1612 $5.00 Conductor's Lantern(x92), #2122
$10.75 Express(x263) and #2394 $8.75 Express(x47), also
J101$5.00 Postage Due(x450), great lot, high cat value,
generally F.-V.F., Scott $2,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
3116 H
U.S. First 2 Airmail Issues, huge accumulation (C1-C6), desirable accumulation of these popular
stamps in singles and block of four; includes C1 o.g. (35),
plus (12) blocks of 4, and two dozen used singles; C2 o.g.
(16) singles, plus (4) blocks of four, and two dozen used singles; C3 o.g. (19), along with (3) blocks of four, plus (10)
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3121 H
U.S. "Chicago" Zeppelin wholesale holding
of 115 examples (C18), desirable group of 115 examples
of C18, the 50c baby Zepp, including a couple used (2), no
gum (34), and o.g. hinged examples (79), a few with tiny
flaws, Scott $5,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3122 H
U.S. Wine Stamp accumulation, large green
stock book housing thousands of Wine stamps between
RE1 and RE145; each carefully identified and neatly presented; Scott catalog value of $4,563, nice quality throughout.
Estimate $400 - 600
3123 H
U.S. Federal Duck Stamps, fabulous accumulation, impressive Duck stamp accumulation of many
better numbers in various qualitities; includes RW1, and
RW3 to RW49, including nice quantities of RW4 (7), RW5
(4), RW7 (12), RW8 (13), RW9 (8), RW27 (2) plus a plate #
block/4, RW31 (4) corner margin blocks of 4 with plate numbers, scarce thus, as the plate blocks of 6 are extremely
valuable, and lots and lots of $5 and $7.50 demonimation in
large quantities; enormous amount of catalog value.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3124 H/(H)
U.S. Federal Duck Stamps, impressive accumulation, impressive holding of these popular stamps with
an enormous catalog value, RW1 to about RW28, the vast
majority lightly hinged, but there are some regummed on
the early issues, highlights include RW1 (6), RW2 (3), RW3
(7), RW4 (3), and RW5 (11), plus some others with extra
large qualtities, including RW13 (34), RW14 (36), and
RW16 (40); basically Fine or F/VF centering with some
better, small faults to faulty present, but useful here and
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there, impressive catalog value in excess of $25,000,
mostly without gum.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

ous valuable stamps, including #38 no gum w/cert, 145 o.g.
block/8, 155 no gum w/cert., 214 (10), 218 (2) plus a used
block/4, 221 block/6 w/cert., 225 GEM w/PFC, attractive
1893 Columbians including $1, $2, $4 (3), and $5 (2) values, 261A (2), 262 (2), and a scarce 263; 12 certificates of
authenticity accompany, quality ranges from Fine to some
select well centered stamps, a few with small faults, but
overall an excellent group with tons of value.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

U.S. Dealers Stocks
3125 HH
U.S. massive premium mint stock,
1940-1971, provocative selection of mint mostly NH plate
number blocks, blocks and singles, some real depth present even in premium items like 859//892 with 400 singles
and plate blocks of #877, Overrun Countries 909-921,
2,000+ plate blocks of 1331-1332. airmails from C32-C60,
a stock that will take some investigation to determine it's
true potential, face value into five figures, don't let this slip
away, what we inspected was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3126 H
U.S. enormous stock book loaded with
Columbians, Trans-Mississippi's, Kansas-Nebraska's
& Airmails, oldtime stock book loaded with better United
States; including nice quantities of Columbians, including
240 (3), 241 (2), 242, 243 (3), 244, and 245 (5); also some
excellent 1898 Trans-Mississippi's, including 291 (2), 292
(2), and 293 (3); alos there is a comprehensive group of
nice 1929 Kansas Nebraska's, which include at least 8
complete sets of singles, and a choice set of blocks/4; the
Airmails are exceptional with nice quantites, including C1
(6), C2 (9), C3 (10), C4 (23), C5 (22), C6 (19), and even
Zeppelins, C13 (8), C14 (12), and C15 (4); overall nice mint
stamps ranging from lightly hinged to Never Hinged, with a
few no gum or regummed spotted here and there; an exceptionally clean group of very saleable stamps that would
be a wonderful addition to any advanced dealers inventory.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3127 H
U.S. impressive dealer's stock in 27 counter
books, great dealer's stock ready for any show dealer of
quality U.S. stamps; 27 counter books all neatly housed in a
sturdy carrying case; each stamp carefully identified, described and reasonably priced; particularly strong in 20th
century, and back of the book, along with an excellent selection of booklet panes; the marked retail prices add up to
$57,758 and are not overly agressive, so the final realization of this wonderful dealer stock should be a substantial
percentage of its enormous retail value.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3128 Hm
U.S. high catalog value early classic lot, desirable group of scarcer numbers; a select selection of 29
items neatly presented on cards between #'s 85 and #138;
including 85 used (2), 85B o.g. (3) catalog $17,500 each;
85E used (3), unused (1), 92 used GEM, 95 used (2), o.g.
(1), 100 used, 114a o.g., the rare 3¢ Locomotive without
grill variety Scott catalog value $10,000, 116 used (4), 119
used and o.g., 121, and 138 used (2); 23 certificates of authenticity accompany this valuable group of classics; Scott
catalog value is in excess of $75,000; small faults on most
of these scarce stamps, but we spotted a couple nice quality used stamps with clean certificates, like #'s 92, 100, 116,
118, and 138; a premium lot, perfect for any advanced eBay
or show dealer.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3129 Hm
U.S. extremely valuable dealer's holding, impressive group of 48 dealer stock cards containing numer-
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3130 Hm
U.S. quality better, impressive selection of 44
black cards with a nice selection of better quality U.S. singles and plate blocks from #'s 276 to #533; including an attractive 276 o.g., 276A (2), 278 used w/cert, 288 (3), 289
(7), 290 (3), 291 (2), 292 used, 297 (7), 298 (4), 307 (4), a
choice 311, 341-342, 344 plates, 345 pairs and blocks/4,
367 plate block/10, 370 plate block/6, 385 Never Hinged
line pair w/PFC, 433 plate block/6, 477-480, and a GEM
533 used w/PSE cert. graded GEM-100; an interesting, varied and valuable group of choice stamps.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3131 Hm
U.S. valuable back of the book dealer stock,
wonderful group of U.S. back of the book issues on 88 black
cards; highlights include a nie group of Airmail issues, including a C18 plate block/6, and 15 singles, plenty of C21
and C22's; Special Delivery issues include E1, a choice E5
Specimen overprint, F1's (5), and better Postage Dues, J12
Never Hinged w/PSE cert., J3 pair Never Hinged w/PSE
cert., J6, J22 pair Never HInged w/PSE cert., J23 Never
Hinged w/PSE cert., J30 o.g. w/Weiss cert., J43, J31 plate #
strips/3 (4), J32 plate # strips/3 (3), J42 Never Hinged
w/PSE cert., J43 (2), and J60 w/Weiss cert.; a choice group
of Shanghai overprints K1-K5, K11, and K18's; some better
Officials, and a handsome selection of Parcel Post issues;
plenty of value here with many exceptional quality stamps.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3132 HHHm U.S. valuable dealer stock in counter books,
1851-1980, mint and used stock priced and ready to sell,
better used includes #11(x9), 17, 71, 72, 117, 121, 151(x2),
152, 240, 261, Q1-12(x2), better mint includes 348 mint line
pair, 488 mint line pair, 548-550 blocks of four, 619 plate
number strip of three, 667 Kansas plate number block, airmails with C1, C4(x5), C25-31 blocks of four, two groups of
wines, and book of Ducks with mint RW1, RW5, RW7 with
plate number and a number of duck on licenses, a wonderful lot for the retail dealer, please inspect, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3133 HHHm U.S. useful dealer's stock, 1857-1995, large
meaty stock of predominately lower priced material, but inspection will uncover better stamps including 446, 464, 507
and 700 block of four all mint and all appear NH, 2280c
(x24), 3003a pair(x4) mint, with many mint Washington
Franklins including private perfs, E5, Q8-9 mint, F1(x3),
then there are stock pages with heavy duplication of E14-19
mint much NH, Q1-Q12 mint and used, pages of used
Banknotes and Bureaus with duplication of higher values,
fancy cancels and shades, condition mixed but with many
f-vf mint NH stamps, lot sure to please any retail dealer, everything one could imagine, please investigate, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3134 HHHm U.S. dealer's stock, 1851-1930, clean selection in stockbook, better used includes #12, 14, 32, 138 with
fancy cancel, 166 with NYFM cancel, better mint includes
299 VF, 400 VF, with a few fancy cancels and plenty of early
20th century mint items, owner's cat value $5,000+, condition is mixed, much useful, all ready to break up for retail
sales, please review, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3135 HHHm U.S. dealer's stock, 1857-2000, small accumulation of U.S. material, includes mint and used singles,
booklet panes, blocks and plate number blocks, nothing
particularly scarce, but with plenty of salable stamps, perfect for the internet dealer, please inspect, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine. Estimate $300 - 400
3136 Hm)
U.S. 2 Cent Reds & Farley stock, small selection with singles, pair blocks and plate number blocks, most
of the mint NH, Farleys include mint position blocks of #771,
used and mint pairs, fresh group, should prove to be profitable, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
3137 Hm
U.S. valuable cut square holding, desrable
holding of several hundred cut squares, all neatly presented on stock cards with identification and catalog value;
highlights include U68 (catalog $300), U206 (catalog value
$350), U407a amber die 2 (catalog $375), and U463 on amber (catalog $1,250); nice quality throughout with only minor faults here and there; impressive catalog value of over
$40,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3138 HHHm U.S. meaty Revenue stock, 1862-1950, incredible dealer's revenue stock on cards and in glassines,
includes many better items with imperfs, part perfs and inverts, some questionable but generally well identified, an
array of stock including R1a single and pair, R5a double
transfer, R21c, R33a, R40a strip of three, R52a, R54a pair,
R57a strip of three, R73c pair, R79c, R88a, R90a, R95a,
R98a pair, R101c, R102c, R108 with PF certificate, R114,
R116, R126, R150, R192a, embossed revenue essay on
card Turner #232, RB5 pair(x2), R31 hyphen hole mint
block of four, RG77, RG79, RG125 pair, and there are multiples of mint Silver Tax and used stock transfers, condition
is mixed as to be expected, unlimited potential at our low estimate, inspection a must to ascertain the significant value
and potential of this lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3139 m
U.S. Private Die Proprietary Stamps stock,
alluring stock of match and medicine with many mid-priced
items, better includes RO11b, RO30b, RO37b, RO59a,
RO69b,
RO103b,
RO107a,
RO131b,
RO143a,
RO181b(x2), RS48d, RS52d, RS73b, RS142d, RS197d,
RS204c, RS220e(x2), RS245b, RS249b, RS263d,
RU6a(x2), a rare opportunity to acquire this large a lot of
this popular material, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3140 HH/H
U.S. massive mint sheet lot, carton of predominately full sheets, sheetlets and souvenir sheets, 20¢ values and up, many premium items, total face value
$25,000.00, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
3141 HH/H
U.S. face lot in higher values, carton of singles, blocks, coils and panes, 20¢ values and up, perfect for
used on mailings, total face $14,000.00, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3142 HH/H
U.S. face lot, huge holding of stamps including
singles, blocks, plate blocks, coils and panes, mostly 1-19¢
values, total face value $15,000.00, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3143 HH/H
U.S. better face value stock, in four cartons,
three cartons stuffed with 3-5¢ plate blocks, another carton
with large number of better values, excellent promotional
items and loaded with sheetlets and souvenir sheets, total
face value $12,500.00+, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3144 HH/H
U.S. premium face value lot, various values,
3-41¢, in singles, block and plate number blocks, loaded
with many useful better items, also includes carton stuffed
with sheetlets and souvenir sheets, total face value
$9,500+, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3145 HH/H
U. S. booklet stock, carton of booklets, mostly
29¢ and up values, unchecked for better varieties, ice selection of issues, total face value $6,000.00, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3146 HH/H
U.S. face lot plus, approx 2,000.00 in face
1930-2005, includes two #3138 Bugs Bunny sheets, Legends Of the West collection with both sheets, Princess Diana Topical collection in album, United Nations Collection,
US FDCs, and and album of foreign currency, should provide hours of fun, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3147 HH
U.S. face value lot, mostly sheets with some
blocks, booklets, coils and a few singles, much of it 20¢ values and up, total face $3,000+, o.g., never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3148 HH
U.S. face value accumulation, mint group of
sheets and blocks, most of the value in 20¢-32¢ sheets,
smaller values in the blocks, face value $2,000.00+, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3149 Hm
U.S. face value plus accumulation
1893-1998, excellent lot with mint & used Columbians, 2¢
Reds and airmails, plus $2,000.00 + face, please inspect,
should prove to be a profitable opportunity, Very Good-Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3150 )
U.S. stampless cover collection, 80+ covers,
mostly in the 1830's to 1850's era, great range of rates and
auxiliary markings, better includes Phelps NY with NY in
italics, Charlestown MA dotted oval, Brownsville TN, New
Orleans Ship cover to Mobile AL and Philadelphia steamboat cover, most have contents, unchecked for better correspondence, leave plenty of time to inspect this lot,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3151 )
U.S. group of 5 covers from New Hampshire
to USS San Francisco, 1895-1896, initialy sent to London
and then forwarded by United States Despactch Agent, B.
F. Stevens to varies United States Consulor offices (Naples, Italy, Genoa, Italy, Algiers, Algeria and Beirut, Syria).
Each franked with a 5¢ Grant with an interesting array of
transits. A few minor faults otherwise F-VF, examine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3152 )
U.S. stampless cover collection, 1813-1858,
250+ stampless covers, many with contents, and 30
franked covers, many from cities that issued the famous
Postmaster Provisionals including Annapolis MD with 30
stampless and 4 franked, New Haven CT with 9 stampless
and 3 franked, St Louis MO with 6 stampless and 4
franked, Alexandria VA with 5 stampless and 6 franked including cover with #24(x3) and "Due 3" sl, Brattleboro VT
with 10 stampless, Lockport NY with 21 stampless and 9
franked, and Baltimore MD with 26 stampless and 4
franked including 1¢ 1851 on printed Baltimore commodity
price list, then there is 25 Providence RI stampless including 2¢ drop rate, album with 31 mostly stampless Philadelphia, album with 30+ stampless with a few trans-Atlantics,
also includes a few better fancy cancels on franked covers,
an album with 30+ stampless including an express cover,
and an album with 40 stampless with Maryland cancels, a
unique opportunity to acquire a fresh lot of covers, please
plan on spending time to investigate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3153 )
U.S. Chicago Blue postmarks on cover,
1840-70's. 40 covers and postal cards mostly from the
1870's showing a nice variety of fancy Chicago, Ill. blue
cancellations and postmarks, noted a few scarcer types including a poor strike of the “Gin” barrel; condition varies.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3154 )
U.S. Southern States postal history collection, collection of 13 franked covers, 10 stampless, 3 trans
Atlantic and 4 steamship covers from Havana, better includes Civil War patriotic "The Loyal States New York" in
red (Bischel-3274var, W-1827)two Vance's Ferry SC
stampless, two Newberry SC stampless, Pomaria SC
stampless, excellent lot for the retail or internet dealer,
please inspect, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
3155 )
U.S. cover collection, 1857-1934, 120+ covers, all but a couple 19th century, includes 70+ covers
franked with #26, an excellent range of cancels, 16 #65 on
cover, and 29 covers with Banknotes mostly New York City
cancels including domestic fancy and city delivery, intriguing group to build upon or break up fro retail sale, please review, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3156 )
U.S. APO & censored cover collection,
1941-1970, approximately 350+ APO, first flight and censored covers, good range of APO numbers and censor
marks, includes nice group of war department covers and
shoebox of modern US & foreign covers, inspection is
needed, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3157 )
U.S. captivating cover collection, couple of
thousand covers, vast majority 1860 to 1945, includes airmails, ad covers, APO's, special delivery, censored, Naval
covers, picture postcards, postal cards and Prexie usages,
better includes #294 tied by Expo cancel on multicolor envelope of Ethonoly Building, 1927 cover from Col. Charles
Lindbergh containing photo of him and Spirit of St Louis,
multicolor allover ad cover for New Perfection Oil Cook
Stoves from Halifax Canada, #10 top margin single on
folded letter sheet, 1907 ad cover for New England Stamp
Company, and several 1869 Pictorials with a few better
cancels, needs inspection to maximized lot's potential, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3158 )
U.S. cover collection, 1851-1966, 55+ covers,
includes Bureau and Bank Note usages, first flights, first
days, registered, fancy cancels and Special Deliverys,
better covers include 1868 1¢ grill on cover, Dixon Crucible
allover color ad cover, three Blackjacks on covers, 1851 1¢
imperf on auction notice, a wonderful collection, please
spend time to peruse in order to determine its full potential,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
3159 )
U.S. 19th century cover selection, eighteen
covers, includes ad covers, New York domestic fancy cancels, Lousiville blue negative star, Salisbury NC violet star
in circle, Huntington LI NY maltese cross and Waterloo SC
fancy, excellent group, please review, Very Good-Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3160 )
U.S. eclectic collection of anomalies of
postal history, hundred of covers on pages and loose,
mostly 20th century, a large and valuable lot that is difficult
to describe, includes such material like the first postage meter used on a US postal entire in France, a die impression of
the first US postage meter, proofs from Universal of slogan
cancellations, autograph of Joseph L Lockard who warned
of the approach of Japanese planes off Pearl Harbor, page
of test stamps, illegal usages of postal indicia, first government precancelled postal envelopes, the first check of the
United Nations Postal Administration dated 22 July 1952
with number "1", there are bisects on cover, first mail from
San Jacinto Monument TX, FDC''s, five covers with unlisted
"R.F." overprints, and this is a small sampling of the postal
history available, please take time to inspect this lot,
F.-V.F., ex-Aurora (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3161 )
U.S. Banknote cover collection, fourteen covers, better includes 3¢ (147) and 10¢ (150) on folded letter
sheet to Denmark, pair of 2¢ (157) and 7¢ (160) on 3¢
postal enitre to Denmark, 5¢ (205) cancelled by star in circle
to Norway, and 10¢ (209) and 3¢ (207) on 1887 stamp
dealer corner ad cover to Denmark, nice lot with interesting
destinations for the specialist, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3162 Hm)
U.S. collector's cds, postal card & cover collection, in two stuffed cartons, thousands of used and mint
postal cards in one box, the other contains mostly U.S. covers, either commercial or first day, also has small group of
foreign censored covers, APO covers, three 1985 U.S. mint
proof sets, assorted ephemera, and a large photograph album with thousands of cds's cut out and arranged by state
or country, it must have taken hundreds of hours to compile,
inspection is mandatory to ascertain the value of this lot,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3163 )
U.S. collection of postal history & DPO cancels, 170+ covers or cards with DPO cancels, includes 11
California, 5 Texas, 8 Wyoming, 2 New Mexico, 4 Colorado,
most are S/R 1-3, also includes 50+ covers includes 3 used
Patriotics, Hawaii U10 used in 1908 San Francisco, 4
stampless, please inspect, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
3164 )
U.S. cover collection, 1893-1930, small but
substantial collection of U.S. covers, includes first day covers with 614-616, 617-619 and 620-621 with some
cacheted including sets on cover, several #657 cacheted,
first flight covers include C3 on FAM6, C3 on 1918 1st flight,
C2 on 1918 Roessler cover, C4-5 on 1929 FAM9, very attractive 1928 Graf Zeppelin with C6 block of four and C10,
$2 Columbian #242 on U92(may not belong), a few ad covers, excellent lot, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3165 )
U.S. Small Bureau cover selection, nine covers or cards, better includes multicolor illustrated Terry Mucilage Co ad cover, Florida Central & Peninsular Railroad
Co ad cover, 1899 Philadelphia National Export Expo
stamp on cover, 1896 uprated UX12, and blue illustrated ad
cover for St Louis Worlds Fair, please inspect, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
3166 )
U.S. 20th century covers, large box stuffed
with hundreds of covers, of every description, including advertising, fancy cancels, special event, unusual usages,
town cancels, and much more, some Packard Motor company fronts with various Prexie frankings; some covers
mixed condition, worth spending some time sorting these
out, please inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750
3167 )
U.S. 1931 Regular Issue First Day Covers
(692-696, 698, 700-701), eight first day covers mounted on
pages, uncacheted, all mailed to same address, exceptional group, Very Fine, Scott $1,520.Estimate $600 - 800
3168
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U.S. 1933-1934 Century Of Progress ephemera, lot of scarce cards, tickets and poster stamps from Chicago Worlds Fair includes photo I.D. concessionaire cards,
ticket for Constitution Day, ticket for Closing Day, Public
Health Compliance Cards, Concessionaire's Pass, and 21
full color poster stamps, please inspect, rare & unusual,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. Postal Stationery Collections
3169 )
U.S. Nesbitt Fourth Series accumulation
(U58-59), 109 entires, mint and used, excellent lot for the
specialist, Very Good-Very Fine, ex Wunsch, Scott $2,300.
Estimate $200 - 300
3170 H
U.S. mint postal stationery accumulation
(U429, U429 Die 6, U432, U533a), includes 250+ U429,
230+ U429 Die 6, 70 U432 and 275+ U533a, entires, Very
Fine, Scott $858.
Estimate $100 - 150
3171 Hm)
U.S. postal card collection, 1875-2002, nice
clean collection of mostly mint postal cards, better mint unless noted includes UX4 used with certificate, UX14, UX15,
UX19, UX20, UX21, with dozens of mint postal cards up to
2002, please review, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. and Foreign Collections
3172 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, extensive collection,
1920-2010, huge collection in six cartons, includes three
cartons with thousands of U.N., U.S., Canada and foreign
first days, first flights and cacheted event covers, with a few
better US cachets, two other cartons contain several collections including mint US 1950 to 2001 with complete Liberty
and Prominent American issues, mint Canada collection
1935-1976, Canadian Year Sets, and plenty of postage, approximately $1,500.00 in US, and $500.00 Canadian, finally
a carton of Israel with several collections in albums, condition is VG-VF with some faults, but for the most part sound,
a careful inspection is suggested and will reveal plenty of
useful material, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3173 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, entire property as received, filling several large boxes, very old timey in composition, including a lovely and clean 2 volume Austria
collection with a good range of premium mint sets, an extensive one volume Hungary collection, lots of US plate
blocks and blocks of 4, a nice US Scott album collection
with some better, an attractive group of 19th century US
covers, better foreign mint sets in a group of glassines, 4
large Master Globals with some nicely represented countries, a bit of better, early PRC and much, much more. Useful mix, well worth a careful inspection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3174 HHHm U.S. and Foreign, 1850-1940, in a International
Junior album, loose, in small box and in two stockbooks,
much better then the usual lot, better includes(used unless
noted) US Q1-12, Austria Occupation NJ1-7 mint, Belgium B114-122 mint(B122 faulty), B123-124 mint, Canada with 14, nice small Queens 34-40, Caroline Islands
7-19 mint, Great Britain 139, 140, 141, Hawaii O1-6 mint,
Hong Kong J1-5 mint, Iceland 152-166 mint, Italy
117-118 mint, excellent Japan, Libya 20-31 mint, good
Russia, Saar B23-29 mint NH, Switzerland all three semi
postal forerunners, condition is mixed as to be expected
and there is some material with disturbed gum, however
there are dozens more of hidden gems still to be found, you
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will need plenty of time to peruse this lot, Very Good-Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3175 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, extravaganza 1857-2000,
thousand of stamps in thirteen albums, mostly foreign and
modern, but here and there are hidden jewels, includes
#119 used, PR114-125, a couple with faults, O83-86, an album of mint US mostly postage, an overall curious lot, condition runs the gambit from mixed to very fine, never the less
there is potential to be had, making viewing worth while,
Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3176 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, old time collection,
1870-1980, intriguing lot consisting of thousands of stamps
in three large cartons, with everything a lifelong collector
could acquire, includes several worldwide collections in albums, one with excellent China, an International Junior with
Japan # 47 & 50 faulty, collection on pages of German
States, Plebiscites and Occupied countries, Canada used
96-103, 149-159, Switzerland B1-20 used, Israel collection
in album with mint tabs, mostly post 1955, winebox with
mostly mint Switzerland, US in a stockbook with useful material, sure to be other hidden gems, please set aside
enough time for inspection, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3177 Hm
U.S. and Foreign, collection group, in five
cartons, starting with a Rotary Topical collection, U.S. Used
collection to 1990, Canada Used collection to 1990's, Scott
International to 1930, Useful Brazil, KaBe Europa collection
to 1950's sparsely filled, plus a moderately filled, mostly
used 5 volume Scott International Album set and a 7 volume H.E. Harris Citation collection, moderately filled and
mostly used. Nice group with collections that contain
stamps to within a couple decades and have some mixed
condition, mostly VG to VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3178 HHHm U.S. and Poland, mint & used, 1857-1984,
three collections, includes U.S. with mint coils 486-489,
493, 495-497, Q1-Q6 mint, Kansas Nebraska used and
C1-6 used, second U.S. collection has 556-569 and
692-701 mint and most appear NH, also a Poland collection
mint 1958-1980, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3179 Hm
U.S. and Foreign, collection 1850-1898, interesting group of a few hundred, includes group of Colombia
official labels for mail, 1880-1890, many on Scott's auction
sheets, few early Canal Zone including mint #18(x4) &
#19(x3), Great Britain #1 Penny Black, Turkey, German
States, US telegraph stamps, Well Fargo Pony Express
143L2 & 143L4, plus a few locals and revenues, set aside
some time to peruse this lot, o.g., Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3180 )
U.S. and Foreign, cover collection,
1845-1980, interesting group of covers, includes 5
stampless covers, #7 on 1852 Memphis price list, 33 covers
with 1861 or 1867 3¢ frankings with red & blue Eagle and
Shield patriotic (Bischel-4350, W-2484) and red & blue Female Figure patriotic (Bischel-3944, W-2377 var), illustrated Vermont Episcopal Institute in Burlington VT cover, 5
illustrated Charter Oak Insurance covers, 28 Banknotes
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with a few fancy cancels, a few franked with small bureaus,
and 21 foreign first day covers, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3181 )
U.S. and Foreign, large carton accumulation
of covers, an extensive, old time horde including a bit of everything, including US soldiers mail to 19th century covers,
with 3¢ 1869's, lots of Banknote era covers, FDC's, 19th
Century to early 20th Century foreign, strong in Germany
and lots more. A fun lot to wade through and explore, bulk
F-VF, examine (color photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
3182 Hm
U.S. and Foreign, interesting and diverse
section, chock full of useful goodies, including some decent US with 3 used 50¢ Columbians, some mint Banknotes, an unused 2¢ 1869, better used classics, plus some
nice German covers and more. Eclectic, worthwhile lot,
mostly F-VF, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3183 HHHm U.S. and Foreign stock, collection in
stockbook of a few hundred stamps, starts with used US including C18, then useful Canada with #302 mint NH,
O1-O11, O25 & O27 mint NH, nice Newfoundland and then
pages of mint and used foreign, excellent lot for the retail or
internet dealer, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3184 HH/H
U.S. and Foreign, selection 1940-2005, interesting lot in two cartons, includes 1998-2001 Commemorative sheets, USPS year and issue sets 1971-2005 with
1986 Presidential Sets(x4), 17 pocket stockbooks of US
plate blocks and foreign, first day covers, postal stationary
and United Nations material, please inspect, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3185 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, mint and used accumulation, housed in two cartons filled with albums, binders etc.
Condition varies so a quick review is called for as we are not
to sure what can be found in this late entry.
Estimate $200 - 300
3186 )
U.S. and Foreign, eclectic cover bonanza,
1861-1980, a useful collection of a couple of hundred covers including first flights, first days, ad covers, German
States postal cards and picture postcards, better includes
1861 New York domestic fancy cancels on cover, Graf Zeppelin with C39(x2), German picture postcard with C44 and
Graf Zeppelin cachet, and a C44 on Graf Zeppelin cover to
Chicago, also some mint stamps with Swiss B297 S/S, take
some time to plow through this group, Very Good-Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3187 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, mishmash 1960-2000, first
day covers, mostly US Postal Department or Fleetwood,
also Marshall Island year sets, a few foreign first day covers, three PRC souvenir folders, and bag of no gum or damaged postage, please inspect, o.g. or without gum, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Confederate Collections
3188 H
U.S. and Foreign, mixed up mint and used
accumulation, composed of a 1930-1953 mint collection
of singles, blocks and plate blocks, some 3¢ to 13¢ mint
sheets and part sheets, large binder of about 10,000 used
US from 1920's and 1930's and a bit of foreign including
some varieties. Condition can be a bit mixed making viewing a must.
Estimate $200 - 300
3189 Hm)
U.S. and Foreign, balance lot, comprised of
several hundred mostly Swiss or German postwar covers,
plus a small group of stockcards with some useful US, miscellaneous foreign etc, examine.
Estimate $100 - 150

Confederate Collections
3190 Hm)
Confederacy, impressive collection, nice collection hinged on pages; includes 3 examples of #1 (one on
piece), 2, 4, 8 (6), plus one privated perforated example,
and one used on cover with blue town cancel, a nice group
of 6's and 7's including a #7 pair on a small cover and a no
gum block/50 of #6; numerous 11's and 12's including an
unused block/15, plus three perforated singles; and nice
examples of #13 including a choice pair; quality is much
better than normaly found on these issues; Scott catalog
value is well in excess of $5,000. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3191

Confederacy, fakes, fantasies and facsimiles, a few hundred C.S.A. items, there may be a few genuine items, includes 100+ Postmaster Provisionals, 200+
regular issues, 100+ blocks of four or six and 30 larger
blocks or sheetlets, quite a few of the 1955 APS "Altered
Value" reprints, scarce and interesting material for the specialist, take time to peruse this lot, may prove to have potential, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. Possessions Collections
3192 HHHm U.S. Possessions, dealer's selection, extensive stock of several hundred stamps, that includes mint unless noted Canal Zone #4-8(x2), 22 imprint block of six, 94,
O8; Cuba E1(x2), J1-J4, J3 block of four; Guam 3-10, E1;
Hawaii 21used(faulty), Philippines 217, 217A, 218, 219,
225, E1; also includes early Cuba, Philippines and Porto
Rico issued under Spanish rule, a extremely choice lot with
many extras with mint and used blocks, and duplication of
many better items, should be worth several times our low
estimate, please set aside plenty of time to peruse this exceptional lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3193 HHHm U.S. Possessions, mint & used collection,
1869-1946, extensive US Possession collection mounted
on Scott pages, better mint unless noted includes Canal
Zone 37,41,42-45, 49-51, 70-77, 79, 84-93, 120-135,
C1-C5, C15-C20, J17, Cuba includes E2, Guam 5-8 & E1,
Hawaii includes 29, 30-31, 34,36, 37-41 mint & used, 46,
47-48 used, 75 Flying Goose flaw, 65,72, Philippines includes E2, and Puerto Rico 210-214, a excellent opportunity to expand or break up for retail, please take some time
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to investigate, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
3194 Hm)
Canal Zone, comprehensive collection,
1904-1978, exceptional collection on pages of a few hundred stamps and a few covers, there are some select
stamps present, commences with mint #1, 2,4-8, 11-14,
#15 mint with 1995 PF certificate, 16-17 & 20 with the balance used, then complete to #158 mint and used, airmails
complete to C41 mint and used, airpost officials complete
mint & used, postage dues missing only J28 for completion,
officials complete, also includes a couple of official seals
and cut squares and postal cards, a rare opportunity to acquire this popular area in such a complete stage, please
take time to peruse and enjoy, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
mostly F.-V.F., Scott $10,300.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3195 Hm
Canal Zone, an interesting collection of
out-of-the-ordinary material, on album pages and
stockpages, with a few 100 mostly mint stamps, including a
good range of the 8cts surcharges on 50cts maps, with the
four different main types mint and unusual errors and varieties inc. 'Z' only of 'Zone' in antique type on lower right stamp
of block of four, similarly the 'L' only antique in 'Canal' on upper right stamp in another block of four (#20 vars), 'Panama'
down and up mint (#18b), as well as a wonderful strip of 5 of
the first issue with o/p in rose brown (#14c) showing three
distinctly different types of the figure '8' not listed in Scott.
Then the 1906/07 series inc. 1ct green and black with o/p
double unused, signed (#22e), the 1924 1ct green corner
plate number block of four mint (#68) and 2cts red corner
block of four with handstamp '39' (#69), followed by the
presidents including the 1925/28 the 2cts carmine mint strip
of three with distance between 'Canal' and 'Zone' 7.5mm on
the middle stamp and 11mm on the two either side, the
20cts golden gate mint block of four again with different
spacing, a group of broken letters in pairs with normal, as
well as the scarce 'Canal' only error on 17cts Wilson mint.
Then the 1929/31 airposts complete in mint blocks of four
including the 15cts on 1ct type II with lower stamps never
hinged (#C1/C5), leading on to postage dues with 1924s
complete in used blocks of four (#J12/J14, inc. #J13 blocks
x3), the 1941 officials complete to 50cts type 1 in mint never
hinged blocks of four less the 5cts blue, as well as a very attractive page of the official seal stamps from 1907 onwards.
A range of other material for the specialist, as there is much
strength in varieties, including those not yet listed in Scott.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3196 )
Cuba, interesting postal history collection, a
splendid, old-time mounted collection comprised of approximately 60 1899-1940 covers, plus about 20+ items of
postal stationery. Includes a lovely array of frankings and
usages with many desreable items noted, F-VF, well worth
a close inspection.
Estimate $600 - 800
3197 H
Cuba, excellent specialized collection, a
lovely, generally clean and valuable collection from the first
US adminstration issue to 1915, with loads of highlights
such as Scott 222A "CUPA" error in block of 6, 225 "CUPA"
error, 22730 imprint strips of 4 or 5, 233-37 card proofs,
234a, 233-37 punched ABN specimens in pairs, plus same
in imprint blocks of 10, 234a punch specimen, 254 used
imperf pair, 265a plus cover, E1, J1-4, J1 imprint strip of 3,
E3 plate blocks of 6 and 16(2), 230, 8 copies on lovely
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postal tag and lots more. Lovely old-time lot, F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
3198 Hm
Philippines,
outstanding
collection,
1899-1935, a wonderful and generally very clean, parallel
mint and used collection, highly comprehensive and
old-time in nature, absolutely loaded with premium items
such as mint Scott 212, 213-19 (2 218-19), 220-21, 223,
226-36, 241-54, 260-60A, 271-72, 274, 276-84, 285-89D,
290-302, 303-04, 340-53, E1, J1-5, J6-7 plus used 212,
213-19, 223, 225 (faults), 226-36, 261-74 and much more.
A very substantial aggregate catalog value, fresh and generally F-VF, lots better, well worth a through inspection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3199 HH
United Nations, mostly never hinged stock,
1951-2009, many hundreds, neatly arranged in two
stockbooks, and including stamps from all three offices
(U.S., Geneva & Vienna), better noted include #38 souvenir
sheet corresponding to the second printing, twelve booklets
issued in the 1995-99 period, plus several souvenir sheets.
Clean & Very Fine condition. Owner's catalogue value
$2,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
3200 m
United Nations, stock, 1951-1970s, in glassines, all organized, quantities to around 50 of an item, useful and seldom seen used stock.
Estimate $100 - 150
3201 HH
United Nations, sheet collection, 1951-1964,
40+ full sheets of UN stamps, starts with first issue, nice
group for the specialist, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

British Commonwealth Cover
Collections
3202 )
Canada, Canadian Pacific Railway and
Grand Truck Railway advertising postal cards, a beautiful, all different selection of 63 used cards, comprised of 48
Canadian Pacific and 15 Grand Truck examples. The Canadian pacific feature 12 cards in green, 21 splendid multicolored examples and 15 sepia cards and the Grand Truck
includes 15 cards in green. A wonderful assemblege of the
elegant, elaborate cards, F-VF, specialists delight,
examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

and cards. Begins with pre-war mail from British and Irish
camps ship mails, early civilian censors, mute and dumb
postmarks, then continues on to wartime free franks including a few Indian Army postmarks and British camp mail.
Overall F-VF and well worth a through review. Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500
3206 )
Great Britain, stampless folded letters from
England to Oporto, Portugal, 1810s-1840s, group of 68
folded letters to the British Trading Company, written in
English, and mounted in binder, including several with
Lisboa transit or Porto receiving postmarks, mostly VF. Excellent state of preservation.
Estimate $500 - 750
3207 )
Great Britain & U.S., early covers, comprising
40 covers from Great Britain & 35 from U.S., former including one with "Late Fee/ Paid" handstamp and other
resgistered usage to Westmoreland, latter including several covers individually franked with Banknotes & some with
2c Columbians, mixed condition but overall Fine. Recommended for the internet seller.
Estimate $150 - 200
3208 )
[Indian States] Hyderabad Feudatory State,
covers & proofs, 1911-47, comprising 1/4a Hyderabad
postal card with 1/4 on 1/2a India stamp (scarce usage),
1915 cover with 2a lilac + 1/2a green franking on reverse
(Scott 23 & 30), 1930 cover with combination franking
(Hyderabad postage on front & India stamp tied in reverse),
1947 first day cover & two unused registered-letter covers,
also a rare die proof of 8d postal stationery envelope (H&G
type 21, larger star), embossed in black on white card, and
showing multiple signatures, plus 1911 imperforate trial
color of the 1911 Seal of Nizam 12a (block of four), and
printed in light blue on thick hard card., F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3209 SH)
Mauritius, postal stationery group with
"Specimen" overprints, comprising 1896-97 8c + 8c reply-paid double postal card (H&G 12), 1923 12c postal card
(H&G 27), 1938 12c KGVI registered envelope (H&G C15)
& 1938 4c KGVI wrapper (H&G E7), 1862 6d envelope with
overprint reading "Cancelled" (H&G B1), plus 1862 9d regular postal envelope, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

3203 )
Canada, stampless covers collection,
1840s-60s, 42 stampless folded letters or covers from
Great Britain to Canada & St. John Newfoundland to Canada, including several with interesting rate handstamps,
plus eleven covers with Canada or U.S. single frankings
sent in the 1890s-1910s period. Condition is mostly VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
3204 )
Ceylon, selection of 26 covers & entires,
1885-1960, including registered mail, uprated stationeries,
special X-Mas flight 1936 Ceylon-Madras, censored mail,
sea mail to the U.S., and several nice frankings, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
3205 )
Great Britain, exhibition collection of British
Mails during World War I, composed of about 125 covers
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The International "Gold-Medal" Prisoner of
War Air Letter Cards, 1941 - 1945
3210 Hm)
New Zealand, unique historically important
one frame exhibit, including all the recorded types of mint
and/or used examples of these specially printed POW Air
Letter Cards, including all the recorded errors, varieties and
wrappers known to exist, professionally displayed on exhibition pages, 16 pages in all with 31 items, both used and
unused and including earliest and latest known usages,
19 items are used, unique items include 2nd issue used to
an internee, 6th issue double overprint, 7th issue complete
mint pack of 5 surviving, then those with only a few known:
4th issue unused - one of two recorded, 7th issue used inverted and misplaced overprint, and others, this collaboration shows the hardship and severity of the times, including
rate and route differences, different possible uages and
mis-uses, includes those undelivered and held by the Red
Cross until repatriation, "RECOVERED BY ALLIED
FORCES" straightline marking, 1945 times in Germany
were hectic as reflected by some being returned as prisoners were being released and repatriated to UK and this being returned to sender undeliverable, one item, one that is
most interesting is from a Private Dennison who was a
POW at Stalag VIII in Gorlitz and he along with the other
POWs were all force-marched 700 miles away from the advancing Russian Army, later he was liberated by General
Pattons forces on April 3, 1945 and flown to Brussels and
then UK for repatriation to New Zealand - used as an ordinary air mail letter, plus an interesting example of a heavily
censored card- more text is censored than uncensored,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine and pristine, inspection invited,
ex-Scott.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
Having been exhibited numerous times at FIP sanctioned
exhibitions, this one frame delight has more Gold Medals
and special prizes than any other collection we know of in
its class. Assembeled by world renowned stamp
afficianado, judge and philatelic friend, one cannot
imagine how such a selection was assembled and is the
basis for the published book of the same title. Certainly
one of the most fascinating topics of our lifetime, worthy of
further expansion and study.
3211 )
Palestine, the Israel Forerunner and British
Occupation postal history, a lovely and fascinating,
old-time collection which can service as a history lesson beginning with a nice range of forerunner material, including
an 1898 money transfer cover via ship from Russia to jerusalem, along with other examples from the Russian, Turkish, Austrian and German Post Offices. We later find WWI
British Occupation and Mandate material, including a couple 1915 Zion Mule Corp items, items relating to the Nili spy
organization, a nice range of 1915-1919 Jewish Legion material, 1917-1920 British Occupation covers and stamps,
WWII Jewish Brigade, with underground struggle against
the British Occupation items, refugee camp and Zionest
Congress items, a 1948 US to Palestine "Service Suspended" cover and so much more. Wonderful old-time lot,
F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3212

Strait Settlements and Malaya, documents &
telegrams, ten documents with fiscal stamps, including
1902 Indenture of statutory mortgage, 1928 Power of Attorney bearing $1 & $2 Elephants stamps, and four power of
attorneys made in the 1936-52 period. Also ten telegrams
used in the 1930s, and mostly accompanied by original envelopes, one reading "Anni Parvathi cable my brother
mother seriously sick wire urgently", F.-V.F. A very interesting lot that deserves your attention. Estimate $400 - 600

3213 )
Strait Settlements and Malaya, selection of
fourteen covers, 1907-47, including Strait Settlements,
Perak, Malaya B.M.A. and from or to Malaya with various interesting postmarks (tax marks as framed "To PAY/ 4
CENTS" or "TRAIN LETTER"), censored, registered and
air mail, plus some nice frankings, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

British Commonwealth Country
Collections
3214 Hm
Antigua,
mostly
mint
collection,
1860s-1980s, mounted in Scott album, starting with a good
representation of used early issues, and including 1886 1sh
(Scott 17). Mint highlights issued in the XX Century include
1913 KGV 5sh (41) & 1921-29 KGV set (58-64). The collection also includes many colorful & fresh modern sets such
as 1963-65 QEII set (136-45), 1966 QEII set (167-82), 1970
Ships (241-57), 1975 Butterflies (387-93) & 1976 Birds
(405-22), plus some souvenir sheets. Condition is F-VF.
Recommended for continuation or internet dealer.
Estimate $600 - 800
3215 Hm
Antigua, highly comprehensive mostly mint
collection to 1973, neatly assembled on Scott Specialty
pages, with a few better used like Scott 2-4, 9 and 17, then
onto runs of premium mint items like 13, 15, 19, 20, 30,
31-38, 41, 42-57, 64, 67-76, 84-95 and good mostly complete coverage from there. Fresh and F-VF or better, lovely
lot.
Estimate $400 - 600
3216 m
[Australian States] South Australia, old-time
collection of 57 used stamps, on gold-edged album
pages for issues up to 1890, starting off with a good range of
classic imperfs including an attractive example of the #1 1d
dark green with margins clear all round and light cancel, the
2d red also with four margins (SG#2), 6d deep blue with four
margins (#3) and 1857 slate blue shade margin slightly in at
one corner (#10). Then rouletted 'postage' issues to 6d
shades (1/- shades with faults), followed by challenging perf
issues, requiring investigation including the perf x roulette
6d blue with perf error leaving full 'six pence' tablet of adjoining stamp above 'postage', as well as scarce perforated
1868/71, through to the official overprints with denominations to 2/-. Sleepers will be present, please inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750
3217 H
Australia, valuable mint collection, 1913-80,
nicely mounted in a well-filled Schaubek hingeless album,
opening with 1913 Kangaroo Issue up to £1 value (Scott
1-14), 1915 Kangaroo 2d to 5sh set (38-44), 1915-24 Kangaroo Issue, including 2d, 2½d (two examples in distinctive
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shades), 3d (three examples in distinctive shades), 6d
(three examples, one yellow brown, other ultramarine, and
last one in chalky blue), 9d, 1sh, 2sh brown, 2sh violet
brown, 5sh, 10sh & £1 gray (45-55 &57), 1914 Kookaburra
single (18), 1914-24 KGV set (19-37), 1929-30 Kangaroo
Issue 6d to 10sh (96-101), 1926-30 KGV Issue, including
perforation varieties such as 1sh4d, one perforated
13.5x12.5, other perforated 14 (Scott 76a), 1928 Kookaburra pane of four (95a), 1931-36 KGV & Kangaroo Issues
1/2d to 10sh (113-27), plus £1 & £2 Kangaroo stamps with
"Specimen" overprints, 1932 Sydney Harbor set (130-32),
and from there virtually complete to 1980, including some
postage dues & booklet panes issued in the 1968-72 period. Condition is Very Fine. A wonderful assembly of this
popular area, viewing will be a pleasure.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3218 HH
Australia, booklets assortment, 1942-72, 98
booklets mounted on pages, including (Stanley Gibbons
numbers) 1942 2s6d (SB28), 1949 2s6d (SB29), 1952 3s6d
(SB30 & SB30a), 1953 3s6d (SB31 & SB31a), 1957 4s
(SB33), 1957 4s (SB34a), 1960 5s (SB35), 1962 5s (SB36),
1962 5s (SB37 & 37a), 1962 5s (SB38), 1966 (SB39), 1967
50c (SB40), 1967 $1 (SB41), 1967 50c & $1 (SB42-43),
1968 (SB44), 1969 (SB45) & 1970 (SB46 & SB48), 1967
Military 50c (MB1-2). We also noticed a 1927 2s booklet
(SB22 containing block of eight stamps and H.M.S. Renown on back cover). Never Hinged and motly Very Fine.
Useful duplication, including specialized items that should
be checked against a Brusden-White Catalog. Recommended for internet seller. Catalogue value over £1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3219 Hm
Australia, substantial collection to 1987, mint
or used and assembled by Scott numbers in one binder, including some better used like Scott 1-11, 100, 126-27,
though the bulk of value lies in mint, with better like 13-15
specimen overprints, good KGV definitives like 31a, plus
95a, 142-44, 147-49, 150-51, 152-54, 218-21, 365-79 and
virtually complete mint from there. Also includes some BOB
etc, fresh and F-VF or better, nice lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3220 Hm
Bahamas and Bermuda, an excellent old
time collection, collection of mint and used stamps on
gold-edged album pages for issues up to 1890, including a
good range of interesting classics. The Bahamas includes
the 1859/60 1d imperf first issue mint on medium paper
then first perf 1d issue with scarce clean-cut perforations
superb used (SG#3, £750), followed by several different
mint 1860s/'80s 'interinsular postage' 1d issues including a
perf 14 example with a highly unusual watermark, as well as
very interesting shades including distinct aniline carmine
lake shade mint, signed (#22). Also lots of 4d, 6d and 1/types including 1865 watermark crown CC 1/- perf 12 1/2
used (#38), etc, followed by the 1884/90 series complete
mint to superb £1 Venetian red, except the 5/- which is used
(#47/57). The Bermuda highlights include the first issues to
1/- with the 1865 1d rose shades mint, wing-margin 2d unused (#3), 3d buff mint (#10), then surcharges with scarce
diagonal 'three pence' surcharge on 1/- green unused being
a sound and highly collectible example (#13b, £2000) plus
the 'one penny' overprints trio unused, very attractive appearance and all signed (#15/17, £1650), etc. A fascinating
collection assembled long before many of the a and b cate-
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gory listings in the catalogues were made, with enormous
potential therefore for the collector with knowledge. Condition far above that normally expected from a 19th century
collection. Highly recommended. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3221 Hm
Bahamas,
mostly
used
collection,
1859-1975, mounted on Scott pages, opening with a valuable representation of XIX Century used stamps such as
1859 1d (Scott 1), 1861 1d, 4d & 6d rough perf. 14 to 16
(2-3), 1862 perf. 11½ to 12 (5 & 7), 1862 perf. 13 (8-10),
1863-65 QV (11-15, including 13a-b), 1882-98 (20-23 &
25), 1883 4d on 6d (26), 1884-90 QV (33-36), followed by
many better XX Century (used unless noted) sets & singles
such as 1902 KEVII (37-43), 1906-11 KEVII (44-47),
1912-19 KGV 5sh (49-55) & £1 (56 mint), 1921-34 KGV
(80-84), 1929 Seal of Bahamas (85-89 mint), 1938 KGVI
1sh, 5sh & £1 (110-13 mint), 1942 Landfall of Columbus
(125-29), plus several other regular sets, airmails, special
delivery & war tax stamps (MR4 & MR13). Condition F-VF.
Excellent for intenet trader or as a basis for continuation.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3222 Hm
Bahamas, beautiful highly comprehensive
collection to 1975, with the vast majority mint, neatly assembled on Scott Specialty pages. includes a small showing of better used like Scott 13, 14, 18 and 21, plus
outstanding mint like 1, 11-12, 23, 27-31, 33-36, 38-42,
44-47, 49-55, 58-62, 65-69, 70-83, 85-89, 100-13, 116-29,
132-47, 148-49 and apparently complete mint from there.
Fresh and F-VF or better, a wonderful lot. Estimate $400 600
3223 Hm
Barbados, mint & used collection,
1852-1975, mounted in Scott album, better (used unless
noted, and including barred oval cancels, horseshoe cancels or circular datestamps) include 1852-55 1/2d yellow-green (Scott 1a), 1d blue (2a), 2d slate blue (3) & 4d
brown red (4), 1858-59 1/2d yellow-green & 6d rose-red (5a
& 8), 1859 1/2d yellow-green Pin-per. 12½ (12), followed by
1861-71 issues, and then by 1873 4d rose (4) & 5sh (43),
1878 1d on half of 5sh (57 accompanied by 1970 RPS Certificate), 1882-85 QV 5sh bister (68), 1897 Badge of Colony
(81-89), 1903 Badge of Colony 2dh6d (80), 1904-10 Badge
of Colony (90-101), 1912 KGV (116-26), 1916-18 Seal of
Colony (127-39 mint & used), plus several other sets with
nice catalog values. We also noted Barbuda 1922 set
(1-11). Condition is generally F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3224 m
Barbados, group of used, interesting small
group includes #2(x2), #4 and #8(x2), F.-V.F., Scott $765.
Estimate $150 - 200
3225 Hm
Bermuda, beautiful highly comprehensive
collection to 1990, nearly all mint and neatly assembled in
a Scott Specialty album. Begins with a few better used
earlies like Scott 6 and 7, then onto runs of premium mint
sets and singles like 1, 2, 5, 7-9, 16-17, 22-25, 31-39, 40-54,
55-60, 71-79, 81-97 (less 96), 105-14, 118-28 and apparently complete mint from there. A splendid lot of this popular
country, fresh and generally F-VF or better, examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3226 Hm
British Guiana, valuable and substantial collection, mostly used and neatly assembled on Scott pages,
with nearly all the coverage and value to about 1930. We
note a wealth of premium items such as (used) Scott 17-22,
21a, 23-28, 33A-34, 36 uninitialed remainder, 38, 39, 43,
45-49, 50-54 (51 mint), 58-59, 61-62, 63-66, 71, 72-80 (77
mint), 89, 90-91, 96, 97, 103-06, 126, 128, 152-56, 160-70,
171 fiscal usage, plus some better mint items as well. Lots
of difficult issues included, bulk fresh and F-VF, inspection
invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3227 Hm
British Honduras, collection, 1865-1989, mint
& used, and mounted in Scott album, opening with 1866 QV
(Scott 1-3 used), 1872 QV (4-7 used), 1877-79 (8-12 used),
1888 3c on 3d surcharge (21 mint), 1888-89 2c on 1d diagonal half (28a) tied on piece by barred oval cancel, followed
by a representation of KEVII & KGV stamps issued in the
1902-25 period, KGVI $1, $2 & $3 (124-26 used), 1948 Silver Wedding (129-30 used), 1962 QEII set (167-78) & 1969
Hardwood in sheets of nine (230-33 mint), plus some postage dues & unused postal cards. F-VF condition.
Estimate $400 - 600
3228 Hm
British Virgin Islands, collection, 1866-1976,
mint & used, and mounted on Scott album pages, better
used include 1866 6d (Scott 2), 1867-70 1d blue green & 1d
yellow-green (3-4), 1867-68 St. Ursula 1sh (8), 1880 QV
2½d (11), 1883-84 QV set (12-15), 1899 St. Ursula set
(21-28), 1904 KEVII set (29-37), 1909 KGV set (38-46),
1922-28 KGV sets (49-52 & 53-66), 1951 KGVI set
(102-13), QEII set (115-27) & 1965 QEII set (144-58 mint).
Condition is F-VF. Many useful sets, recommended for collector or dealer.
Estimate $500 - 750
3229 H
Canadian Provinces, excellent collection,
neatly assembled on Scott Specialty pages brimming with
premium items such as (mint unless noted) New Brunswick
Scott 6-11, Newfoundland 1, 3, 5, 8, 11A, 12A, 15A, 19, 30,
31 35-36, 37, 41-42, 47, 56-58, 75, 78-85, 61-74 (few mid
values used), 115-26, 145-59, 163-71, 172-82, C2, C8,
C9-11, C13-17 plus used 23, 27-29, 32, 33, 34, 38, 52, 76,
Nova Scotia 8-13 and used 1, 2-3 plus 2 and 4 on piece,
Prince Edward Island 1, 4-8, 9-10, 11-16 and much more.
Clean and largely F-VF, well worth inspeciton.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3230 H
Canadian
Provinces,
assortment,
1850s-1860s, 83 mostly mint stamps, incl. New Brunswick
1851 Crown 6d & 1sh proof reprints, 1860-63 1c x3, 2c x5,
5c x6, 12½c x2, 10c & 17c x2, Nova Scotia Crown 6d & 1sh
proof reprints, 1860-63 Queen Victoria 1c x5, 2c x5, 8c x5,
10c x3, 12½c x4, also 1860-63 1c pair, imprint block of four
in white paper & block of four in yellowish paper, 2c imprint
block of four in white paper, 8c two blocks of four, pair & two
singles, Prince Edward Island 1862-65 Queen Victoria 2d
x2, 3d & 4d, 1868 Queen Victoria 4d, 1872 Queen Victoria
1c x3 & 12c x2, British Columbia Seal of the Colony 3d used
accompanied with 1985 PF Certificate, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3231 Hm
[Canadian
Provinces]
Newfoundland,
mostly used collection, 1857-1947, on album pages,
better used include 1857 1d (Scott 1), 1861-62 (18 & 20),
1865-94 5c brown & 5c black (25-26, incl. two 5c in black),
1897 35c (73), better mint include 1910 12c & 15c (96-97),
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1931 complete set (172-82) & C10. Also Nova Scotia
stamps in dealer's cards (Scott 3 used, #8-9, 11 & 13 mint)
& some from New Brunswick. Condition is slightly mixed
among earlies but overall F-VF. Viewing should prove rewarding.
Estimate $400 - 600
3232 HHHm Canada, definitives, commemorative & air
mail issues, 1851-1966, enormous catalog value for this
old time lot, includes used #4, 5, 8, 17-19, 20(faulty), Large
Queens complete, Small Queens complete, 46-47, then all
mint including Jubilees 50-60, 96-103, 104-122, 136-138
blocks of four, 149-159, 162-177, complete mint from
1935-1966, airmail complete mint, includes many extras
with shades, imperfs and 2 pages of 85-86 mint & used, an
exciting collection that could be built upon or broken up for
retail, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3233 Hm
Canada, mint & used collection, 1852-1981,
mounted on White Ace album pages, better noted (used unless noted) include, nice 1852 3d imperforate beaver (Scott
4d), followed by 1859-64 1c to 17c (14-20, 18a), 1868-97
Large Queens to 15c, then by 1870-93 issues, including
#45-47, 1897 Jubilee Issue mostly mint to 50c, 1897-98
"Maple Leaf" & 1898-1902 "Numeral" Issues (66-84),
1903-08 KEVII set (89-95), including a well-centered mint
20c (94), 1908 Quebec Tercentenary (96-102 mint),
1912-25 Admiral mint set (104-22), and from there through
1981 the collection is virtually complete, and never hinged
or mint. We also noted airmails, officials, special delivery &
postage dues. Condition is F-VF. Owner's catalogue value
approaching $17,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3234 Hm
Canada, mint & used collection, 1852-20th
century, mounted on Scott pages, better (mint unless
noted) include 1852 3d Beaver (Scott 4 used), 1859 10c
Prince Albert, 12½c Queen Victoria & 17c Cartier (17-19
used), followed by large & small Queens representation,
1897 Jubilee Issue 8c to 15c (56-60 used, including 1c
block of twelve & 50c single mint), 1897 Maple Leaf (71-73),
1898-1902 QV (80-82 & 84), 1898 Map block of four (86
never hinged), 1899 2c on 3c surcharge block of four (87),
1903-08 KEVII 5c & 20c (91 & 94), plus 2c imperforate pair
(90a), 1912-25 Admiral (104-22), plus 1c green booklet
pane of six, 1c yellow two booklet panes of six, 2c carmine
booklet pane of six, 3c carmine booklet pane of four, 1917
Confederation block of four (135), 1924 Admiral 1c, 2c & 3c
pairs (136-38). Also airmails, postage dues, special delivery, registration stamps & officials. Condition is slightly
mixed on some but overall Fine to Very Fine. Many useful
items, viewing will be quick!.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3235 Hm
Canada, mint & used collection, 1852-1960s,
mounted on Scott album pages, better mint include 1897
1/2c to 8c (50-56), 1898 Map (85-86), 1915-24 Coils
(131-34 vertical pairs), better used include 1852 3d Beaver
(4), 1859 10c Prince Albert, 12½c QV & 17c Cartier (17-19),
1864 QV (20), followed by a representation of large & small
queens, 1897-1902 QV Maple Leaf issues (66-73 & 74-84),
1903-08 KEVII (89-95), 1912-25 Admiral (104-22), and
from there fairly complete to 1960s. We also noticed some
better BOB mint issues such as 1930-32 airmails (C1-4
mint), 1898-1939 special delivery stamps (E1-9), 1906-28
postage dues (J1-5 & J6-10), 1916 2c + 1c War Tax (MR5),
overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3236 m
Canada, used collection, 1852-1946,
mounted on White Ace album pages, including 1852 Beaver (Scott 4), 1859 Prince Albert (17), 12½c Queen Victoria
(18), followed by a nice representation of Large & Small
Queens (24-25, 28-30, 40 & 45), 1897 Jubilee Issue 8c, 20c
&$1 (56, 59 & 61), 1897 Mapple Leaf set (66-73), 1903-08
KEVII set (89-95), 1912-25 Admiral Issue (104-22),
1930-31 Scroll Issue (162-77), 1932 KGV set (195-201),
plus airmails, special delivery stamps, Postage Dues &
Registration stamps. Condition F-VF. Viewing will be quick
as a flash.
Estimate $400 - 600
3237 Hm
Canada, mostly used collection, 1859-1980,
on album pages, starting with representation of Large &
Small Queens, including 1893 20c & 50c (Scott 46-47
used), 1898 Map Issue (86 mint), 1897 Jubilee 1c (51 never
hinged), 10c (57 lightly hinged), 15c (58 used), 1911-25 Admiral 5c & 10c (111 & 116 mint), 1927 Canadian Confederation(141-45 never hinged), 1933 Grain Exhibition (203 x2,
one mint, other never hinged), 1935 KGV pictorial set
(217-27 mint), 1938 pictorial issue (241-45), plus some airmails, officials, postage dues & special delivery stamps.
Condition is a little mixed on some but for the most part
F-VF. Many desirable stamps, be sure to inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750
3238 Hm
Canada, powerful mostly mint collection,
1864-1993, housed in a pair of Scott Specialty albums, beginning with a nice group of used classics like Scott 18-19,
20, 21-30, 35-40, 41-47, plus great runs of premium mint
items such as 51-57, 59, 89-95, 96-103, 104-22, 123,
125-30, 131-34, 128a, 136-38, 139-40, 149-59, 162-77,
178-83 singles and pairs, 195-201, 228-30 pairs, 241-45,
249-62 and virtually complete mint from there, including
highly comprehensive airs, dues and special deliveries. We
also note blocks of 4 throughout, including 108-09, 111,
184, 135, 173-74, 208, 217-25, E3, M1, M2-4 and much,
much more. Fresh and generally F-VF, an excellent lot, well
worth a through inspection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3239 Hm
Canada, valuable collection, 1870s-1940s,
mostly mint and mounted on pages, loaded with fresh singles, sets & blocks of four. Highlights (mint unless otherwise noted) include 1870 1c (Scott 35 block of four), 1873
3c (37), 1876 5c (38), 1872 6c (39), 1877 10c pale lilac &
deep lilac (40 & 40b), 1888-97 3c (41 x2), 5c (42 x2), 6c (43
x2), 10c (45x4),10c (45b x2), 1893 20c (46 x2) & 50c (47 x4,
including pair), 1897 Jubilee 1/2c to $3 (50-63), 1898 Map
lavender, greenish & blue (SG 166-68 singles & blocks of
four), 1897-98 6c & 8c blocks of four (71-72, including bottom pairs never hinged), 1898-1902 8c & 20c (82 & 84),
1912-18 Admiral (104-22, plus some duplicates in distinctive shades), also 2c Admiral plate strip of five with fine horizontal lines across the stamps (SG 202a), 1908 Quebec
(96-103), 1924 1c Admiral vertical pair imperf horizontally
(SG 256a), 1929 50c Bluenose (158), 1930-31 KGV "Arch/
Leaf" Issue (162-77), also 10c special delivery in two distinctive shades (E1), plus some airmails & postage dues.
Condition is mostly VF, a wonderful collection that deserves
your attention.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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3240 Hm
Canada, accumulation, 1870s-1990s, mostly
used, housed in four binders with duplication, and including
regulars, airmails, special delivery & postage dues, plus
some Newfoundland stamps. Condition is slightly mixed but
generally F-VF. Owner's catalogue value about $500.
Estimate $150 - 200
3241 m
Canada, exceptional specialized all used
collection, 1897-1963, well filled and neatly assembled
and annotated in a Scott album. A great deal of value to be
found thoughout including Scott 66-73, 74-84, 85(4), 86(7),
89-95, 96-103, 105a, 105b, 106a, 109a, 123-24 singles and
pairs, 136-38 singles and pairs, 149-59, 163a, 195a-97a,
F3, O1-10, O16-25, O27 plus more. Loaded with coils,
booklet panes etc, overall Very Fine and clean, viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3242 HH
Canada, mostly never hinged selection,
1898-1950, including Airmails, Semi-Officials, Postage
Dues, Officials, War Tax & Registration stamps on Scott album pages, better (never hinged unless otherwise noted)
include 1928-46 Airmails (Scott C1-9), 1927 Yukon Airways
semi-officials reprints in four different colors (Unitrade
CL42). 1898 Special Delivery 10c (E1), 1927 20c (E3),
1930-32 (E4-5), 1875-88 2c, 5c & 8c Registration (F1-3,
incl. F2 hinged), 1906-28 Postage Due set (J1-5, incl. J4
hinged), 1930-32 Postage Dues (J8-9), 1933-34 Postage
Due set (J11-14), 1915 War Tax set (MR1-2), 1916 War
Tax set & 2c + 1c 12x8 perforated stamp (MR3-5), 1916 coil
stamp (MR7), 1949-50 Officials (O1-4, O6-11 & O16-25).
Condition is Very Fine. Viewing of this quality holding will be
pleasant and gainful.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3243 H)
Canada, specialized War Tax issues,
1915-1916, a lovely old-time mounted collection, including
MR1-2, 3-4, plus MR3a and the Rare MR4a, MR5, MR6,
MR7, 7a, MR4b an XF margin pair, Unitrade MR2B-2D
mint, plus a nice 2¢+1¢ stamp on cover with Bahamas Special Delivery issue etc. Clean and attractive old-time lot,
fresh and F-VF or better, examine. Estimate $500 - 750
3244 HH/H
Canada, wonderful all mint collection,
1917-1970, assembled on Scott pages in one volume,
loaded with premium items beginning with Scott 132 (2, one
NH), 149-59 a lovely LH set, 160 paste-up pair, 174-77,
217-27 NH, 241-45 NH, 228-30 NH pairs, 249-62 NH,
268-73 NH, plus complete airmails, special deliveries, postage dues and officials for the period. Exceptionally fresh
and largely Very Fine og, loads NH, an excellent lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3245 m
Canada, excellent old time precancel collection, 1930-1931, a splendid, keenly assembled and
well-annotated mounted collection of hundreds of examples, all from the 1930-1931 KGV "Arch/Leaf" issue, arranged by die, value, town, bar types etc, only typed pages
in one volume. Begins with a nice showing of the various
"barred" cancels and continues on by city from Beamsville
through Woodstock including varieties etc. A beautiful specialist lot, F-VF, a careful inspection invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3246 H)
Canada, specialized almost all mint
1930-1931 issue collection, including collateral issues as
well as a useful range of covers neatly assembled and annotated on album pages. Begins with a nice complete mint
set with all dies then on to varieties like Unitrade 162i in
block of 6 and precanceled block of 4, 163a, 163ii in block of
4, 163ci, 163cii, 164aii, 164av, 166a, 167ai, 167aiii, 182ii,
191i in block of 4 (2), 203i, plate blocks including 8¢ dark
blue, coils including line pairs and paste-up pairs plus a
useful group of 6 covers and a front (registered from
Wolfville NS to UA). Valuable and clean group, F-VF +,
viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
3247 HH
Canada, premium selection of dollar values,
etc, 1935-67, a pristine selection of better items, including
Scott 223-27, 241-45, 257-62, plus extra 261(2), 262(3),
270-73, 294(6), 302(2), 321 block of 4, plus 14 singles,
465B 8 plate blocks and O32 5 plate blocks and 3 singles. A
lovely lot, o.g., never hinged, V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3248 Hm
Canada, modern collection, 1960s-90s,
mostly mint, including many Never Hinged stamps and
mounted in six three-ring binders, virtually complete for the
period and with a lot of stamps that have useful face values.
Condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
3249 m
Canada & Provinces, collection, 1852-1972,
mostly used, and mounted in a Scott three-ring album,
better (used unless noted) include 1852-57 3d Beaver on
thick wove hard paper (Unitrade 4v, clear to ample margins,
and accompanied by 2005 Gratton Certificate), 1857 7½d
(9, clear margins, and accompanied by 2006 Gratton Certificate), followed by 1858-59 6d fray violet (13a faulty, accompanied by 2006 Gratton Certificate). We also noted a
good representation of Small & Large Queens, including
1893 20c & 50c (46-47), 1897 Jubilee 1c, 2c, 3c, 5c, 10c,
15c, 20c, 50c, $1, $2, $3 & $5, 1897-1902 "Maple Leaf" &
"Numeral" Issues (66-84), 1903-06 KEVII set (89-95), 1908
Quebec Tercentenary Issue (96-103), 1911-25 Admiral Issue, including coils and imperforates, 1928-29 KGV set
(149-59), and from there virtually complete to 1972. Nice
sections of airmails, special delivery stamps, postage dues,
war tax stamps & officials. New Brunswick 1860-63 1c, 2c,
5c & 12½c (6-8 & 10 mint), 10c & 17c (9 & 11), better Newfoundland includes 1865 Fishing Ship 13c (30), 1868-71 1c
violet, 1c brown lilac & 3c vermillion (32, 32A & 33), 1876-79
Rouletted Issue (37-40), 1887 Schooner 10c (59), 1897
12c, 30c & 35c (69, 72-73 mint), 1928 mint set (145-59) and
some postage dues, Nova Scotia 1860-63 Queen Issue
(8-13 mostly mint or unused), Prince Edward Island
1862-65 Issue (4-8 mostly unused no gum). Condition is
mostly F-VF. Viewing suggested for full appreciation.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3250 Hm
Canada & Provinces, revenue collection,
1860s-1950s, mint & used mounted on pages and housed
in binder, starting with 1864-68 Bill Stamps, followed by
1878-1930 Weights & Measures revenues, then by
1875-97 Gas Inspection, 1900 Electric Light Inspection,
1930 Electricity & Gas Inspection, 1912 Customs Duty,
1915 War Tax, 1915-48 Excise Tax, 1932-48 Postal Note,
and last by 1955 unemployment insurance stamps. Then
the collection is organized by Province and comprises Alberta 1906-30 Law stamps, British Columbia 1931-59 Telephone Company panes of six, Newfoundland, 1898-1934
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Inland Revenues, 1925 Customs Duty & 1940 War Savings, Ontario 1864-1912 Law Stamps, Quebec 1864-24
Law Stamps, Saskatchewan 1907-08 Law Stamps,
1929-47 Electrical Inspection, Condition is slightly mixed on
some but overall appears Fine to Very Fine. Offered intact
as received by direction from the consignor. Van Dam
Catalogue value approaching $16,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3251 Hm
Canada & Provinces, mostly used collection, 1859-2001, mostly mounted on Scott pages, including
1859 Issue (14-15 & 17-19), 1868-75 Large Queens
(21-29), 1870-95 Small Queens (34//47), 1897 Jubilee Issue 1/2c to 15c & 50c (50-58 & 60), 1897-98 "Maple Leaf" &
1898-1902 "Numeral" Issues complete (66-84), followed by
1898 Map Issue (85-86), 1903-08 KEVII set (89-95),
1911-25 Admiral set (104-22), and from there virtually complete with most stamps used, including some modern issues & souvenir sheets mint. We also noted airmails,
special deliveries, officials, postage dues & war tax
stamps.The Newfoundland section includes stamps issued
in the 1865-1947 period, and value concentrated in the
early material. Condition is F-VF. An excellent basis on
which to build, Scott $7,700 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3252 Hm
Canada & Provinces, very useful accumulation, including several stockbooks, a cigar box of plate
blocks (older, etc. One particular stockbook is jam-packed
with premium, including quantities of used pence issues,
Small Queens, plus mint Scott 116, 119, 120 (VF, NH), plus
later $1 values, E1 (2, NH), plates, good newfy and more.
Lovely lot with many nice surprises to be found, F-VF, well
worth a close review.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3253 HHHm Canada & Provinces, mishmash 1847-1978,
carton of worldwide material, includes box of Canada with
mint #51-54, 96-98, large envelope of Newfoundland with
mint #1(faulty), 56-58, used #23, 24, 41, 138, Provinces
with Prince Edward Island mint #5, 9, 11, 14-16, New
Brunswick with mint 6(x3), 7(x3), 8(x5), 9-11, Nova Scotia
with mint 8(x5), 9(x2), 11(x3), 12 & used 3, 5, also Great
Britain with #1 with red Maltese cross cancel & box of worldwide, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
3254 Hm
Cape of Good Hope, assortment, 1853-1904
(2//66), approximately 140 predominantly used stamps,
housed in binder, and mostly individually identified by Scott
Catalogue numbers, value of the lot is concentrated in the
early triangular issues, including many with three clear margins, better noted include 1853 1d brick red three singles,
4d blue four singles & pair, 1855-58 1d rose twelve singles,
4d blue twenty singles, pair & strip of three, plus "Hope"
stamps up to 1sh, and some KEVII stamps tied on cover
fragments & fiscals, also eleven covers, including five to
England, one to Germany & other to Tasmania. Condition is
slightly mixed but overall F-VF. Viewing recommended for
full appreciation of the opportunity afforded here.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3255 H
Cayman Islands, colorful assortment,
1900-1988, approximately 500 mostly mint stamps,
mounted in stock pages, better noted include 1901-09
KEVII Issues (#3-8, 10-16 & 21-30), 1908-36 KGV Issues
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complete (32-96) & KGVI Issues complete (97-134, including some perf. varieties), then virtually complete from 1953
to 1988, plus some souvenir sheets. Condition is Very Fine.
Highly recommended for dealer or collector alike. Viewing
will be quick. Owner's catalogue value $4,020.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3256 Hm
Cayman Islands, mint & used collection,
mounted on album pages, better mint include 1907 KEVII
6d & 5sh (Scott 14 & 16), 1921-22 10sh KGV (68), 1953-59
QEII 2sh to £1 (146-49), 1962 QEII 10 sh & £1 (166-67),
plus modern stamps & some souvenir sheets. Condition is
mostly VF. Worth viewing.
Estimate $400 - 600
3257 Hm
Cook Islands, selection, 1892-1960, a comprehensive group of approximately 150 mostly mint and
fresh stamps, mounted in stock pages, with some later issues never hinged, starting with 1892 1d, 1½d & 2½d
(#1-3), 1893-1919 Issues (10-44), and then complete from
Scott 48-147 except #70 & 107-08. Also Aitutaki Island
group of 31 stamps issued in the 1903-27 period, and including 1903 1sh scarlet & 1sh orange red (6 & 6a), plus
1916 1d on 6d surcharge (12) & Penrhyn Island almost
complete, and including group of 27 stamps issued in the
1902-29 period. Condition is Very Fine and free of any tropical stains. Well worth a quick look. Owner's catalogue value
$3,230.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3258 H
Cyprus, mint grouping, 1928-2005, highly
complete for the period, including 1928 KGV Issues
(114-22 & 125-33), and from there virtually complete with
majority never hinged. There are 24 souvenir sheets, including the scarce Boy Scout sheet of 1963, and all the
Europa sets. Owner's catalogue value $2,065.
Estimate $500 - 750
3259 Hm
Dominica, predominantly used collection,
1874-1974, mounted on Scott pages, starting with a good
representation of the XIX Century issues in used condition,
including 1874 QV (Scott 1-3), 1877-79 QV (4-9), 1882 Bisects (10-12), plus 1888 QV 6d & 1sh (23-24), followed by
several better XX Century used sets & singles such as 1903
& 1906-07 Roseau & KEVII sets (25-33 & 35-49), 1914
KGV 5sh (54), 1921 Roseau (56-63), 1923 KGV (65-82),
1923 KGV (83-85), plus several other sets & some 1984
first day covers. Condition is generally F-VF. A very useful
collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3260 m
Falkland Islands, used group (84-95), seventeen values each with Port Stanley cds, F.-V.F. SG
146-162, Scott $177.
Estimate $100 - 150
3261 Hm
Fiji, hearty collection, 1870s-1980s, mounted
on Scott pages, starting with a nice representation of XIX
Century mint & used issues. Value of the lot concentrated in
the early XX Century section, including (mint unless noted)
1903 KEVII (59-68, plus £1 with specimen overprint),
1904-09 KEVII (73-78), 1912-16 KGV (88-91), 1938-55
KGVI (117-131B), 1954-56 QEII (147-62) & 1956-63 QEII
(163-75), and from there virtually complete to 1982 and including some later issues NH. Condition is mostly Very
Fine. Be sure to inspect.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3262 HH
Ghana, collection, 1957-90, virtually complete
for the period, sets, singles & souvenir sheets mounted in
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four White Ace albums, and including many topical stamps
(animals & sports), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Excellent
as basis for continuation.
Estimate $400 - 600
3263 Hm
Gibraltar, predominantly mint selection,
1886-1981, about 450 colorful stamps in stock pages,
better mint include 1886 "Gibraltar" overprints (Scott 1-6),
1889 Surcharges (22-28), 1912 KGV 1sh to £1 (71-75),
1921-32 KGV 1sh to £1 (84-89 & 91-92) & 1938-49 KGVI
1/2d to £1 (107-18), 1948 Silver Wedding & 1953 QEII sets
(121-22 & 132-145 never hinged). Virtually complete in the
1931-79 period, plus seven souvenir sheets. Condition is
mostly Very Fine, and the material from 1946 onwards is
post office fresh. A useful group. Owner's catalogue value
$2,950.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3264 H
Gilbert & Ellice Islands, desirable collection,
majority mint, and mounted in Scott album, better mint include 1911 KEVII (Scott 1-7), 1912-19 KGV (14-26),
1921-27 KGV (27-31) & 1939 KGVI (40-51), and fairly complete in the 1960-77 period, followed by some Kiribati &
Tuvalu stamps. Condition is Very Fine. An excellent basis
for expansion, literally a no brainer!.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3265 Hm
Gold Coast & Ghana, mostly mint collection,
1870s-1980s, presented in a Scott album, and including
Gold Coast some better (mint unless noted) material such
as 1898-1902 QV 1s to 10s (32-35 used), 1911 KEVII
2sh6d (Scott 64), 1935 Silver Jubilee set (108-11), 1938-51
KGVI set (115-27) & 1952-54 QEII set (148-59). Ghana
section virtually complete and never hinged for the period,
including a large amout of sets & souvenir sheets. Mostly
Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3266 H
Great Britain, mint & used collection,
1840s-1970s, housed in Scott album, opening with three
Mulready envelopes, 1d black (A180-81), 2d blue (a209),
followed by two Mulready letter sheets, 1d black (A232) &
2d blue (a97). The stamp section includes many better mint
stamps such as 1883 2sh6d (Scott 96), 1884 1½d to 3d &
5d (99-102 & 104), 1887-92 QV Jubilee Issue (111-22),
1900 QV 1/2d & 1sh (125-26), 1902 KEVII 1/2d to 5s
(127-140), 1911 KEVII 1/2d to 4d (146-50), 1912-13 KGV
1/2d to 1sh (159-72), 1919 Seahorses (179-81), 1924 KGV
1/2d to 1sh (187-200), 1929 KGV £1 (209), 1934
Seahorses (222-24), better used include 1840 1d black &
2d blue (1 & 2), 1856 QV 1sh (28), 1862 QV 1sh (42),
1867-80 QV 2sh (55). Condition is mostly F-VF. Highly recommended for the internet trader or collector.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3267 HH
Great Britain, early QEII and specialized
Machin issue definitives, housed in two stockbooks, begins with a few KGVI including Scott 286-89 then on to a
nice of Elizabeth II first definative issue including 5 sets of
high values and 1988 Castle typeswith about £200 in face
value as well as 4 £10 Britannia's then on to the Machin's
with a number of interesting items noted like £1 black imperf
pair. Specialists delight, loaded with gutter pairs, single and
double bar type overprints/controls, phosphor varieties,
graphite issues, etc, lot that is well worth a careful review,
generally F.-V.F. or better with many VF, the ones we
checked were never hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3268 Hm
Great Britain and Channel Islands, valuable
collection to 1990, with GB proper in a Scott album and the
Channel Islands in a pair of White Ace albums. The GB
proper is very well filled, with better used highlights like
Scott 1, 3-4, 7, good surface prints including plate number,
96, 98-106, 108-09, 139-40, 173-74, 179-81, 222-24, plus
mint like 107, 111-22 (117 used), 125-26, 127-38, 159-72,
210-20, 292-308 and substantially complete, mint from
there. Condition ranges on some of the earliest items, otherwise fresh and F-VF, a solid collection, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3269 Hm
Great Britain, mostly used collection including bermuda, former presented in three binders, first
loaded with Great Britain used stamps & stamps tied on
cover fragments used in the XIX Century, and interestingly
organized by county (Leicestershire, Middlesex, Norfolk,
Northumberland, Northampton, Oxfordshire, Shropshire,
Somerset, Staffordshire, Suffolk, Surrey, Sussex,
Warwickshire, Westmoreland, Wiltshire, Worcestershire,
Yorkshire North & West), second containing used stamps &
stamps tied on cover pieces used in the XIX Century, and
organized by London Post Offices, the third binder is a used
stamp collection that starts in 1841, and includes some
better mint material such as 1887-92 QV 1/2d to 1sh set
(Scott 111-22) & 1900 QV 1/2d & 1sh (125-26). The Bermuda collection is mounted in a Scott three-ring album, and
includes some better mint items such as 1921 KGV set
(71-79), 1938 KGVI 12sh6d & £1 high values (127a & 128)
& 1953-58 QEII set (143-62), some faults here and there
but overall condition appears F-VF. Worth close inspection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3270 Hm
Great Britain & Offices, collection, mostly
used material mounted on Minkus album pages, starting
with Queen imperforate & perforated issues, better used include 1862 4d (Scott 34), 1869 6d (51), 1867 1sh plate 4
(54), 1873 3d plate 14 & 1sh plate 12(61 & 64), 1876 4d
plate 15 (69), 1880 6d plate 17 (86), 1883 2sh6d (96), 1884
5sh & 10sh (108-09), 1902-11 KEVII 2sh6d & 5sh (139-40),
followed by 2sh6d, 5sh & 10sh Seahorses. British Post Offices abroad include a good representation of issues used
in China, Turkey, Middle East & East Africa Forces, Eritrea,
Tripolitania, Morocco & Tangier. Condition is mixed among
early issues, otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3271 Hm
Great Britain, mostly used collection,
1840-1997, mounted in Scott Specialty album, better used
include 1840 1d black (Scott 1), 1862 1sh (42), 1865 6d
(39), 1867 6d (50-51), 1867 5sh with straight edge at left
(57), 1872-80 6d (59-60), 1883-84 2sh6d, 5sh & 10sh (96,
108-09, incl. 10sh with private perfins), 1902-11 KEVII
2sh6d, 5sh & 10sh (139-41) & 1934 Seahorses (222-24),
plus some postage dues. Condition a little mixed, mostly
F-VF. Viewing worthwhile.
Estimate $600 - 800
3272 Hm
Great Britain, mostly used collection, presented in two Scott three-ring albums, starting with 1830s
stampless cover fronts to domestic destinations, followed
by 1841 1d red (Scott 3 x12), 3d blue (2 x7, including strip of
three), then by interesting group of 1d Queen red brown
stamps issued in the 1850s, including three covers. Also
some representation of QV, KEVII, KGV & KGVI Issues,
plus modern stamps & covers. The second album includes
regional issues, officials, British Levant, Offices in Mo-
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rocco, and a large section of KGVI stamps with perfins, inverted or sideways watermarks & "white dots". Overall
condition F-VF. Please inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750
3273 Hm
Great Britain, mint and used collection, primarily used through KGVI and mint and used from there on
Scott speciality pages in two binders. Beginning with used
Scott 1 and 2 there is decent used classic value to be found
then on to many complete QEII sets. Quality can be a bit
mixed otherwise F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $300 - 400
3274 HH/H
[Great Britain] Channel Islands, locals collection, interesting collection in album of Alderney Forerunners, Calf Of Man, Isle Of Stroma and strike mail issues,
includes 61 labels and 4 S/S of Alderney, 105 labels and 11
S/S of Isle Of Man, and 30 labels for Jersey with several revenues overprinted "Specimen", unusual to find this large a
lot of these elusive labels and S/S, plan to spend some time
inspecting this, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3275 HH
[Great Britain] Guernsey, collection,
1941-2006, tasty Guernsey collection in three deluxe
hingeless Davo albums and stockbook with Davo pages, includes occupation stamps with N1-3 also in blocks of four,
#1-7 with color, cylinder and printing varieties, plus over
£1300 = $2000.00++ in face value, many booklets, gutter
pairs, presentation booklets, phosphors and varieties are
included in the face section, with dozens of pages and
stocksheets added to hold this material, Davo albums and
pages retail over $500.00 alone, fresh and attractive,
mostly NH, much more than a foundation collection and a
fantastic opportunity for continuation or for retail sale, o.g.,
apparently never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3276 HH
[Great Britain] Isle of Man, extensive collection, 1958-2006, intriguing collection in three deluxe hingeless Davo albums and stockbook with Davo pages,
includes over £1000 = $1600.00++ in face value, many
booklets, gutter pairs, presentation booklets, phosphors
and varieties are included in the face section, with dozens
of pages and stocksheets added to hold this material, Davo
albums and pages retail over $500.00 alone, missing only
8-11 for completion, please take time to peruse this lot,
should prove profitable to the enterprising viewer, o.g., apparently never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3277 HH
[Great Britain] Jersey, comprehensive collection, 1958-2007, stocky collection in four deluxe hingeless Davo albums and stockbook with Davo pages,
includes occupation stamps with N1-2 also in blocks of four,
N3-8, plus over £1200 = $1900.00++ in face value, many
booklets, gutter pairs, presentation booklets, phosphors
and varieties are included in the face section, with dozens
of pages and stocksheets added to hold this material, Davo
albums and pages retail over $500.00 alone, don't miss this
opportunity to obtain a complete collection with dozens of
extras, inspection is strongly recommended, o.g., apparently never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3278 Hm
Grenada, mostly used collection, 1861-1976,
mounted in Scott album, better used include 1861 QV 6d
(Scott 2), 1863-71 QV (3-5), 1873 QV 1d (5B), 1883 diagonal bisect (14), 1883 QV 1sh (26), 1886 Surcharges
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(27-29), 1888-91 Surcharge (34), 1895-99 QV set (39-46),
1902 KEVII (48-56), 1904-06 KEVII (58-66), 1906-11 Seal
of Colony (68-76), 1908 Seal of Colony 1sh & 10sh (77-78),
1913 KGV set (79-88, incl. 80a), 1914 KGV (91-111), 1934
KGV & Views (114-23), 1937 KGV mint set (131-42), plus
some modern sets, souvenir sheets & postage dues. Condition is F-VF. Ideal for further expansion.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3279 Hm
India & States, mostly used collection,
mounted in Minkus album, better (used unless noted) include 1855-64 Issue (15-18), 1895 QV 3r & 5r (51-52 mint),
1926-35 KGV set (106-25), 1909 KEVII officials (O47-51),
1926-35 KGV officials (O78-92). Feudatory & Convention
States section includes a representation of Alwar, Bhopal,
Bundi, Chamba, Charkari, Cochin, Faridkot, Gwalior,
Hyderabad, Idar, Indore, Jaipur, Jhind, Nabha, Patiala,
Sirmoor & Travancore. Also as a bonus there is a Ceylon
starter collection to 1960s, and including some sets. Condition is a little mixed on some, mostly F-VF. We went through
this collection very quickly, so who knows what a keen eye
will find.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3280 Hm
India, collection, 1855-1955, about 200 mostly
used stamps mounted on loose album pages, starting with
1855 1a with clear margins, and rhombus of dots numeral
cancel, followed by Queen type stamps, we also noticed
representation of KGV & KGVI stamps, including some officials, some stamps stuck to page but overall Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3281 Hm
Indian States collection, Impressive little
mounted collection of more than 270 different plus 28 covers; includes a few Convention States (e.g. Chamba
O45-45B mint) but the value is mainly in Feudatory States
including (mint/unused unless noted), Charkari 21A,
Cochin O47, Jaipur 44A used, Kishangarh 23 pair, 57a
used, Orcha 11 used and Sirmoor SG #4a & 4d plus much
more; the covers are mainly used postal stationery but are
all different; a clean, F-VF lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3282 Hm
Indian Convention States, old-time collection of about 100 mostly mint stamps, on gold-edged album pages for issues up to 1890. For this period, the
collection includes Chamba to 12a and officials complete
mint, Faridkot regular and official series complete mint,
Gwalior to 1 rupee gray, Jhind with first series 1a brown purple mint (#2) followed by 1886/87 horizontal overprints
complete mint to 1r gray including the broken 'D' on 8a dull
mauve (#28 variety not listed in Gibbons. Then Nabha including 1a brown purple mint (#2) and first officials 1885
complete mint (#O1/O3), Patiala with first issues of 1884 including used 1a brown purple (#2), 1885 horizontal overprints complete mint (#7/12),etc. We could see absolutely
no faults anywhere on the mint stamps here, all with vibrant
colors. A very attractive collection. Estimate $400 - 600
3283 Hm
[Indian States] Cochin, mostly used starter
collection, 1898-1949, about 120 mostly used stamps
mounted on pages, including official issues, plus 24 early
Court Fee revenues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
3284 H
[Indian States], Jind & Nabha, King George
VI Issues, 1937-42 (145-49,164,O72-74,83-84,O49,O51),
colorful group of fourteen fresh stamps, mostly never
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hinged, and comprising Jind State 1938 KGVI 1r to 15r
(Scott 145-49), 1942 KGVI 25r (164), 1942 Officials
(O72-75) & Nabha 1938 KGVI 5r & 10r (83-84) & 1942 Officials (O49 & O51), Nabha stamps slightly toned gum.,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,070 as hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600
3285 Hm
Ireland, mint & used collection, 1922-98, in
well-filled Minkus album pages, better mint include 1922
First Issue (Scott #5-8, 10 & 10A), 1922 Seahorses (12-14),
1922 June overprints (19-20 & 22), 1922 Seahorse 5sh
stamp with "Provisional Government of Ireland" overprint
(37 never hinged), 1925 Seahorse 2sh6d with "Irish Free
State" overprint (78). The collection shows a good degree
of completion in the 1950s-90s period, and includes an
abundant amount of complete sets. Some mixed condition
among early issues, overall F-VF. Inspection advised.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3286 HH/H
Ireland, mint collection, 1922-1976, fairly
comprehensive collection, missing only 36-39, 93-95, 397,
483a and J1 for completion, condition is mostly fine to very
fine, cat value $4,000.00+, in White Ace album, please set
aside time for review, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3287 H
Kuwait, mint selection, 1945-2002, nicely arranged in stockbook, containing plenty of never hinged material, and with high degree of completion in the 1945-89
period, better mint include 1923 KGV 1/2a to 8a (O1-9),
1939 KGVI 1/2a to 12a (45-52), 1945 KGVI 3p to 14a
(59-71), 1948-49 KGVI set (72-81A), 1948 Silver Wedding
(82-83) & 1950-51 KGVI set (93-101). Something worth
mentioning are the long definitive sets such as 155-72,
225-43, 462-73B & 853-71, plus several of the popular
se-tenat sets. Condition is F-VF. Be sure to include this lot
in your viewing list. Owner's catalogue value $2,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3288 H
New Hebrides, collection, 1908-79, mounted
on Scott album pages, better include 1910 KEVII (10-16),
1925 Native Islands (41-49) & 1938 Beach Scene (50-61),
plus several other modern sets & some postage dues. Also
there is a New Hebrides French section that includes some
sets & singles in the modest range. Condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3289 Hm
New Zealand, mint & used collection,
1855-1987, thousands of stamps in two thick binders and
some loose album pages, value concentrated in the Chalon
issues, and including 1855 2d imperforate in blue, 1857 1d
imperforate in dull orange, 1859-61 6d four imperforate
stamps in brown & bistre, 1862 2d four imperforate stamps
in blue shades, 1862-64 1d two imperforate stamps in orange-vermilion shades, 1862-64 1d four perforated stamps
in orange-vermilion shades, 1862-64 1sh five imperforate
stamps in green shades, 2d plate proofs (two singles & pair)
in black, 1864-71 five perforated stamps in orange-vermilion shades, 1864-67 1sh four perforated stamps in green
shades, 1871 1d perforated stamp in brown, also Scott 135
block of ten, #299 & 301 blocks of four, plus a few first day
covers, earlies in mixed condition, balance mostly Fine or
better. View carefully as sleepers are probably lurking.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3290 Hm
New Zealand, collection, 1907-90, mostly
mint, many Never Hinged material and presented in three
Lindner hingeless albums, better mint include a highly complete section for the 1946-90 period, and some other such
as 1899 (J11), 1902 (J15), 1922 8d (O51) & 1938 (O75),
better used include 1891 Life Insurance 1sh (OY6), 1907
Officials 2sh & 5sh (O29-30), 1911-14 2sh & 5sh (O38-39),
1933 5sh (O57). Condition is mostly Very Fine. Owner's
catalogue value $5,500. Retail value for binders about $150
not taking into consideration the pages.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3291 Hm
New Zealand, collection, 1855-1983, mostly
used, and mounted on album pages, starting with a selection of used Chaloin Issues (18 imperforate & seven perforated stamps), including 1855 1d & 2d (Scott 5 & 7),
1857-61 2d (8 x2, incl. one showing portion of adjoining
stamp), 1862-63 2d, 3d, 6d & 1sh (12-13, 14d & 15), 1920
Victory set (165-70 used, plus 3d to 1sh mint), 1925
Dunedin Expedition (179-81). Also some mint semi-postals
& many modern sets.
Estimate $600 - 800
3292 Hm
New Zealand and Dependencies, Scott Album collection to 1980, mint or used, with the New Zealand proper beginning with a respectable range of
imperforate or perforated Chalon Heads then onto good
1874-1882 issues including advertising stamps and perf
varieties, good KGV issues with commemoratives and on
through QEII. Includes good Postal Fiscals, semis, including Health sheets, officials plus representative Niue, Nauru,
New Hebride's etc. Great basis for further expansion. Well
worth a review.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3293 Hm
St. Vincent, mint & used collection,
1880s-1990s, mounted in well-filled Scott album and fairly
complete in the 1950s-90s period, including many souvenir
sheets & some better mint sets such as 1938-47 KGVI
(141-51) & 1949 KGVI (156-69). Substantial value can be
found in the stamps issued in the 1970-90 period.The collection also includes sections of Grenadines of St. Vincent
& Union Island. Condition is mostly Very Fine. Loads of colorful never hinged material. Recommended for dealer or
collector.
Estimate $600 - 800
3294 H
South Africa, high quality collection including officials and postage dues, going to about 1974, and
housed in a well-filled Lighthouse hingeless album, better
(mint unless noted) include 1913-24 KGV set (Scott 2-16),
1927-28 set (26-32), 1930-45 set (33-44, also incl. 2sh6d
green & brown), plus 1/2d coil strip of eight showing the
well-known error of the misplaced "cliches" (SG 42a),
1933-54 (53-54, 64-65 & 67, incl. 10sh in two distinctive
shades), and from there virtually complete to 1974. We also
noted the1925 Airmail set (C1-4), a strong section of officials, including O10-11,17, 19-20, 20c, 20j, 28, 33-34, 36,
40 & 51-54, and many postage due sets, including 1914-15
(J1-7). Condition is Very Fine. A genuine collector's collection that will require careful viewing.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3295 Hm
Sudan, colorful grouping, 1897-1951
(2//114), approximately 130 mostly mint stamps, mounted
in stock book, better mint include #9-12, 19-23, 28, 79-94,
98-114, C1-3 & O44-60, F.-V.F. SG 3//139; £300 ($474),
Scott $389.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3296 Hm
Tonga,
comprehensive
collection,
1886-1997, mostly mint, and mounted in three binders,
better (mint or unused no gum unless noted) include 1888
6d ultramarine (Scott 3 two singles in distinctive shades),
1888 1sh (5 two singles, mint & used), 1891 Surcharges
(6-7), 1894 Surcharges (21-24), 1895 Surcharges (25-26),
1895 KGII (29-32), 1895 Surcharges (33-35), 1896 Surcharge (37 two singles, one Tongan reading up, other reading down), 1897-1937 Pictorials (38-52), 1920-35 Queen
Salote (54-62), 1923 Surcharges (63-69), 1942 Pictorials
(73-81), 1893 Officials sets (O1-5 & O6-10), and 1962 Air
Post Official scarce set (CO1-6 signed Sanabria). We noticed a high degree of completion in the 1897-1962 period,
and all the die cut and self-adhesive stamps issued between 1963-85. Numerous souvenir sheets & some booklets are also present, plus group of stamps from Niuafo'ou.
Condition mostly F-VF. Please inspect to appreciate.
Owner's catalogue value $6,600. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3297 m
Tristan da Cunha, used collection, 1953-82,
interesting holding including a 1957 cover commemorating
the visit of The Duke of Edinburgh to the island, 1960 QEII
1/2d to 1sh on first day cover (28-38), plus 2sh6d, 5sh &
10sh singles (39-41), and many other sets & first day covers. Condition is mostly VF.
Estimate $150 - 200
3298 Hm
Turks & Caicos, collection to 1972, mounted
in Scott album, and starting with Turks Islands 1867 QV set
(Scott 1-3 used) & 1880s-90s QV issues representation,
Turks & Caicos section (used unless noted) includes
1900-04 Badge (1-9), 1909 KEVII set (13-22), 1913-16
KGV 6d to 3s (32-35 mint), 1928 KGV set (60-70), 1938
KGVI set (78-89) & 1957-60 QEII set (121-35). Condition
mostly F-VF. Please view.
Estimate $400 - 600
3299 Hm
Zanzibar, mint and used collection, mostly
back of the book, with strong postage dues and semi-official 'Jamhuri' overprints, housed on album leaves including
collateral with extensive postage dues of 1930 as well as
1933, through to 'Jamhuri' including the 1964 1.30s 'Freedom from Hunger' sepia. Also seen many regular issues, including high values from late KGV onwards much more
here than meets the eye, please inspect carefully page for
page.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Area
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3300 Hm
British Africa, with particularly excellent
Gambia Queen Victoria watermark varieties, old-time
collection of mint and used stamps from British
Bechuanaland, Gambia, Stellaland, Swaziland to Zululand,
all one of a kind housed on gold-edged album pages for issues up to 1890. Highlights include Gambia with the 1869
6d blue and 1874 4d brown imperfs mint (SG#3, £475, #6,
£400), the 1880/81s including superb trio of 4d, 6d and 1/with red cds cancels, the latter being the sideways watermark type (#19A, £300), 1886/93s including a remarkable
trove of mint watermark crown to the right of CA varieties on
the 2 1/2d deep bright blue (#27w, £150) and on two of the
three shades of the 6d green present, the yellowish olive
green (#32bw, £250) and bronze green (#33bw, £250,
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signed), the third shade being the 1889 deep bronze green
superb used (#33c). Then the Bechuanaland, beginning
with the Stellaland first series complete mint, followed by
the British issues including 6d red purple mint (#7) and 1/green used (#8), 1888s to 10/- cds used (#10/19, £600+),
surcharges complete including 4d on 4d mint (#25, £375)
and 1/2d on 3d mint (#29, £190), through to Protectorate
overprints including 4d on 4d mint (#44, £425) and the 1/2d
vermilion (#54). Then the Swaziland overprints including on
2/6d buff and 5/- slate lower margin example mint (#7/8,
£470) and the Zululand with overprints on British stamps
complete mint for the period. A wonderful collection in remarkable condition particularly for its age, with colors hardly
ever exposed to light including the scarce watermark
varieties. Please inspect carefully, you will not be
disappointed.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3301 Hm
British Africa, lovely three volume collection, neatly assembled in a clean trio of Scott Specialty albums with coverage to about 1980. Begins with a lovely
mint section of Ascension and continues on to include nice
Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Protectorate, Cape of
Good hope, nice Gambia from Scott 1 on, Moroccan Agencies, Nigeria, the Rhodesias, comprehensive Tristan, good
Mauritius, Somaliland, St Helena and others. Thousands of
stamps here, with lots of useful sets and singles throughout,
nice lot of this popular area, largely F-VF or better, well
worth inspection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3302

British America, outstanding four volume
collection, comprised of thousands, mostly mint with coverage to the mid-1970's neatly assembled in 4 Scott Specialty albums. Nearly every country is represented and well
represented indeed, including excellent Virgin Islands with
mint Scott 1, 4-5, 7, 12-15, 16-17, 19-20, outstanding Barbados including a very nice section of Seated Britannias
right on through QEII, good Turks and Caicos, Caymans,
British Guiana, solid Falklands and Dependencies, excellent St. Lucia, good St. Vincent, wonderful Grenada, with
especially nice Victoria surcharges, good Jamaica,
Montserrat etc. Fresh, clean lot with many elusive stamps,
do not miss this one, largely F-VF or better.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

3303 Hm
British Commonwealth, hefty collection,
mint newer sets abounding to 2002, from Aden to Zimbabwe, a globe-spanning trove of many thousands of 20th
Century mostly mint stamps issued in the 1940s-2002 period, and housed in fifteen International albums, Scott values ranging from modest to $100. We espied the following
mint sets & singles Aitutaki 1981-82 Birds (215-46D),
Antigua 1987 Fish (1005-12), Australia 1984 Marine Life
(902-20), Bahamas 1948 KGVI (132-47), 1964 QEII
(185-200), Bahrain 1964 Sheik (130-40), Barbados 1994
Ships (872-85), Basutoland 1954 QEII (46-56) & 1961-63
QEII (72-82), Bechuanaland 1961 Animals (180-93), Bermuda 1970 Flowers (255-71) & 1986 Ships (482-98), British Antartic Territory 1969 QEII (24), 1971 QEII (25-38) &
1993 Ships (202-13), Brunei 1952 Sultan (83-96), Burma
1946 KGVI 1r to 10r (62-65), Christmas Island 1992 Shells
(326-41), Cocos Islands 1990-91 Surcharges (225-36),
Cook Islands 1974-75 Shells & QEII (381-402) & 1984 Fish
(767-78), Cyprus 1955 QEII 500m & £1 (181-82), Dominica
1954 QEII (142-56), Falkland Islands 1948 Silver Wedding
(99-100) & 1960 QEII 2sh, 5sh & £1 (139-40 & 142), Fiji
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1969 QEII (260-76), Gambia QEII (153-67), 1963 Birds
(175-87), Gibraltar 1993-94 Buildings (631-44), Grenada
1980 Ships (1002-20), Hong Kong 1948 Silver Wedding
(178-79) & 1969 Cock (249-50), Jamaica 1956 QEII £1
(174), Kuwait 1953-55 (113-19) & 1965 Falcon (291-98),
Malacca 1954-55 QEII (29-44), Malawi 1968 Birds
(95-109), Maldive Islands (172-86), Mauritius 1965 Birds
(276-90), Montserrat 1984 Birds (524-38) & 1992 Insects
(803-18), New Hebrides 1977 Surcharges (217-28), Niue
1981-82 Flowers (317-34), Norfolk Island 1953 (13-18),
Northern Rhodesia 1963 QEII (75-88), Nyasaland 1953
QEII (97-111), Papua New Guinea 1966 Butterflies
(209-20) & 1991-94 Birds (755-69), Penrhyn Island 1984
Ships (268-86), Pitcairn Islands 1940-51 KGV (1-8) & 1949
Silver Wedding (11-12), St. Kitts 1990 Ships (294-307), St.
Lucia 1976 Birds (387-402), St. Vincent KGVI (156-69), Samoa 1983-84 Fruits (600-18), Seychelles 1972 Birds
(299-304), Solomon Islands 1965 QEII (128-42), Somaliland Protectorate KGVI (84-95) & 1953-58 QEII (137-39),
Swaziland 1956 QEII (55-66), Turks & Caicos KGVI
(105-17) & 1957-60 QEII (121-35). Condition is Very Fine
with plenty of fresh modern material. An extremely useful
collection. Inspection required as this is a brief overview of
what is here!.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3304 Hm
British Commonwealth, dealer's stock of
mint & used, mounted in two books, better mint include
Barbados Scott 1, Canada 50-54, Nyasaland 1-9, Strait
Settlements 1, better used include Antigua 1, Bermuda 1-6,
British East Africa 1 signed by H. Bloch, Canada 1 & 4,
Great Britain #1-4, including extra penny black, 5-7, 26-29,
209, 222-24, Grenada 1-2, Hong Kong 2-4, New Britain 1
tied to cover fragment, New Brunswick 1, Nova Scotia 1-2,
Queensland 1-2, St. Helena 1, St. Vincent 1, South Australia 1 & 3, Tasmania 1, Trinidad 1a, Western Australia 1,
small faults on some but overall Fine-Very Fine. Useful
holding with many desirable items, ideal for the internet
seller.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3305 Hm
British Commonwealth, old time stock, in
several binders and on pages as they were for the past 30+
years when the dealer called it quits, many useful items including used: GB #1(5), 2, 74 (faulty), 109, 124 VF, 141 Bermuda #13, BEA Ceylon #24, #108, Falkland #19, Trinidad
#13 pair and single, a nice sele3ction of Cape triangles,
then some Unused GB #1, 68 Falklands #19A (should be
expertised), a very useful group with many interesting
Countries, the owner put everything into little glassine envelopes and taped them to pages, fortunately those that we
xamined were not damaged by the tape eventhough the
tape has badly discolored, owners conservative 30+ year
ago catalog values exceeds $20,000, surely good appreciation since then, viewing a must for this worthwhile compact
lot, faults as one might expect but, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3306 Hm
British Commonwealth, messy collection,
mint & used mounted on album pages, better used include
Bahamas 1861 6d (Scott 4), 1863-65 4d (13), Barbados
1852-55 1/2d & 4d (1 & 4), 1858 1/2d (5), Bermuda 1865-74
3d & 1sh (3 & 6), Grenada 1861 1d (1), Trinidad 1853 1d (4),
1863 1sh (47), Ireland 1922 1sh (43), better mint include
Bahamas 1898 1sh (23), 1942 Landfall of Columbus set
(116-29), 1948 KGVI set (132-47), Barbados 1904-10 8d
(99), 1916-19 Seal (136-38), Bermuda 1920-21 KGV
(56-69), 1953-58 QEII set (143-62), Dominica 1914 KGV
5sh (54), Falkland Islands 1912-14 KGV (30-35), Grenada
1886 1d on 4d (29), Jamaica 1922 KGV 10sh (100), Malta
1899 2sh6d (17), plus a large amount of modern sets & souvenir sheets. Condition is mixed on some but overall
Fine-Very Fine. We didn't have the time to check every single stamp, so an experienced eye can find several better
stamps.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3307 HH/H
British Commonwealth, exceptional all mint
mostly QEII period collection, with some KGVI and a bit
of KGV neatly assembled in mounts in 17 albums and a
stockbook. Loaded with complete sets, booklets and panes
the majority Never Hinged with strong showing of all countries with better Antarctic Areas, Australia, Bahamas and
Canada. A truly valuable clean and fresh lot, overall Very
Fine, a pleasant view.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3308 Hm
British Commonwealth, excellent mint and
used KGVI collection, housed in a nice Gibbons KGVI album, very well filled throughout including better sections of
Australia, KUT, Hong Kong, India and States, GB proper,
Gibraltar, Ceylon, Newfoundland and many others. Very
substantial, aggregate catalog value, generally F-VF, a
lovely lot in its own right, yet well-suited for further
expansion.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3309 Hm
British Commonwealth, excellent predominantly used 20th century collection, neatly assembled
on hand made pages in a Scott binder loaded with many
better complete sets including used Scott Australia 166-79,
Bahrain 60-61A, Canada 195-201 mint, 217-27 mint, E1-2
mint, Falkland Islands 99-100, Gibraltar 107-18, India 76,
Ireland 98, Seychelles 1-19, 48, 63-73 plus much more with
catalog value in excess of £3,000 for sets and singles with
catalog value of £10 or more. A very clean collection, F-VF
+, viewing invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3310 Hm)
British Commonwealth, mint & used collection, in two International albums, and with most strength in
the XX Century, including Aden, Antigua, Ascension, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, British Honduras, Canada &
Newfoundland, Cyprus, Fiji, Gambia, Gibraltar, Malta,
Mauritius, Nevis, Nigeria, St. Christopher-Nevis-Anguilla,
St. Helena, St. Kitts, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Seychelles, Virgin Islands, plus a representaion of Aldrney, Guernsey &
Jersey. The collection contains many first day covers and
eight Canada covers carried in special flights in the 1932-34
period. Condition is F-VF. A very diverse holding that needs
to be inspected in order to be fully appreciated.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3311 Hm
British Commonwealth, accumulation, thousands of mint & used stamps, housed in Scott album, three
binders & stockbook. We noted some better mint such as
Grenada 1934 KGV (114-23) & 1937 KGVI (131-42), Ja-
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maica 1938 KGVI (116-28) & Turks-Caicos Island 1909
KEVII (13-22), better used include Great Britain 1840 1d
(Scott 1 x5) & 1847 1sh tied on cover fragment (5). Condition is a little mixed on some early issues, otherwise
Fine-Very Fine. Worth spending time inspecting.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3312 H
British Commonwealth, selection, strongly
QEII with good mint value and composed of Bermuda,
Great Britain, Jamaica, QEII 25th Anniversary of Coronation in sheets, Malaya, Queen Mother Birthday collection
and various other Commonwealth countries housed in a
small box. Nice clean group, F-VF. Estimate $500 - 750
3313 Hm
British Commonwealth stock, one binder
loaded with mint & used stamps, Great Britain starting with
Queen Victoria 1d imperforate (Scott 3), followed by many
XIX Century issues, then by KEVII & KGV issues, including
some Seahorses, plus some Morocco Agencies. The rest
of the binder contains mostly XX Century material from
Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, British Guiana,
Cayman Islands, Dominica, Falkland Islands, Gibraltar,
Gold Coast, Hong Kong, Leeward Islands, Malta, Malaya,
Mauritius, Montserrat, St. Vincent, Trinidad-Tobago, Turks
& Caicos. Condition is a little mixed on some but mostly
F-VF. Inspection advised as this is only a brief overview of
what is here.
Estimate $400 - 600
3314 Hm
British Commonwealth, useful consignment
balance, including old album leaves, a 1937 Coronation
collection, a lovely used Canada collection, Australian
States, numerous mixed stockbook lots, etc. We also note
some US revenues etc, worthwhile mix, F-VF, examine.
Estimate $300 - 400
3315 HH
British Commonwealth, modern decimal period never hinged accumulation, housed in 4 stockbooks
and including sets, souvenier sheets and a nice run of
Channel Islands and Irish commemorative booklets. Post
Office fresh, Very Fine og, NH, viewing invited. Estimate
$300 - 400
3316 HH/H
British Commonwealth, excellent stock of
mint singles and blocks, 1938-1953, includes Hong Kong
154-158, J1 350+ in large blocks, Bermuda 105, 118, St Lucia 117, 140, 142, 144, 152-155, St. Vincent 156-164,
mostly NH, excellent lot for the retail or internet dealer,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
3317 Hm
British Commonwealth, mostly used country collections, composed of Australia, Canada, Great
Britain and India on album pages in two binders. Loaded
with many complete sets and generally clean, F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $150 - 200
3318 HHHm British Commonwealth, balance of consignment, select group of British Commonwealth used unless
noted includes two mint 1954 Bahamas unexploded booklets, Canada #15 & 50 & mint block of four #203 NH, Sierra
Leone used blocks of four #184 & 185, Trinidad #8 mint,
Victoria #2 & 7, a nice selection of used Great Britain, finally
three St Pierre & Miquelon die proofs of the 1955-56 Fish
Fleet issue, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very
Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3319 HH
British Commonwealth, nice selection of
QEII Period issues, composed of a few hundred stamps in
complete sets, as well as 26 KGVI Cook Islands issues.
Overall clean, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
3320 Hm
British Europe, excellent Scott Specialty Album collection the the mid-1980's, housed in a nice quality album, mint or used with strength in the former. We note
highly comprehensive, mostly mint ireland from Scott 1-8
on, with later better like 106-17, 149-50, 161-62 and virtually complete mint from there to 1985. Malta is equally outstanding including 3, 5, 8-13, 15-16, 17, 86-92, 208-22,
246-62, plus used 14, 83, and excellent collections are also
included for Cypress, Ionian islands 1-3, strong Heligoland,
and lots of premium Gibraltar as well. A solid lot of popular
material, be sure to leave some time to inspect, fresh and
F-VF or better.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3321 H
British Middle East, 1948-51, mint collection of
KGVI overprinted definitives for M.E.F., Eritrea,
Tripolitania, Offices in Morocco and Kuwait, original gum,
LH, F-VF. Scott $1,225.
Estimate $250 - 300
3322 Hm
British Oceania, lovely Scott Specialty Album collection, going to the mid-1970's mint or used with
many hundreds in all. Includes solid sections of Solomon islands from Scott 1-7 on, nice Fiji, Gilbert and Ellice, New
Guinea, North Borneo, Papua with 1-7 and other better
earlies, Sarawak, good Tonga and more. Loads of better
sets, part sets and singles throughout, clean lot from this
popular area, well worth a close review.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3323 H
British Omnibus Issues, Silver Jubilee and
Silver Wedding Issues complete, nice run of these ever
popular issues, o.g., F.-V.F. +, examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3324 HH
British Omnibus Issues, 1949 U.P.U., complete set of common designs plus 45 different duplicate sets
(including Hong Kong); also includes unlisted Belgian set of
two surcharges and 1m Palestine inverted overprint, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3325 HHa
British Omnibus Issues, 1953, Queen Elizabeth II Coronation complete, block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.; current buy price is over $200. Estimate
$150 - 200
3326 Hm
British Pacific collection, mostly mint, and
mounted in a Scott three-ring album, we noted the following
better: Cook Islands section includes 1938 1sh to 3sh set
(Scott 112-14), 1944-46 1/2d to 3sh set (116-24), 1963
QEII (148-58), 1967-68 QEII set (199-200), 1984 QEII set
(787-815), plus some semi-postal, airmails & first day covers. Niue section includes 1941-45 (89A-D), Penrhyn Island section includes 1917-20 KGV (17-19 & 21-24).
Overall condition F-VF. Excellent for continuation.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3327 m
British West Indies, select all used british
west indies group, comprised of coverage to KGVI years,
all used, including great Antigua like Scott 2-4, 5-7, 8-11,
12-19, 21-30, 31-38 (less 33), 56-57, 63, 84-95, Dominica
1-3, 4-9, 10(2), 11-12 pairs, 16-23, 25-34 (less 31), 47, 49,
54, 62-63, 82, plus Trinidad and Tobago. Clean and wonderful old-time collection, F-VF or better, inspection invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3328 )
Egypt, accumulation of about 230 censored
covers from Egypt to India, composed of commercial
covers with numerous registered from Cairo and Alexandria. A faulty group with vast majority of return address' cut
out and covered by blank white labels, majority on the front,
with nice range of censors as well as some military markings. Useful study group, viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
3329 )
Egypt, World War II period Egypt to India
censored covers, composed of 67 covers almost all to the
same address with various censor marks, some double
censored, including numerous registered. Condition
strongly mixed with many having return address cut out and
covered by plain white labels, confined to the reverse. A
number of useful items throughout makes viewing a must.
Estimate $250 - 350
3330 )
France, cover collection, 1780s-1930s,
mounted in six albums, first album with 34 stampless folded
letters sent through the mail in the 1780s-1850s period, depicting interesting markings and with detailed descriptions
of the routes, second album with 46 covers used in the XIX
Century, franked with Ceres & Napoleon III single & multiple frankings, and starting with a 1849 folded letter with
France #3, third album contains 41 early covers, franked
mostly with Napoleon III imperforate & perforated issues,
fourth album with nineteen stampless folded letters sent to
France & England in the1847-56 period, plus 171 covers
franked with stamps issued in the XX Century, fifth album
with 200 covers, mostly franked with stamps issued in
1900-30 period, and addressed to Rouen, sixth album contains about 180 covers with stamps issued in the 1920-30
period, and some censored German covers, overall condition F-VF. The postal history collector or dealer should
spend some time inspecting this collection, that surely will
prove rewarding.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3331 )
France, postal stationery collection,
1870s-1920s, including set of six "Ballons Montes" unused
postal cards & three "Ballons Montes" unused air letters,
followed by 23 wrappers issued in the the 1882-1909 period
(18 unused, five used), 39 postal letters (33 unused, four
used), and 49 postal envelopes (34 unused, fifteen used),
then by 42 postcards issued in the 1872-1921 period (26
unused, sixteen used), and last by group of approximately
100 postal stationery items to Orne & Rouen, F.-V.F. Viewing will be completed in two shakes of a lamb's tail.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3332 )
France, picture postcards, 1890s-1920s,
group of approximately 400 mostly unused postcards in
shoe box, including views of Paris, Grenoble, Marseille,
Nancy, Saint Malo, Versailles & many others, we also noticed some used picture postcards mostly used in the 1940s
to 1970s period, Condition is VF. Take a look.
Estimate $100 - 150
3333 )
Germany, covers including First Flights &
Zeppelins, 28 covers, includes 1912 official postcard flown
from Worms withphoto of the grand Duchess, 1919 flight
from Berlin to Leipzig, couple of catapault flights, zeppeln
flights with better franking including C35(x2), C36(x3),
C37(x2), C38, C41(X2), and a magnificient cover AAMC
Z105 franked with C42(X3) to Lakehurst NJ where it was
additionally franked with pair of US C13(one plate # single)
for return to Germany, also includes some mint & used German airmails, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3334 )
Germany, postal history, 1926-50, a mixed
bag of 49 covers and cards ranging from early airmail, Third
Reich special cancels, post-WWII Allied Occupation and
early post WWII years, a few Berlin FDC sheets, inspect,
some interesting items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3335 )
Guatemala, 1897 Central American Exposition postal stationary collection, on exhibit pages composed of about 125 items (93 used). Full range of material
including a specimen, an expo cancel, ect. Impressive collection, clean and overall Very Fine, examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3336 )
Israel, postal history, 1948-54, about thirty
covers from the Bowman-Brisker correspondence,
mounted on exhibition pages, including many rare registered usages from small towns. We noted several unusual
& interesting items such as a cover mailed on June 4, 1948
(just three and a half weeks after the founding of the State of
Israel and franked with Israel 3m pair & Palestine Mandate
stamp), 1948 Registered from Sde Nahum to Haifa (franking incl. 3m rouletted stamp with tab), 1948 registered cover
from Kefar Yedidia with 5m x5 stamps, including strip of
three with tab, 1949 registered cover sent in the opening
day of the Neve Ya'ar post office, 1952 registered cover
with 60p in postage (paid in one of the shortest rate periods,
a mere six weeks). Condition is Very Fine. Inspection is recommended in order to realize the scope and scarcity of the
material.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3337 )
Israel, postal rates exhibit, 1948-59, a very
nice group of 49 inland covers & postcards mounted on exhibition pages, including 1948 postcard with 3 & 5 mils
stamps (rate was 7 mils but there was no 7-mils stamps),
1948 cover posted without any postage, and taxed 20 mils
(twice the shortage), 1949 single franking cover with 15 mils
stamp, 1949 cover paying the 5 Pr printed matter rate, 1950
registered censored cover with black triangular handstamp,
1950 registered express cover paying 90 Pr in postage
(Qiryat Hayim transit on reverse shows the well-known
"1590" transposition error), 1951 re-used envelope (as response to paper shortage) with 15 Pr stamp on reverse,
1953 registered cover with 125 Pr in postage, and sent the
opening day of the Gilam Post Office, 1959 express meter-franked cover paying 620 Pr in postage, 1958 cover with
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100 Pr stamp used in the last day of this rate, 1958 cover
with an unusual combination of two meter stamps used to
make up the proper rate of 50 Pr. Condition is mostly Very
Fine. Look at this collection carefully, you will enjoy it.
Estimate $600 - 800
3338 )
Israel, postage due covers, 1948-60, group of
ten, including one with 5m & 10m Doar Ivri stamps with
Haifa "T" handstamps, printed matter cover franked with
5m Doar Ivri stamp and taxed with 5m postage due (Scott
J2), other franked with 2m Doar Ivri stamp and taxed with
50m postage due (J5), undeliverable registered cover with
mixed franking and taxed with 20p pair (J9), plus postcard &
envelope taxed with 1949 postage due stamps, and four
pieces taxed with 1952 postage due stamps. Condition is
F-VF. Viewing will be quick.
Estimate $500 - 750
3339 )
Israel, Doar Ivri covers with plate number
singles, 1948-50, group of eleven mostly domestic usages, including five registered. Three covers addressed to
the U.S. (10m plate "1" to Brooklyn, other 5m plate "1", 10m
tabbed single & 50m to Chicago, other 10m plate "1" & 20m
strip of three to Cleveland), also unadressed first day cover
with Scott #1-6 (each with plate "1" on top selvage), condition is F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
3340 )
Israel, Arms & Service Issue, 1949-50, ten
commercial covers, including several addressed to the
United States, we noted some interesting usages such as
censored cover from Nazareth to Tel-Aviv, other with complete set on registered cover, and tied by First World Conference of the Israel Maritime League special cancel,
domestic cover franked with 5m Doar Ivri stamp & 10p Navy
insignia stamp, cover with multiple franking (Scott 29 x8,
incl. two pairs & six singles, one with plate number on top
selvage), picture postcard to Los Angeles franked with 5p
(18) & 35p Army insignia stamp & printed matter cover to
New York with 10p Navy stamp. Condition is F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
3341 )
Israel, postal stationery, 1949-60, group of
forty two items, including twenty aerogrammes, thirteen
postcards, nine envelopes, addressed domestic destinations, Europe & U.S. Interesting items include an aerogramme to Colombia, registered aerogramme to Albany,
NY, registered postcard to Denver, CO, express postcard
to Tel-Aviv, registered domestic letter franked with cut
square from entire & five 1949 Camel postal-entires. Condition is F-VF. Excellent lot for rate study.
Estimate $400 - 600
3342 )
Israel, Doar Ivri covers, 1948-50, interesting
group of 54 covers showing a good representation of early
postal rates, and with single & mixed frankings, including
commercial usages, registered & domestic mail. We noted
many better items such as 1948 censored cover to Turkey,
1948 censored cover to Austria, 1948 airmail cover with military triangular marking, 1949 two airmail covers to Peru,
1949 airmail cover to England, 1949 censored and undeliverable cover to Mexico City & 1950 printed matter cover to
Zurich. Condition is F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
3343 )
Israel, Flying Scroll covers, 1948-51 (10-14),
group of 13 covers, including three registered usages, 1948
small cover franked with 5m with tab, 1948 postcard with
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3m & 5m, 1948 small envelope accompanied by nice New
Year Greeting card, 1949 two inland covers with military
unit markings, 1951 domestic cover with 10m tete-beche
gutter pair. Condition is F-VF. Great lot for the collector.
Bale 10-14.
Estimate $400 - 600
3344 )
Israel, postal history, 1950-55, about seventy
covers, including registered usages addressed to U.S. &
Europe, domestic express mail & first day covers. We noted
a cover to Peru, picture postcard to Mexico, three censored
covers to Vienna & first day registered picture postcard.
Condition is F-VF. Recommended for collector.
Estimate $300 - 400
3345 )
Israel, postal history, 1955-60, eighty covers
with interesting usages and good representation of postal
rates, including registered mail, markings & international
destinations (mostly Europe & U.S.). Condition is F-VF.
Please inspect.
Estimate $300 - 400
3346 )
Israel, official covers, 1951-52, group of seven
domestic covers and printed matter item with single, multiple & mixed frankings (1951 Official Issue), and including
four registered usages sent from Jerusalem, Jaffa or
Hakirya. Condition is mostly VF. As known, official stamps
on cover are scarce and seldom offered.
Estimate $250 - 350
3347 )
Israel, ship & packet boat covers, 1950-67,
group of fifty covers, better include 1955 cover to Ohio with
Paquebot straight-line handstamp, 1956 cover to Chile with
S.S. Tudor Prince handstamp, 1957 registered cover with
printed cachet & handstamp reading "through Gulf of Arabia/ by S/S Catherina Madre," other 1957 cover with "S.S.
Askhom" straight-line handstamp, 1958 cover via Casablanca, and with stamps tied by Paquebot cancels, plus
several others with stamps tied by ship pictorial
datestamps. Condition is F-VF. Viewing recommended.
Estimate $250 - 350
3348 )
Israel, selection of interesting covers,
1948-75, includes 1-6 tabs on FDC, C16 tab FDC, 15 short
tab block on 1949 commercial airmail cover to Denmark, 15
with Degree Variety single on FDC, 1977 "stand-by" stamp
FDCs (two) plus other dates and a 1954 cover re-used during period of austerity and sent by taxi to send "points", to a
dealer from the government, violet boxed handstamp on reverse dated 24 XI 1954, hole punched, and lastly #10-14
tête-bêche pairs tied to large size cover by 2 11 1948 Tel
Aviv postmarks, an excellent and interesting group with
nice sales potential, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3349 )
Israel, limited edition Shai folders signed by
designers, 1972-83, 9 different, includes #501, 759//769,
774-5, 787-790, 791-793, 802, 804, 832, 841, excellent
range of topics, limited to less than 150 of each as so numbered, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
3350 )
Italy & Papal States, stampless covers,
1742-1925, about 200 covers mounted in three binders, including many from Italian Kingdom and a fair amount from
Papal States, former with single, multiple & mixed
frankings, also including 46 stampless letters used
(Camerino, Castrovillari, Firenze, Imola, Medicina, Omasa,
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Padova, Paola, Parma, Pesaro, Pisa, Pontelagoscuro,
Porretta, Potenza, Foxli, Gallipoli, Quellina, Lecce, Livorno,
Maglie, Rovereto, Tolentino, Torino, Vasto & Villa S.
Giovanni) in the 1815-50 period, and mounted on pages
with rate & distance notations, we also noticed two interesting stampless folded letters from Milan to Coira, one carried
privately in 1742, other carried in 1760, and showing a
manuscript marking as a symbol of urgency, condition
mostly VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3351 )
Italian WWII Occupations of Ljubljana
/Montenegro/Croatia, postal history collection, a wonderful group of postal history on Lindner hingeless pages,
all highly unusual items. These include a mixed franking of
Croatia German occupation issues of 1941 and Ljubljana
Italian occupation postage due on 'Commissariato' overprint 1d green postal stationery card sent from Kustosija,
Croatia to Ljubljana, accompanied by Raybaudi certificate,
followed by another postcard with equally interesting franking including June 1941 overprint on 1.50d red (Michel #22
I, Sassone #34, €550 on cover) and two 'Co. Ci.' handstamp
overprints, one on the 1d green Peter and the other on issue
not listed in Michel or Sassone, possibly a revenue and certainly very scarce. Then Ljubljana postage due errors on
philatelic cover with heavily shifted overprints on 50p purple
pair with one also showing broken 'C' in 'Civile', shifted overprint 5d orange (Sassone #9m, €220 for mint and again unpriced for used), plus scarce 5d orange inverted overprint
(Sa.#9b, €300 for mint and unpriced for used), followed by
seldom seen commercial usages including Montenegro 1d
green Peter and 50cts violet Emmanuel III on cover from
Berane, signed, Italy 25cts Hitler/Mussolini portrait issue
pair used from Ljubljana, signed, as well as May 1941 overprint on 0.50d Peter single usage tied by two-line slogan
cancel on censored postcard to Catania, Sicily. A fascinating and highly recommended holding of scarce postal
history items, an important lot to view for the specialist of
this area.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3352 )
Japan, group of 5 "manufactured" covers
and one front, group of genuine stamps used on faked
covers composed of 48m pair and a single, 100m, 200m,
500m, ½s 2 singles, and 5s. stamps clean and Very Fine.
Scott 1/8.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3353 )
Russia, Kurland District, magnificent postal
history collection, 1800-1900, comprised of over 800 covers housed in 13 cover binders. The extent and depth of
coverage belies belief, with virtually every town and post
mark for this 100 year period included. Includes 4 volumes
for Riga only, plus coverage from smaller towns, including
Boldera, Talsen, Valk, Volmar, Tukum, Goldingen, Bausk,
Grobin, Polang, Doblen, Frederickstadt, Vindava, Libaua,
Mitava, jacobstadt etc. Within each group we find early
straightlines and cds stampless, postage due usages,
TPO's, registered and censored usages, transits, selected
incoming examples, seals etc, with virtually all postal stations represented. A collection which would require an
enormous effort to duplicate and one which could evolve to
be a medal-winning exhibit of this maligned area. A lot
which truly needs to be carefully reviewed to be fully
appriciated, F-VF, specialist delight.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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3354 )
Russia, lovely postal history selection, ca.
1845-1945, comprised of approximately 190 covers neatly
housed in a cover binder. There are a wealth of premium
items here, including early Imperial covers and postal stationery, triangular wartime covers, scarce printed matter
usages from the early Soviet period, used wrappers, censor
usages, registered usages, advertising and propaganda
cards, airmail covers, a particurily nice 1910 card which
transited through the French and Chinese post office at
Shanghai and much more. A fascinating and truly diverse
assemblege, F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3355 )
Spain, postal history collection, 1815-62,
composed of 31 mostly stampless covers, sent to France.
England & domestic destinations, mounted on pages with
manuscript notations, including many interesting usages,
such as 1841 folded letter Madrid to Paris showing
post-paid crowned marking,1833 folded letter Rivadeo to
London via St. Jean-de-Luz, 1825 folded letter
Spain-Bayonne-London and showing an "Asturias" marking with maltese cross on top, 1828 unpaid folded letter St.
Sebastian to London, 1821 Galicia/ Coruña folded letter to
London, 1815 folded letter cover Santander to London,
1853 folded letter cover franked with 6 cuartos (Scott 19),
and addressed Madrid, six covers individually franked with
Spain 1862 4 cuartos (Scott 56), condition F-VF. Excellent
for the collector or internet trader. View to appreciate.
Estimate $200 - 300
3356 )
Yugoslavia, highly specialised postal history postage due collection for the pre-war years,
1932-40, collection of excellent postal history, written up in
detail on exhibition album pages, including. a rare postal
usage of a 1d red double-headed eagle revenue stamp tied
by Nove Sove 24.III.34 cds on cover sent to Osijek, with T
handstamp and two different postage dues also applied an
exceptional cover, if not unique. Also seen a mourning letter
with Hindenburg issues sent from Taufkirchen with 50p
postage due applied at Hvar, followed by the 1932-40 issues in multiple format on money orders, etc, as well as an
extraordinary multiple 1935 franking of 9x 10d on money order that was held for 55 days before being returned to
sender, making an unusually high extra charge! Much more
here to enjoy deserving further research, more important
finds likely.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3357 )
Yugoslavia, Ljubljana postal history collection, scholarly specialised collection of 30 money order
forms and the handling offices/agencies in Ljubljana, with
detailed write-up on album pages. The majority are from
1919 thru 1921 with a excellent range of Yugoslavia postage due frankings including many breaking chains issues
with manuscript 'porto' overprints. These forms have the ornamental red S.H.S. datestamp for Ljubljana, as well as
very attractive under-printings. Then there is a fascinating
section of material from the Italian occupation period of
1941, with green arms and shield type embossed date cachets and postage dues including 'R. Commissariato Civile
Territori Sloveni occupati' overprints, followed by the German occupation including Italian 50cts pair with 30cts eagle
surcharges of Laibach and 'regno d'Italia' purple strike on
January 1944 form signed Schlenger, also frankings of
40cts on 5cts and 20cts carmine pairs including on March
1944 form with purple health insurance funds handstamp,
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etc, through to the '9-5-1945 Slovenija' overprints scarce
used on orange embossed datestamp form of 25th June
1945 with green Mercury underprint. A wonderful display of
these unusual usages in a thoroughly researched collection, representing a great opportunity for the specialist of
this area.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3358 H
Albania, collection with many signatures,
very useful collection of hundreds of mint and used stamps
housed on quadrille pages, with issues from 1913 through
to the 1950s, virtually all one of a kind, with some elusive
stamps and series present with signatures. Highlights include the eagle handstamp on 20pa carmine rose used on
piece and signed (#6), Skanderbegs including '7 Mars'
overprints complete used (#41/46), various postage due
and other overprints including 2 grosh surcharge shifted
with 'H' at left, mint, signed (#51 var), shooting star overprints and genuine Shkodra eagle overprints on Prince zu
Wied issues, 1928 Zog overprints complete mint
(#218/226) and 'Kingdom of Albania' overprints complete
used (#227/237), 1929 airposts with 50q green mint, signed
(#C25), thru 1939 Italian Dominion first series complete
mint never hinged and signed (#299/309), 1943 German
admin series complete mint including 3fr brown black
(#322/344) and first issues of the independent state including 1945 semi-postals complete mint never hinged
(#B24/B27), as well as the people's republic red cross series complete mint (#B28/B33), etc, etc. A most worthwhile
collection, please inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3359 HH
Algeria & Libya, collection, 1963-78, never
hinged and housed in three Elephant stock books, Algeria
section including many sets, five souvenir sheets & two
stamp booklets, Libya section (Libyan Arab Republic following a coup d'etat in 1969) to 1974, includes a large
amount of sets, 22 souvenir sheets & thirteen sheetlets.
Condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
3360 S
Argentina, highly specialised specimen
overprints collection including scarce multiples, an excellent collection of the 'muestra' specimen issues, from the
1870s through to the 1940s, virtually all one of a kind and
beautifully presented and written-up on quadrille pages in
an album. This is a great collector's collection with some
magnificent large multiples and even postal stationery,
newspaper wrappers, etc. Highlights include the 1873 4cts
brown Moreno overprint double one albino and 90cts blue
Saavedra pair, etc 1877/78 8cts red purple Rivadavia,
16cts green Belgrano with different types of overprint and
20cts Sarsfield marginal inscription block of 8. Then a further wonderful range of multiples on the 1888 series including 15cts orange Roca x12, 20cts gray green San Martin
numbered block of 40, 25cts violet Belgrano, 30cts brown
Dorrego and 40cts gray Moreno blocks of 30 with full printers' inscriptions. Then scarce 40cts blue Celman overprinted Muestra telegram form of 1888, 1888/90 issues,
1891 1p blue with black overprint and extremely attractive
corner block of 14 with red overprints, printer's inscription
and number, followed by the 5p ultra La Madrid and 20p
Brown with small tone spot in extreme corner but hardly significant on this seldom seen stamp. Then complete 1892/97
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series follows to the 5p, then similarly complete 1899/1900
liberty high values with 2x 20p, 1910 20cts centenary with
large type overprint, 1917 San Martins to 20p plus the 24cts
with large overprint, leading on to the San Martin stationery
with large overprints on 1/2ct and 1ct newspaper wrappers
of 1917 and seriffed types on 1923 1ct and 4cts wrappers.
Other good items include the 1926 post office centenary series complete in pairs, 1930 zeppelins with overprint permutations, 1935 map and flag illustrated postcards, 1936
national industries series complete, etc, etc. This is a pleasure to view, with exemplary condition virtually throughout.
An opportunity for the Argentinian collector and dealer to
acquire seldom seen material, in some cases probably
unique multiples, with the collection offered intact as
received.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3361 P
Argentina, attractive possibly unique plates
incorporating proofs of stamps, wonderful holding of 8
stamps originally from the late 19th and early 20th century
here in photographic plates depicting the original stamp in
its same colors imperforate within the plate. Stamps seens
include type #A11 Mareno 4cts brown, the #A37b Belgrano
25cts purple, the #A34 Rivadalvia 5cts, the #A65 San Martin 1 peso, the #A111 general Post Office 1862 25cts
choclate, the #A121 Municipal Palace 15cts dark blue, the
#A125 Buenos Aires Cathederal 15cts, the #A142 Merino
sheep 30cts orange brown. An attractive and most unusual,
some minor bend/creases mentioned for accuracy's sake
only. Try to find these again!.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3362 Hm
Argentina collection, approximately 500
mostly used stamps, mounted in album pages, and including #5, C34 & some 1938-50 officials, also Buenos Aires #5
used (small tears and stained), accompanied with APS
Certificate. Overall condition F-VF. Please inspect.
Estimate $200 - 300
3363 Hm
Austria, mint & used collection & stock,
mounted in six albums & two stockbooks, former including
five Lindner hingeless with minor duplication, and with
value concentrated in the XX Century, opening with a representation of XIX Century issues in used condition, followed
by 1908-16 Franz Josef Birthday (110-27 used), 1916-19
Coat of Arms ordinary & granite papers, semi-postal & airmail sections include many better used sets such as 1925
Airmail (C12-31), 1931 Rotary Convention (B87-92), 1932
Artists (B100-105), 1933 Ski (B106-109), 1933 Stagecoach
(B110), 1933 Catholic Congress (B112-17), 1935 Airmail
(C32-46), 1935 Ski (B132-37) & 1950-53 Birds (C54-60 x2,
one set never hinged, other used), plus some postage dues
& newspaper stamps. The 1945-2000 section is virtually
complete and Never Hinged, The collection also includes
stamps used in Lombardy-Venetia, Offices in Turkey (57
used with 1962 Wallner Certificate, J12 used with 1991
Puschmann Certificate), Bosnia-Herzegovina, Fieldpost in
Italy, Romania & Serbia, overall condition appears F-VF.
Please view.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3364 Hm
Austria, mostly used collection, 1850-1998,
presented in two Scott three-ring albums, starting with a virtually complete section of XIX Century stamps with circular
datestamps, and accompanied by many perforation varieties mounted on stock pages. The XX Century section
includes1908-13 Portraits set (Scott 110a-27 used), 1910
Jubilee Issue up to 1k (128-41 used), and from there the
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collection shows a high degree of completion, including
1930-32 semi-postals (B81-86 & B93-98 mint), 1931 Rotary semi-postals (B87-92 used), 1932 Artists (B100-05
mint), 1933 Ski Federation (B107-09 mint), 1933 Catholic
Congress (B112-17 mint), 1936 Ski (B138-41 mint) & 1936
Dollfuss (380 used with minor scuff). Better airmails include
C29-31 & C32-46 mint. Also comprehensive section of
postage dues, including perforation varieties, and a good
representation of Military stamps, Newspaper stamps, Occupations & Offices Abroad. Condition is slightly mixed on
some but overall F-VF. A useful collection that deserves
your attention.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3365 H
Austria, 1908-13 Anniversary Issue, attractive imperforates & plate proofs (110//119), nicely
mounted on pages, and comprising 1h single, 2h block of
four, 3h vertical pair in claret (unissued color), plus four
blocks of four, block of eight & block of nine in issued color
on gummed paper, 5h pair, three blocks of four & two block
of nines, latter blocks on gummed paper, 10h pair, 12h single in vermilion (unissued color), 6h pair & block of four, latter on gummed paper, 20h block of nine on thick paper &
vertical strip of three on gummed paper, 25h single & pair,
former in slightly different color & 30h block of nine on
gummed paper. Condition Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Recommended for specialist or dealer, viewing will be
quick. Michel 140//148.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3366 H
Austria, useful mint collection, 1945-72,
housed in "Philatelistischer Verlag M. Noltsch, Graz" folder,
better mint include 1945 Hitler with "Osterreich" overprints
for use in Styria (Scott 405-27), plus a set of 1946 Renner
sheets of eight (B185-88), condition mostly Very Fine. Recommended for dealer or collector.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3367 Hm
Austria, mint & used collection, 1850-1992,
mounted on Minkus pages, starting with a good selection of
mostly used early issues, 1867-72 Franz Joseph coarse
print stamps (27-33), followed by 1890-1905 Franz Joseph
issues, including 1908-16 1k to 10k high values (124-27).
We noticed many mint semi-postal sets, some airmails
such as C38-46 & Hitler stamps for use in Styria high values
(421-23 mint). Also some representation of Military stamps,
Offices in Crete & Turkey, Lombardy-Venetia. Condition is
slightly mixed among early issues, but overall F-VF.
Viewing invited.
Estimate $600 - 800
3368 H
Belgium, Telegraph stamps, 1888-99, o.g.,
plus 25c-3.75fr Telephone stamps, 30c Telephone stamp
thin, F.-V.F. Michel 9-16.
Estimate $100 - 150
3369 Hm
Burma, collection, 1937-1996, small, mainly
used collection of about 200 different plus 18 covers and
eight revenue documents; nice variety and some scarce usages.
Estimate $500 - 750
3370 HH
Cambodia, attractive collection of imperfs
and deluxe proofs, 1972-72, small stockbook filled with issues of the Khmer Republic period, mostly beautiful engravings produced by the French Printing Bureau, excellent
topical value and generally immaculate condition, Very
Fine, inspection will prove rewarding. Estimate $500 - 750
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3371 Hm
China - Imperial and PRC, one man's collection of many hundreds of mint and used stamps, virtually all one of a kind, from the end of the 19th century thru
1970s, housed in a binder on homemade pages as collected decades ago. The collection begins with a useful
range of Imperial post issues, then 1909 temple of heaven
complete used (#131/133), first issues of the Republic overprints to $1 wild goose used (#158), 1912 Sun Yat-sen $2
brown used (#188) - the key stamp of the 1912 series, followed by Yuan Shih-kai $1 used (#199), 1923 temple of
heaven complete mint (#270/273), lots of Martyrs to investigate, provinces, Manchukuo, etc. leading on to PRC with
better including gymnastics se-tenant blocks of four, 1960
fish and pigs series complete used (#506/522), chrysanthemums complete used (#542/559), 1961 buildings and Mongolia anniversary series complete used (#569/573,
#586/587), 1962 Cuba and Mei Lan-fang series complete
used (#615/617, #620/627), 1963 monkeys complete
imperfs used (#713/715 vars) and landscapes including 50f
three fairy tales of Pen Lai used (#731), 1964 chrysanthemums and industry series complete used (#767/781,
#799/803), 1965 army complete used (#842/849) and national games complete mint (#863/873, Scott retail $690),
etc, etc. Much more here than described, with discoveries
highly likely among the earlier issues.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3372 Hm
China, mint and used collection, housed in 2
Minkus albums, with hundreds of stamps predominantly in
complete series, from the 19th century onwards, starting
with a useful range of Imperial Dragons including customs
overprints, leading on to Junks and Reapers, extensive
Martyr issues, Formosa and Japanese occupations,
through to mid-20th century republic series including 1960
Sports complete mint, Forestry Congress souvenir sheet
mint, 1962 Lions International and 4-H club souvenir sheets
mint, etc. Then the second volume with the PRC, including
comprehensive early issues that we presume to be reprints
but should be checked out, followed by 1959/60 National
Sports complete used, 1963 Childrens' Day complete used,
1963 Pandas complete used, Mountains to 22f used, 1963
Forces Games complete used, then good sets of the 1970s
including 1972 Physical Culture and Ships series both complete mint (#1090/1098), 1973 Excavated Works of Art
complete mint (#1131/1142), 1974 Workers and Farmers
series of 10 complete mint (#1194/1203), 1976 4th 5-year
plan fulfilment series complete mint (#1255/1270), 1977
Women complete mint (#1312/1314), 1978 Horses complete mint (#1389/1398), Arts and Crafts complete mint
(#1423/1432) and much, much more. Tip-top quality here
virtually throughout and offered intact as received, with the
likelihood of sleepers especially on the earlier issues.
Please inspect.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3373 Hm
China,
mint
&
used
assortment,
1900s-1950s, housed in stockbook, better mint items include 1945 Statue of Liberty (593-98), Flags Lin Sen
(599-604), Chiang Kaishek (605-10), Taiwan (Formosa)
#29-34 & many other sets in the modest range. Mixed condition among early issues but overall Fine to Very Fine.
View carefully as sleepers are probably lurking. Estimate
$200 - 300
3374
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holding of comparisons for reference purposes for the 19th
century Colombia and Colombian States. There is much focus on Sperati as he is the most brilliant of the forgers. For
example, there are four die proofs of copies for the 1861
first issues of the United States of New Granada including a
2½cts black signed plus a beautiful signed (otherwise unmarked) proofs of the 10cts blue, 20cts red and the 1 peso
violet design of 1864. Then a card of 17 used Speratis
1861s with a dangerous manuscript and handstamp cancels, etc. Then follows United States of Colombia with 8 excellent unattributed forgeries of the 1862 coats of arms,
also 1865s, 1866 5 pesos and 10 pesos in unusual strips of
five. Tolima also strong including the first issues again in
strips on a variety of blue, white and buff papers, etc, leading on to over twenty exquisite hand-engraved examples of
a range of the States issues with Antioquia inc. Liberty
Heads and Pedro Justo Berrio, Bolivar (inc. miniature) and
Cundinamarca, on wove and laid papers, etc. This is important reference material which would benefit from being integrated into any specialised collection. An opportunity to buy
one of the best reference collections of this country.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3375 Hm)
Croatia, specialized collection, 1879-1971, of
vastly interesting and seldom encountered issues, starting
with first issues in 1940-41 includes issues in Exile (Usasa)
and 10th Anniversary of Independence (printed in Argentina), 1960-71 Europa Issues including sheetlet of 1970,
Red Cross issues, includes many sheetlets, covers, proofs
including trial colors and progressive, Autographs, varieties
of paper and perforation, Postal Cards, Special Exhibitions,
POW location card with postmarks, censored covers, registered covers, excellent showing of revenues including 1941
Provisionals and Municipal Tax stamps for Banja Luka,
Bjelovar, Tuzla, an overwhelming collection of seldom seen
items, would be most difficult to assemble today, excellent
for adding to any collection as you likely won't have what's
included here, also could be broken down for retail,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3376 Hm
Cuba, large mint and used post Revolution
stock, impressive duplicated stock of thousands neatly assembled in 5 like new Leuchtturm spring back binders between mid 1960's to late 1990's. Clean, fresh and overall
VF, with owners Scott catalog value of between $25,000
and $30,000, many useful topicals, seldom offered material
that has great potential, well worth a quick review and bid.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3377 Hm
Danish West Indies, collection, 1856-1915,
mint, used or unused, and mounted on Scott pages, better
include 1856 3c dark carmine (Scott 1 mint), 1866 3c rose
(2 used), 1872-73 3c rose & 4c dull blue (3-4 unused, no
gum), followed by 1873-1901 Numeral Issues, including
some better such as 1877 12c & 1901 10c (11 & 20 used),
plus some examples with inverted frames, 1905 5fr inverted
watermark (39var). Overall condition F-VF. Please inspect.
Estimate $400 - 600

Colombia, reference holding, mostly Sperati
including die proofs, a fantastic substantial and visual
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3378 Hm
Denmark, highly specialised collection of
classics, stamps and postal history, two well filled albums, representing a lifetimes collection of several 100s of
classic imperf Crown and Scepter issues, specifically from
1854/1862, giving an in-depth survey of the different
printings, types and constant plate varieties on mint and
used stamps, as well as covers, accompanied by occasional photo enlargements and a considerable research
written up on quadrille album pages. Starting with the 2sk
blue inc. two quality mint stamps, then about 3 dozen again
four-margined used copies with a wide range of shades, as
well assuperb numeral cancels inc. Rendsburg (54) on pair
and a superb four margined example of the retouch on
lower caduceus in right-hand frame. Then the 4sk brown
studiedprinting by printing, with 'FRM' without stops type 1,
including numeral cancels of Hamburg (2), Barmstedt on
pair (137), Meldorf (123), Holstein post offices (169/170),
Neustadt (125) and an excellent study of the constant plate
varieties with 15 different inc. one with superb numeral 3
postmark of Lubeck, leading on to further good usages on
cover inc. Copenhagen clock cancel anda type I example
with various printing errors used from Hamburg, plus a
wonderfullarge Kieler Bahnhof cds with 4sk tied by Holstein
cancel, etc. Then type 2 'FRM' with stops printings with extensive plate varieties inc. malformed frames at lower left
with Hamburg and Holstein (168) postmarks, line through
lower right-hand caduceus, etc,as well asfurther good postmarks inc. Preetz (131), Lubeck, Garding (83) and Heide
(117) on cover, through to a similarly detailed account of the
5th and 6th printings, replete with superb stamps, illustrated
plate varieties and covers inc. series of clock postmarks on
cover. Next is the 8sk green including mint examples on the
regular plate and the LR corner retouch, scarce cancels
and combination frankings with the 1864 royal emblems issues inc. 8sk green with 3sk red violet pair on attractive
cover from Korsor, followed by an impressive showing of
the 16sk lilac with 28 used examples, again virtually all with
four margins, with many distinct shades as well as better
postmarks such as Eutin (115), Pinneberg (129) scarce
mint example at right. The second album presents the
1858/62 wavy lines background issues, again all organised
by the printings, including the 2nd watermark types with
several dozen illustrated plate varieties, pre-printing paper
folds, etc, as well as the 8sk green with 6 very attractive examples demonstrating the different spacing between '8'
and 'S', then a dozen more 8sk greens all with four margins,
many sidewalk including one used on piece with 1864 4sk
red. This is a delightful collection to view and describe with
so many superb stamps, wonderful postmarks and plate
flaws all meticulously categorised, representing many
decades of collecting, offered intact as received.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3379 m
Denmark & Danish West Indies, used collection, 1851-1997, mounted in a Scott three-ring album,
opening with 1851 2rs (Scott 1 accompanied by 1976
Gronlund Certificate), 1851 4rs (2), 1854-57 2s to 16s (3-6,
including 16s by 1999 Nielsen Certificate), 1858-62 4s & 8s
(7-8), 1864-68 Royal Emblems set (11-15), 1870-71 Numerals (16-20, 22 & 24), 1875-79 Numerals set (25-34),
plus some shades & inverted frames, followed by
1895-1901 Numeral set (41-52), 1912 & 1915 Post Office
stamps (82 & 135), 1912 Surcharges (79-81), 1913-28 King
Christian X set (97-131), 1915 Surcharges (136-37), 1918
Surcharged set (138-54), then virtually complete to 1997,
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including semi-postals, airmails (C1-5), late fee stamps,
postage dues (J9-24 set), officials, newpaper stamps & parcel post stamps (Q1-9). The Danish West Indies section includes 1873-79 Numerals set (5-13, including 14c by 2001
Nielsen Certificate), 1895-1901 Numerals set (16-20). Condition is mostly F-VF. A very clean collection with
substantial catalogue value.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3380 H
Egypt, valuable and diverse group, composed of a sheet file with sheets of Scott 266, 384, 407a,
446, 455, 456, 457-58, 459, 550, 621, 622, B13-15, C77A
each signed, N57(10), N69, an envelope with what appears to be proofs of a 1943 Land Registration Form, a
sheet of Scott 33 showing partial double print and pre-printing folds, sheet of C75 with inverted watermark, group of
5 sheets overprinted with bars either faulty, partial doubles
or misplaced and six sheets of 451a plus extra strips and finally a lovely group of 11 10x13 inch cards with photos of archeological sites and items with printed images of stamps
using those in there design. A highly useful and varied lot,
F-VF + og, NH, viewing recommended to appreciate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3381 H
Egypt, one-volume mint holding from the
first issues to the 1950s, with tip-top quality even on the
best material. There are well over 600 stamps, with highlights including the 1867 2pi blue (#14), 1872 2pi dull yellow
(#23), 1879 pyramid and sphinx complete (#29/41) including 5pa brown watermark inverted (SG#44w), 10pa lilac
rose x2, 20pa ultra x2 both with watermark inverted
(SG#46w) and 5pi green x2 with one never hinged, followed
by 1888/1906 pyramid and sphinxes virtually complete including both shades of the 10p top value. Then 1914s complete mostly never hinged including the top two values
(#50/59), 1923/24 complete (#92/103), the 1926 agriculture/industry complete (#108/113), the 50p Fuad signed
(#114), scarce navigation series overprinted 'Port Fouad'
all with signatures (#121/123), 1927/37 Fuad definitives
complete (#128/149), 1932 surcharges (#166/167), the
1933 trains and planes (#168/176), 1934 Ismail Pasha
definitives complete (#177/190), the 1938 £1 birthday
never hinged (#224) and virtually everything else through
1959, as well as strong back of the book inc. complete issued airposts for the period (#C1/C90) and the 1898 postage due with 3m surcharge inverted (#J19a), etc, etc. A
very pleasing viewing with perfectionist's quality virtually
throughout.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3382 HH/H
Egypt, mint collection, 1925-1953, virtually
complete for the period in a small stockbook including
105-113, 168-190, 269A-D (NH), 299-316 (NH), 1953 overprint varieties, Airpost C3-89 and Palestine N20-38 (NH);
clean and F-VF throughout with much NH. Scott $2,750++.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3383 Hm
Egypt, collection, 1870s-1980s, mint & used,
mounted on album pages, and housed in binder, better mint
sets & singles include 1925 Thoth (105-07), 1926 Oxen
(108-13), 1932 50m on 50p (166), 1933 Locomotive
(168-71), 1933 Planes & Graf Zeppelin (172-76), also 1926
airmail (C1), 1926 special delivery (E1), 1907 officials
(O2-7), 1924 officials (O31-38), plus some occupation
stamps for use in Palestine, condition is mostly VF. A
last-minute arrival that almost missed the boat. Viewing invited, some better stamps may still be lurking.
Estimate $600 - 800
3384 Hm
Egypt and Syria, nice mint and used collection to 1967, with good mint value housed in a Minkus album. With a nice range of mint sets, singles and souvenir
sheets there is good value to be found here. Overall fresh
and F-VF plus, viewing invited.
Estimate $300 - 400
3385 Hm
Finland, nearly complete used collection,
from the first issues to the 1930s, mostly used and all one of
a kind, housed on old album pages. Highlights in the Russian Empire issues include the first imperf coat of arms pair,
both cut-square with margins well clear of the design all
round, the 5k blue with box handstamp and manuscript cancels, the 10k rose (with corner fault) tied on piece by superb
centrally struck Helsingfors 27.7.1857 cds and accompanied by Leinonen certificate. Then the serpentine roulettes
complete, a very attractive group with neat cds cancels and
hardly any missing teeth, including the 1860 5k blue on blue
and 10k rose on pale rose both the better type II (#4a, #5a),
1866/72 5k purple brown on lilac type II on laid paper with
blue cancel (#12a), 10k black on yellow on wove paper (#8)
and the 1 mark yellow on brown (#11), followed by 'penni' issues including scarce 32p lake perf 14x13 1/2 (#16) with
blue cancel, 1875/81s and 1881/83s complete used
(#17/30), 1885s complete with the 10m brown and rose in
excellent condition and signed (#31/37), etc, leading on to
the Tsarist types with all the high values thunderbolts on
laid and wove papers and the redrawn types, all superb
used (#57/58, #69, #75, #82), etc. The collection continues
strongly in the Republic lion issues including 1918 Vasa series complete (#111/118), 1925/29s complete with the
scarce 25m and yellow genuine postally used (#127/140),
as well as the 1927/29 series complete (#143/152). Also
present is the 10m Zeppelin 1930 (#C1) and much more. A
very pleasing collection with many seldom seen issues in
exemplary condition, highly recommended.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3386 Hm
French Area, exceptional and valuable
old-time mostly mint stock to about 1950, composed of
over 25,000 stamps, with little or no duplication, housed in
26, 50 page well filled approval books with strength in Colonies the vast majority being pre-independence French Colonies and Area. We note many imperforate as well as
varieties like inverted surcharges. Overall very clean and
F-VF +, a careful review is recommended to appreciate the
value to be found here.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3387 Hm
France, mint & used collection, 1849-1969
(1//1262), mounted in Scott volume & two Davo hingeless
albums, and containing some useful duplication, better mint
includes 1937 PEXIP sheet, and a nice section of
semi-postals issued in the 1935-63 period, better used includes 1849-50 Ceres (#1-4 & 6-7), 1863-70 Napoleon III
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(#29-37 x2), followed by Bordeaux & Sage Issues, C2 with
light cancel, also some postage dues, officials, occupation
stamps, offices in China & Turkey, condition is a bit mixed
on some, but mostly F-VF. Ideal for continuation, viewing
advised for full appreciation.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3388 Hm
France,
extensive
dealer
stock,
1880s-1990s, in eleven stock books bulging with thousands of mostly used stamps, comprising regulars, air
mails, semi-postals, pre-canceled, postal tax & parcel post,
we also noticed a valuable section of 1944 liberation issues
(singles & blocks), large group of training stamps for new
postal employees, and without denominations, excellent lot
for cancels or varieties. usual mixed condition though better
than usually seen, F.-V.F. Well worth a close look.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,500
3389 Hm
France & Monaco collection, mostly mint and
housed in Scott International album, France 19th Century
to about 1970s with much duplication, starting with a section of used early classics & Peace-Commerce Issues, nice
section of Semipostals, including several better mint
stamps such as B7, B11, B22, B34, B42-43 & B66-67, also
some better Airs C8-13, Officials & Dues, Monaco to 1969
with some duplication, better mint include #90-92, B61-75
x2 & 1937-43 Grimaldi Arns imperforates (10c, 30c, 40c,
50c, 60c & 70c), condition is mostly F-VF. Definitely a useful
collection, view to appreciate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3390 H
France, used collection, 1848-1892, housed
in binder, and including #1, 3, 6, 11, 22-28, 29-37 & 96, followed by an interesting section of duplicates, and distinctive shades, we noticed #3, 6 (25c Ceres five singles), 11,
12-15, 18 & 20 (40c Emperor Napoleon III twenty singles,
pair & strip of three, 80c Emperor Napoleon III six singles),
22-28 (80c Emperor Napoleon III eight singles), 44 & several used stamps on cover fragments. Mixed condition as
usual but overall F-VF. Excellent lot for the cancel collector.
Please inspect carefully.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3391 Hm
France, mint & used collection, 1849-1995,
mounted on album pages, opening with a couple of pages
loaded with used early classics, and including 1849 20c &
25c Ceres (Scott 3 & 6), 1852 25c Napoleon (11), 1860 80c
Napoleon (20), 1870-71 5c & 40c Bordeaux (41 & 47), followed by Peace & Commerce Issue, including 5fr (96
used), 1900-29 2fr & 20fr (126 & 132 used), better mint include a valuable section of semi-postals: B28-33, B38 &
B39-41, B54-59, 1937 Victory of Samothrace (B66-67 x2),
B258-63, B285-90 & B294-99. Condition is mixed among
the early issues, otherwise appears F-VF. Many desirable
& saleable items. Careful viewing recommended.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3392 HH/H
France, collection of imperfs, 1945-61, about
140 different, all in complete sets, including NH 879-82,
910-13, 915-19, 990-93, 1014-17, B350-55, C34 & C37-39;
the rest are LH, incg 1959 & 1961 Europa; all have large
margins (many with sheet margins) and are VF-XF.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3393 HH/H
France, selection of better stamps, best items
include NH B27, B66-67 (2 stes), a hinged C17 and a used
J7; also includes some early dated corner blocks (the best
being #150 NH) and some Council of Europe and Unesco
deluxe proofs from the 1970s; all F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
3394 H
France, mint dealer stock, 1930s-1970s
(156//1560), thousands of mostly mint & never hinged
stamps in presentation cards (each containing 1 to 30 examples), and housed in a typical stock box, there is also a
stock book, containing regulars & semi-postals, overall
condition is F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
3395 HH/H
France, small selection of imperfs, 1957-64,
1253, 1259, B312-17, B321-26, C37-38, C46, 2O2-3, plus
French Community 1964 Philatec Paris, NH set of six; o.g.,
mostly LH, some NH, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
3396 HH
France, selection of imperfs, 1969-72, 12 different between 1231C//1338, B431, all with sheet margins,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
3397 Hm)
France & Colonies, carton, 1850-1990, extensive collection of mint used and covers, starts with #241
mint, 329 mint hinged in margins only, with S/Ss, airmails,
semi-postals, postage dues, better includes 12-13, 20
used, 38, 123, 127, 299 mint, 1100 mint(x7) one with ticket,
colonies are well represented with items like Andorra C1
used, and excellent French Antarctic and Southern Territories with 1-7 mint, C4 mint, owner's retail $21,000+, needs
better organization to fully realize this lot's potential, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3398 HH/H
France & Colonies, mint semi postal collection, 1914-1971, fantastic collection of this popular area,
better includes France B11, B12-19, B20-23, B27, B28-30,
B34, B35-37, B38, B39-41, B42-43, B66-67, B153-157,
B285-290, B294-299, Cameroun B10-13, B14-15, French
Morocco B10-12, French Equatorial Africa B4-8, B14-21,
B24-35, French Polynesia CB1, Reunion B1, St Pierre &
Miquelon B9-10, Tahiti B1-2, Tunisia B3-11, B12-19,
B20-36, B54-73, Wallis & Futuna B1-5, many singles and
sets are NH, once in a lifetime opportunity for the advanced
collector or retail dealer, plan on plenty of time to inspect,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $9,000 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3400 H
French Colonies & Offices assortment, Navigation & Commerce issues and surcharges, mounted in
stock pages, better (mint or unused no gum) include
Anjouan 1912 (Scott 20-30), Benin 1893-94 (20-32, 33-37
& 39-45), Dedeagh 1900 (8), Canton 1901 (1-14), Cavalle
1893-1900 (1-8), Diego Suarez 1892-94 (25-31, 33-37,
38-42 & 44-50), French Congo 1892-1900 (29-31), French
Morocco 1891-1900 (Scott 1-3, 3a, 4-5), Gabon 1904-07
(16-32), Grand Comoro1897-1907 (1-6, 8, 11-14, 16 &
18-19), Hoi Hao 1901-04 (1-5, 7-10 & 16-26), Ivory Coast
1892-1900 (1-9, 11-12 & 14-17), Offices in China
1894-1900 (9 & 12A), Madagascar 1896-1906 (28-34,
37-39, 41-42 & 45-47), Martinique 1892-1906 (48, 50-51,
56, 58-60), New Caledonia 1892-1904 (57-58) & 1903 Jubilee Issue (66-79), Obock 1892 (32-44), Reunion 1885 (5 &
9-10), Guadeloupe 1884 (2), Vathy 1894-1900 (1-9), mixed
condition as usual but for the most part is F-VF. A last minute arrival, careful inspection may be rewarded.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3401 Hm
[French Colonies] New Caledonia, attractive
collection, 1859-1946, mounted on Scott album pages,
better (mint or unused unless noted) including 1859 10c
Napoleon III (Scott 1), 1881-83 25c on 75c (5 used)
1883-84 Inverted Surcharges (6a unused & 7a used), 1892
20c bottom right corner example (16) tied on cover fragment, 1900 Navigation & Commerce 50c (55), plus airmails, postage dues & parcel post stamps. We also noticed
a "Deluxe Proof" of the 1959 souvenir sheet (317a). Condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3402 Hm
German Area, valuable old time dealers
stock, with many hundreds of items both mint and used, includes States, Offices, Classics, Occupations, Colonies,
etc., and a handful of other Countries including useful Austria, we noted better individual items such as Bavaria #1,
DAK Palmtree, Wurtemburg #18, semi postals, airmails,
BOB, yachts, just about every type of issue represented,
some with duplication plus a nice backup selection, the
owner put everything into little glassine envelopes and
taped them to pages, fortunately those that we xamined
were not damaged by the tape eventhough the tape has
badly discolored, we espied an owners catalog value that
creeps into six figures and that was thirty plus years ago,
one can only imagine the value today, time will be well spent
carefully reviewing this excellent and intact holding, faults
as one would expect as well as items that will need an experts look, but huge retail potential abounds within,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

3399 Hm
France & Colonies collection, thousands of
mint & used stamps, including France collection mounted
on loose album pages, and starting with Ceres & Sage issues, we also noticed group of mint semi-postals in stock
cards, album with French North Africa (Algeria, Morocco &
Tunisia) stamps issued in the 1890s-1960s period, French
Colonies stamps mounted on pages, with General issues
1859-65 to 80c, Peace & Commerce types, Djibouti
1894-1902 values to 1fr; Ivory Coast 1892 most values to
1fr including 50c, Martinique 1888-91 15c on 25c overprinted "Specimen"; New Caledonia couple of inverted surcharges & Tunisia 1888 set to 25c, 1888-98 values to 75c.
Condition is a little mixed, overall mostly F-VF. Please
inspect.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3403 Hm)
German Area, powerful but compact the
"Counts" quality selection of better items from Germany and States mostly, in two stockbooks, Bavaria is impressive with many better single items in exceptional
quality, some are still on the original pages as purchased,
includes a lovely expertised with photo certificate of #1 from
Brettl, the covers starts with a lovely #3 with a glowing red
cancel and with Seeger photo attest- the owner paid 800DM
for it in 1980s, Baden Michel #21a one used, one mint each
with Englert or Seeger photo certificates, then a nice selection of the issues selected for eye-appeal and includes
some lovely cancels, includes two blocks of German East
Africa 2R Yacht blocks of 10, wonderful post-war including
Schlegel signed high value NH Posthorn set and all the surrounding better sets in both mint and used, some up to 5 or
more, Heuss blocks 20pf to 3m complete and NH, semi
postals include #B310-3 in NH blocks of ten and of course
what every collection needs- some Swiss Souvenir Sheets
mint and used including Flood Relief, Lunaba, Lausanne
Exhibition, Dove, etc., a really premium selection of quite
useful items, examination is not only pleasant but you may
be somewhat overwhelmed by the quality and value based
upon our estimate, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3404 Hm
German Area, comprehensive collection,
mint & used, presented in two well-filled Scott albums, volume one opening with nice Baden & Bavaria sections, followed by Bergedorf, Bremen, Brunswick, Hamburg,
Hanover, Lubeck, Mecklenburg-Scwerin, Prussia, Saxony,
Schleswig-Holstein, Thurn & Taxis, Wurtemberg & North
German Postal District sections, then by Germany Empire
section starting with many better such as 1872 Eagle Issue
with small & large shields, 1900 Issue, including two 5m
type I used stamps, 1926 Artists (351-62 mint), 1927 Surcharges (363-65 mint), Federal Republic 1951-52 Numeral
& Post Horn (670-85 mint), 1954-60 Heuss (702-21), and
from there virtually complete to 1980. Volume two starts
with a section of Germany semi-postals, including many desirable items such as 1930 IPOSTA sheet (B33 mint), 1933
Wagner Operas (B49-57 mint), 1935 OSTROPA sheet
(B68), 1951 Frescoes (B316-17), and then followed by
some better airmails such as 1924 Pigeon (C20-26),
1926-27 Eagle (C27-34), 1928-31 Graf Zeppelin (C35-37
used), 1930 South America Flight (C38-39) & 1933 Chicago Flight (C44-45), following section contains stamps issued
under
French
Occupation
for
Baden,
Rhine-Palatinate & Wurttemberg, including many sets &
1949 Arms imperforate sheets. Berlin Occupation section
opens with black & red overprints, followed by 1949 UPU
set (9N35-41), 1949 Architecture (9N42-60), 1949 Bear
sheet (9NB3a). As indicated at the heading there is a Colonies section that includes a representation of German Offices in China, Morocco & Turkey, followed by Cameroons,
Caroline Islands, German East Africa, German New
Guinea, German South West Africa, Kiauchau, Marianas
Islands, Marshall Islands & Samoa. Condition is mostly
F-VF. Please inspect carefully as this is only a brief
overview of what is here.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3405 Hm
German Area, virtually complete collection
with condition problems, one man's collection of many
hundreds of mint and used stamps housed in a substantial
Schaubek album, very well-filled and virtually all one of a
kind from the 19th century to the end of WWII. Much of the
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mint here seems to be never hinged although often the gum
has been slightly disturbed by the cellophane mounts. The
other problem is tone spots yet only a minority have been
affected, with good stamps in tip-top condition for example
the mint never hinged 1934 3m zeppelin top value. Other
good material includes useful German States including
Heligoland and Alsace/Lorraine, all the way through to the
Germanias inc. Han number and se-tenant booklet panes,
se-tenant blocks used, better inflations inc. 1922 15pf
greenish blue x2 used (#163) and 1923 5mlrd marks on
2mil marks used (#311), complete officials on billion mark
series, all except the 10mlrd used (#O40/O46), 1924 small
pigeon airposts with top three values used (#C20/C26),
1926/27 German eagle airposts complete mint, etc. Other
good Third Reich includes the Wagner series complete
used with the better 20+10pf type, the 1933 Nothilfe souvenir sheet mint, with creases away from the stamps (#B58),
the brown band and Hitler souvenir sheets inc. rouletted
mint never hinged (#B104), etc. as well as interesting
fieldpost with rouletted brown eagle used, small green eagle used, red Crete 'Inselpost' o/p used, diagonal blue o/p
on brown eagle used, etc. Also present are WWI occupations including Roumania and Poland, extensive Danzig
with the 1924 2g red violet and black used, post offices in
China, colonies, Memel with lots of better Lithuanian occupations, useful Saar inc. 1927 semi-postals complete used
and 1928s to 3fr used (#B5/B14) and much more, completely uncataloged. Whatever way you look at this, this is a
most impressive viewing with relatively few empty spaces,
overwhelmingly complete in many areas and when used,
good postmarks of the time, the album being offered intact
as received. An opportunity for a dealer.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3406 Hm)
German Area, massive accumulation, composed of collections, stockbooks etc in 5 large cartons. A little bit of everything to be found in this one including strong
showing of German States, sheet file of infaltion period
sheets and large multiples, nice selection of tete-beche and
se-tenant plus booklets and panes, good war time issues,
great allied occupation issues, useful Federal Republic and
DDR, post war FDC's mostly cacheted and unaddressed
and useful back of the book. Overall clean and F-VF, a true
treasure hunters delight.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3407 HHHm German Area, collection, 1871-1972, collection in Scott Specialty albums, scattered before 1905 but
fairly complete afterwards, includes mint unless noted
semi-postals with S/Ss B33, B58, B68 used, B105 used, occupation stamps including 10NB11, Berlin including
9N35-9N41, 9NB3a, Russian Occupations,then German
Democratic Republic, also includes three stockbooks with
several hundred used and mint Germany and DDR, please
take some time to inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3408 Hm
German Area, collection of mint and used,
presented in four Scott albums & three binders, representation includes German Reich with nice mint semi-postal section, including some souvenir sheets, and Saar stamps
issued in the 1948-56 period. DDR highly complete mint
collection to 1990, including 1953 Marx imperforate sheets.
There is also a separate volume with Berlin Occupation
stamps, including 1949 Plate & Bear set (9NB1-3), 1950
(9NB4-5). The three stock binders contain a large amount
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of duplicates arranged by issues, and include some better
stamps such as Germany B69-78 never hinged set &
C36-37 mint zeppelin stamps. Condition appears F-VF
throughout. A viewing is recommend to see the scope and
value of what is offered here.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3409 Hm
German Area, extensive and valuable accumulation, a wonderful holding offered completely as received, housed in about 20 binders or albums, plus a
glassine box, some pages, etc. Includes binders for the
arlies, plus Deutches Reich, Berlin, States, Bund, Saar, including better semi-postals, airs, both Flood sheets, etc,
plus Occupations, covers, including postal cards, some
Zepps and catapults and much, much more. Loads of interesting and better items popping up througout, generally
F-VF, a very nice lot, well worth a careful review. Estimate
$1,500 - 2,000
3410 Hm
German Area, two volume Scott Specialty
Album collection to 1965, very useful, mostly mint collection of hundreds, beginning with a representative section of
States, then onto good mint Danzig, strong Deutches
Reich, virtually complete mint semi-postals less souvenir
sheets etc. The post-war is virtually complete mint, beginning with a post horn set, better semi-postals and more.
Some unfortunate perf tip stains from mounts, but by no
means are all items in mounts, still much of use throughout,
mostly F-VF, should be viewed to be properly evaluated.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3411 H
German Area, old time collection, mint & used
mounted on album pages, starting with a representation of
German States (Baden, Bavaria, Heligoland, Thurn-Taxis,
Prussia, Saxony & Wurttemberg), Germany section with
value concentrated in the XX Century, and including some
better items such as 1930 IPOSTA sheet (B33 mint), 1930
South America Flight (C38-39 mint), 1931 Polar Flight
(C40-42 mint), 1935 Ostropa sheet (B68 mint but margin
stuck to page, prices in Scott are for unused, no gum examples), also several Hitler sheets & 1937 Brown Ribbon
sheet (B105 never hinged), plus some German Colonies &
Occupations, including Saar & Danzig, condition slightly
mixed but generally F-VF. Worth Viewing.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3412 Hm
German Area, massive stock to 1990, comprised of many, many thousands, mint or used, including
lots of mint NH singles and blocks,all separated by issue or
value in Scott numbered glassines. Includes coverage from
the classics on, with excellent Deutches Reich, postwar
semi-postals, occupations, states, Berlin, BOB issues and
more. An enormous aggregate catalog value to be sure. A
fresh, unpicked stock offered entirely as received, bulk
largely F-VF, inspection invited. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3413 Hm
German Area, including Danzig, Memel, Saar
and WWII occupations, mint and used collection of many
100s of stamps housed in four generally well-filled Safe
hingeless albums with useful material throughout including
much never hinged. We note Saar with first semi-postals
1926 complete mint never hinged, 1922/23 officials complete used, etc, Danzig including burelage issues categorised, thru '1920 15. November 1930' overprints to 50pf mint,
Memel including dozens of Lithuanian occupations. Then
the fourth volume with Bohemia/Moravia, Theresienstadt
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including highly unusual mint never hinged, red cross
brown, apparently unknown perforated. Then the General
Gouvernement, Luxembourg, Alsace, etc, through to
Baltics with Latvija and Pernau overprints, etc. Completely
uncataloged, this should be viewed thoroughly as there is
far more here than described.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3414 Hm
German Area, specialised collection, including German States, locals, WWI/WWII occupations and
SBZ's, as well as Danzig, Memel including occupation and
Saar, many hundreds of mint and used stamps, often on top
of one another in hingeless mounts, housed in a KaBe album. The 19th century States include interesting Brunswick, Prussia and Saxony, etc. Also seen a good range of
Soviet Occupation zone material including Falkensee complete mint never hinged, Fredersdorf, Gorlitz, Grossrachen
crossed hammers 1945 complete series of 12 mint never
hinged, Lubbenau, Meissen black overprints on Hitler
heads complete used, Plauen, Saulgau morse-code 'V'
overprints on 6pf violet signed and 12pf red signed twice,
both mint never hinged, Spremberg, Storkow 'nie
vergessen' souvenir sheets mint never hinged, Strausberg
ostrich sheet used, etc. Then useful Danzig including '1920
November 1930' overprint 1g black and orange top value
genuine postally used, likewise the 1924/25 35pf blue official, etc, followed by Memel with good completion including
several dozen Lithuanian occupations with better 1923
sideways surcharges 10cts on 25m on 5cts dull blue mint
and used (#N87), the 30cts on 400m on 1L brown used and
scarce 60cts on 50m on 25cts red used (#N90), etc. Then
the Saar again very well filled including first series of 1920
complete mint (#1/16), 'Saargebiet' 4m used (#58), 1921s
to 10m used (#68/82), surcharges with top two values used
(#97/98), 1922/23 officials complete mint and used
(#O1/O15), through to Heuss definitives with both series
complete mint never hinged, etc. Also present German occupation
of
Albania,
Bohemia/Moravia
and
Generalgouvernement largely complete, Channel Islands
occupations complete including bisects on cover, the
scarce Russian legion Vlassov 10r brown, etc, etc. Great
potential here when studied with a Michel and a most worthwhile collection as there is much here in never hinged in
pristine condition, including that in seldom seen issues as
well.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3415 H
German Area, collection, 1870s-1990s, thousands of mostly used stamps, housed in five Scott albums,
includes Regulars, Semi-Postals, Airmails and BOB, better
(used unless noted) include 1928 semi-postal set (B23-27),
1935 Ostropa sheet (B68), 1936 Olympic sheets (B91-92),
1937 Hitler sheet with Nuremberg overprint (B106), 1939
Auto Races (B141-43). Berlin section includes some black
& red overprints plus many complete sets in the modest
range, DDR nearly complete to 1990, also a representation
of the French Occupation of Baden, Rhine Palatinate &
Wurttemberg in the 1947-49 period, plus some German
States, Danzig & Saar material, overall condition F-VF.
Recommended as basis for expansion, worth exploring.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3416 Hm
German Area, mostly used collection, in two
binders, better noted include Germany 1931-33 Polar &
Chicago Flights used sets (C40-42 & C43-45), Berlin 1949
Bear souvenir sheet mint (9NB3a) & DDR 1951 Mao set
used (82-84), also some representation from Danzig, Saar
& Occupations, second binder loaded with German States
(Baden, Bavaria, Hamburg, Hanover, Prussia, Saxony,
Wurtemberg & German Confederation). Mixed condition
but for the most part appears F-VF. Recommended for
dealer or collector. Viewing suggested.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3417 Hm
German Area, small collection of nice
mid-range material, 1893-1944, primarily German Colonies including Cameroun 1-4 NH gutter pairs, German East
Africa 1-5 mint & used plus shades, 11-21 used, gswa
13-25 used, some World War II Feldpost issues, Bavaria
269a & 272a plus 4m 272 with “5 flowers” (Mi. 135 PF IV,
€200) in a used corner block of 4; F-VF throughout. Scott is
just over $2,500 plus there's another €815 ($1,000) in
Michel listed.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3418 Hm
German
Area,
useful
collection,
1870s-1960s, mint & used, mounted in two albums, starting
with eagles with small & large shields, followed by a fairly
complete section to 1960s, including Germany 1937 Hitler
sheets (B102-104 mint), 1937 Brown Ribbon sheet (B105
mint), 1939 semi-postal set (B141-43), Danzig 1939
(241-54 mint). Berlin section with sets & singles in the modest range, DDR includes some better items such as 1951
Mao set (82-84 used), 1953 imperforate & perforated Marx
sheets (144a & 146a mint), also representation from
1945-46 USSR & French Zones, Saar, German States,
General Governement, Danzig & Occupations. Overall
condition F-VF. Definitely worth a look.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3419 Hm
German Area, collections and various
formed decades ago, classics to modern, fivr albums and
some loose material, better items noted include Wagner
Opera set, Semi Postals (still on lotting sheet from old HRH
sale), Souvenir Sheets including quantity of Beethoven,
Better airmails, completely intact without anything removed, an excellent opportunity for acquisition to break
down, some faults as one would expect, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3420 Hm
[German States] Baden and Bavaria, comprehensive almost all used collection, of over 350
stamps with a number of useful pairs on album pages. Numerous better to be found troughout including used unless
noted Scott Baden 14 unused, 18 pair, 24, LJ1 on piece,
LJ2, germany OL16-21 mint and Bavaria 3. Clean and
fresh, F-VF, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3421 Hm
Germany, collection, 1872-1932, mostly used
in a Lighthouse hingeless album, with Used 1-6, 11, 25, 76,
115-17, B34-37, C25-26, C27-34, C42, Mint 65A regum,
C35-37, C40-41, etc., mixed condition throughout esp. in
19th century issues with some of the mint unused or
regummed, generally F.-V.F. excellent for continuation.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3422 Hm
Germany, comprehensive Third Reich period collection, several 100s mint and used stamps
housed in a replete Safe hingeless album, with many series
complete both mint and used with one underneath the other
in the same space and hardly any empty spaces. Highlights
are Wagner complete mint and used (#B49/B54, B55a,
B56/B57), the 1933 Hindenburgs with both watermark
types complete mint (#401/431), the 1935 OSTROPA souvenir sheet used on registered cover (#B68), comprehensive souvenir sheets thereafter including 1936 Olympics
pair mint and used (#B91/92), 1937 4th brown band mint
and used (#B105) and Hitler rouletted sheets including
Nuremberg congress mint and used (#B106), followed by
overprints of the same complete mint (#B141/B143), 1939
racehorse and brown band issues mint never hinged
(#B114/B115), etc, through to officials and fieldpost, mint
and used much more here than described please view.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3423 Hm
Germany, collection of se-tenants, a good
specialised mint and used collection of many hundreds of
stamps from the Germanias to Hitler heads, in the form of at
least 300 pairs or larger multiples virtually all se-tenant and
tete-beche, with very little duplication. Some of the highlights among the Germanias are good horizontal used pairs
including 7 1/2pf orange + 15pf ocher (Mi#W10aa, €400),
15pf violet + 5pf green (Mi#W9aa, €400), 7 1/2pf red orange
+ 15pf purple (Mi#W11ba, €250), then gutter tete-beche
pairs used including 10pf orange + 30pf blue (Mi#KZ2,
€200), 40pf rose and 60pf olive green (Mi#KZ6, €450) and
30pf green numeral + 40pf rose Germania (Mi#KZ8, €450),
followed by more than a dozen full booklet panes with a
good proportion used and great potential for better
printings. Then the Reich eagles with 15pf+10pf pairs mint
and used (Mi#W22, €240) as well as bottom half of the pane
on the 20pf blue, 1928 Hindenburgs including 4pf + X label
marginal example used (Mi#S40, €120), 6pf+12pf+6pf vertical strip used (#MiS47, €150), etc, 1932 Nothilfe issues including Brandenburg gate 15pf+8pf+15pf vertical strip
used (Mi#S79, €100), Frederick 12pf gutter pair used
(Mi#WZ10, €120) and label strips used (Mi#S103, S105,
€240), Wagner semi-postals including X+12pf used
(Mi#S114,
€120),
1932
Hindenburgs
including
12pf+8pf+12pf used and used on piece plus 8pf+12pf+8pf
used, signed (Mi#S111, S113, €360), 6pf and 8pf used
tete-beche gutter block of four with the better gutter colors
type (Mi#KZ29.1, €360 as separate strips), etc, leading on
to professions, costumes, olympics and much more. This
represents only a small proportion of what is here, so
please inspect. Vendor states this to catalog about €8000,
our spot check suggests this is correct.
Estimate $800 - 1,000
3424 Hm
Germany,
mostly
used
collection,
1872-1995, on well-filled Minkus album pages, the collection opens with a good representation of Imperial Eagles,
Numerals & Shield Issues, followed by Germania stamps,
Scott #65A mint. We also noticed a nice range of inflation issues, semi-postals & airmails, plus French & Allied occupation zones, Federal Republic better mint include B318-19,
B310-13 & B320-23, some typical mixed condition to be expected among early issues, otherwise appears F-VF.
Inspection recommended.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3425

Germany, excellent Notgeld collection, well
over 300 notgeld items well displayed in a large bulging album, used as currency for different towns during the inflation period including silk. Extremely attractive, with the vast
majority multicolored and in excellent condition showing
scenes from local folklore and history including witch-burning and other extraordinary scenes even those are really
1919/1920s. Notes seen are from Kneitlingen, Plon,
Stockelsdorf, Saalfeld, Kiel, Lubeck, Susel including unusual se-tenant issues perforated between, Grunberg,
Osterfeld, Munster, Stammbach, Urnstadt, Bremen including colorful German-American week issues, Ziegenruck,
Blankenberg,
Sommerda,
Wetzlar,
Wasungen,
Waldenburg, Stolzenau, Nordlingen, Salzbrunn, Teuchern,
Neustettin, Possneck, Altona, etc, etc. An excellent collectors collection of these including those seldom seen.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3426 Hm
Germany, a replete collection from the Empire eagles through to the early Third Reich, often parallel mint and used, housed in a Safe hingeless album with
very few empty spaces. Highlights include first issues with
small shields complete used to 7kr ultra with the 2kr being
the good red orange shade (#8a), then the Large Shields including 9kr red brown unused (#25), the 1874 surcharges
pair mint (#27/28), through to Reichspost Germanias complete used to 5m (#62/65A), etc. Comprehensive inflation
period follows with the majority of issues present in used, as
well as mint condition, leading on to the 1926/27 personalities complete mint and used (#251/362), the 1927 I.A.A.
overprints complete used (#363/365), the 1924 small
airposts complete mint (#C20/C26) etc. A most useful collection with much more here than described and the distinct
probability of sleepers, particularly in the pre-1925 material.
Please inspect carefully.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3427 Hm
Germany, Third Reich, comprehensive collection of several hundred mostly mint stamps, on
Schaubek hingless album pages, with issues starting in the
early 1930s through to mid-1940s highly complete. We note
1933 Wagner complete mint, 1935 Ostropa souvenir sheet
mint with usual faults from the gum, 1936 brown band souvenir sheet mint never hinged and 1936 Olympics complete
mint never hinged plus se-tenant blocks of four from the
souvenir sheets mint never hinged and the souvenir sheets
themselves used, Hitler souvenir sheets including rouletted
types, through to 1940 buildings complete mint never
hinged to the 1945 storm trooper holding torch semi-postal
used, as well as fieldpost issues used including small green
eagle genuine postally used and the same with the
rouletted large eagle. Completely uncataloged and full of
potential, please inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750

3429 Hm
German Occupations, hefty collection, in a
well-filled Scott album, better mint include Allenstein 1920
Issues (Scott 1-14 & 15-28), Belgium (N25), plus some
Flemish Legion labels, followed by a representation of
Channel Islands, including two covers, Bohemia-Moravia,
Slovakia 1939 (10-23), Danzig 1932 (C31-35), 1939
(241-54), French Legion 1941-42 (Michel II-X), 1943 Indian
Legion perforated & imperforate examples, Ionian Islands
1943 25c & 50c with black & red handstamps, Laibach 1944
(Michel 1-28), 1944 semi-postals (Michel 29-32, 33-38 &
39-44), 1945 (Michel 45-60), Lithuania (1-9), Luxembourg
1940-41 sets, Marienwerder 1920 Issues (Michel 1-20),
Memel representation, including stamps issued under Lithuanian Occupation, Montenegro 1943 (Michel 1-9), General Government section incudes several attractive items
such as 1942 50Gr, 60Gr & 80Gr imperforate block of four
(Michel 83U-85U), 1944 semi-postal imperforate sheet of
eight (Michel 125), Pleskau 1941 Handstamps (Michel 1-2
& 4-9), Saar including 1926 (B1-4), 1927 (B5-8), 1929
(B16-22), 1931 (B30-36), 1932 (B37-43), 1934 (139-54) &
1948 French Protectorate souvenir sheets (B64a & CB1a),
Serbia 1941 perforated & imperforate souvenir sheets
(2NB5-6), 1943 souvenir sheets (2NB27-28). Condition is
mostly Very Fine. Well worth a look and a spirited bid!.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3430 Hm
German Occupation of Croatia, collection,
1941-44, mostly mint, mounted on home-made pages, and
mounted in a three-ring binder, better (mint unless noted)
starting with 1941 Overprints (Scott 1-8 & 9-23), 1941-43
Views tete-beche pairs (30a-47a), and from ther virtually
complete to 1945. Semi-postal section includes B1-2,
B11-12, B18 perforated & imperforate souvenir sheets,
1943 Labor Corpsman panes of nine (B25-27), 1943 Arms
of Zagreb pane of eight (B28), 1943 Ante perforated & imperforate souvenir sheets (B31), 1944 Railway Employees
perforated panes of nine & imperforate singles (B52-55),
1944 War Victims panes of eight (B56-59), 1944 Youth Society panes of twenty (B60-62), 1944 Labor panes of eight
(B65-66 & 68), 1945 P.T.T. Employees panes of eight
(B77-80), plus postal tax, officials & Military stamps. There
is also a fair number of duplicates (singles & souvenir
sheets) in stock pages. Condition is mostly Very Fine.
Excellent basis for further expansion. Estimate $400 - 600
3431 Hm
German Occupation of Croatia, collection,
1941-44, mint & used mounted on album pages, better mint
include 1941 semi-postal surcharges (B1-2), 1942
semi-postal souvenir sheets (B11-12) & 1944 Storm Division semi-postal set (B73-75). Condition is F-VF. Nice basis for further expansion.
Estimate $300 - 400

3428 m
German Colonies & Offices Abroad,
1893-1913, assortment of about 60 used stamps including
Off. in China 5a, 24-35, 36b, 37-46, 53-55, Off. in Turkey
24d, GEA 1-5, GSWA13-25 & Caroline Is. 1-6; perhaps a
few very minor flaws but virtually all F-VF. Scott about
$2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3432 Hm
Germany - Soviet Zone, an extraordinary
hoard. We have never seen anything like this before! 35
pages of this stockbook are crammed with up to 600+
stamps per side, well over 15,000 mint and used stamps,
yet at the same time painstakingly displayed, stamp on
stamp, showing a little of each, and chronologically organised within the SBzs. The vast majority are in complete series with lots of never hinged and with no unpleasant
duplication. This makes a very, very difficult viewing, yet on
a quick inspection, clearly there are intense sections of
Finsterwalde, 'FM' Hitler head obliterators of Fredersdorf,
Glauchau inc. tower obliterators of August 1945 complete
mint never hinged, lots of Goerlitz inc. shades on the 12pf
red to mint never hinged and used, Grossreschen postmaster signature issues, Lichtenstein segment obliterators series of 19 to 80pf all signed and the 1rm with Hohndorf
segment also signed, etc. Then Lobau, Lubbenau,
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Meissen inc. 'Deutschlands
Verderber' on Hitler heads different types inc. first 'e' of both
words missing central bar on 12pf red mint never hinged,
Netzschau-Reichenbach obliterators, interesting Niesky,
Plauen, etc, followed by extensive East and West Saxony,
the latter with the falling watermark on 6pf green Leipzig fair
used and very probably scarcer watermark varieties among
the hoards of other numerals as well as the shields. Other
good areas include Schwarzenberg castle obliterators,
Spremberg inc. first series on granite paper complete mint
never hinged and errors on later issues in se-tenant pairs
with normal, Storkow, Strausberg, Thuringen, morse code
'V' obliterators of Westerstede, etc, etc. There are also
'Sovietische Besatzungs Zone' o/postal stationery unchecked for better varieties, as well as Bezirks handstamps
inc. Rosslau series to 5mk dove, Crivitz, much Berlin, etc,
even courrier officials again densely packed, yet we only
had to check a fraction of these before finding the scarce
20pf with horizontal posthorn watermark, wing margin mint
never hinged, made even scarcer by having '7000' control
o/p of Magdeburg, etc, etc. No doubt there will be an enormous reward when re-presented and studied carefully, currently that is not possible. Definitely a once in a lifetime
opportunity for dealer or collector.Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3433 H
German Democratic Republic, substantial
collection, 1949-89, in a well-filled Scott album, and including a high percentage of never hinged material such as
1950 Portraits (58-67), 1951 Mao set (82-84), 1953 Portraits (122-36), 1953 Marx & Engels imperforate & perforated souvenir sheets (144a & 146a) & 1953 Workers
(155-71 & 187-204). We also noted a large amount of souvenir & compact sheets, plus some se-tenat blocks of four &
strips. Everything is very fresh and Very Fine. A solid offering of this area. Owner's catalogue value $3,275.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3434 Hm
German Democratic Republic, mint & used
collection, 1949-66, mounted in Scott album, and virtually
complete for the period, opening with a section of stamps issued in the 1948-49 period, and used in all provinces in the
Russian Zone, including Goethe semi-postal sheet (Scott
10NB11), followed by German Democratic Republic (DDR)
collection with many better items (mint unless noted) such
as 1951 Mao set (82-84 mint & used), 1953 Marx & Engels
perforated & imperforate sheets (144a & 146a), 1955
Engels sheet (264a) & 1950 semi-postal sheet (B21a).
Condition is F-VF. Viewing invited. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3435 Hm
German Democratic Republic, attractive and
comprehensive collection, 100s of stamps all different,
housed in a Safe hingeless album with regular issues complete for the period mint or used, or often both together.
Better issues include 1950 portraits complete mint never
hinged (#58/67), Debria souvenir sheet mint never hinged
(#B21a), 1951 Mao series complete mint sheet corner examples (#82/84), 1952/53 Wilhelm Pieck second series
complete mint never hinged (#113/117), 1953 personalities
complete mint (#122/136), Marx souvenir sheets perf and
imperf all mint never hinged (#144a, 146a) (one with small
adhesion, mentioned for accuracys sake only), then the
1953/54 workers definitive complete mint (#187/204), 1955
the Engels souvenir sheet mint never hinged (#264a), etc,
etc, followed by useful back of the book. Tip-top condition
virtually throughout, please inspect. Estimate $400 - 600
3436 Hm
Germany - Berlin, virtually complete with
signatures, a Safe hingeless album housing a mostly mint
collection including lots of elusive mint never hinged material, with every space filled. Beginning with the black Berlin
overprints complete mint with the 5mk top value signed
(#9N1/9N20), the red Berlin overprints complete mint
signed Schlegel (#9N21/9N34) with the top two values
doves attractive mint never hinged top margin inscription
examples. Then the 1949 UPU complete mint with 1dm
never hinged and the 2dm mint never hinged and used
(#9N35/9N41), the Buildings series complete mint never
hinged and used to 5dm (9N42/9N60), followed by Goethe
complete mint never hinged with 20pf also used
(#9N61/9N63), as well as the Berlin bear first semi-postals
complete mint never hinged (#9NB1/9NB3) and the miniature sheet in tip-top mint never hinged condition (#9NB3a).
Green surcharges follow, also complete mint never hinged
(#9N64/9N67), as are the 1950 semi-postals
(#9NB4/9NB5), then bells to left right and center all complete, etc, etc. A very attractive collection with quality
throughout.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3437 H
Germany - Federal Republic, fantastic specialized and valuable coil strips collection, housed in
four bulging stockbooks, many hundreds of items and including some of the scarcer and more useful strips, many
with the leaders and numbers that would be extremely difficult to assemble and includes all of the higher value strips,
excellent for continuation or for breakdown and resale,
those that we looked at were never hinged, won't take long
to see the enormous value and potential housed within
these volumes, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3438 Hm
Germany - Federal Republic, complete collection from 1949 to 1969, all one of a kind mint and used,
housed in a Safe hingeless album. The earlier material is almost all superb used except for a couple key series which
are also present mint, including the 1951/52 posthorns
complete mint never hinged (#670/685, the 90pf unfortunately with very minute tear from the album slot, other values perfect including key 70pf) and the Heuss definitives
1954/60 complete mint never hinged with the key 50pf gray
also signed (#702/721). Everything else is here including
1949 stamp centenary complete used, 1950 Bach complete used, 1951 Marienkirche complete used, all the helpers of mankind complete used except the 1954s complete
mint never hinged, Beethoven souvenir sheet mint never
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hinged and used, etc, etc. A very attractive collection with
tip-top condition virtually throughout.
Estimate $1,250 - 1,500
3439 Hm
Germany - Federal Republic & Berlin, assortment, 1949-90, thousands of never hinged & used stamps
in parallel, mounted in five stockbooks, better (never hinged
unless otherwise noted) include Federal Republic 1948-51
Architecture (Scott 634-61), 1949 Federal Assembly
(665-66), 1949 Bavaria Stamp (667-68 & B309), 1949 Portraits (B310-13), 1951-52 (670-85), 1950 Bach (B314-15),
1951 Frescoes (B316-17), 1951 Stamps (B318-19), 1951
Portraits (B320-23), 1952 Portraits (B327-30), Berlin black
& red overprints (9N17-20 & 9N33-34), 1949 UPU
(9N35-41), 1949 Architecture (9N42-60), 1949 Surcharges
(9N64-67), 1949 Bear sheet (9NB3a), 1950 Philarmonic
Orchestra (9NB4-5), 1951-52 Bell (9N75-79), 1952-53 Portraits (9N84-93), 1956-63 Architecture (9N120-36), also
nice representation of French Occupation stamps & sheets
issued in the 1947-49 period, plus some AMG stamps.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3440 m
Germany - Federal Republic & Berlin,
post-WWII highly complete collection, one man's collection of well over 1000 mint and used stamps housed in a
substantial Schaubek album, very well-filled and virtually all
one of a kind from the Allied occupations onwards including
strong West German and West Berlin area. Highlights include the refugee souvenir sheets imperf and perf mint
never hinged, specialisation on the 1948 buildings series,
the exportemesse Hannover souvenir sheet mint, the 1949
stamp centenary complete mint never hinged, welfare series complete used (#B310/B313), Bach and Marienkirche
series complete used (#B314/B317), 1951/52 posthorns
complete mint never hinged (#670/685), 1951 helpers complete used (#B320/B323), the 1952, 1953 and 1954 helpers
also complete used, posthorn complete mint and the
zusammendrucke blocks, Heuss zusammendrucke/booklet panes, etc, leading on to Beethoven sheet mint and
used, and virtually everything else through to the 1970s.
The Berlin is also comprehensive, including black o/postal
stationery complete mint, red o/postal stationery to 1mk
used, Goethe complete mint and used, bells to left, right
and center complete used, as well as the 1949 currency
souvenir sheet mint (#9NB3a), etc, etc. A very useful collection with many impressive pages. Please note occasional
glazed gum and minor toning, reflected in our conservative
valuation.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3441 Hm
Greece, Large Hermes Heads collection,
1861-76, approximately 500 stamps of the coarse printings,
mostly used and housed in binder, 1L, 88 examples; 40
used & 48 unused in chocolate to brown shades, 2L, 47 unused examples in bister brown shades, including three
pairs, and some privately perforated, 5L, 43 used examples
in green shades, 10L, 46 used examples in orange shades,
including pair, 20L, 115 used examples in blue to deep blue
shades, 30L, 19 used examples in brown shades, 40L, 34
used examples in red violet shades & 80L, 62 used examples in carmine shades. The collection ends with an intriguing group of 52 used stamps of the 20L on blued paper.
Condition is a little mixed on some but the majority are
F-VF. Excellent opportunity for the plate specialist or cancel
collector. We show the whole collection in our website.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3442 Hm
Greece & Turkey, mint & used collections,
mounted on album pages with some duplication, Greece to
1960s, and including a range of large and small Hermes
Heads, C1-4 x3 and several other sets such as #677-87,
691-707 & 708-15, Turkey to 1960s, starting with 1865-76
surcharges, followed by "Tughra" issues from 1900s, and
then by a large section of XX Century singles, sets &
part-sets, also as a bonus representation from Albania,
Ethiopia & Sudan. Mostly F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
3443 HH
Greenland, pristine holding, well over 1000
mint never hinged stamps neatly displayed on stockpages,
the vast majority in blocks of four to blocks of eight, virtually
all different, including approximately 150 blocks of four organised by the marginal sequence numbers which sets this
apart from most other mint accumulations. Issues run from
1938 through to the 1980s. Huge new issue cost and considerable face value.
Estimate $200 - 300
3444 Hm
Guatemala, 1897 Central American Exposition 1897 1c Surcharge on 12c, collection on exhibit
pages (60-73), hundreds of mint and used stamps including a couple color proofs, 75c 4 mint and 10 used, 150c 2
mint adn 4 used, many color shades as well as useful cancels and 33 covers including registered etc. An
exceptionaly clean and overall Very Fine collection, viewing
invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,500
3445 Hm
Guatemala, parallel mint and used collection, housed in 5 stockbooks to 1940's and a album. Useful
assemblege of material including varities and good airmails
as well as some cancel interest. Overall clean and F-VF,
viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3446 HH
Guatemala, 1878 Indian Woman Issue, all
mint collection in an album (11-14), of hundreds from singles to large multiples including 3 sheets of 50 of the 1p yellow plus many large marginal blocks. Vast majority appear
never hinged and overall clean and F-VF o.g., examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3447 Hm
Haiti, a very attractive collection, housed in a
very well-filled Minkus album (broken cover but this in no
way reflects the condition of the collection), mostly mint with
much never hinged, as well as occasional used mainly in
the form of postal history. Issues start in 1881 with the 3cts
gray bister imperf used, leading on to palm trees including
1891 key 7cts red mint, 1898 palm trees complete mint to
20cts orange with the 7cts hinged on selvage and the stamp
never hinged, lots of early 20th century surcharges including 1906 'piastres fortes' provisionals with 50cts and 1g
mint, 1910 2cts president Simon on color postcard of Port
au Prince bandstand, etc. Then 1930 through to 1980s virtually complete, including 1929/30 airposts on covers, the
July 1933 Boyd/Lyon flight New York to Port-au-Prince o/p
mint - a stamp usually missing from collections (#C4A), plus
other unusual back of the book including 10cts+30cts
'alphabetisation' (#B15) with inverted o/p not listed in Scott,
signed, through to unlisted 1964 Cuba Libre overprints with
errors, the 1968 Duvalier gold airpost mint (#C309), etc,
etc. Far more here than described and offered intact as received with souvenir sheets, Fdcs, complete sheets, etc.
requiring a thorough viewing. Nothing but the best quality
here with many series hinged on the selvage only.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3448 H
Hungary, dealer's dream assortment, mostly
never hinged, and mounted in stockcards with useful &
valuable duplication, better mint include 1931 Zeppelin
overprints (C24-25 x 5 never hinged), 1932 Madonna
(462-65 x10, including seven never hinged, other used),
1933 Airmail (C26-34, blocks of four & five sets never
hinged, plus two used sets), 1934 Liszt sheet (486, one
mint, other used), 1947 Roosevelt sheets of 4 (B198A-D &
CB1-CB1C never hinged), 1948 air semi-postal sheets
(CB1D & CB2 never hinged), 1949 Chain Bridge sheet
(C66 never hinged), 1950 UPU sheet (C81 x2, one never
hinged, other mint), plus a group of 1871-72 Franz Josef
stamps (3kr, 5kr, 10kr, 15kr & 25kr) with different town cancels, overall condition Very Fine to Extremely Fine. How are
you going to make a dream come true?.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3449 Hm
Hungary, collection, 1870s-1990s, mint &
used stamps mounted in five albums with some duplication,
better mint include 1934 Liszt sheet (486 never hinged),
1959 Locomotive (1231 imperforate sheetlet), 1913
semi-postals (B15-17), 1914 semi-postals (B32 & B34),
1925 Sports (B80-87), 1918 Airmail set (C1-2), 1931 Zeppelin overprints (C24-25), 1949 UPU (C63 horizontal pair
imperforate between), 1949 50fo sheet (C66), 1951 Anniversary (C95), 1948 Chain Bridge (CB2), the condition is a
little varied, overall mostly F-VF. Careful viewing is a must
for full appreciation.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3450 Hm
Hungary, starter collection, 1870s-1950s,
mostly mint, and nicely mounted in a Schaubek album,
starting with a representation of the stamps issued in the
XIX Century, we noticed the following better (mint unless
noted) XX Century sets, singles & sheets: 1913 1k, 2k & 5k
(B15-17), 1918 Airmail (C1-2), 1925 Sports (B80-87),
1927-30 Airmail (C12-23), 1931 Zeppelin overprints
(C24-25), 1934 Liszt sheet (486 used), 1949 Chain Bridge
sheet (C66), plus some postage dues, overall condition
F-VF. Excellent basis for expansion. Estimate $500 - 750
3451 HH/H
Iceland, comprehensive mint collection,
1873-1976, several hundred mint stamps in stockbook,
starts with #1, 2, 3 no gum, 5, 7, Christian IX complete,
Gilda overprints include 49, "double portraits" 71-85, Parliament Millenary complete 152-166, 176-187, 232-235, airmails includes C1-8, Zeppelins C9-11 & C12-13, finally
officials O4-O9, O51, O53-O67, after 1935 majority appears NH, condition mixed on earlier, an excellent collection of highly desirable material with many scarce items
present, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3452 Hm
Iceland, mint & used collection, 1873-1991,
mounted on Minkus album pages, better mint include 1892
Shield 100a (Scott 20), 1900 Shield 25a (29), 1902-03 4a
with "I GILDI" overprint (51), 1930 Parliament set (152-66),
1930 Airmail set (C4-8), 1931 Zeppelin set (C9-11), better
used include 1876 Shield 16a & 40a (12 & 14), 1882 Shield
20a & 40a (17-18), 1898 Shield 20a (28), 1902-04 King
Christian set (34-44B, incl. 20a mint), 1907-08 Kings Christian IX & Frederick VIII (71-84), 1911 Jon Sigurdsson
(86-91), 1921-25 30a on 50a & 50a on 5k (137-38), 1931-32
Golden Falls (170-75), plus some officials, small faults on
some but overall F-VF. Viewing of this collection will be
easy, and worthwhile.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3453 Hm
Iceland, mint and used collection, around
300 stamps from the 19th century to 1940s, virtually all one
of a kind, on Lindner hingeless pages. The vast majority of
the stamps are in complete series, with mint never hinged
on many of the better material. Highlights include 1882/98
aurar issues complete used to 100a brown and violet
(#15/20), 'I Gildi' overprints including 3a orange mint (#49)
and 100a brown and violet used (#68), 1902/04 Christian IX
to 2k used (#34/44B), embossed Sigurdsson and Frederik
VIII series complete, the former used and the latter mint
never hinged with embossing and colors in a remarkable
state of preservation and scarce in this quality. Then double
portraits including used 2kr (#84) and later 6a gray (#103),
1920/22 Christian X complete used (#108/128), 1931/32
waterfalls complete again in pristine mint never hinged condition (#170/175), redrawn Christian X complete used
(#176/187), followed by 1930 parliament millenary complete mint including never hinged 20a and 5k (#152/166),
1930 and 1931 airposts complete mint (#C3/C11) and lots
more mint never hinged including 1934 airposts
(#C15/C20), 1939 New York world's fair (#213/216),
1939/47 statues with both perf complete (#229/231a), 1944
republic (#240/245), 1952 parliament building (#273), 1902
officials (#O13/O19), etc, etc. A delightful collection with
tip-top quality even on hard-to-find issues, please view.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3454 Hm
Iran, mint & used collection, 1876-1974,
mounted on Minkus album pages, starting with 1876 &
1882 Shah stamps, including 10r high value (Scott 59), followed by a good representation of XIX Century material that
includes some reference material. Better XX Century mint
sets or singles include 1915 official set (O41-57), 1924-26
20k & 30k Ahmed Shah (679-80 never hinged), 1925 Gold
overprints (697-701), 1926 overprinted set (703-06) & C26
block of nine with center stamp depicting surcharge variety
listed as C26a, better used include 1935 Airmail (C65),
Condition slightly mixed among early issues but overall
F-VF. We didn't have the time to inspect every single stamp
so treasures can be found. An interesting collection that
deserves your attention.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3455 Hm)
Israel, massive holding, 1949-1970s, contained in over 30 binders, sheet files, new issue envelopes
as received, a huge holding, espied various singles, blocks,
plate blocks, tab blocks, tab strips, sheets, booklets, coils,
tête-bêche, first day covers (many are from 3 different Cities), commemorative covers, commercial covers, PO announcements including 1-9 and other earlies, UN General
Assembly ticket for May 11, 1949, Israel-Palestine Philatelic Society of America 1948-1959- you name it and it is
likely here. Highlights include #16 FDC, 25 tab and tab
block, 55 tab and tab block, C1-5 tabs and tab blocks, C16
tab and tab blocks plus many others, there are many interesting and better items the owner must have spent a small
fortune on new issues. Also noted some interesting earlier
postal history which would merit individual consideration,
overall condition was very nice, huge retail potential,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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3456 HH
Israel, powerful mint tabs - selection of
goodies, 1948-1952 (10//C16), including #10-14, 15 (3),
17-22 (9), 23 (44), 24 (11), 25 (19), 27 (3), 28-30, 31-2 (11),
33-4 (4), 37 (13), 44 (16), 46-7 (12), 48-50 (2), Menorah 55
(13), C1-6 (5), C16 (28) an excellent holding in premium
quality almost never encountered, o.g., never hinged those that we spot checked and, generally F.-V.F., Scott
$20,000 ++.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3457 Hm)
Israel, comprehensive and valuable collection, 1949-1980s, in over 20 volumes, singles, plate
blocks, tabs, tab blocks, booklets, varieties, gutters, first
day covers, quite an array and range of material, the first
volume contains over $8000 in Scott Catalog Value and includes 1-9, 1-6 tab blocks, first three booklets (exploded for
exhibition), 15 tab block, 16 mint and FDC, 23-24 tab
blocks, 25 tab, 28-30 tabs, 33-34 tab blocks, many other
premium items throughout, those that we spot-checked
were never hinged, generally Very Fine quite useful with a
high degree of completion with some specialized items.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3458 Hm
Israel, mint & used collection, 1948-2007,
mounted in six volumes, mint tabbed section includes many
better never hinged sets or singles such as 1948 (1-6),
1948 Flying Scroll set (10-14), 1949 Flag (15), 1949-50
250p (24), 1949 Well at Petah Tikva (27), 1949 Arms & Service set (28-30), 1950 20p & 40p (33-34), 1950 Runner
(37), 1950 First Airmail set (C1-6), 1951 National Fund set
(48-50), 1952 Menorah (55), and from there virtually complete to 2007. The used untabbed section includes 1948
Coins set (1-9), 1949 sheet (16) & many other sets and singles. Condition is mostly Fine to Very Fine, excellent for
continuation into an advanced collection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3459 HH
Israel, valuable tab collection, mostly Never
Hinged, and mounted on Minkus album pages, better noted
(never hinged unless noted), 1948 First Coins (1-6 lightly
hinged & 1a-3b rouletted), 1948 10m & 15m First Coins with
wrong tab descriptions (Bale 3b & 4b), 1948 First Coins perforated 10x11 (Bale 1d-6d), 1948 High Holidays (10-14),
1949 Flag (15 x2), 1949 Petah Tiqva (27 x2), 1950 UPU
(31-32), 1950 Camel (25), 1952 Menorah (55), plus 1950
Airmail (C1-6) & 1949 Postage Due (J6-11). Condition is
Very Fine. A nice lot for resale or to build up a superb collection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3460 Hm
Israel, mint & used accumulation, including a
binder with interim period postage stamps (singles, blocks
& sheets), Israel mostly mint collection to 1985, accompanied by some booklets, interesting group of reply-coupons
and large amount of first day covers. We noticed an exhibit
collection titled "Israel/ A Philatelic Maritime History," which
is mounted on pages, and shows a nice representation of
paquebot covers (earliest one signed by David Remez, Israel's first Minister of Transportation). There is also an exhibit collection of plate number singles mounted on pages,
and including many covers. Condition is for the most part
F-VF. Useful foundation collection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3461 Hm)
Israel, the fascinating Interim Period and beyond, an exceptional one volume, old-time collection comprised of scarce postal history and select items of interest
from the 1948 Arab Occupations, official mail etc. Begins
with tickets of Admission to the 11/29/47 UN General Assembly, which was the session which passed the partioning
of Palestine and continues on to include a nice range of interim stamps and covers, Scott 1-6 cover signed by the first
Prime Minister, the Minister of Defense, the Chief of Staff
and the PM General, a 1948 IMABA booklet (Bale SB1), a
1948 Jun 31 (!) "Palestine Emergency" US-Israel cover, a
marvelous, unfranked cover Tel Aviv to US sent to Cypress
from Louis Agency, franked there on 5/20/48 and sent on to
the US, a splendid registered cover, interim period franked,
from jerusalem on 5/12/48, arriving at Tel Aviv 6/21/48, various scarce official mail items, POW mail, a July 27, 1955
cover from the El Al jet shot down by Bulgarian fighters, this
cover survived and arrived Tel Aviv 9/9/55 and much, much
more. A wonderful, nicely annotated lot formed nearly
"eye-witnes" to the events, see images on web, specialists
delight.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3462 HH
Israel, beautiful superb quality tab collection, 1948-1975, assembled in a pristine Lighthouse hingeless album. This keepsake collection is over 95% complete
for the period, including many choice quality highlights such
as Scott 1-6, 10-14 tabs and perfed between gutter pairs,
16, 17-25, plus 18-21 tête-bêche pairs, 24-25, 15, 27,
28-30, 31-32, 33-34, 35-36, 46-47, 55, C1-6, C9-17, J6-11
and nearly all surrounding stamps. In addition, we note
some Bale-listed varieties as well, routinely Very Fine o.g.,
NH, a splendid lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3463 H)
Israel, plate number single stamps & covers,
mounted on exhibition pages, stamps include Scott 1-6
never hinged, each with plate "1" on top selvage, 2-6 never
hinged, each with plate "2" on top selvage, 7-9 never
hinged, each with plate "1" on top selvage, J1-5 never
hinged horizontal pairs, each with plate "1" on top selvage
(as known the stamps were overprinted in black and a second plate number in black was added at the same time).
First day cover with 1-6 tied by duplex cancels, each with
plate "1" on top selvage, plus small cover with 2-4 showing
different plate numbers, and tied by special cancel used to
welcome the refugees from the Cyprus concentration
camps. Condition is F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3464 E
Israel, group of essays & imperforates, 1948,
comprising Lion & Flag essay in blue (Bale ESA-ii), Helmet
essay in red carmine (Bale ESA-v), followed by 10m magenta First Coins imperforate horizontal pair, 10m
red-brown (trial color) First Coins imperforate horizontal
pair, 20 blue First Coins imperforate block of four & 5m
postage due with blank tab. Condition is Very Fine. Excellent opportunity to buy seldom offered material. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
3465 HH
Israel, mostly never hinged collection,
1948-49, without tabs and mounted on album pages, including 1948 Coins (1-9), 5m, 10m, 15m & 20m booklet
panes with control numbers, 1948 High Holidays singles &
tete-beche gutter pairs (10-14), 1948 Postage Due (J1-6) &
1949 souvenir sheet. Condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3466 H
Israel, New Year Issue, plate singles &
blocks, 1948-50, mounted on exhibition pages, including
1948 New Year Issue 3m to 65m set (Bale 10-14, six singles of each with plate numbers on left gutters from hearts
of sheets), plus two covers to the U.S., followed by 1949
Second Coin Issue 2Pr to 50Pr set (Bale 21-26, four plate
blocks of each from corners of the sheets), plus two first day
covers, then by 1949 Jerusalem Issue 250Pr single with
plate number on top selvage, 1949 Flag Issue 20Pr single
with plate number on top selvage, plus registered cover to
Brooklyn, NY, 1950 Airmail Issue, including 4Pr & 100Pr
singles with plate numbers on selvage, and 250Pr six singles with plate numbers on right selvage, registered first
day cover with multiple franking (each stamp with plate
number on top selvage), 1949 Jerusalem Isue, 1949 Second Coin Issue, 1950 Hebrew University Issue, 1950
Camel Issue & 1952 Menorah Issue. Estimate $250 - 350
3467 HH
Israel, specialized booklet assortment,
1949-53, ten complete & unexploded booklets, compring
Bale B.1 (Peugeot), B.4a (Atid), B.4c ("Israi" on 10rp stamp
instead of "Israel"), B.5a (Atid). B.5c ("Israi" on 10rp stamp
instead of "Israel"), B.6 (Mata), B.8 (blank back cover), B.8a
(back cover with Booklet Pane Society handstamp), B.8b
(back cover with publicity for Booklet Stamp Company) &
B.9 (British institute publicity), Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3468 H
Israel, exploded booklet collection, interesting collection of exploded booklet panes with all covers,
panes & interleaving present, all identified, includes B1
(Bale cat value 400.00), B2 (1100.00), B2b (400.00), B3
(500.00), B3a (1600.00), plus others a truly unique collection with extremely high cat value, should be closely inspected, o.g., F.-V.F. Bale B1-2, 2b, 3, 3a; $4,000 ++ as
complete booklets.
Estimate $500 - 750
3469 HH
Israel, booklets selection, 1949-50, group of
six complete & unexploded booklets on album pages, comprising Bale B.1, with Peugeot advertisement, B.2a & B.3b
with publicity for giftboxes of oranges, B.4 & B.5 with "Mata"
publicity & B.6b with "ISRAI" on 10pr stamp. Excellent Condition, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Estimate $150 - 200
3470 HH
Israel, specialized revenue plate block collection,
1948-49,
containing
watermarked
&
unwatermarked stamps, perforation & shades varieties,
mostly never hinged, and mounted on stock pages, comprising Bale REV.1 5m brown eighteen blocks of 6, 9, 12 or
16 stamps, plus two complete sheets, REV.2 7m violet sixteen blocks of 4, 6, 9, 15, 16 or 30 stamps, REV.3 10m
green eleven blocks of 4, 6 or 9 stamps, two vertical strips of
three & vertical pair, REV.4 20m orange seven blocks of 4,
6, 9 or 10 stamps, two vertical strips of three & vertical pair,
REV.5 30m purple twenty-six blocks of 4, 6, 9, 15, 16, 30 or
50 stamps, plus vertical strip of three & vertical pair, REV.6
40m pale blue four blocks: 2 of six & 2 of nine, REV.7 50m lilac four blocks of 4, 6 or 9 stamps, REV.8 60m blue block of
4, REV.9 75m deep grey eleven blocks of 4, 6, 9, 12 or 16
stamps, REV.10 80m turquoise thirteen blocks of 6, 9, 10,
16 or 30 stamps, REV.11 100m grey & REV.14 1000m red
blocks of fours, REV.13 500m olive block of six, REV.15
100Pr grey block of nine & strip of three, REV.16 250Pr
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ochre block of nine, REV.17 500Pr olive block of nine &
block of four. Condition is Very Fine. Viewing will be quick.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3471 HH
Israel, specialized revenue collection,
1948-49, mostly never hinged, and arranged in stock pages
by perforation, opening with 1948-49 Revenues perforated
11 (Bale REV.1-14 & REV.15-18, incl. some duplicates),
followed by 1948-49 Revenues perforated 11 x 11½
(REV.2-6, 8 & 10-17), 1948-49 Revenues perforated 11½
(REV.2-4, 6-12 & 15-18, incl. misperforated pair), then by
1948-49 Revenues perforated 11½ x 11 (REV.2-3, 5-7,
9-10, 13 & 18), 1948 Revenues perforated 11½ x 14
(REV.1-4, 6-7, 9 & 18), 1948-49 Revenues perforated 14 x
11½ (REV.1, 6, 10, 15, 17-18), 1948-49 Revenues perforated 11 x 14 (REV.2-5, 7-9, 11 & 16-17), 1948-49 Revenues perforated 14 x 11 (REV. 3, 5, 8, 11, 14-15 & 18), and
last by 1948-49 Revenues perforated 14 (REV.1-3, 7, 9 &
15-18), plus sixteen strips of five with violet, black & red
specimen (Dugma) handstamps & three imperforate plate
proof pairs, one with value tablet blank. Condition is Very
Fine. Great opportunity for specialized collector.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3472 Hm
Israel, radio license revenues & booklets
used in 1950s, group of 24 mostly never hinged radio revenue stamps, including block of six & two gutter pairs. The lot
also contains seventeen radio licenses (mostly booklets)
used in the 1952-58 period, and with revenue stamps tied
by circular datestamps. Condition is F-VF.
Estimate $600 - 800
3473 H
Italian Area, predominantly used collection,
including reference material, approximately 320 stamps,
including Italy #23, 47-48, Modena #2-6, 8-9, PR1-4,
Parma #2-4, Romagna #5, Sardinia 10-16, Tuscany #5-8,
12-15 & 17-20, Two Sicilies #1-3, 8, 19-22, 26-27, Italy Offices in China #1, 3, 8 & 9. Mixed condition as usual, recommended as reference collection. High catalogue value.
Viewing recommended.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3474 Hm
Italy and Vatican, almost all used collection,
housed in four well filled valumes. Packed with many complete sets and overall clean and F-VF this lot is deserving of
a quick review.
Estimate $500 - 750
3475 Hm
[Italian States] Papal/Roman States collection (1//25), approximately 300 mostly used stamps,
mounted in Ka-Be hingeless binder, better used include #1
four singles, 1a two singles, 1b three singles, 1c two singles, #3 eight singles, 3a three singles, 3b tied on small
cover fragment, #4 eight singles, 4a five singles, 4c two singles, #5 three singles, 5b, 5c & 5g, #6 twenty singles, #7,
7a, 7b three singles, #8 ten singles, #9 twenty-four singles
& pair, #10 three singles, including one accompanied with
1975 APS Certificate, #11 five examples, followed by 1867
& 1868 Issues, and including some blocks of four, we also
noticed some counterfeits & reprints useful as reference,
condition a little bit mixed as usual but overall F-VF. Great
opportunity for the specialist. Worth close inspection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3476 HH/H
Italy & Colonies, mint semi postal collection,
exceptional collection, appears complete, mostly NH,
better includes Cyrenaica B25-28, Eritrea B29-32, CB1-10,
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Fiume B4-15, Somalia B51, and Tripolitania B50-53,
CB1-10, small but powerful lot, please spend some time reviewing, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $5,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3477 Hm
Italian Colonies, powerful collection, impressive holding nicely arranged in stock pages, mostly mint
and including a large amount of better singles & sets such
as Fiume (Scott 86-99, 122-27 & 143-47), Italian Occupation of Austria (N19), Calino (1-10 & 17-26), Carchi (17-26),
Caso (1-10 & 17-26), Coo (17-26), Lero (17-26), Lipso
(1-10 & 17-26), Nisiro (1-10 & 17-26), Patmo (1-10 &
17-26), Piscopi (17-26), Rodi (45-54), Scarpanto (1-10 &
17-26), Simi (1-10 & 17-26), Stampalia (1-10 & 17-26),
Aegean Islands (12-18, 31-35, 36-46, 74-80, C15-19,
C26-27, C28-31, C32-38), Oltre Giuba (1-20, Q1-13 &
J1-10), General Italian Colonies (23-31, 32-41, 46-50,
C13-19, C20-28, C29-35), Italian East Africa (1-20, C1-11
& J1-13), Castelrosso (51-59 & 80-89), Cyrenaica (11-16,
plus three stamps with inverted watermarks, 25a overprint
omitted, B25-28, CB1-10 & J1-7), Libia (39a-41a 7 43a,
B17-22, B38-47, B48-54, C4-7, C8-13, C14-18, Q1-13,
Q14-24 & J12-24), Somalia (1-7, 10-16, 22-27, 40-50,
70-77, 61-66, 83-96, 138-55, 156-63, B1-4, B38-51,
C17-27, Q10-15, Q16-24, J12a-21a & Sassone 108A 5L +
2.50L non-issued stamp), Tripolitania (11-16, 19a, C38-42
& CB1-10). The final portion of the collection includes
Venezia Giulia, Fezzan, British Occupation of Middle East,
British Occupation of Italian Territories, plus an interesting
section of British Occupation of Somalia, including unissued stamps, Condition is for the most part Very Fine. A
highly delightful lot with many desirable items throughout.
Viewing strongly recommended for full appreciation.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3478 H
Italian Colonies, mint assortment, mounted in
stockbook, and including several Never Hinged sets, we
noticed several better (never hinged unless noted) sets
such as Libya 1930 Fair (B23-29), 1931 Fair (B30-37), 1932
Fair (B38-47 & C4-7), 1933 Fair (B48-54 & C8-13 mint) &
1934 Fair (64A-G), Tripolitania 1923 overprints (5-10 mint),
1929 Monte Cassino (28-34 mint), 1930 Virgil Issue (43-51
& C4-7), 1933 Airmail (C21-26), 1933 Airmail (C27-28),
overall condition F-VF. This lot represents a sweet deal for
the internet seller.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3479 Hm
Japan, a well-filled Lighthouse hingeless album, housing around 1000 mint and used stamps from the
dragons onwards, predominantly one of a kind, including
extensive 19th century with interesting classics and back of
the book, as well as better 20th century series. Highlights
include more than a dozen different Dragons organised by
plate, including unused plate 1 imperfs, then the Cherry
Blossoms also highly specialised including 20s violet used,
syllabics inc. 3x 15s wagtail used and 45s lake Goshawk
with syllabic 3 used, the 1875 Cherry Blossom syllabics,
etc, followed by a wide ranging study of the Chrysanthemums from 1876 onwards with page after page of perforation and shade varieties, with considerable postmark
interest as well, through to the 1894 Meiji Wedding pair
mint, the generals and Jingos, useful commemoratives and
a good range of national parks leading through to the 1936
Fuji-Hakone complete mint, as well as the 1938 Nikko and
1939 Daisen parks mint never hinged souvenir sheets with
booklets, 1940 Kirishima mint, lottery souvenir sheets mint
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never hinged beginning in 1951, Himeji castle 14y sheet of
1 mint, etc, etc, through to the back of book with a useful
range of Post Offices in Korea and China, etc. An important
and unusual collection, particularly the in-depth 19th century specialised material, includes a few useful reference
items, please inspect.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3480 HH
Japan, definitive issue plus coils, 1952-1968,
total of 18 plus 2 coils, fresh, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 2,000
3481 (H)
Korea (South), selection of 16 presentation
sheets, composed of 1954 Industrial Reconstruction Series, 200w Pagoda Park on laid paper, 1955 Rotary International, National Athletic Games, 10th Anniversary of UN,
1956 Olympic Games plus the scarce 1950 Unification of
National Land and Scott 285a no gum. Couple of stray stain
spot otherwise fresh and Very Fine, viewing invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3482 H
Latvia, virtually complete to 1940 including
strong Russian Occupation, highly attractive collection of
tip-top quality mint stamps, virtually all one of a kind and
housed in a stockbook, appearing to have nearly every
Scott listing present excepting a few 1920s imperf between
pairs. There is one very pleasant exception to the mint material which is a registered cover to Germany with franking
of six 1931 airpost semi-postal triangulars (#CB4 x3, CB5
x3) with the red Berlin airplane cancel. The mint includes
the 1919 liberation of Riga pelure papers complete
(#49/51), the 1921 surcharges complete (#95/99), the
1921/22 definitives complete inc. top two values mint never
hinged (#111/112), the 1923/25s complete (#113/131),
1927/33s complete (#135/154), etc, etc. through to the
back of the book with all the semi-postals to the 1938/39
mint never hinged souvenir sheets (#B1/B97) and excellent
airposts/airpost semi-postals again complete, inc.
Latvija-Afrika 1933 overprints all signed and only the 100s
on 25s hinged (#C9/C13) and many with perf and imperf
versions inc. 1931 overprints in imperf pairs
(#CB3a/CB5a), 1933 Aviators Tombs, swastika
triangulars, and Flying Machines all complete both perf and
imperf (#CB14/CB24, CB14a/CB24a). Also an exceptional
range of the Russian occupations with lots of signatures
inc. complete circular overprints with both the key 10k blues
each signed twice (#2N1/2N22) and the 'rays' types also
complete including two each of the top two values again
mostly signed (#2N23/2N36), as well as the scarce inverted
overprints 70k on 15k (#2N27a) and 2r on 50k (#2N31a)
both mint never hinged etc. A wonderful and comprehensive collector's collection with hardly a fault to be seen. An
opportunity for the collector looking for virtually complete
mint Latvia, accompanied by excellent Russian
Occupation.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3483 HH
Liechtenstein, massive holding, 1970s1990s, of the issues including singles, blocks, and full
sheets, all in complete sets, this is a massive premier holding and would catalog well into six figures and would provide a substantial return for retail sale, a quick peek will
reveal the beauty of this lot, o.g., never hinged, fresh and
Very Fine.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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3484 Hm
Liechtenstein, extensive collection mint &
used, hundreds of Mint NH and used stamps in three volumes, better mint includes B1-13, C1-8, C9-16, C26a, O1-8
with certificate, O3 10½ perf with certificate, O9-10 with certificate, Franchise labels complete with certificate, better
used include 86-89 with certificate, 104-107, 114, 115 S/S
used & mint NH, 130-131, airmails complete with certificates, semi-postals complete with certificates, Austrian and
Switzerland stamps with Liechtenstein cancels, this collection would be difficult to duplicate in today's market,
inspection is a must, F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3485 HH
Liechtenstein, high quality assortment,
1912-70, never hinged, housed in stockbook and virtually
complete for the period, better include 1912 Prince Johan
sets (Scott 1-3 & 1a-3a, latter set acompanied with 2001
Marxer Certificate), 1917-18 Issue in blocks of four (4-9),
1921 Views 2rp to 1fr (54-69, accompanied with 2000
Marxer Certificate), 1924-28 Peasant & Government Palace (74-80), 1928 Prince Johan (82-89, accompanied with
2000 Marxer Certificate), 1930 Views (3rp, 20rp, 25rp,
30rp, 1.20fr & 2fr perforated 10-1/2, 5rp, 10rp, 60rp, 90rp &
1.50fr perforated 11-1/2, 35rp, 40rp & 50rp perforated
11-1/2 x 10-1/2, accompanied with 2006 Certificate), 1934
Agricultural Exhibition Sheet (115), 1934-35 Views 3rp to
5fr (116-31), 1925-28 semi-postal sets (B1-10), 1930 Airmail set (C1-6), 1931 & 1936 Zeppelin sets (C7-8 &
C15-16). Condition Extremely Fine. Certainly a splendid
holding that deserves your attention and a spirited bid! o.g.,
never hinged.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3486 HH
Liechtenstein, year set and sheet stock,
composed of year sets, no souvenir sheets, 1939(10),
1940(4), 1941(7), 1942(12), 1943(6), 1944(5), 1945(7),
1946(7), 1947(8), 1949(6), 1950(10), 1951(5), 1953(11),
1955(7), 1956(12), 1954(9), 1957(7), 1959(12), 1961(42),
1962(19), 1963(46), 1964(20), 1965(57), 1966(224), plus
souvenir sheet Scott 218 and sheets 557, 660-62, 674,
650-53, 729-32, 733-34, 735-36, 737-39, 740-43,
744-46747-50, 751-53, 754-55, 756-58, 759-61, 762-65,
766, 767-68, 779-80, 817-19, 848, and 864. Nice fresh lot,
Very Fine og, NH.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3487 H
Liechtenstein, mint selection, 1912-97, about
1,000 stamps neatly arranged in stock book, starting with
1912 & 1915 Johann II Issues (1-3 & 1a-3a), followed by
other better sets or singles such as 1928 Prince Johann II
(82-89), 1930 Liechtenstein Views (94-107), 1925-32
Semi-Postals (B1-13), 1930 Airmail Issue (C1-6), 1931 &
1936 Zepellin Issues (C7-8 & C15-16), 1932-33 Officials
(O1-10), plus fifteen souvenir sheets. High degree of completion in the 1952-97 period, and including a good amount
of never hinged material. Mostly fresh & Very Fine. A useful
group that certainly deserves your attention. Owner's catalogue value $6,950.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3488 m)
Liechtenstein, used collection, 1920-63,
mounted neatly in two Biella albums, better include 1921
(Scott 54-64 & 66-69), 1931 two zeppelin covers (C7-8, including one with 1fr pair, other with 2fr), 1938 two Zurich-Stockholm first-flight covers, plus many other issues,
souvenir sheets & first day covers. Condition Very Fine. Excellent lot to be integrated into a larger collection, viewing
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recommended in order to appreciate the opportunity afforded here. Owner's catalogue value $6,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3489 Hm
Liechtenstein, used collection, 1912-1985,
used collection in album, better used unless noted includes
55-69, 58a with certificate, 82-93, 105, 108-110 mint, 259a,
260a, 264, C15-16, an excellent start on this popular country, please inspect, F.-V.F., Scott $8,900 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3490 m
Liechtenstein, used collection, 1912-2000,
useful used collection of several hundred stamps, better includes 11-113, 116-125, 152, 157-159, 160-165, 171,
please review, F.-V.F., Scott $3,500 (Owner's).
Estimate $400 - 600
3491 H
Liechtenstein, maximum cards 1979-1985,
several thousand maximum cards, in original envelopes,
huge retail, please inspect, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3492 Hm
Luxembourg, starter collection, 1852-1940s,
about 150 mostly used stamps in album pages, including
#1-2, 4-5, 10, 14, 59 & some useful reference material,
mixed condition but overall Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3493 m
Mexico, highly specialised stamps and
postal history collection of 19th century bisects, specifically for the time period 1861 through 1898, this is a wonderful bisect collection of stamps and postal history housed
on album leaves and written up with scarce 19thcentury bisects, mostly on cover. There is a quadrisect 1861 8r black
on brown imperf Hidalgo on piece postmarked in Lagos (accompanied by mint 8r for comparison). Then the 1861
quatro reales red and yellow bisect combined with the exceptionally scarce perf 1864 2r blue postmarked probably
in Paso Paternoster on substantial part of cover, a very rare
authentic item. Also seen a pair of covers, both to the same
addressee with 1887 20c scarlet numeral bisects canceled
in blue, plus a good range of the 1895/98 'mail trian' issues
including an important 2c scarlet bisect on front of Supreme
Court circular, 2x 10c bisects on cover, one with eagle
handstamp of Tijuana customs house, etc. Most of the
items will be very difficult to find again, offered intact as
received.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3494 Hm
Mexico,
mostly
used
collection,
1850s-1980s, mounted in Scott album & loose pages,
better (used unless noted) include a smattering representation of XIX Century issues, followed by some better XX Century issues such as 1914 Sonora Issues (401-04 & 405-09
unused), 1914 "Gobierno Constitucionalista" (423-32 mint
& 433 used), 1914 "Gobierno Constitucionalista" (434-38
mint), 1915 "Carranza" Issue (496-99 mint), 1940 United
Nations set (813-18), 1956 souvenir sheet (896a), 1922 airmail (C1 mint), 1932 Airmail overprints (C40-44 mint) &
1956 Airmail souvenir sheet (C234a), plus some officials,
postal tax & revenues. condition slightly mixed but mostly
F-VF. Inspection recommended.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3495 Hm
Mexico,
collection
&
accumulation,
1930s-70s, mostly Never Hinged, singles, blocks, sets &
many complete sheets issued in the 1960s, better noted include 1938 Congress (C85-90), 1942 Astrophysics
(C123-25),1956 souvenir sheet (C234a) & several high values of the Archaeology & Architecture Issues. Condition is
VF. Please inspect.
Estimate $200 - 300
3496 HH/H
Monaco, selection of imperfs, 1921-65, about
120 mostly different, fairly complete in the 1946-52 period;
includes 5fr #47 (no gum), 209-261, B76-84, C21-29 and
CB7-10; all with large margins (the majority with sheet margins), o.g., LH with some NH, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

3501 Hm
Netherlands, mint & used collection, comprising material issued in the 1852-1995 period, and
mounted on album pages, better used include 1852 William
III imperforate set (1-3), 1864 William III perforated set
(4-6), 1867 William III 25c & 50c (11-12), 1870 Coat of Arms
2½c (22), 1872 William III 2g50c (33), better mint include
1928 semi-postal set (B25-32), 1932 semi-postal set
(B54-57), plus a representation of Curacao (Netherlands
Antilles) material. The collection also includes a Belgium
section to 1990s, starting with some early stamps such as
1851-54 Leopold I 80c (Scott 8) & 1861 Leopold I 40c (12),
condition slightly mixed on some but overall F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750

3497 HH
Monaco, booklet stock, 1990's, composed of
3 different booklets, most unfolded, Scott 1871a(96),
1879a(89) and 1975a(8) plus 3 different souvenir sheets
1852(6), 1853(6) and 1863(6). Good topical material, Very
Fine og, NH, useful lot.
Estimate $200 - 300

3502 Hm
Netherlands Colonies and Indonesia, two album collection, with a number of better areas represented
including Curacao and Surinam both with usefull earlies
and a decent showing of Indonesia although a bit mixed up
with stock cards and approval pages tossed into the album.
Overall clean and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750

3498 Hm
Mongolia, mostly never hinged collection,
1926-78, presented in three nice Lindner hingeless albums,
and including many topical sets, souvenir sheets & some
covers. Better (mint or never hinged unless noted) include
1926-29 1m to 5t (Scott 32-44), 1932 set (62-74), 1951 Independence high values (101-03), 1953 Karloin Anniversary 30m to 5t (109-15), 1959 set (174-78), and from there
virtually complete for the period. Also as a bonus there is a
small stock book with sets & souvenir sheets from the
1980s. A lovely lot mostly crisp and in Very Fine condition.
Excellent for continuation.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3503 S
Nicaragua, extensive American Banknote
Company Specimen Archive hoard, comprised of hundreds of stamps, nearly all in blocks or strips, fairly well duplicated, with bulk of coverage in the 1914 pictorial issue
(Scott 349/360) in issued or unissued colors, all punched
with "specimen" overprints. Also included are some 1900
postage dues and revenue issues, were talking good quantities her, many with tape affixed and mostly with small fault
F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $400 - 600

3499 Hm
Mongolia, mint & used collection,
1920s-80s, many singles, sets & souvenir sheets mounted
on album pages, we noted some better mint such as 1926
$5 with violet handstamp (Scott 23), $5 with black
handstamp (23a), 1932 (71-74) and a fair amount of topical
issues, including animals, sports & space exploration. Also
there is a useful representation from Tannu Touva, including #1-10, 11-14, 25-28 & 29-34, some stamps are in mixed
condition but overall F-VF. Worth inspecting.
Estimate $500 - 750
3500 Hm
Montenegro, WWII German and Italian occupations collection, an attractive collection of mostly mint
stamps, housed on Lindner hingeless pages, starting with
the Italian occupation including 1942 'Lire' surcharges on
King Peter issues with the key 1.50d red mint never hinged
(Sassone #41), followed by the German occupation red
cross issues of 1944 complete mint never hinged
(Sa.#S.29) with an additional series mint and the airpost top
value also used. Then the issues for the independent republic of Montenegro within Yugoslavia with the March
1945 Cyrillic overprints for Cetinje complete mint never
hinged including the scarce postage dues pair, both signed
and in tip-top quality (Michel #1, #2, €700). An excellent collection including some of the most elusive issues of this
increasingly popular area, please inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3504 Hm
Norway,
comprehensive
collection,
1855-1999, mostly used and mounted in Scott three-ring album, better (used unless noted) include 1855 4s (Scott 1
with clear to ample margins), 1856-57 King Oscar I (2-5),
1863-66 Coat of Arms (6-9 & 10 mint), 1867-68 Coat of
Arms set (11-15), 1872-75 Numerals set (26-21), 1877-78
Issue (22-34), followed by other numeral issues, then by
1905 Surcharges (59-61), 1907-18 King Haakon Issues
(64-73), and from there virtually compete to 1999. We also
noticed Scott 218 with Oslo circular datestamp, and accompanied with 2003 Nielsen Certificate, nice semi-postal section, and including airmails, postage dues & officials.
Condition is mostly F-VF. Truly an opportunity not to let
escape.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3505 Hm
Norway, mostly used grouping, 1855-1934
(1//161), composed of 85 stamps, better used include, #1,
2, 3, 8, 10, 11-15, 16-19, 22-26, 29-32, 41-45, better mint include #33, 47a, 49a, 50a, 51a, 54a, 56a & 57a, and B5-8
semi-postals never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,800.
Estimate $300 - 400
3506 H
Poland, mint collection, 1860-1972, neat and
attractive mint collection, better includes #1, 27-29, 295,
S/S 314, 315, 316, 539, sparcely filled, excellent beginner
collecton to build upon, please inspect, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3507 Hm
Portugal & Colonies collection, presented in
four Scott albums, first two containing Portugal sets,
part-sets & singles, and including some better such as 1867
King Luiz (Scott 23 unused & 24 used), 1940 Sir Rowlnad
Hill (595-602), other two with material from Angola, Angra,
Azores, Cape Verde, Funchal, Horta, Inhambane, Lorenco
Marques, Macao, Portuguese India & Timor. Value concentrated in the Angola section (1870s-1990s), including
several better mint sets such as 1898-1903 King Carlos
(38-60), 1914 Surcharges (172-80), 1913 Surcharges
(184-207), 1925 Ceres 10e & 20e (157-58), 1932-46 Ceres
(243-62), 1938 Vasco da Gama (274-91), 1938 Marble Column (292-94), 1949 Views (319-24), followed by several
useful sets in the $20 to $50 range, plus some airmails, including 1939 World's Fair overprint (Sanabria 11) &
1904-52 virtually complete section of postage dues. Condition slightly mixed on some but majority are F-VF. A nice
clean collection that can be used as basis for further expansion or broken down by an internet seller.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3508 HH
Romania, a hoard of early 20th century material, an attractive holding of well over 1000 pristine mint
never hinged stamps, plus a few used on the earlier issues,
all pre-1943 with virtually everything in complete series. Includes (mint never hinged unless otherwise stated) 1931
Army Centenary complete (#389/395), 1937 Marin/Mota
souvenir sheet (#B148), 1928 airposts with both watermarks complete mint never hinged and used x2 (#C1/C6),
1931 airposts complete x4 (#C17/C21), 1932 Scout Jamboree complete used x2 (#B31/B36), 1934 Scout Jamboree o/postal stationery complete used (#B44/B49), 1935
scouts complete (#B50/B54), 1938 King Carol I accession
complete x9 inc. corner blocks of four (#B83/B93), etc, etc.
Very comprehensive for the period and with tip-top quality
throughout, this is an opportunity for the collector or dealer
of this increasingly popular country.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3509 Hm
Romania, lovely clean collection to 1928,
mint or used on album leaves and very well filled from 1866
on with dozens of highlights like Scott mint 30-31, 33, 36b,
37, 43, 50-51, 87, 92, 117-31 (few low values used),
144-45, 158-72 (mixed sets), 176-85, 196-205, 207-16,
230-39, 329-35, B1-12 (B1 used), B13-25, etc. Used highlights show 36, 38, 40-42, 45, 47, 60-65, 94-100 and lots
more. Fresh and generally F-VF, a lovely old-time lot.
Estimate $300 - 400
3510 H
Romania, lovely comprehensive 1919 First
and Second Transylvania Occupation Issues complete, attractive, all mint old-time collection on album
pages, including 5N1-5NP1 and 6N1-6NP1 complete.
Fresh and F-VF, nice lot.
Estimate $200 - 300
3511 Hm
Russia, mint & used collection to 1999, thousands of stamps housed in five volumes, and with value
concentrated in the XX Century, better used include 1933
70k on 35k (488), 1933 Airmail sets (C40-49), 1934 Airships (C53-57), 1935 Subway (551-54), 1935 Spartacist
Games (559-68), 1938 set (666-77), 1948 Transportation
(1261-64), better mint include 1925 Anniversary of Revolution (336-41), 1931 Graf Zeppelin & Icebreaker perforated
set (C30-33), 1937 sheet of four (C75a), 1938 Sports
(703-05), 1945-46 (992A-1001), 1946 sheet of four
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(1080a). We also noted some Russia Civil War stamps,
Post Offices in China & Levant, plus a good representation
of Soviet Socialist Republics & Ukraine. Condition appears
F-VF throughout with much of the modern material being
never hinged. Viewing suggested for full appreciation of the
opportunity afforded here.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3512 H
Russia, a marvelous stockbook of esoteric
Imperial material, An extensive and quite remarkable selection of over 1,600 items neatly assembled and occasionally lightly duplicated in a stockbook. Included within are
many scarce and elegantly produced charity labels,
cinderellas, revenues, early Soviet Union dues, cards, early
airmail labels and much, much more. A wonderful group for
the specialist, not easily duplicated, F-VF, examine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3513 Hm)
Russia and Republics, fascinating and valuable large carton accumulation, A wonderful, diverse and
interesting accumulation, absolutely brimming with better
sections, including separate, substantial stockbook selections of Armenia and Georgia, each with better used, multiples etc, a one volume Ukrainian Trident collection, with
multiples, a wonderful one volume collection of imperial
Russian postal history, including a great diversity of usages, parcel posts, etc, a stockbook full of 1930's and on
souvenir sheets, an old-time sheet file with high quality Imperial era sheets, many in sheets of 100 (four blocks of 25
each) and much, much more. Wonderful old horde, F-VF,
inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3514 Hm
Russian Area, mostly used collection,
mounted in a thick and well-filled Scott album, with value
concentrated in the Russia & Soviet Union sections, we
noted the following better (used unless noted) 1865 Coat of
Arms (12-18), 1923 100r mint block of nine with center
stamp showing the cliche of the 70r, 1933 Peoples
(489-509), 1934 Anti-War Propaganda (546-50), 1935
Spartacist Games (559-68), 1938 Airships (678-86) & 1933
Airmails (C45-49). Also a representation from Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Far Eastern Republic, Georgia, Offices in
China & Turkey. We also noticed Mongolia 1932 (1-13 mint)
& Tannu Tuva 1927 Issue (15-28 mint) & 1932 Surcharges
(29-34 mint), some mixed condition among early issues but
overall F-VF. An opportunity not to be missed, offered intact
as received from consignor.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3515 Hm)
Russia and Republics, extensive property
complete as received, loaded with various interesting sections, including a nice cover binder filled with early Imperial
postal stationery and covers, stampless covers etc, a large
old mint sheet file packed with primarily Imperial Russia
blocks, sheets and part sheets, plus some Soviet period issues etc. We also note album pages, stockcards, a one
binder collection of Georgia, including some covers, documents, good surcharge issues, unusual used combinations
on piece, early Red Cross labels and much, much more. Diverse property housed in a good size carton, F-VF,
inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3516 Hm
Russia, massive well organized stock of
thousands, mint or used between Scott 19//5873, with the
great majority of items offered in quantities between 10-20
of each, including semi-postals, airs, miniature sheets and
a small but useful section of Republics. Everything is well
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organized and identified in Scott numbered glassines, with
a complete inventory included, fresh and F-VF, with a current Scott catalog in excess of $16,800, well worth a
through inspection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3517 HH
Russia, former Soviet Socialist Republics
collection, mostly never hinged and mounted in a
well-filled Scott album. The collection starts with a smattering of stamps from the short-lived, post World War I entities
(Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan & Transcaucasian Federated Republics), followed by 1992 stamps issued just before the Union of Socialist Republics broke up into fifteen
independent states. Then the collections presents a large
amount of 1992-95 stamps & souvenir sheets issued by
Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan,
Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan (Central Asian Republics), Ukraine,
Moldova, Belarus (Wetern Republics), Armenia,
Azerbaijan & Georgia (Caucasian Republics), and Latvia,
Lithuania & Estonia (Baltic Republics). We also noticed
several picture postcards and first day covers. Condition is
Very Fine. Nice assemblage and probably as
comprehesive as any in the United States. Offered intact as
received from consignor.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3518 Hm
Russia, dealer's stock, mostly mint, an
mounted in three-ring binder, we noticed many better (used
unless noted) stamps such as 1858 10k (Scott 2), 1858-64
1k (5-9), 1865 1k to 30k (12-15 & 17-18), 1866-70 1k to 30k
(19-25, including 20d V's in groundwork), followed by
1875-82 & 1883-86 Arms issues, and then by 1889-92 Imperial Eagle and Post Horn with thunderbolts issue, including 7r (54), 1909-12 Issue mostly mint (73-87), 1913
Romanov Issue complete (88-104 mint), 1917 10r (131-35
mint, including extra 133-35). The lot also contains Siberia
(1-10 mint), Armenia 1919 group of twelve mint stamps, including several signed Lissiuk, Azerbaijan (1-8 & 10 unused), plus Georgia, Ukraine, Offices in China, Army of the
North & Army of the Northwest stamps. Condition mostly
F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3519 Hm
Russia, substantial mostly used collection
to 1990s, composed of thousands, the collection commences with a good range of early Arms such as #9-10, and
also including some examples from Offices in Turkey, other
better noted include 1935 Moscow Subway complete
(#551-54), 1938 Views (#666-77), 1938 Sports (#688-705),
1947 Buildings (#1132-46), and many other sets in the
modest range, some semi-postals & airmails, plus five covers & picture postcard, condition tends to run F-VF throughout, viewing suggested for full appreciation.
Estimate $500 - 750
3520 Hm)
Russia, collection, 1913-1980, excellent collection of this popular country, with two albums of FDC's
from the 1960's and 70's, then five albums with duplicate
collections, scattered early with much of the value in the
60's and 70's, perfect for the internet dealer please inspect,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. Estimate
$400 - 600
3521 HH
Russia, selection of mint sets, 1938-1970s,
17 sets with value mainly in the 1940s, highlights include
640-42, 687-92, 718-20, 772-75 (2), 789-92 & 845-49; all
clean, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3522 HH
Russia, mint NH assortment, 1970s/90s, five
stock books with NH sets, singles, S/S, etc. and loaded with
colorful topicals as animals, space, sports, art, etc., few duplicates and incl multiples or mini-sheets, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3523 Hm
Russia, Imperial to Early Soviet Period
postal stationery, beautiful high quality collection,
comprised of over 150 items, mint or used housed in one
cover binder. We note a nice range of the scarce, early mint
Imperial entires, plus lettercards, a sizeable group of the
scarce and popular early propaganda cards, Offices
abroad and much more. Clean group as a rule, with many
better items, generally F-VF, lots better, a lovely lot.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3524 H
Ryukyus, useful selection of blocks, composed of blocks of 20 of Scott 10-12, imprint blocks of 20 of
8 & 13, bottom margin imprint block of 40 of 9, blocks of 10
of C9-13 as well as 6 sets of 195a-99a. Nice clean never
hinged group, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3525 HH/H
Ryukyus, mint collection, 1948-65, of over
130 different stamps and souvenir sheets mounted neatly
on stock pages including better like never hinged Scott 18
and C1-3. Nice clean collection, overall F-VF og, majority
NH, examine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3526 Hm
Slovenia and Ljubljana under Italian occupation, an important errors and postal history collection,
collection of mint and used stamps virtually all one of a kind,
housed on Lindner hingeless album pages. Almost everything here is unusual, including lots of errors on the overprints. We note a registered cover bearing the complete
Co.Ci. overprints on wreathed King Peter types to 30d rose
lilac, signed, then the collection concentrates on the 'R.
Commissariato Civile Territori Sloveni occupati' overprints
including the June 1941 surcharge errors including new
value 0.50d inverted on mint never hinged block of four
(Sassone #39a, €240 as hinged singles) and the 1d invert
also mint never hinged (Sa.#40a, €120 for hinged), etc,
then airposts including May 1941 1.50+1.50 on 20d green
mint never hinged block of four with one stamp missing 'i' in
'Sloveni' (Sa.#37c). However the best must be the postage
dues which include thin characters complete mint and all
signed with the 2d blue signed twice including Diena, plus
the 1d red invert mint (Sassone #12c, €120) and the 2d blue
with overprint shifted to left mint never hinged (Sa.#13d,
€180), then the thick characters types with an excellent
range of errors including the broken 'C' in 'Civile' on the 5
values mint and each signed twice (Sa.#6o/10o, €300),
plus an attractive duo of top margin pairs with the broken 'C'
se-tenant with normal on the 50p violet and 10d brown, as
well as the broken 'R' on key 5d orange mint never hinged
(Sa.#9n, €200 for hinged). There is also a fabulous mint
never hinged block of four 1d rose carmine showing inverted overprints (Sa.#7b, €880 for hinged singles). The
postage dues continue on money order postal stationery
forms, with several different frankings of the Commissariato
and Co.Ci. overprints, the latter including overprint shifted
down on 1d variety not mentioned in Sassone, etc. A highly
recommended viewing.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3527 Hm
Spain, mostly used collection and stock,
1850-1970, mounted in Minkus album and lighthouse stock
pages, better used include 1850 6c black (Scott 1, thirteen
singles), 1851 6c black (Scott 6, twelve singles), 1852 6c
rose (Scott 12 twelve singles), 1853 (Scott 19 ten singles),
better mint include 1930 Goya regular set (Scott 386-402
x3), also as a bonus modern sets from Cape Juby, Spanish
Sahara, Ifni, Spanish Morocco & Spanish Guinea, usual
mixed condition among early material but mostly Fine. Inspection advised.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3528 Hm
Spain, mint & used dealer stock, 1855-1989
(36//2605), thousands of stamps in five stock books, 1907
Madrid Exposition 10c, 15c, 25c, 50c & 1p (Edifil SR1-5),
1928 Catacombs singles, 1930 Goya regular issue, and
large amount of singles & sets in the modest range, stock
book with mint stamps from Spanish Guinea, Spanish Morocco, Tangier, Spanish Sahara, Spanish West Africa, Ifni,
Rio Muni & Fernando Poo, condition F-VF. Recommended
for dealer, viewing is suggested for full appreciation.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3529 Hm
Spain & Colonies, collection, 1850s-1960s,
presented in one album, including mint & used singles, sets
& part-sets, also including a good representation from Offices in Morocco, Spanish Guinea, Spanish Sahara, Andorra, Ifni, Puerto Rico & Rio Muni. Condition slightly mixed
among the earlier issues, otherwise F-VF. Please view.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
3530 m
Sweden, a perfectionist's used collection,
with several hundred stamps from 1855 to 1940s, housed
on KaBE hingeless album pages with very few empty
spaces and many attractive postmarks especially on the
19th century issues. The collection starts with classics including 4 skilling banco, 8 skilling banco with cds and manuscript cancels, the 1sk/3o black local city postage issue
used (#LX1), followed by the 1858 ore issues complete
used including a delightful example of the 9o violet, particularly well-centered and with light cds postmark. Then the
1866 17o red violet used with superb Uddevalla cds cancel
- another beauty, the numerals with both perf types series
complete to the 1 riksdaler with the scarce 1rd perf 13 postmarked Karlshamn and the 1rd perf 14 with superb Bollnas
cds. Then virtually everything else complete including
1886/91 numerals, all the semi-postal surcharges of 1916
including 10o+4.90k on 5k post office and 10o+90o on 1kr
bi-color numeral, the 1920s/30s lion, crown and posthorn,
Gustaf etc. coil stamp issues highly specialised and without
empty spaces including the best two issues the 1921 5o red
brown perf 13 vertically and the 60o red violet perf 10 vertically, through to the 1924 UPU King Gustav V and carrier pigeon series complete to 5k blues, etc. An immaculate used
collection, seldom seen in this quality.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3531 Hm
Switzerland, collection, 1843-1945, lovely
specialized collection neatly mounted on quadrille pages in
a Lighthouse album, great strength throughout including
Cantonals, among the scores of premium we note Used
1L2-5 (each with certificate), 2L2-4 (each with certificate),
2L6 (cert.), 2L3L1 (cert.), 1 (cert.), 2, 3, 5, 8 pair (cert.) +
good run of shades, 9 strip of 4 (traces of frameline, cert.),
11 (2), 12 (4), 13, 14, 18, 30-31, 35 (cert.), 42, etc., plus specialized 1900 UPU issues, 1945 PAX used and NH, etc.,
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duplication with multiples, shades and minor varieties,
standing Helvetia proofs, much more, generally Very Fine
an impressive collection with close inspection highly
recommended.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3532 Hm)
Switzerland, highly diverse collection,
1843-1963, a intriguing collection in six albums with hundreds of stamps mint, used and on first day, first flight and
commercial covers, better used includes Basel Dove 3L1
with certificate, Cantons 1L2, 2L2, 2L3, 2L6, nineteen Federal Administrations, excellent run of Rappens, Seated &
Standing Helvetias, 226 S/S, B116 on cover, mint includes
B80 block of four sheets NH(x2), B105 NH, B119a on commercial & FDC, airmails appear complete from C3, with
blocks of six of mint C6 & C7, various flight covers, and Officials mint, used and on cover, a collection that has all the
unusual items an advanced collector could hope for, please
leave sufficient time for inspection, F.-V.F., Scott $75,000
(Owner's).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3533 HHHm Switzerland, collection mint & used,
1843-1961, collection starts with 1L4, 2L2 with certificate,
2L3 with certificate, 2L4, 2L6 & 2L7, then excellent Rayons,
Rappens, Seated and Standing Helvetias mint and used,
91 with certificate, block of 25 mint NH #98, Pax issue used,
a wonderful opportunity for the retail dealer, please inspect,
F.-V.F., Scott $60,000 (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3534 Hm
Switzerland, mint & used collection,
1843-1990s, mounted in three albums, and including two
extra stockbooks with several valuable & useful duplicates,
opening with Zurich 1843 6r (Scott 1L4 used), Geneva 5c
(2L2 used), Federal Administration 1850 2-1/2r (Scott 2 unused, no gum), 1851 5r Rayon I (9 used), 1852 15r Rayon III
(12 used), followed by a page with 5r Rayon I in two distinctive colors, plus some 10r Rayon II stamps, folded printed
matter with 5r & 10r cancelled and tied by "P.D." markings,
then by 1850s-60s Strubel Issues, including Munich & Bern
printings, 1862-81 Seated Helvetia Issues, 1882-99 Numerals & 1882-1902 Standing Helvetia Issues. The XX
Century section including many duplicates and many better
items such as 1914-30 Mythen, Rutli & Jungfrau (181-85),
1915 10c Girl (B3 block of 8 & block of 12 mint with several
never hinged) 1934 NABA sheet (226 used), 1940 Fete Day
sheet (B105 mint), 1945 Pax Issue (293-305 mint), 1951
Lunaba sheet (B206 used), 1919-20 First Airmails (C1-2
used), 1953 Butterfly & beetle sheets of 24 (B229a x2, one
mint, other used), plus a nice representation of officials &
postage dues. One stockbook containing several better
items such as 1934 NABA sheets (226 x3, including one
never hinged, other two mint), 1940 Fete Day sheets (B105
x2, one mint, other never hinged), 1951 Lunaba sheets
(B206 x2, one never hinged, other used), some faults
among early material but generally F-VF. Be sure to
reserve enough time to inspect carefully.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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3535 Hm
Switzerland, outstanding five volume collection, 1843-1998, carefully assembled in a pristine,
matched set of Safe-Dual hingeless albums. Includes a
lovely section of the scarce Cantonal Administration issues
such as 1L1 92 used), 1L2 unused, 2L2-4, 2L6 cover, 2L7, a
nice Basel Dove 3L1, Federal Administration 1, 7, 8, 12-13
etc. From that point, many nice imperf Seated helvetias are
present, highlighted by a fresh, unused example of #23Ea
(SBK) unused, repaired with 2007 Hermann SBVB certificate, #31a, mint with shallow thinning, from the 1862-1864
Seated helvetia's on, the collection runs substantially
completeincluding nice mint Standing Helvetias, 181-85
mint, a used PAX set, strong semi-postals, good airmails,
beginning with C1-2 mint, plus C2 used and C1 used on
cover, miniature sheets such as used 226, B80, B105,
B143, B206, etc. Condition ranges on some, mostly earlier
issues, with classic rarities often signed or marked repaired, still a lovely, highly attractive collection, with a Scott
catalog value exceeding $115,000, well worth a trough
inspectiion.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3536 Hm
Switzerland, mostly used collection,
1843-1970, including reference material, in Ka-Be album
& Minkus binder, starting with Basel, Geneva & Zurich reprints, followed by 1850 5r & 10r used stamps (Scott 7-8
x2), 1852 15r vermilion (Scott 12), 1854-62 Helvetia imperforate issues (5r, 10r, 15r, 40r & 1fr), then by 1862-81 Helvetia perforated issues, 1882-99 Numerals up to 15c,
1889-1904 Helvetia issues (1fr claret, 1fr carmine & 3fr yellow brown), we also noticed a nice section of semi-postals,
including B116 souvenir sheet used, and some airmails,
plus binder & album pages with duplicated sets & singles in
the modest range, condition is a little mixed on some but
most are F-VF. Please take time for a through viewing.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3537 Hm
Switzerland, collection 1843-1960, accumulation of thousands with heavy duplication, better includes
#8 strip of three used, with several Federated Administration issues, excellent Rappens, Seated & Standing
Helvetias, #305 mint, hundreds of mint and used blocks,
useful lot for the retail dealer, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3538 m
Switzerland, comprehensive used collection, 1845-2003, wonderful used collection, starts with 2L2
with certificate, 2L6, excellent Federal Administration issues, several with certificates, excellent run of Rappens
with several certificates, Seated & Standing Helvetias, Tells
and Sons of Tell, 226, Pax set used and on first day
cancelled sheet, and appears complete thereafter with several first day cancels, material is fresh and clean, a collection for the most fastidious collector, F.-V.F., Scott $39,500
(Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3539 m
Switzerland,
stockbook,
1845-1925,
stockbook loaded with better or interesting material, some
in useful quantities, better includes 2L2, 5, 8, 10, very attractive Strubels, an attractive collection with much of interest, owner's catalog value $5,000.00, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3540 HHHm Switzerland, outstanding used collection,
1846-1962, delightful collection in two albums, begins with
1L4 Canton, then 2, 8, 11, 12, excellent Rappens, Seated
Helvetias, Standing Helvetias, and Tells, 226, 244-246 singles and strips of three, 293-305, B1-B11, B80, B89, B116,
C2-15, airmails then complete to 1943, J1-9, then an excellent representation of postage dues, wonderful officials,
enough fresh used material to please the most demanding
collector, please inspect, F.-V.F., Scott $20,600.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3541 HHHm Switzerland, superb collection, 1850-1986,
collection of unusual depth & breadth, used starts with 5
with certificate, 7 with certificate, then several Federal Administration issues, excellent Rappens, Seated & Standing
Helvetias, Tells and Tell's Son, Pax issue complete, then
appears complete to 1986, useful postage dues and officials, several pages of tete-beches, then mint & used
semi-postals in stockbook, with better including three B105
with NH, mint and used examples, three B119 NH, mint &
used, please set aside time to investigate, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3542 Hm
Switzerland, collection & accumulation,
1850 to 20th century, mint & used, housed in Schaubek album & five stockbooks with duplication, collection starts
with 1850-52 Rayon Issues 5r, 10r & 15r in used condition,
followed by 1854-62 Strubel used stamps, including 40r yellow-green & 1fr violet-grey, 1905 Helvetia 1fr & 3fr (110a &
111 mint), 1914-18 Views (181-85), 1915-26 (B1-40 mint),
1919-20 Airmail (C1-2), 1923-25 Airmails (C3-12 mint),
1929-30 Airmails (C13-15 mint), plus some souvenir sheets
& officials. Accumulation arranged in five stockbooks, including two with mint & used in parallel (substantial catalogue value in the semi-postal section), overall condition
F-VF. Profitable opportunity for dealer, so act now!.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3543 Hm
Switzerland, mint & used collection,
1850-1957, mounted in a Safe hingeless album, with most
of the XX Century issues mint and lightly hinged, while most
of the XIX Century issues are used. The collection begins
with the Rayon Issue (Scott 7-8, 10 & 12), followed by
1854-57 Helvetia issues (26, 27, 29, 35-40). The seated
Helvetia stamps in the 1862-81 period, are represented by
eighteen used stamps, as well as a mint set of the 1881 Issue. There are four values of the scarce white paper issue
of 1882 (78-81) & two of the scarce perforation 9.5 Helvetia
stamps of 1888 (90 & 93). The various definitive issues of
1907-33 are mostly mint, but the high value "Mountains"
definitives of this period are used. We also noticed the 1945
Pax Issue and a highly complete section of semi-postals.
Better souvenir sheets include 1934 Naba sheet with small
thin in top margin, 1940 National Fete Day, 1941 War &
Winter Relief (B116 never hinged), 1945 Lifeboat making
rescue (B143) & 1951 Lunaba (B206). Also good representation of airmails & postage dues. Condition mostly F-VF. A
"hefty" collection offered intact and with a catalogue value
of approximately $11,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3544 Hm)
Switzerland, dealer's stock, 1850-1968, a few
hundred mint and used stamps, with much duplication
and/or mint and used running concurrently, starts with
Rayons used #8, 10 & 12, used Rappens include #16, 24
pair, 29(x2), 37-39, used Seated Helvetias include 46, 54,
Standing Helvetias include 84 mint, 90 mint, 200-203 mint
NH, 210-215 mint NH, 247-249 mint NH, 352 mint NH,
semi-postals mint unless noted include B1-B40, B80 NH,
B116 NH, B119, B130-B132 NH, B143, B144, B178 NH,
B206 NH and B229a NH, airmails mint unless noted include
C1-2, C3-12, C15, C13a-15a, semi officials Sanabria S1
and Zumstein I, then finishes with useful postage dues, officials and postal history, a lot worthy of close scrutiny, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine. Estimate
$1,500 - 2,000

3549 HHHm Switzerland, used collection, 1850-1969, attractive and useful collection, many better, used includes
11-13, nice Seated Helvetias, interesting airmails, mint includes B116, B131, B206, C1-2, close examination suggested, owner's catalog value $6,700.00, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3545 Hm
Switzerland, mint & used collection,
1850-1984, presented in two SAFE hingeless albums, the
earlies include two Rayons & three Strubels, latter including
Scott 30 & 35. The 1862-81 issues are complete in mint or
used condition. The 1882-1907 issues are well-represented, and including three perforated 9.5 stamps. We
noted that most XX Century definitives are mint, but
semi-postals & commemoratives are largely used. Also in
the first volume there are several better souvenir sheets
such as 1941 Winter Relief (B116 mint), 1943 Centenary
Swiss Stamps (B130 used), 1945 Lifeboat (B143 mint) &
1951 Lunaba (B206 mint), plus C1-2, postage dues & officials. The second volume begins with a complete Pax set
that is mostly used except for the 2fr, and from there is virtually-complete to 1980. Condition is F-VF throughout.
Owner's catalogue value $11,175.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3551 HHHm Switzerland, collection, 1850-1970, impressive & attractive collection, starts with used classics, all are
attractive and fresh, excellent Seated Helvetias, Standing
Helvetias, all identified, a few tete-beche and se-tenant
pairs, excellent value present, please inspect, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

3546 HHHm Switzerland, useful collection 1850-1969,
several hundred stamps, used unless noted better includes
8, 10, 12, good range of Rappens, Seated & Standing
Helvetias, 293-305, B80, B119, B143 mint, B144, 1912
semi-postal forerunner in French, B3, B4-6, 3 pages of
tete-beche, C3-12 mint & used, an attractive fresh collection sure to please, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $14,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3547 Hm
Switzerland, mint & used collection,
1850-1974, mounted in Scott album, better (mint unless
noted) include 1850 10r (Scott 8 used), 1852 15Rp (12
used), 1945 Peace (293-305), 1915-17 semi-postal sets
(B2-11), followed by 1919-25 semi-postal used sets, airmail
section including 1919-20 First Issue (C1-2) & 1923-25
Second Issue (C3-12). We also noticed a 1951 Lunaba
souvenir sheet (B206), plus some officials & postage dues.
Condition appears Fine to Very Fine. Nothing further to say
except "a good basis for expansion with several desirable
items scattered through".
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3548 m)
Switzerland, used and on cover collection,
1850-1857, 70+ stamps and covers, includes 15 Rayons
and the balance in Rappens, a wonderful old time lot,
please review, F.-V.F., Scott $16,800 (Owner's).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3550 HHHm Switzerland, stockbook, 1850-1953, impressive stockbook loaded with various singles and sets, some
in quantity, Seated and Standing Hevetias including
shades and cancels, unused "Tells" and Helvetia issues in
mint blocks, mint airmails, some in blocks of four, and some
tete-beche and se-tenant pair & blocks, close inspection
suggested, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

3552 Hm)
Switzerland, superb collection, 1851-1944,
hundreds of stamps in a Julier album, many issues represented by mint, used and on cover examples, collection
starts with #7 used and on cover with Swiss Philatelic certificate, #8 used and on cover, #10 used and on cover with
Swiss ASEP certificate, #11 & 12 used with additional 12 on
cover, #15 with UDSFS certificate, 16 used and on cover,
17 & 19 used, 20-23 used, 26, 30, 32, 33, 34, strong Seated
and Standing Helvetias, excellent Tells, 226 S/S mint NH,
used, and on FDC, then essentially complete to 1944 with
mint and used examples, enormous catalog value, please
inspect in order to enjoy the depth on material presented,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3553 m
Switzerland, used collection, 1851-1979,
used collection in two albums, starts with several Rayons,
Seated & Standing Helvetias, good semi-postals and airmails, excellent collection for the beginner, please review,
F.-V.F., Scott $8,450 (Owner's).
Estimate $500 - 750
3554 m
Switzerland, used collection, 1851-1989,
nice collection in two albums, volume one starts with three
Federal Administrations, a few Rappens, Seated & Standing Helvtias, volume two is the semi-postals, better includes
B3, B6, B28, excellent collection of this popular country for
the beginner collector, F.-V.F., Scott $3,800 (Owner's).
Estimate $200 - 300
3555 Hm)
Switzerland, box of collections, 1852-2003,
compelling lot of mint and used collections, includes collection of airmails used C3-12, C13-25, and used officials,
stockbook with used material and mint German language
semi-postal forerunner, stockbook with S/S 242 and B130,
stockbook of mint airmails, stockbook with Rayons used,
and a miscellaneous 1852, viewing is needed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3556 m)
Switzerland, imperf Seated Helvetia collection, 1854-62, exemplary collection neatly arranged and
annotated on quadrille pages with stamps uniformy selected for excellent margins, freshness and cancel quality
with many stamps an "on the nose" town or a light but crisply
applied diamond grid cancel, 109 stamps incl three pairs
and a 10r strip of three plus 19 covers incl bisect, among the
more attractive items we note 5r with centrally struck
Geneva "rose" cancel, 1856 registered cover Zurich to
Lengau with 10r, 15r franking, 1858 cover Moutier to
Courrendlin with boxed "TROPTARD" marking, etc., overall Very Fine an outstanding collection of this perenially
popular area and well worth a close and careful viewing as
the description alone can't do proper justice to the
collection.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3557 Hm)
Switzerland,
collection,
1854-1864,
stockbook with 200+ stamps and covers, with Rappens
starting with #17-24, with duplicates, pair of #10 pair on
outer folded letter sheet, single on 1851 folded letter sheet,
then Seated Helvetias again with plenty of duplication including mint, perfect for the specialist, please inspect, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $16,500 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3558 m
Switzerland, used collection, 1854-1965, includes several Rappens, Seated and Standing Helvetias,
Tells and Sons Of Tell, B1-11, B12-28, scattered airmails
and BOB, great lot for the beginner collector, F.-V.F., Scott
$4,000 (Owner's).
Estimate $200 - 300
3559 Hm
Switzerland, collection of collections,
1856-1960's, delightful group of collections in one lot,
better includes mint multiples of Seated Helvetias, used
and mint semi-postal collection with mint 242(x2), B116,
B144, mint collection of semi-postal blocks of four, mint
B130-131, 2 collections of mint and used definitives, album
of Pro-Patria sets, and used semi-postal blocks of four or
larger, many socked-on-the-nose cancels, and larger inscription blocks, inspection required in order to ascertain
the true value of this lot, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3560 Hm)
Switzerland, mint and used collection,
1858-1960's, mostly used & mounted on pages, noted a
few better as Helvetia Issues, including imperforate & perforated examples, 1900 UPU, 1916-22 Semi-Postals
(B4-24), and many "Pro-Juventute" sets, also some airmails, dues & officials, plus group of twelve covers sent to
the U.S. in 1960s & glassine envelopes stuffed with duplicates, usual mixed condition but mostly F-VF, excellent for
continuation.
Estimate $300 - 400
3561 m
Switzerland, used selection, 1862-1991,
nicely arranged in a single stockbook. It begins with the
Seated Helvetia issues of 1862-81. The Standing Helvetias
of 1882-1907 are well represented and include three of the
perforated 9.5 stamps. The XX Century postal issues are
virtually complete except for the 2fr Pax Issue. We also noticed that semi-postals in the 1913-91 are complete, and
some airmails include both ordinary & grilled gum varieties.
There are thirteen different souvenir sheets, plus postage
dues, franchise stamps & officials. The stamps offered here
are in F-VF condition, and mostly with neat round cancels.
Owner's catalogue value $8,315. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3562 HH/H
Switzerland, mint collection, 1862-1953, excellent selection with many premium items, better includes
Seated and Standing Helvetias, semi-postals B1-3, B4-6,
B131, B132, B178, B297, tete-beche and se-tenant pair
and blocks, useful airmails, examination suggested for this
attractive collection, owner's catalog value $2,500.00+,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3563 Hm)
Switzerland, collection, 1862-1938, neat mint
& used collection mounted on hingeless pages, includes
mint 83, 84, 86, 87, 97, 111, B3, B4-6, B7-9, B80, with many
sets parallel mint & used, owner's catalog value $6,500.00,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3564 m
Switzerland, used collection, 1862-1960,
better clean used collection of semi-postals and airmails,
better includes C12, C15, German semi-postal forerunner,
B2-B14, B15-B28, owner's catalog $2,350.00, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
3565 H
Switzerland, mint & used collection,
1862-1962, nice clean collection on pages, includes used
B2-9, B130-B131, mint includes B119, B132, B144, B178,
tete-beche and se-tenant pairs, owner's catalog value
$1,600.00, ideal for the Swiss collector, please review, Very
Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3566 m
Switzerland, old time used stock, 1890's on,
comprised of thousands, all dutifully sorted in glassines. Includes extensive coverage in the regular issues from the
1890's on, though the bulk of real value lies in the nice
range of better, early semi-postal issues. Fresh and F-VF,
with a current Scott catalog value of $9,650.
Estimate $300 - 400
3567 H
Switzerland, eclectic & valuable assortment,
1891-1950's, containing a large portion of never hinged
material and mounted in stock cards, including 1891 Helvetia 3fr (Scott 88 x3 mint), group of five 1913 semi-official airmails (Zumstein I, V, VII, X & XI), 1914-30 (182 & 184-85
never hinged), 1928 5fr (206 x2, including one never
hinged), 1930 10fr (185 x2), 1931 3fr (209 x4, including
three never hinged), 1934 NABA sheet (226 x4, including
three never hinged, other used), 1938 (244-46 x3 never
hinged), 1940 Fete Day sheet (B105 x3 never hinged),
1941 Welfare sheet (B116 x5 never hinged), 1945 Pax set
(293-305 x3 mostly never hinged), 1945 Lifeboat sheet
(B143 x3 never hinged), 1951 Lunaba sheet (B206 x5,
three never hinged, one used & other on first day cover),
1953 Butterfly pane of 24 (B229a x 2 never hinged). We
also noticed two covers individually franked with 50c airmail
(C1), plus several airmail covers related to special & Zeppelin flights in the 1920s-30s period, condition is mostly Very
Fine. Highly recommended for internet seller or bourse
trader.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3568 HHHm Switzerland, stockbook, 1900-1960, actually
an unmounted collection with semi-postals, airmails and
S/S's including 242, B80, B130 & B132, also includes later
used singles and sets and unused Bureau issues, owner's
catalog value $2,600.00, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3569 m
Switzerland, used in stockbook 1907-1972,
stockbook crammed with thousands of stamps starting with
1907 Sons of Tell and continuing to 1972, with heavy duplication of even high values, catalog value is enormous, a
collection that must be reviewed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

3577 Hm)
Switzerland, semi-postal collection mint &
used, starts with forerunners in all three languages mint
and German & French used, then parallel run of mint & used
with many covers, many mint are NH, a collection of great
depth of this popular subject, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

3570 m
Switzerland, used collection, 1908-1987, collection of used Swiss stamps mounted in hingeless album
beginning with Tell's Son Issue, complete runs after 1938
needing only Pax issue, Semi postals begin with 1925 issue, includes B89, many with special First Day cancel, owners catalog value $2,000.00, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

3578 HHHm Switzerland,
semi-postal
stockbook,
1912-1957, neatly organized by issues and separated by
mint and used, some duplication, many attractive earlier issues includes three mint and two used German language
forerunners and on mint Italian language forerunner, close
inspection suggested, Very Fine, Scott $6,500 (Owner's).
Estimate $500 - 750

3571 H
Switzerland, 20th century assortment,
1930s-50s, mostly mint, and mounted in five stockbooks,
better (mint unless noted) include 1934, 1938 Philatelic Exhibition sheet (242 x10 never hinged), 1940 Fete Day sheet
(B105 x2, one never hinged, other used), plus a stockbook
with semi-postals blocks of four issued in the 1930s-50s period, including many larger multiples. Condition is Very
Fine. Not too exciting but many topical (insects) stamps
among the mint.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3579 Hm)
Switzerland,
semi
postal
collection,
1912-1998, start with mint French and Italian forerunners,
German tied on picture postcard, German used, then parallel run of mint & used B1-9, B10-24, B229a mint NH, with
hundreds of mint & used blocks of four, excellent lot for
breakup, F.-V.F., Scott $5,000 (Owner's).
Estimate $400 - 600

3572 Hm
Switzerland, mint & used collection,
1930-1963, lot with a little bit of everything, includes mint
242, C15, nice officials, better used includes B130-131,
great lot for retail dealer, please inspect, F.-V.F. Estimate
$250 - 350
3573 Hm
Switzerland, souvenir sheets assortment,
1934-59, mostly never hinged, and housed in stockbook,
better (never hinged unless otherwise noted) include 1934
NABA sheets (Scott 226 x3, including one used, and accompanied with 2003 Renggli Certificate), 1936 Defense
Fund sheets (B80 x3, including one used), 1940 Fete Day
used sheets (B105 x6, two never hinged & four used, one
used accompanied with 1993 Renggli Certificate, other
used with 1981 Rellstab Certificate), 1943 sheets (B130a
x2), 1945 Lifeboat sheets (B143 x2), 1945 Dove sheets
(B144 x2), 1951 Lunaba sheets (B206 x3, including one
used), 1952 Butterfly & beetle sheets of 24 (B229a x4, including two used, one of latter accompanied with 1995
Renggli Certificate), plus some others issued in 1955 &
1959. Condition is Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Viewing will
be quick.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3574 HH/H
Switzerland, collection, 1945-1969, in Julier
album, starts with 293-305 used, continues with mint &
used examples, with covers, FDCs, and occasional blocks
of four, wonderful collection to break up, please inspect,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400
3575 m
Switzerland, used accumulation, 1980-2000,
box filled with pages of used singles and blocks of four,
mostly commemoratives, F.-V.F., Scott $2,500 (Owner's).
Estimate $200 - 300
3576 m
Switzerland, cancelled-to-order selection,
small box filled with hundreds of items, cataloging 1845sfr,
comprised of sets, souvenir sheets and booklets, all CTO
by Post office, Very Fine o.g., NH.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3580 m
Switzerland, semi-postal & airmail used collection, 1913-2001, beautiful comprehensive collection,
better includes then French & German semi-postal forerunners, B1-14, B80, used pairs of B105, B116, B119, B143
used(x2) and on cover, B206, appears complete to 2001,
C1-2, C3-12, with varieties, C25a with certificate, appears
complete to 1963, an exciting opportunity to obtain quality
used material, please leave time to inspect, F.-V.F., Scott
$39,000 (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3581 HHHm Switzerland, semi-postal mint & used collection, 1915-1991, complete semi-postals from 1915 to
1991, better used unless noted B3, B4-6, B7-9, B20, B24,
B89, B116 mint NH, should prove a useful lot, F.-V.F., Scott
$2,500 (Owner's).
Estimate $200 - 300
3582 Hm)
Switzerland,
semi-postal
collection,
1936-2003, several hundred stamps in album, mint, used
and covers, better includes B80 mint, used with certificate
and on cover, B105 mint & used, B119 mint & used, great
start on this popular area, please investigate, F.-V.F., Scott
$2,600 (Owner's).
Estimate $200 - 300
3583 HHHm Switzerland,
semi-postal
collection,
1938-1998, with B105 mint NH and mint(x2), B119 mint NH
and used, includes couple of hundred used blocks of four,
please review, F.-V.F., Scott $3,000. Estimate $300 - 400
3584 Hm)
Switzerland, airmail & se-tenant collection,
1913-1953, intriguing collection with many better items, includes 1913 Flugpost Laufen stamp mint and on aviation
picture postcard, airmails complete mint & used, 1924
Flugpost Laufen stamp mint, used and on picture postcard,
block of four on piece and single on cover, many additional
flight covers, then excellent selection of tete-beche and
se-tenant pairs, a wonderful opportunity to acquire some
truly scarce material, please review, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3585 H
Switzerland, stockbook of officials, including
1935 perfins, overprinted cross, Officials, War Board Of
Trade, League of Nations, International Labor Bureau, International Bureau Of Education, and United Nations European Office, includes multiples and duplicates, please
inspect, F.-V.F., Scott $3,800 (Owner's).
Estimate $300 - 400
3586 Hm
Tannu Tuva, a wonderful collection with
many rare stamps, a few hundred mostly mint stamps
housed in a specialised album specifically for Tannu-Tuva,
with spaces for all the perforations and other varieties, including the scarce provisionals. Highlights include the first
series of 1926 complete mint (#1/10), the 1927 surcharges
complete mint, 14k on 1r unused (#11/14), 1927 first pictorial series complete mint (#15/28), 1932 surcharges complete including the 3k on 70k inverted surcharge mint
accompanied by APS certificate (#31a, $300), 1932/33
handstamp surcharges with 35k on 18k and 35k on 28k
mint (#37/38, $300), followed by an extraordinary group of
the seldom seen handstamp surcharges on revenue issues, with the large type 15k on 6k orange mint and mint
never hinged, both signed, plus a further mint never hinged
example with selvage at top (#39, combined Scott retail for
hinged $900), plus large type 35k on 15k brown used (#42,
$4,000) with couple of tiny faults insignificant considering
the rarity of this issue, then the small figure types 15k on 6k
and 35k on 15k both with mint and mint never hinged examples (#41, #43, combined Scott retail for hinged $4,000).
The extensive large pictorials follow with much never
hinged including the 1934 2t ultra airpost good smaller format in mint never hinged pair (#C9a) and the 1936 airposts
complete (#C10/C18), etc, followed by the 1943 22nd anniversary of independence series on white paper complete
(#120a/123a, $400), 1936 airposts philatelic but nevertheless scarce franking of six different denominations on registered cover to New York and much more. This collection will
delight the specialist, with stamps that are hardly ever seen
on the market today with virtually everything in exceptional
condition, representing a real opportunity to buy this
increasingly popular country, offered intact as received.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3587 H
Turkey, "Crescent" Overprint and Sultan's
Visit, wonderful collection, A lovely and clean, all mint
collection neatly assembled on stockcards. Begins with 64
different examples of the various 1915-16 cresent overprints including better values, then onto the 1911 Sultan's
Visit issue to Solonique, Uskub, Pristina and Monastir, for
both the regular issues and newspapers, each of the cities
which include 29 or 31 total values for each. lovely lot of seldom encountered and popular issues, fresh and F-VF or
better, specialist's delight, inspection invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 1,600
3588 Hm
Turkey & Turkish Cyprus collection, Turkey
portion (1870s-1950s) mint & used, and mounted in a Harris three-ring binder & Scott album pages, including some
complete sets, Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus never
hinged portion (1974-84) is virtually complete for the period,
and is mounted in a nice Ka-Be hingeless album, overall
condition is Fine-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3589 Hm
Uruguay, mostly used collection, 1856-1969,
mounted on Scott pages, starting with 1856 80c & 1r (2-3
unused, no gum), followed by a nice showing of 1858-60
Sun Issues, including 1858 180c & 240c (5-6 used),
1859-60 thin & thick numerals, and several other XIX Century issues. The early XX Century section is fairly complete,
and includes several better such as 1923 Lapwing 1p & 2p
(277-78 mint), 1927 Exhibition sheets (330a-32a never
hinged), 1932-33 Artigas (383-85), 1960 Cabildo (659var
showing a double print of the blue color. We also noted
some better airmails such as 1929-43 Pegasus (C27-60A
mostly used), 1935 Pegasus (C63-82 used), plus postage
dues, officials, newspaper & parcel post stamps. Condition
is slightly mixed on some but overall F-VF. Excellent basis
for continuation, but take a look and form your own opinion.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3590 H
Vatican, mint collection, 1929-99, virtually
complete for the period, including many never hinged material, and beautifully presented in two White Ace albums.
Better noted include 1934 Surcharges (35-40 signed Bolaffi
and accompanied with 1967 Certificate), 1935 Juridical
Congress (41-46), 1936 Catholic Press Conference
(47-54), 1938 Archaeological Congress (55-60) & 1952
Centenary of Postage Stamps souvenir sheet (155a), plus
1948-51 airmail sets (C16-21). Condition is F-VF throughout. Owner's catalogue value $5,300.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3591 H
Vatican, comprehensive mint collection,
1929-94, complete in mounts on White Ace pages incl 1934
Surcharges, 1935 Juridicial Congress, 1936 Catholic Press
Conference, 1938 Archaeological Congress, 1948 Raphael, 1949 UPU, 1951 Gratianus, 1952 Centenary S/S,
etc. plus 1931 Postage Dues and 1931 Parcel Post, majority NH after mid 1960s, fresh and F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3592 H
Vatican, predominantly mint selection,
1929-98, neatly arranged in stockbook, and including
mostly never hinged material from late 1950s onwards,
better mint include 1935 Juridical Congress (41-46), 1936
Catholic Press Conference (47-54), 1938 Archaeological
Congress (55-60) & 1951 Gratianus airmail set (C20-21).
There are several souvenir sheets, including 1952 Centenary (155a). Condition F-VF throughout. A useful holding
with many desirable sets. Owner's catalogue value $3,165.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3593 Hm
Vatican, comprehensive collection, 1929-72,
mostly mint, and mounted in a Minkus album, better mint include 1929 (1-13, E1-2), 1935 Juridical Congress (41-46),
1936 Catholic Press (47-50 & 52-54), 1952 Stamp Centenary souvenir sheet (155a). Condition is F-VF throughout.
Owner's catalogue value $1,695.
Estimate $400 - 600
3594 HHHm Vatican, collection, 1929-1976, complete except for the 1934 overprints, includes #1-14, 19-34 mint,
41-60 mint and used, then mint to 1976, airmails include
C9-C15 mint, C17 used, C18-C19, C20-21 mint, special deliveries include E11-12 mint, postage dues include J1-J6
mint, neat collection, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3595 H
Vatican, mint dealer stock 1931-ca. 1975, extensively duplicated group, up to 5 of each, selection of sets
and singles, include pairs, over 100 different blocks, full
sheet of #380, somewhat mixed up on stock pages, huge
catalog value, mostly NH, excellent for approvals or counter
sale.
Estimate $100 - 150
3596 HH
Viet Nam and North Viet Nam, valuable perforated collection, 1951-1996, composed of a couple
thousand stamps and souvenir sheets neatly assembled on
stock sheet showing a high degree of completeness with
many better complete sets like Scott 23-27, 28-31, 32-35,
50 single and block, 121a, O6-7 in blocks, O10-16, 1L62-63
singles and blocks with shades. Condition is almost all Very
Fine either og NH or no gum as issued, interesting and useful collection, viewing invited.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
3597 HH
Viet Nam and South Viet Nam, exceptional
imporforate collection, 1954-1996, of well over 1200
stamps, all different, in complete sets neatly assembled on
stock pages. Sparsely filled to early 1960's but packed with
good topical material, Very Fine, either og NH or no gum as
issued, viewing invited.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3598 HH
Viet Nam (South), collection of imperf margin pairs, 224 stamps, 112 pairs, all fresh with many choice
topicals, a great addition to any South Vietnam collection,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3599 H
Yemen, extensive selection, 1926-1993,
mostly mint housed in three stockbooks, the first part consists of the 1926-62 Kingdom period, and is very nearly
complete, including 476 stamps & eight souvenir sheets
mostly never hinged. Better mint or never hinged include
1930-31 set (7-23), 1948 United Nations complete set, including most of the imperforates, 1958-59 overprinted sets
& the scarce 1960 Olympics souvenir sheet mentioned and
priced in Scott Catalogue. The second part contains Yemen
Arab Republic (YAR) material issued in the 1963-85 period,
and some issues from the 1990s. We noticed a high degree
of completion in the 1963-67 period, including imperforate
sets for most of the issues (Kennedy overprints of 1964).
There is also a nice group of 1979-85 issues that includes
some scarce items such as the set of six mini-sheets for the
Los Angeles Olympics. The third part consists of issues of
the Royalist Government of Yemen mostly never hinged, issued in the 1962-70 period, and including 1962 Free Yemen overprints, United Nations set & souvenir sheet
verions of the Nubia Issue, plus several imperforate sets of
the mid-1960s. Also as a bonus there is a 2007 Chambliss
Catalog with its supplement for 2009. Mostly Very Fine. An
excellent opportunity to acquire a well-formed selection of
stamps. Chambliss $4,980.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3600 Hm
Yugoslavia, a fantastic collection with many
certificates, important three album collector's collection,
mint and used, of many hundreds of stamps, essays,
proofs, printing varieties, errors and many covers, all accompanied by write-up and neatly presented in hingeless
mounts. The issues range from the 'freedom breaking
chains' forerunners through to 1940, with the main collection in the first two volumes and the third with an exhaustive
study of hundreds of postmarks A-Z on covers, postal documents, etc. Highlights include the 1921 Kings Peter/Alexander with a spectacular page of 15 different pre-printing
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paper folds including 15p violet margin pair and 2d olive
corner strip of 3 with plate number, perf errors including
imperf between multiples not listed in Scott to the 4d deep
green block of four imperf vertically, followed by the scarce
imperfs (without gum as issued), complete in pairs and in
corner blocks of four with the top two values signed (see
note after Scott #14). Also highly unusual June 1921 Sokol
Fair cover with the 6 values to 1d orange issued affixed to
special labels in corresponding colors. Then the first
semi-postals in imperf blocks of four with gum, followed by
the 1922/24 surcharges (#15/21) with an excellent study including the complete regular types mint never hinged with
top two signed Schlenger, 9d on 15d error mint with
Ercegovic certificate and parcel card with extraordinary
franking of 20d on 15p with straight foot on '2' and o/p shade
on 1d on 25d, accompanied by Zrinjscak cert, etc. Then the
1923s complete mint never hinged with Zrinjscak cert
(#22/26), 1924 20p on 60p double surcharge not listed in
Scott mint never hinged (#27 var), rare green 5d on 8d surcharges also unlisted in Scott on used strip of three on large
part document with Ercegovic cert (#28 var), the 1924s
wing-margin mint never hinged signed Schlenger (#29/38),
1926/27 mint never hinged (#41/52), 1930 FFC
Zagreb-Graz, 1926 semi-postal surcharge in mint never
hinged pairs again accompanied by Zrinjscak cert
(#B5/B16), the 1928 'XXXX' double on 2d black (#54 var),
etc. Then a wonderful page of se-tenant pairs on the 1928
postage dues showing the two types of surcharge together,
with mint pairs from the 4th and 6th printings on each value,
all signed Zrinjscak and the used pairs this with Ercegovic
cert. (#J21/J22 vars). Those are just a few of the highlights
in the first book alone. The 2nd album has the1931/34 Alexanders with and without imprint complete mint never hinged
(#63/86), 1933 P.E.N. complete on attractive illustrated
registered airpost FDC, the 1933 overprints mint never
hinged (#87/98), 1933 South America flight zeppelin cover,
glider mail, 1934 first airposts FDC, scarce 1935 'Jug 1'
rocket mail cover, 1939 ships with engraver's secret marks
complete (#B90/B93 vars), the 1940 1d+1d tuberculosis
surcharge inverted unlisted in Scott (as much in this collection), mint never hinged and signed twice, as well as a wonderful page of essays for the young King Peter II by
Newbury with a 1d design in various multiples printed in
blue on one side and brown purple on the other and with
'Yugoslavia' in cyrillic and latin se-tenants. One of the best
collections of Yugoslavia we have ever had the pleasure to
offer .
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3601 Hm)
Yugoslavia, highly specialised Baranya collection including scarce postal history and many
stamps expertised, an important collection of the 1919
Baranya local overprints, housed on exhibition pages with
many unusual errors. We note a range of overprints on
Turul issues to 80f mint never hinged and used, followed by
the reapers definitives including the inverted on 2f mint
never hinged (signed twice) and on 5f mint never hinged
(signed), the 75f blue parliament building mint never hinged
with inverted overprint (signed twice), then 'Charles and
Zita' issues with 10f mint never hinged pair with inverted
overprints (signed) and the 40f with red overprint corner
sheet marginal single with unusual missing row of perfs at
top (signed twice). Then similar detail on Koztarsasag, 45
and war aid issues, Japanese character overprints, postage dues, etc, again mainly never hinged and again with
lots of signatures. The postal history includes a multiple
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franking of first issues and 45 overprints registered from
Villany to Basel and a highly unusual Japanese characters
postal stationery 150f surcharge on Hungarian 16f registration envelope with additional franking of Baranya stamps,
etc. Collections of Baranya are not often on the market of
this high standard, an opportunity for the specialist to buy
some very elusive material.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3602 Hm
Yugoslavia, one man's collection of
Montenegro, Bosnia, Croatia and Serbia, excellent mint
and used collection, housed in a very well filled old Scott
specialty album, starting off with Bosnia/Herzegovina with
all the eagles first issues, the 1906 views complete used
and 1910 birthday series complete mint, followed by
1912/14 definitives complete to 10k violet, 1916/17s complete mint to 10k violet and 1917s complete, plus the back
of the book with no empty spaces. Then Croatia virtually
complete 1941 onwards, a good range of the Yugoslavia
forerunner overprints on Bosnia types, extensive Croatia
'SHS' overprints, Slovenia 'freedom breaking chains' types,
leading on to Yugoslavia herself with useful back of the
book, inc the 1937 philatelic exhibition souvenir sheet mint
never hinged and the war-time issues for the government in
exile, including the souvenir sheet for the foundation anniversary mint never hinged. Other good areas here are
Montenegro almost complete from the first issues to WWI,
with excellent condition on the 19th century, as well as the
20th, plus interesting WWII occupations a very strong collection. Serbia is also reasonably well represented with
good occupations, Trieste, etc, etc. This is an all-too-brief
description of a great collection with much value, deserving
careful inspection to appreciate. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3603 Hm)
Yugoslavia, specialised stamp and postal
history collection for the late war years to 1945 including exile, 1943-45, atractive collection of dozens of many
stamps including covers, all written up on album pages, including the 1943 foundation anniversary souvenir sheet
mint never hinged, the King Peter II series and red cross
surcharge. complete mint never hinged, the "1945" overprints with and without plane complete plus "1945" overprints complete on cover, also full Peter II series on cover
sent (locally) in London tied by both FDI straight line and Official business postmarks, these issues are apparently unknown genuinely used and this contemporary cover is very
scarce, signed Schlenger, etc.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3604 Hm)
Asia, massive old-time mint and used accumulation, housed in some albums, a few pages and numerous glassines. The best being useful Korea including a
mint Scott 264a, valuable Japan with useful Cherry Blossoms and China. Surprisingly clean and for the most part
F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3605 HH
Asia, mint never hinged selection of a few
sets and singles in quantity, composed of mostly Korea
including Scott 218-19 (105), 245-46 (73) and C6-8 (100)
as well as Manchukuo, Viet Nam and Japan with 179 (33)
and 180 (33). Owners catalogue value about $6,000, a
small bit of gum toning noted otherwise clean and F-VF,
viewing invited.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3606 Hm)
Baltic States. comprehensive and intriguing
specialized collections, 1918-2010, each country would
easily stand on its own merits and value, Estonia housed in
2 volumes; Latvia in 8 volumes (3 albums and 5
stockbooks); Lithuania in 5 volumes including an extra all
mint collection which is valuable in its own rights (2 albums
and 3 stockbooks) each with a high degree of completion
along with key values and specialzed items such as booklets, coils, sheetlets, German Occupations, Studies and
backup material along with several thousand covers, only a
handful are older and useful, the rest seem to be of a modern nature and does include FDcs, this is bar far one of the
nicest, cleanest collections we habve had the pleasure to
offer of these intriguing and popular areas that one seldom
is able to find, in our perusal we did not see any quality issues but maybe a fault here or there(?), generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3607 Hm
Benelux, mint & used collection, presented in
a well-filled album, and including some duplication, Belgium
classic used issues, colorful mint semi-postal section and
parcel post stamps, Belgian Congo & Belgian East Africa
with singles, sets & part-sets in the modest range, Netherlands with mostly used 19th century stamps and including
some never hinged semi-postal sets, also representation
from Dutch Indies, Dutch New Guinea, Curacao & Surinam,
Luxembourg section with valuable classics mostly in used
condition and some mint semi-postals. Condition appears
to be F-VF. Please inspect carefully page for page, more
here than described.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3608 Hm
Belgium, Netherland and Luxembourg, mint
and used collections, housed in a couple albums. Old
time collection with more than enough mint value in the form
of complete sets, especially the semi-postals, to give reason to set aside some time to view. Overall clean, F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
3609 Hm)
Europe, the "Dukes" valuable collection,
19th but mostly 20th century intact country albums and
stockbooks, a completely clean and in many instances
complete (for postwar years) collection with some parallel
mint and used and maybe a second collection of Germany,
contained and bulging in well over 100 albums and
stockbooks, Counties well-represented includes most of
the Blue-Chip Western European Countires and peripheral
areas and include Austria, Austrian Ballon Flights 2 volume
collection and another Airmail volume, France, Germany
including States and classics to modern, Berlin and of
course DDR along with Danzig and Saar, Faroe Islands.
Guernsey and Isle of man, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Liechtenstein, Netherlands, Poland, Probably some UN included,
Switzerland with VERY nice Semi Postals, Airmails and Officials, many of the Countires have a very high degree of
completion to around 1997, this lot is offered intact and was
assembled by a European minded individual who purchased only top notch quality, one would normally break
this into collection lots by Country buit we have been ordered by the estate to sell it as one lot, so please spend ample time viewing this impressive behemoth, occasional
flaws (we didnt see any but are including this for sake of
accuracy), fresh and F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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3610 HHHm Europe, exquisite dealer stock, 1860-1970, a
true joy to go through, with multiples of better material, includes mint unless noted Belgium B605a, France
342-347, 700-705, B54-59(x3) mint & used, C10-12,
C23-27(x2), C29-32(x3), excellent Germany and DDR,
Greece 556-567, Italy 48, 142A-D, Liechtenstein
74-80(x2), 86, 87, 89, Monaco CB7-10, Portugal 657a,
675-682, Saar C12, and Switzerland Pax Issue
293-305(x4) mint and used, there are souvenir sheets,
blocks of four, booklet panes and BOB, all identified and
ready to sell, condition is mixed but most is fine to very fine
with much NH, a neat, clean and valuable lot, full of useful
quality material, careful viewing will prove worthwhile,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3611 Hm
Europe, outstanding and valuable one volume collection to 1935, most countries exceedingly well
filled and primarily used, with a tremendous range of premium items such as used Belgium 1-5, 13-16, 45-48, 55-59,
60-75, 82-91, 92-102, good parcel post, Belgaria 1, 3-5, 19,
21 and a strong run from there, Denmark 11-15, 16-18,
25-34, 65-69, 136-37 mint, 142-44, 145-54 (less 152),
167a-75a, O1, O6-9, P1-10, J1-7, Finland 5, 7, 9, 10, 17-24,
38-44, 46-56, 69, C1, Fiume 27-43, France 1, 3, 19, 64-76,
109-32, B11 mint, B12-19, Great Britain 1-2, 7, 50-51, 53,
55, 64, 69, 98-107, 108-09, 111-22, 124, 127-42, Italy
24-33, 37-44, 58-63, 72, 76-91, 115-18, outstanding
Neterlands from 1-3 on, plus like section of Norway, Sweden, Romania and others. A lovely lot, in generally nice
quality, F-VF, inspection invited, Scott $56,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3612 Hm
Europe, collection, 1843-1958, useful collection of several hundred stamps, better includes Austria with
extensive BOB, Bosnia & Herezegovina, Luxembourg 1
used, B65P mint NH, Malta 20 with "Specimen" overprint,
and Monaco with CB7-10 mint, Netherlands B144 & B145
sheets mint, Norway 2,3 & 6 used, 246 mint,Sweden 210 &
211 Used, 226 & 227 mint & excellent used officials, exceptional Switzerland with 1L4 used, Federal Administration issues, Rappens, Seated & Standing Helvetias, 293-305 Pax
issue mint and several Pioneer Air Stamps, condition is
mixed, viewing suggested for full appreciation, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3613 HH/H
Europe, intact premium mint investment folio, valuable intact European investment grade holding,
several hundred stamps, souvenir sheets and sheetlets,
there are too many highlights to list but to give an idea, all
mint, Austria 405-427 with 427 signed, B110, C54-60; Belgium 212-215, B169, B458a, B514; France 246, B28-30
coin dates block, B34 coin dates block, C26-27; Germany
670-685, B116-B117, C20-C26; Germany Berlin
9N61-9N63, 9N84-9N93; Italy 538-539, C42-47(x3);
Liechtenstein 1-3, 3a, 3b, 94-107, 215-217 complete
sheets of 8, 281-283 complete sheets of 12, 359-367 complete sheets of 20, B19-B21 sheets of 12, C1-6 blocks of
four, C7-8, C15-16; Luxembourg 318-320, B156-B161
blocks of 4; San Marino 75; Switzerland 226 hinged in
margin, B2-B3, C1,C2 signed; Vatican City C18-C19,
C20-21; there are dozens of better items not listed, many in
quantity like Switzerland B297(x8), condition is mostly
fine-very fine with an occasional fault, a superb lot to break
up for retail or internet sales, sure to please even the fussiest bidder, we note many items NH so leave plenty of time
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to peruse and decide for yourself, o.g., hinged or never
hinged.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3614 Hm
Europe, useful accumulation, mint & used,
mounted in several stockbooks, folders & album with value
concentrated in the Switzerland & German material, including folder with an abundant amount of Switzerland XX Century used stamps mounted on pages, we also noticed a
valuable stockbook loaded with Switzerland never hinged
semi-postals and useful duplication. Other folder with Bavaria & German stamps in blocks of four issued on the
1920s, condition generally F-VF. You snooze you loose,
don't miss the opportunity to inspect this lot. Owner's
catalogue value $8,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3615 Hm
Europe, grandfathers collection in 6 substantial albums, one man's collection of well over 10,000
stamps virtually all one of a kind as collected several decades ago from the classics thru mid-20th century, on
homemade pages housed in 6 large binders and divided
between Western, Eastern and Northern Europe. Pleasant
surprises occur throughout this collection, including Austria
1922 composers and 1923 towns semi-postals complete
mint, France with lots of classics, peace and commerce to
5fr, useful pre-1950 mint never hinged, etc, French cols including St. Pierre Miquelon 1932 postage dues complete
mint, Italy and Italian States and cols (Greece with Hermes
head imperfs, 1901 high values gold silver and bronze mint
never hinged, Netherlands including 2gl.50cts goldilocks
used, Spain with #1 and 1862 four margined rich color 19
cuartos unused, Switzerland from red and black on yellow
Rayon II including useful range of perf sitting Helvetias with
3cts black, 40cts gray and 1fr gold all used, thru back of
book with first postage dues complete used, etc. Then the
Eastern Europe volumes, with highlights including Russia
tsarist issues with 'V's in groundwork error on 3k black and
green used, Baltic States including WWII German occupations, useful Hungary, Bulgaria and Montenegro, as well as
Bosnia/Herzegovina and Serbia from the early issues onwards, Croatia SHS overprints thru WWII occupations, etc.
The Scandinavia is also well worth investigating, especially
the Iceland and Finland with 1875 32 penni used, etc, etc. A
crusty-dusty collection with many sleepers and full of
interesting items, particularly in the classics.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3616 )
Europe, vintage era France and Germany
postal history collection to about 1920 in 37 binders, an
interesting, nicely annotated collection offered intact as received comprised of German and French postal history to
about 1920. The Germany includes excellent, treatment of
the Alsace-Lorranine region, plus extensive train postmarks etc, while the France shows excellent and extensive
stampless covers, good Napoleon and Ceres franked items
with emphasis on town cancels, Ambulant markings, military items and much, much more. Over 1,300 covers or
cards are included in addition to many off cover stamps selected for cancellations, F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3617 Hm
Europe, old time collection, mounted in 1943
Schwaneberger album with many sets, singles & souvenir
sheets up to $25, including several better (mint unless
noted) such as Belgium 1925 Leopold & Albert (172-84),
1936 Borgerhout & Charleroi sheets (B178-79 used), 1939
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Rubens (B241-48), Bohemia-Moravia 1939 (1-19), Danzig
1939 (241-54), Denmark 1912 (82 used), Germany 1935
Ostropa singles (B68a-d never hinged), 1937 Brown Ribbon sheet (B105 used), 1939 Auto Races (B141-43),
France 1927 PEXIP sheet (329). Condition is a little mixed
on some but mostly F-VF. Viewing will reveal its overall potential. Owner's catalogue value $25,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3618 Hm)
Europe, attractive mint & used collection,
presented via nine volumes, and loaded with many useful
sets & singles, representation includes Austria to 1980s including 1910 Birthday Jubilee set (128-44 mostly mint),
France to 1970s, Germany to 1990s including some occupations (Danzig, Memel & Saar), DDR to 1980s, Italy to
1970s & Netherlands to 1970s including Curacao.We also
noted many first day covers used mostly in the 1960-80 period. Some typical mixed condition to be expected, otherwise appears F-VF. Viewing advised for full appreciattion.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3619 HH/H
Europe, mint semi-postal collection, hundreds of stamps with huge catalog value, includes Croatia
B76, Estonia B9-12, Hungary B1-17, B18-34, B94, Latvia
13-20, B66-71, B72-81, CB9-13, CB9a-13a, Lithuania
B1-15, B16-29, B30-39, B40-42, Poland B15-25, B29, B31,
Romania B1-4, B5-8, B9-12, B292-303, Russia B29,
B30-33, an excellent group, please leave time to investigate, F.-V.F., Scott $7,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3620 Hm
Europe, old time collection, mint & used,
mounted in 1943 Schwaneberger album, better (mint unless noted) include Austria 1850 2kr (1 used), 1908-16
(110-27 used), 1931 Rotary (87-92), 1933 (B110 & B110a),
1936 Dollfuss (380), Liechtenstein 1928 (Scott 82-89),
1934-35 (C9-13), Netherlands 1852 (1-3 used), 1932
(B54-57), 1940 Numerals (226-43), Portugal 1926
(377-97), overall condition F-VF. Great opportunity for
dealer, buy low, sell high.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3621 Hm
Europe, collection of mint and used, housed
in six Scott albums to the 1950s and includes Albania, Bulgaria, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France & Colonies,
Greece, Iceland, Norway, Latvia, Lithuania, Memel, Monaco, Poland, Saar & Sweden. A nice array of collections
that would be helpful for expansion or to break up for resale,
overall condition F-VF. Many useful material.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3622 Hm)
Europe, collection 1850-2000, interesting Europe collection with thousands & thousands of stamps, includes Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy, Monaco, Norway, Netherlands, Poland,
Spain, Sweden & Switzerland, in stockbooks and manila
folders, appears mostly inexpensive material but we noticed Denmark C1-10 used, and Italy C9 used, should be
other hidden gems waiting to be discovered, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

present, high aggregate catalog value, F-VF, worth a
review.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3624 Hm
Europe collection, mint and used collection
housed in 7 Minkus Specialty albums to the 1980s and includes Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Jugoslavia,
Hungary, Poland and Romania. An excellent array of interesting collections that would benefit from further expansion
or to break up for resale, generally F-VF with much useful
material.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3625 HH
Europa, moneymaker assortment, never
hinged, and mounted in stock book and binder, former including singles from many different countries, latter includes a large amount of sheetlets or souvenir sheets from
Gibraltar, Isle of Man, Liechtenstein, Portugal, Monaco &
Yugoslavia, and including some better items such as San
Marino 1961 (Scott 490 mint & used). Condition is Very
Fine. Recommended for the internet seller.
Estimate $500 - 750
3626 Hm
European colonies, an oldtime collection,
grandfathers collection of Belgian, British, French, Italian,
Dutch, Portuguese and Spanish Colonies issues, with several hundred different mint and used stamps neatly displayed on homemade pages in an album. The French
Colonies are perhaps the most extensive, including
Guadeloupe, Martinique and lots of Indo-China, etc. The
British Colonies include Australia with plenty of shilling values, useful Canada and India, Hong Kong, Egypt, etc, as
well as Spanish Colonies including interesting 19th century
items, Portuguese inc. Mozambique fish with high values to
$50, etc, etc. Full of character and completely uncataloged,
please inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750
3627 Hm
Europe, mint & used collection, including singles, sets & part-sets with some duplication, Austria to
1970s and starting with good representation of used 19th
century stamps, followed by some better mint issued in the
early 20th century such as 1908-13 (#125-26) and
semi-postals such as 1922 (B50-56 x2), 1923 (B57-65 x2),
1948-49 (B245-51 Never Hinged), also Newspaper
stamps, Dues & Military stamps, latter including stamps issued under Italian Occupation, Czechoslovakia to 1960s,
including some Bohemia-Moravia & Slovakia issues, Liechtenstein with regulars, airmails & dues in the modest range,
Switzerland from to 1960s, and with attractive semi-postals
issued in the 1913-30 period. Some mixed condition among
early issues, otherwise appears to run F-VF. Inspection is
gainful.
Estimate $500 - 750
3628 HHHm Europe collections, group of binders and albums of mint and used Liechtenstein with mint C9-13 and
some used singles, a collection with several mint blocks of
four, and a stockbook with foreign including Russia, Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg including 125a, 139a, Vatican
City including 155a NH, nice lot for the retail or internet
dealer, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

3623 Hm
Europe, extensive old time collection to
1937, comprised of many hundreds, mostly all used,
housed in a wel-used Schaubek Permanent album. Includes better sections France, Italy, Sweden, Netherlands
and Germany, plus a nice overal showing of Southern European issues. Some nice, uncommonly found used items
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3629 Hm
Europe, old time collection, mint & used,
mounted in 1943 Schwaneberger album with many sets &
singles in the $10 to $20 range and some better items (mint
unless noted) scattered through such as San Marino 1894
(29-31), Switzerland 1934 NABA sheet (226), overall condition F-VF. There is no such thing as easy money, unless
you buy this lot!.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3630 Hm
Europe, useful accumulation of mostly used
Spain and Portugal, composed of thousands on album
pages and a well organized well filled stockbook of each
country. A good lot for the eBay dealer, overall clean and
F-VF, waiting to be broken down.
Estimate $400 - 600
3631 )
Europe, stampless covers, 1787-1861, mainly
Great Britain, France & Italy, group of 50, including three
used in the Papal States, 1787 stampless from Oppeln
(southern Poland), 1813 Italy military mail, three to Edinburgh, some sent to the U.S. & several to London, mostly in
very good state of preservation.
Estimate $200 - 300
3632 Hm
Latin America, collections to 1990s, housed
in HE Harris albums with quadrille pages, quite full with
many stamps with countries going to 1970's, 1980's, and in
one country we saw, 1990's. Some better sets and areas,
including SCADTA, Graf Zeppelins, an El Salvador postal
stationary group and interesting topicals and souvenir
sheets. Hundreds of mint and used stamps to be found. You
should expect the condition to be mixed with centering
mostly F-VF. This is definitely a collection that should be
considered if you want to improve your weak Latin and
South American collection, nice value in the elusive modern
period, worth a glance or more. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3633 Hm
Latin America, large group of mint and used
collections, a little mixed up with stock cards and glassines
stuck between pages of the 8 albums present. Most countries well represented and overall F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3634 Hm
Latin America, mint & used collection, in two
International albums with value concentrated in the
1950s-70s issues, and including many sets in the modest to
$10 range with some better (mint unless noted) such as
Costa Rica 1941 surcharges (C67-73 used), 1941 Soccer
high values (C65-66), 1944 10col airmail (C102), 1945
overprints (C104-16), Guatemala 1976 American Bicentennial Issue (C592-609), Nicaragua 1949 Sports
(C296-308). There is also a good representation of Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Honduras, Panama & Mexico,
latter including many mint sets issued in the 1970s-90s period. Overall condition is Fine to Very Fine. Worth
inspecting.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

tury, including good representation from Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Chile, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Salvador, Uruguay &
Venezuela. Condition is F-VF, each country collection an
excellent basis on which to build. Estimate $750 - 1,000
3637 Hm
Scandinavia, collection to 1970s, mostly used
in a Scott album plus a stack of premium in "107" display
cards, generally mint starting in the 1950s, some better as
UsedDenmark 3-8, 11-15, 17, 20, 25-37, 136, P1-10,
Finaland 7 (4), 8, 24, Norway 6-10, 11-15, 59-61, 64-66,
Sweden 6-12, 14, 189 plus B11 NH, very mixed condition in
classic period, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3638 HHHm Scandinavia, collection, 1851-1951, hundreds of mint & used stamps hinged in a album, better includes Danish West Indies 1 used, 37-39 mint, 40-42 mint,
43-50 mint and used, Denmark #2 used with many numeral
postmarks, 82 used, C1-5 used, O3 used, Finland #2 used,
6-10, Iceland 1-3 used, 71-85 mint & used, 86-98 mint &
used, C9-11 mint & used, Norway 1-5 used, 6-10 used,
owners catalog 23,000, usual mixed condition but much
better than usually seen, generally fresh & attractive, excellent for continuation into an advanced collection, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3639 Hm
Scandinavia, mint & used collection,
1850s-1960s, including duplication, we noticed a nice representation of Denmark early issues in used condition, Finland nice section of mint semi-postals, Greenland 1945
mint sets (#10-18 & 19-27, incl. 24a), Iceland 1930 Airmail
mint set (C4-8), Norway attractive mint semi-postals &
Sweden with early issues in used condition and 1916 mint
semi-postals (B1-10). Condition appears F-VF throughout.
Well worth the time to check it out.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3640 Hm
Scandinavia, interesting collection, mostly
used and mounted on album pages, including representation from Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway & Sweden
material. We noted good catalogue value in the early used
stamps of each country such as Iceland 4s Shield (2),
1902-03 overprints (67-68), Norway 1855-67 3s & 8s (3 &
5), 1863 24s Shield (10), 1868 1s Shield (11) & 1877-78 25o
Post Horn (28), Sweden 1858-62 500 (12 x2), 1888 Coat of
Arms 6o (44), better mint includes Iceland 1892 Shield 50a
(19), 1939 New York Fair set (213-16), 1944 Jon
Sigurdsson set (240-45), Norway 1930 semi-postal set
(B1-3 x2). The condition is mixed but overall Fine to Very
Fine.Well worth a careful look.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3635 Hm
Latin America, nice mint and used collection, housed in 5 Scott Specialty albums with a nice range
of material running to about 1970. Neatly assembled collection with numerous complete sets, F-VF, well worth a careful examination.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3641 Hm
Scandinavia assortment, mostly used with
some mint and contained in Scott Specialty albums and
stockbooks Countries represented include Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. Formed by a collector
that was most interested in filling the albums although some
better items present such as Norway #1, one can expect a
lot of stamps/sets for the money. Estimate $750 - 1,000

3636 Hm
Latin America, collection to 1960s, thousands of mint & used stamps in four albums, containing
abundant amount of sets, part-sets and singles in the modest range and including some duplication, each country
starting in the 19th century but with strength in the 20th cen-

3642 Hm
Scandinavia, interesting collection, thousands of mostly used stamps and some covers in two binders, better (used unless noted) Denmark 1912 Surcharges
(#79-81 mint), 1913-28 King Christian X (#97-131), 1915
Post Office (#135), 1915 Surcharges (#136-7 mint) & 1925
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First Airmail (C1-4 mint) & 1934 Airmail set on cover to
Iowa, Greenland 1938-46 First Issue (#1-9 mint), Iceland
1876 Numeral Issue 5a & 40a (#9 & #14), 1911 Sigurdsson
(#86-91), 1920-22 Christian X (#108-28), 1930 Surcharges
(#140 & #143), Norway 1855 Arms 4s (#1), 1856-57 King
Oscar (#2-5), 1863-68 Arms (#6-15), Sweden 1858-62
Arms 50o (#12), 1877-79 Numerals (#28-38), 1886-91 Numerals (#40-9), 1924 UPU short set (#213-25), condition is
a little mixed on some but mostly F-VF. Many useful stamps
throughout, worth checking closely. Estimate $750 - 1,000
3643 Hm
Scandinavia and Baltic Countries collections, Mint and used collections with plenty of moderately
better sets and singles to be found. Some mixed condition,
overall F-VF. Includes nice selections of Denmark, Finland,
Iceland, Norway, Sweden and some Baltic, Hundreds of
stamps, with plenty of complete sets, and still room for expansion or upgrade in Minkus Album, useful.
Estimate $300 - 400
3644 HH/H
Scandinavia, mint semi postal collection,
1930-1971, nice lot of mint Denmark, Finland, Greenland,
Iceland, Norway, and Sweden, better includes Norway
B1-3, Sweden B1-10, excellent start to this area, many NH
singles and sets, please review, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
3645 Hm
South America, mint & used collection, in
Scott Album, estimated 2000 scattered stamps with usual
Seebecks & reprints, some better items noticed on cursory
look include Argentina C35-7, Brazil 26 unused, 38; Colombia C111-14, Uruguay C54, C56, but a detailed examination is suggested.
Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide Topical Collections
3646 Hm)
Worldwide Topicals, collections of Olympics, nature, anniversary of stamps, souvenir sheets,
are the main focus of this lovely quality collection that was
ourchased as they came out, housed in over 40 volumes
that are loaded with interesting and useful singles, sets,
Souvenir sheets and FDCs, Olympics include 1984, 1986 &
1988, other topics wider ranging and include some slightly
better and useful material, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3647 HH/H
Worldwide Topicals, hundreds of stockcards
with 1000s of stamps neatly displayed, filling up a shoebox,
with the vast majority in complete series with no unpleasant
duplication. Material is in tip-top condition with the mint
mostly if not all never hinged, ranging throughout the 20th
century from pre-WWI onwards, with themes including
space, sports, olympics, music, insects, flowers, porcelain,
architecture, mythology, boats, trains and aircraft, medals,
flags, etc. We note many souvenir sheets and better series
and single items, inc. Liechtenstein 1920 surcharges complete mint never hinged (#11/16) and 1940 Prince Johann II
series complete mint never hinged (#160/165), etc, Italy
1931 St. Anthony complete used (#258/264), Czechoslovakia costumes of 1955, 1956 and 1957 as well as 1956 Mozart series x2, all complete mint never hinged (#707/710,
#750/755, #776/779, 832/835), Croatia legion WWII souvenir sheets perf and imperf mint never hinged, Switzerland
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1923 and 1924 pro juventute series complete mint never
hinged (#B25/B32), Iceland 1925 series complete used
(#144/148), etc, etc. Far more here than first meets the eye,
please inspect.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3648 Hm
Worldwide Topicals, mostly mint birds and
butterflies group, with over $1,000 catalog value housed
in a single binder. Nice clean unit, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3649 HH
Worldwide Topicals, 1955 Rotary International collection, virtually complete Scott-listed on White
Ace pages plus plus a few non-Scott including the Korean
souvenir sheets and imperf singles, o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide Cover Collections
3650 )
Worldwide, covers assortment, including
reference material, 1828-1952, approximately 180 covers
in two albums, first with 27 stampless folded letters, and including 1838 Mexico to London, 1839-42 four covers from
China expeditionary force based in Madras to Scotland,
1845 Nantucket to Bridgewater, MA, 1846 Calcutta to London, 1859 Manchester to Lisbon, 1860 Liverpool to Cognac), 1944 APO cover franked with 6c air mail stamp with
"RF" handstamp, second album including interesting usages: 1851 U.S.cover franked with Scott 9 x3 and East German circular datestamp accompanied with 1993 APS
Certificate, 1944 censored naval cover with 6c airmail with
"RF" handstamp, and including several dubious covers
such as 1856 British Guiana franked with 4c x3, tied by
Demarara datestamps, 1859 two Buenos Aires covers,
each individually franked with 1P Liberty Head to Rosario,
1873 mixed franking cover from England to Spain but redirected to French Consulate in Shanghai, 1917 censored
Italian cover to Tientsin, China with 10c postage due applied and tied on arrival, 1917 registered cover with stamps
from Italian offices in China to Rome, Italy, 1918 registered
cover with stamps from Italian offices in China to
Northampton, MA, 1918 Indochina cover with Hong Kong
10c postage due applied & tied on arrival, 1928 Le
Havre-New York catapult flight cover with mixed franking
(including France C3-4 forged surcharges), 1933 Mexico
City registered cover to Postmaster General James Farley.
Condition mostly VF. Needless to say, inspection is highly
recommended for full appreciation.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3651 )
Worldwide, cover collection, 1860-1980, almost 2,000 foreign covers in large covers, countries include
Austria,
Bavaria,
Belgium,
Canada,
Chile,
Czsechoslovakia, Egypt, Germany, Great Britain, Greece,
Italy, Malta, Mexico, Peru, Saar, San Marino, Switzerland,
with illustrated ad covers, picture postcards, postal cards,
first days, nice group of uprated Swiss wrappers, please
take some time to peruse this intriguing lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide Collections
3652 )
Worldwide, exciting and diverse cover collection, 1920-1970, great selection of covers, includes
items such as Albania with 310-323; 1930 Colombia-Canal
Zone mixed franking, Cuba with 64b(x3) bi-sect and 55a
bi-sect; two binders of Germany covers with many Zeppelin
covers, 1945 Greenland cover to US; Iceland Zeppelin
cover with C9 & C11; 1922 Ireland covers(x4); Italy with C7
and Papua 1934 first flight; and thats only about half of the
collection, a real miner's dream, you'll have to dig but will be
well rewarded, set aside plenty of time for this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3653 )
Worldwide, covers grouping, 1819-1894, including Austria: sixteen stampless letters from Vienna to
England & Genova, France: fourteen covers franked individually with Peace & Commerce stamps, Cuba: two
stampless letters to London, Sweden: four stampless letters to London, also one stampless letter from Netherlands,
other from Frankfurt (German Confederation). Condition is
F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
3654 )
Worldwide, cover accumulation, several hundred mostly 1950's to 1990's, includes maximum cards,
FDC's and aerogramms, a quick look shows mostly British
Commonwealth and Western Europe with Australia, New
Zealand, Italy and Austria well represented, also includes
United Nations mint lot, please inspect, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
3655 )
Worldwide, modern first day cover accumulation, carton filled with hundred of cacheted FDC's, with album of Finland FDC's, Canada FDC's loose, some British
Commonwealth, please take time to inspect, huge retail
with excellent range of topics, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3656 )
Worldwide,
48
used
aerograms,
1940s-1960s, from 23 different countries, minimal duplication, a few first day usages + 1944 RAF Airgram used and
franked for air from Ceylon to South Africa., Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

Worldwide Collections
3657 Hm
Worldwide, exciting 95 volume one man's
lifetime collection as received, a huge, mint or used collection of tens of thousands neatly assembled and covering
the entire world in scope. This collection is actually comprised of 2 parts, the first being 30+ printed album page collections, which tend to be quite excellent in depth and
composition, featuring wonderful offerings of Great Britain,
Germany, Norway, France, Italy, Spain, Liechtenstein,
Saar, Austria, Netherlands and Colonies, Finland, the
Baltics, outstanding Belgium and others. Generally speaking, coverage is very comprehensive for this group, from
the classics on, offering a fine array of premium sets and
singles. The remaining 60+ volumes are clean and uniform
in composition, with excellent over the board Latin America,
US, British Empire, nice China, Middle East and much
more. Although clean and easily viewable, still be sure to
leave ample time for a proper valuation, F-VF or better.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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3658 Hm
Worldwide, useful mint & used collection,
1940s-2002, mint newer sets quite worthwhile, loaded
with thousands of sets, part sets & singles with very strong
topical content, and housed in sixteen International albums,
offered intact as received from consignor, and with Scott
values ranging from modest to $300, we noticed many
better items such as Afar & Issas 1975-76 Butterflies
(392-99), Albania 1945 Surcharges (354-60), Cambodia
1951-52 (1-17) & 1956 (53-58), Cameroun 1962 (352-4) &
1961 Airmail set (C38-40), Chad 1967 Butterflies (139-42)
& 1961-63 Birds (C2-6), Comoro Islands 1952-54 (40-42),
1962 Shells (48-53), 1967 birds (69-72 & C20-21), 1954
(C4), Congo (C45-51), Curacao 1951 semi-postal
(B10-14), Gabon 1963-64 Birds (C14-17), Italy 1950
(535-36), Ivory Coast 1959 (C14-16), Korea 1951 Flags
(132-73), Lebanon 1965 Birds (434-39) & 1972 Butterflies
(C654-56), Libya 1976 (612-17), Liechtenstein 1960
Europa (356 never hinged), Mali 1960 overprints (C5-8) &
1965 Birds (C25-28), Martinique 1947 (C12), Monaco 1938
souvenir sheet (159), 1940 semi-postal set (B36-50), 1941
semi-postal (B51-60), 1948 Sports (204-08 & CB7-10),
1948 Bosio (209-13), 1953 Helsinki (295-300 & C36-39)
1955 Knight Type (328-32), 1955 (C43), 1956 Surcharges
(371-90 & C49-50), New Caledonia 1941 (232-47 &
249-51) 1967-68 Butterflies (357-60 & C51-53), New
Hebrides 1941 "France Libre" set (67-78), Reunion 1943
(178-222), St. Pierre & Miquelon 1942 (219-20) & 1947 Airmail (C15-17 perforated & imperforate sets), 1956-70
(C20-22, 25 & 47-49), San Marino 1950 Airmail (C63-71),
Somalia 1950 (170-80), Viet Nam (39-50), Wallis & Futuna
Islands (94-95 & 97-126), West New Guinea 1962 "Untea"
overprints (1-19). Condition is mostly Very Fine.The lot is
ideal for the internet seller, particularly when marketed individually by country. Viewing is a must for full appreciation so
be sure to ask for it.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3659 Hm
Worldwide, intact mint & used collection,
presented in seven International albums, includes sets,
part sets and singles, better mint include Bechuanaland
1955-58 QEII (154-58 & 159-65), Belgium 1949 souvenir
sheets (B466A-B), Great Britain 1884 QV 5sh (108),
1902-11 KEVII 2sh6d (139), Dutch New Guinea 1950-52
(1-21), Nauru 1924-48 Freighter (17a-30a), Papua New
Guinea (122-36), Russia 1933 Airmail set (C40-44), Trieste
1950-51 set(90-108), better used include Austria 1858 3kr
Franz Josef (7), 1859 Newspaper 1kr blue & 1kr lilac (P5-6),
1950-53 Airmails (C57-58), Barbados 1855 4d (4), Great
Britain 1840 1d (1), 1867 5sh (57, plate 1 & 2), 1883 2sh6d
(96), Netherlands 1852 William III (3), Russia 1875 2k (26).
Overall condition is Fine to Very Fine. A genuine oldtime
collection that deserves a thorough examination.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3660 Hm
Worldwide, mint & used collection, thousands of stamps from around the globe, mostly issued in
the XX Century, and housed in fifteen International albums,
strong in Europe with attractive Austria, France & Germany,
nice representation of United States, including some revenues, Great Britain, incl. Scott 140 mint & British Commonwealth, Latin America & Japan, usual mixed condition but
overall Fine-Very Fine, useful for dealer to break up for retail or collector as a basis for further expansion.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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3661 Hm
Worldwide, valuable well-filled Schaubek album collection, 1840-1901, comprised of thousands, predominately used, and overall nicely filled, with an excellent
range of premium classics throughout, includes a substantial section of Germany, States, Colonies and Offices, nice
Belgium, Denmark, Greece and Great Britain, excellent
France and Colonies, the France with a 5fr gray Napoleon
used in Shanghai, strong Italy and States, Norway from
Scott 1 on, strong Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, Portuguese Colonies, China, including 7, small Dragons, small
2¢ Red Revenue, good Hong Kong, Argentina and othere
Latin American countries and lots more. The collection has
a current Scott catalog value of nearly $100,000, with dubious items obviously not figured, a lovely, true "old time" collection, majority F-VF, a careful inspection should prove
time well spent.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3662 HHHm Worldwide,
impressive
collection,
1860-1983, several thousand stamps in seventeen Minkus
Supreme Global albums, mint & used singles, sets and souvenir sheets in mounts, includes Austria, Belgium, Bolivia,
Brazil, British Commonwealth, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile,
China, Ethiopia, Paraguay, Russia, Uruguay and Venezuela, with other countries present, wonderful lot to build
upon, does not appear to have any big ticket items, just
plenty of useful items, plan to spend some time investigating this lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3663 Hm
Worldwide, massive exceptional four volume collection to 1960, comprised of many, many thousands of items, keenly assembled in 4 bulging Scott
Internationals. Forget what you normally associate with collections of this ilk, as this collector truly sought to fill the
spaces! Includes excellent value in mint, many of which are
in mounts, and some of the many countries or areas well
represented include India, with nice mint Ghandi set, excellent Russia, pre-Independence French Colonial issues,
Hungary, France, strong Italy and Colonies, British Africa,
outstanding Poland, Mexico, the Baltics, Monaco, Trieste,
Spanish Colonies, Turkey, Laos, Romania, Jugoslavia and
many others. A clean and valuable lot; just turn the pages
and enjoy, inspection invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3664 H
Worldwide, collection 1840-1940, in two Scott
Albums and on pages, better used unless noted includes
Brazil #7,9,22,28; Chile 2, 5; Denmark 1(faulty), 10;
France 7, 9 and better classics; German States; Great
Britain 1, 2, 108, 109; Greece 9, 11, 14, C1-4 mint); Hong
Kong 52; Italy with better mint sets; extensive Japan with
5, 85-86 mint & 193 mint; New South Wales 17, 28, 29;
New Zealand 15; Norway 2; South Australia 2, 3, 5-7;
Spain 3, 9, 15; Sweden 7; Switzerland 8, 10, 12; Victoria
1, 3a, 5, with nice Austria, Latin America & Persia, condition
is mixed on earlier, deserves a long look to ascertain its true
value, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3665 Hm)
Worldwide, 21 volume Scott International
collection, five cartons of Mint (incl NH) and used as well
as covers housed in Scott International albums, Strength
noted in Asia with China & Japan, Belgium, French and
Spanish Colonial Issues, Hawaii, India, Palestine Covers,
Portugal, Spain and Uruguay. pages not in any apparent order and supplemented with blank international pages for all
the duplication and covers. Inside you will find lots of modern mint sets and souvenir sheets from 80's on, lots of deluxe sheets, proofs and covers (especially Europa covers,
French FDcs and Colorano Silk cachets) and you will also
find lots of better sets and souvenir sheets, also Portugal
1940 Portuguese Intl. Exhibition used Souvenir Sheet,
1947 Shepherdess Caramullo used Souvenir Sheet. Hawaii 34 mint 18c Mataio Kekuanaoa. Bangladesh mint with
three 1974 UPU imperf souvenir sheets. Some faults
should be expected (mostly on classics and used), still
mostly F-VF, with some duplication. A perfect lot for dealer
breakdown, or to add to your collection, massive potential,
its all up to you!.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3666 HHHm Worldwide, collection 1840-1940, few thousand stamps in six albums, better includes Bahamas #11
used, Canada 14, 17, 28, 29, 40, 46, 47 used, United States
33, 68-71, 76-77, 116, 163, 165 used, 323-327 mint, Jamaica 2 used, Mexico 37, 46 used, Nevis 5 used, useful
Newfoundland, Venezuela 137-141 mint, Australia 6, 7
used, Cape Of Good Hope 5, 12, 13 used, Libya E1 used,
Mauritius 35 overprinted "Cancelled", Japan 50, 148-151
used, Netherlands B25-32 mint & used, excellent Russia,
extensive Belgium with B114-B122 mint, good Spain,
Fiume 144-145 mint NH, wonderful France with J2 used,
Great Britain 1 used(x2), Greece Hermes Heads, wonderful
Italy and states, and an album of Scandinavia an exceptional opportunity to obtain this many quality stamps in one
lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3667 m
Worldwide, oldtime 19th century collection,
mostly used, and mounted in two Lucke albums with value
concentrated in the European & British Commonwealth
material, highlights (used unless noted) include Baden
1862 Issue, Bavaria 1850-58 & 1862 Issues, Belgium 1849
10c & 20c (1-2), Denmark 1851 4rs (2), Germany 1872 7kr
& 18kr (10-11), Gibraltar 1889-95 QV (29//38), Great Britain
1855 QV 4d (26), 1867 QV 2sh (56), 1876 QV 8d (73), 1883
QV (96), Malta KEVII 5sh (41), Netherlands 1852 First &
Second Issues (1-3 &4-6), Austria 1850 1kr (1), 1908-16
Franz Josef Anniversary & Jubilee Issues (110-27 &
128-44), Lombardy-Venetia 1850 5c & 10c to 45c (1 & 3-6),
Romania 1869 Prince Carol (37-42), Sweden 1855 Arns 4s
(2), 1868 Arms 5o, 9o & 24o to 50o (6-7 & 10-12) & United
States 1869 10c, 12c & 15c stamps, condition is a little
mixed but overall F-VF. We did not have the chance to inspect every single stamp, so maybe you will be surprised of
what is lurking in this collection. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Worldwide Collections
3668 Hm
Worldwide, collection 1940-1972, several
thousand stamps in eight worn Scott International Albums
and one misc album, includes Australia, Belgium, British
Commonwealth, Columbia, Egypt, France Germany,
Greece, Poland and Russia, there does not appear to be
any hidden treasures, but this is an excellent lot to build
upon or break up for internet sales, condition mixed, please
review, o.g., generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3669 Hm
Worldwide, powerful six volume International Album collection to the 1960's, a highly useful,
very extensive mint or used old time collection of many
thousands, collectively offering much better coverage
across the board than is what is usually identified with collections of this ilk. Some of the scores of better countries include Belgium, Brazil, Netherlands, outstanding Poland,
Russia, good Portugal, lovely French Colonies, India, Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden, GB proper, very strong
France, Greece, Hungary and very nice Latin America.
Turn the pages and watch the value truly add up, largely
F-VF, well worth a through inspection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3670 Hm
Worldwide, outstanding 14 volume collection, mint or used, well assembled and presented by country in 3 ring binders. Includes many well represented
country, many of which offer good classics, plus lots of
modern mint sets, souvenir sheets and booklets. Some of
the better individual countries include France, Cuba, Austria, netherlands, Japan, Italy, Denmark, Belgium, Sweden,
Switzerland, Greece, monaco, iceland and others. Wonderful variety of issues, clean and generally F-VF or better,
solid lot, well worth a careful and through inspection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3671 Hm
Worldwide, 21 volume Scott International
collection, mostly used in 21 volumes sparse to moderately filled Scott International albums with pages to the year
2005 for most countries. Includes Abu Dhabi to Antigua, Argentina to Azores, Bahamas to Benin, British Honduras to
Cameroons, Costa Rica to Cyrenaica, Czechoslovakia,
Dahomey to Eritrea, France to Grand Comoro, Estonia to
Fiume, Ghana to Grenada, Guatemala to Horta Ifni to Iraq,
Ireland to Jamaica, Japan, Jordan to Laos, Latakia to Luxembourg, Macao to Maldive Islands, Mali to Mexico,
Nagaland to New Zealand, Nyasaland Protectorate to
Penrhyn Island, Rwanda to St. Vincent and Grenadines.
Plenty of interesting items to be found with some mixed
condition as should be expected, Lots of interesting items to
be found including a few nice attractive mint new issues with
some nice F-VF items, Nice collection, with plenty of room
for expansion.or breakdown by Country for sale.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3672 Hm
Worldwide, collection in 1894 album, better
worldwide collection with German States, Lombardy-Venice, Switzerland with 8, 10 used, Netherlands 1-3, 6 used,
Great Britain #1 used, Mulready U1 & U2 mint, Greece with
good Hermes Heads, Indo China 2 mint, Japan #1 mint,
United States #2 used, 71, 116 used, & Brazil with 1, 10
pair, sparsely filled but with some excellent material, please
investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3673 Hm)
Worldwide, aerophilately, air labels and
postal history, important collection with much early
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material, a delightful collection of several hundred air-related stamps, labels and covers, virtually all one of kind
housed on homemade pages including an excellent range
of early aviation labels pre-WWI, especially France, Germany including Rhine flights, Jamaica red cross varieties,
Netherlands, interesting Turkey and Italy with a beautiful
group of the 1911 Florence air-circuit issues in over a dozen
different individual colors, as well as multiples and a se-tenant strip of five colors on the glazed paper. Other notable
items include the 1913 Darmstadt model airplane show series of four, Honduras 1927 50cts air express labels on blue
paper, Hungary early biplane flight labels, 1925
Szeged-Budapest including the 1000k green and purple on
flown card canceled April 13th and 1933 scout jamboree
flight labels, etc. Then 1929 Zeppelin over Barcelona and
lots of other good Spanish area including revolutionary issues, 'via aerea' private overprints complete series on 1936
regular issues, Canary Islands on censor covers, etc, as
well as souvenir sheets including Nerja and Ondara. Also
seen the 1925 Swiss-French air meeting the triangulars of
1925, over 20 WWII airforce fieldpost issues, etc, plus good
US including series of 41 Tydol Flying labels and a 1918
postcard of 'future New York - the city of skyscrapers' with
flying machines over fantasy city, very much Metropolis inspired. Much more here to see and many scarce items
present, this could easily break down into many individual
photograph lots, a very interesting collection to view.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3674 Hm
Worldwide, blossoming Scott International
collection, mint and used to 1970s issues, strongest in
20th century with most value in Europe and colonies issues,
Scandinavia is also decent, no one area is particularly
strong but is quite useful as a springboard to a general
worldwide collection, generally F-VF, view to appreciate late arrival.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3675 Hm)
Worldwide, massive collection of collections, 1850-1968, last minute entry, collection in four boxes
with some excellent collections present, includes French
Colonies with items like Alaouites C9-12 mint, Cilicia
110-114, French India #12 mint, with plenty of mint & used
sets, Poland collection 1918-1965, useful Canada collection with Small Queens, 50, 55, 56, 60 mint, C2 & C4 mint
with some Newfoundland, Italy collection with mint & used
short and complete sets with Yugoslavia collection, nice
France collection 1850-1967 with S/S 329 mint, B66-67
used, C1-2 mint, C8-14 and C15 used, album of Tunisia,
Morocco and Algiers, British Commonwealth album, collection of Czechoslovakia, Austria and Hungary, album with
Bavaria, Belgium and Danzig, Scandinavia collection,
Great Britain & Belgium collection, you'll need plenty of time
to evaluate this lot, condition mixed, please inspect, o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3676 Hm)
Worldwide, large mint and used collection
and cover mix, collections are of well filled individual European contry collections running to about 1990 on pages and
a few stock pages including France, Germany, Hungary, Italy etc. There is also hundreds of modern covers the majority being First Day/Event with a strong showing of space
related items. Condition varies although overall clean and
F-VF, expect viewing to be rewarding.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3677 Hm
Worldwide, useful mostly mint collection,
with value concentrated in the France, Germany & Italy sections, and mounted on pages, better (mint unless noted) include France attractive semi-postals, Germany nice
representation of stamps issued in the Third Reich period,
Italy 1936 (359-66), 1937 (367-76, 377-82, 383-86,
C95-99), 1941 Hitler & Mussolini 10c, 20c & 25c unissued
stamps mentioned and priced by Scott, 1938 (400-409).
Condition is mostly Very Fine. Recommended for internet
trader. Catalogue value around $4,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3678 Hm
Worldwide, 7 volume Scott International collection, Mostly used in 7 volumes sparse to moderately
filled Scott International albums with pages to late 1980's.
Books include; Bhutan to British Guiana, Canada to Chile,
Micronesia to Muscat and Oman, Persia to Poland, Portugal to Ruanda and Urundi, Russia and Salvador to Sharjah.
Lots of interesting items to be found. Some mixed condition
should be expected, with nice F-VF items to be found.
Plenty of nice interesting and topical items to be found.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3679 Hm
Worldwide, mint and used collection,
1861-1940, in four albums, generally modest material with
some better, includes used Denmark 2, 3, 4, 5; France 3, 6,
13, Greece with Hermes heads, Netherlands 1-3, plenty of
classic material with many stamps on part pages between
the albums leaves, plan to spend some time perusing this
lot, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3680 Hm
Worldwide, excellent collection, 1850-1992,
in album with dozens of pages added, a quick glance shows
Bermuda #49 used, Brazil C22-24 mint, Ecuador 377-381,
C65-69 mint, Queensland 74-77 used, excellent India with
35 used, and the stars of the collection China with 326-329
used, C6-19 mint and plenty of others to discover, PRC
31-34 mint, Japan with 109 mint, 150-151 mint & used sets,
155-158 mint, 172a mint, 190-193 mint, 198-201 mint, S/S
283a, 288a mint and 293a used and mint, Manchukuo
1-18 used, 19-22 used and C1-4 mint & used sets, with hundreds of stamps in added stock pages this should provide
days of entertainment, condition mixed as usual, please
leave time to properly assess this lot, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3681 Hm
Worldwide, seven volume musty Scott International Album collection of thousands, mint or used,
with a great many countries nicely represented such as
Russia, Netherlands, Labuan, Austria, Mexico and Latin
America, Turkey, Jamaica and many others. The collection
has been stored in a basement for quite some time, with
some of the associated problems, still good value in F-VF
material noted, well worth inspection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3682 Hm
Worldwide, old time collection, housed in two
albums, better (used unless noted) include Netherlands
1852 (Scott 1-2), Newfoundland 1887 (59 mint), Norway
1856-57 (2-5), 1863 (9), 1878 (33-34), St. Vincent 1898
(62-69 mint), Sierra Leone 1859-74 (Scott 1 horizontal pair
with top selvage mint), Sweden 1858 (6, 9 & 11), Switzerland 1854 40r (40), France group of Emperor Napoleon III
stamps, Great Britain 1865 4d (43), 1865-67 3d & 6d
(44-45), 1867-80 2sh (55), 1883-84 5sh (108), Italy 1890
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(58-59 & 61-63 mint), Jamaica 1897 (29 mint). Mixed
condition on some but overall Fine. We didn't have the time
to inspect every stamp, so probably a keen eye will be able
to find a treasure.
Estimate $600 - 800
3683 Hm
Worldwide, grandfather's collection, one
substantial volume collection of approximately 2000++
stamps, virtually all one of a kind mint and used from the
19th century to 1930s, country by country from Aden thru
Zanzibar, on homemade album pages. Includes worthwhile
Austria and Bosnia/Herzegovina with lots of eagles, Canada, China, France with useful four margins Napoleons,
perf Napoleons and Ceres heads, Mersons to 20fr, 1929/33
high values with types identified, GB QV surface printed to
1/-, KEVII to 2/6d and KGV to 5/-, Greece and Aegean area
especially Crete, Hong Kong, Indian Native States, Japan,
Latvia, Austrian, British, French, Italian, and Russian post
offices in the Levant, Turkey, Ukraine, Shanghai, etc, etc.
There could be anything here, with many stamps between
the pages yet to be incorporated into the collection, making
a challenging but recommended viewing. Please inspect.
Estimate $500 - 750
3684 Hm
Worldwide, large mint and used hoard of
mostly French Colonies, composed of many thousands in
stockbooks, album pages and a old album. A well represented group with strength in French Colonies and Germany & States as well as a bit of Asia. Condition a bit mixed
but appears overall F-VF, examine. Estimate $500 - 750
3685 Hm
Worldwide, substantial group of album collections, housed in about 14 albums, many of which are Internationals or various specialty types. Includes a couple
Internationals which contain surprisingly good coverage,
with strong Latin America from the classics on, Russia,
Austria, nice France including Colonies and offices, etc. Albums a bit musty, but solid material included, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3686 Hm
Worldwide, worthwhile four volume Supreme Global Album collection, collectively of many
thousands, predominately used, with coverage to the early
1960's. Includes many nicely represented countries and
while we spot no great rarities, quite a few countries can be
broken down into nicely representative collections. Bulk
generally F-VF, examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3687 HH/H
Worldwide, mint semi-postal collection,
mainly Africa and Middle East, an intriguing lot that includes
a great deal of NH material, includes Egypt B6a & B6b, Ethiopia B6-10, Iran B22-27, Jordan B1-12, Lebanon CB5-9, Liberia B5a, Mozambique B1-18, Mozambique Company
B1-7, Turkey B6, B54-68, should prove to be useful to the
specialist, please investigate, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3688 Hm
Worldwide collection, comprising mostly XX
Century material, mounted in seven Scott International albums, and including representation from British Commonwealth (better noted India), Argentina, Belgium, Bulgaria,
Ecuador, French Guiana, Hungary, Netherlands, Paraguay, Peru, Turkey, Uruguay, Vatican City, Venezuela &
Vietnam. Condition is F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3689 Hm
Worldwide, worthwhile mint and used collection, collectively of some thousands, mostly used
housed in a pair of albums. Includes many nicely represented countries including China, Denmark, France, Great
Britain, Russia, and while we spot no great rarities, quite a
few countries can be broken down into nicely representative collections. Bulk generally F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $300 - 400
3690 Hm
Worldwide, collection of approval booklets,
carton with 31 approval booklets, a quick look revealed
booklets of France, French Colonies, Germany, Latin
America, Hungary, Romania, US & Possessions and several Worldwide booklets, excellent lot for the retail of
internet dealer, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
3691 H
Worldwide, two volume A-Z mint singles &
sets strong in British, value in mint, assembled on
stocksheets with numbers and prices from the 1980s.
apparenmtly later are never hinged, Countries noted include Ireland, Germany, Sudan, Egypt, Vatican, some
funky JFK stuff, Aitutaki, Anguilla, Portugal, GB, India, Italy,
Kuwait, Lituania, Memel, New Caledonia, Papua New
Guinea, values marjked to over $100, useful throughout,
worth a quick peek as this is all identified and ready to post
on the internet, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
3692 Hm)
Worldwide group, three Scott International Albums, sparsely filled, plus three stockbooks, nothing terribly rare, should be useful for beginning collector or retail
dealer, please review, o.g., Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
3693 Hm
Worldwide, single selection, includes used
Canada with small Queens and some Provinces and mint
XF #51, used Cape Of Good Hope #3 & 4, used Great Britain group of #33 shades, mint Hong Kong #66, used Philippines documentary stamps, mint & used Shanghai, nice
fresh lot, few faults such as no gum, please inspect, o.g. or
without gum, Very Good-Very Fine. Estimate $150 - 200
3694 Hm
Worldwide, balance collection, several hundreds of mostly used stamps, on loose album pages, and
including Bulgaria, Iraq & Netherlands material, plus some
representation from Cape of Good Hope, Iraq, Italy &
Greece, condition varies but overall Fine. Recommended
for dealer.
Estimate $100 - 150
3695 H
Worldwide, conundrum of Israel, Germany
and UN, in eleven volumes and loose, mint and used and
most complete is the UN, the Israel contains tabs with a few
useful, the Germany is Post 1940 and DDR, tail end of a
large holding, somehow these were overlooked, quite a bit
of face in the UN and one might mine few items from the
rest, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3696 Hm
Worldwide, tremendous entire stamp shop
"business in a box" dealers stock, offered here completely intact and as received, carefully assembled and
well-identified in over 150 counter books, 6 long red
glassine boxes, a large box of worldwide souvenir sheets,
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several mint sheet files and about 6 three-ring binders. It is
important to note that this lovely stock is not housed in tired
old counter books and filled with slushy early issues, and
while some classics are included, strength lies in an abundance of British Empire, Western Europe and Scandinavian sets and singles, with other worldwide material
present. The vast percentage is "better" material, devoid of
quantities of CTO and the like, and virtually items are one of
a kind. Three of the boxes marked with a red "X" contain
over $300,000 in catalog value, all in about 40+ counter
books. many hundreds of covers are present, just to round
out the stock, with many nice items noted. As this stock was
last cataloged some years ago, when the owner figured in
excess of $550,000, this figure quite possibly has risen,
even discounting the small percentage of problem items.
Great opportunity, F-VF, inspection invited.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
3697 Hm
Worldwide, useful dealer's stock, mint &
used, mounted in 27 counter books loaded with sets & singles up to $200, including some never hinged items, and
most of the value concentrated in the British Commonwealth & European material. We noticed some better (used
unless noted) sets such as Australia 44, Canada 96-103
mint, 158 mint, 176-77 mint, 217-27 in never hinged blocks
of four, plus extra $1 never hinged block of four, 245 & 262
never hinged blocks of four, Bavaria O47-51, Great Britain
179-81, Iceland 67c mint, Ireland C4-8 mint, Luxembourg
48-59, Monaco 1-8 & 11-27 used, plus 29 mint, San Marino
15 mint, overall Fine-Very Fine. Make sure you do not miss
this one. 2005 Scott $90,000+, which today should be well
in excess of $100,000 in catalogue value.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
3698 Hm
Worldwide, hefty dealer's stock, with value
concentrated in the used material, and mounted in two
books, better used include Austria 1850 Arms 1kr yellow,
1kr orange & 2kr black (1,1b,2), 1858-59 Franz Josef 2kr
yellow (6), 3kr black (7) & 3kr green (8), 1863 Coat of Arms
(17-21), Lombardy-Venetia 1859 Arms 5c(1), Belgium
1849 10c & 20c (1-2), Brazil 1843 30r & 60r Bull's eyes
(Scott 1-2), Denmark 1851 2rs & 4rs (1-2), Finland 1856-58
5k reprint (3 pair), 10k (2 with pen cancel and signed by
Richter), France 1849-50 Ceres 10c, 15c & 20c (1-3), Luxembourg 1852 10c & 1sg Duke (1-2), Modena 1852-57 5c
(1), Netherlands 1852 & 1864 sets (1-6), Netherlands Indies 1864 10c (1), Norway 1855 4s (1 x2), 1856-57 2s to 8s
(2-5), Parma 1852 5c (1), Poland 1860 10k two distinctive
shades (1x2), Portugal 1853 5r (1 accompanied with 1973
APS Certificate), Roman States 1/2b (1 signed H. Bloch),
Sardinia 1851 Victor Emmanuel 20c (2), Switzerland 1850
2½r (1 signed A. Brunn), Tahiti (1 accompanied with 1979
RPS Certificate), Two Sicilies 1/2g Arms (1), better mint include Bosnia-Herzegovina stamps used in Yugoslavia
1918 (1L2-9 with double overprint, one inverted), French
Offices in Turkey 1885 1pi (1 signed H. Bloch), Greece
1861 1L (Scott 1), Honduras 1865 blocks of nine (1-2), Uruguay 1856 50c (1 unused, no gum and accompanied with
1979 PF certificate). Condition is mostly F-VF. A good lot
with many saleable stamps, inspection recommended.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
3699 Hm
Worldwide, powerful and valuable dealers
"goodies" books, containing some very nice material
which is housed in a dozen small binders and some loose
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pages, the stamps with a strong European flavor contain
this old time dealers better items,A to Z Countries from all
areas, classics, highlights include unused unless otherwise
noted: Poland #1 used, St. Pierre #227, Tahiti #24, Netherlands #51A (3) used, France #9used, 21used, 37 used(5),
then 40 & 48 both used and Gems, Switzerland #66 used,
Belgian Congo #11, Spain #43 used, 251, Italy 38-9, 41, 43,
Greece #128 used (3), Iceland #4 used, Russia #11 used,
to name a few, these little books are deceptively nice - the
owner put everything into little glassine envelopes and
taped them to pages, fortunately those that we xamined
were not damaged by the tape eventhough the tape has
badly discolored, there are also numerous better items that
are going to need to be expertised from Austria (invert)
Tuscany, Germany, etc., on a conservative owners catalog
value from the late 1970's to early 1980's we find well over
$40,000 and some have increased i n the 30+ years since,
many useful sets also entwined throughout, taking some
time will pay handsomely, there are faults but still a lot are,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3700 Hm
Worldwide, incredible singles and sets dealers "good ole lot", of several thousands worldwide and includes just about every country from A-Z, this stock formed
in the 1950s and 1960s, was repriced in the late 1970s and
has each item in an individual glassine envelope identified
and priced at the time. we noted several better items that
catalog into four figures and useful items througout in the
then 1970s price range of $50 to $100s, and quite a few that
were then priced in the $1 to $20 range, some duplication,
interesting varieties including inverted centers from Somalia, Nyassa and Iran, there are additional 7 binders contiang
larger items and Souvenir Sheets, including better, just a
plain "good ole lot" to sift through, organize, re-price and
sell, the owner put everything into little glassine envelopes
and taped them to pages, fortunately those that we
xamined were not damaged by the tape eventhough the
tape has badly discolored, please allow ample time to view
and you will not be disappointed but rewarded, those that
we checked were OK, sure to be some faults, but generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
3701 Hm
Worldwide, an exciting holding of material,
sent to us to be liquidated for the beneficiaries, representing
the den of a worldwide 'hoarders' estate. A late lot that fills
up to the brim 3 substantial boxes, eclectic and somewhat
chaotic to view, given to us as we go to print. We have seen
plenty of better worldwide here including good postal history, on a very quick overview. This will delight any dealer
who likes to sort! This is a lot that requires considerble work
to which there will be a huge reward, if fortunate enough to
buy it within our valuation range. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
3702 Hm
Worldwide, old time dealers stockbooks,
A-Z countries, formed over the last five decades, in over
75 binders with stocksheets/pages, a wide aray of
Countires, this was the basis for a dealers entire business,
loaded with many stamps and sets, many less important but
also includes some very useful material, Includes British,
Europe, Scandinavia, Sout America, covering the four corners of the globe, the dealer stopped in 1981 and the stock
has been in storage since then, completely intact, great potential for breakdown and sales, generally F.-V.F. please allow time for viewing as our estimate is quite conservative.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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3703 Hm
Worldwide, utterly chaotic holding including many albums, an eleventh hour, 59th minute entry, literally while at the printers. At the beneficiaries request, we
are auctioning this in as one lot, with a must-sell instruction.
We have had no time whatsoever to examine properly and
do justice to what is here, however we have seen plenty of
better collections here on a quick flick, especially Europe.
This will delight any generalist dealer, collector, looking for
a fantastic sorting job. Not a particularly bulky lot yet filling
two very substantial boxes, including the all the contents of
a safety deposit, desk and anything remotely philatelic on
the shelves including postal history everywhere. This is a lot
that requires much work and deserves a careful viewing,
definitely an opportunity for a dealer.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3704 Hm
Worldwide, hodge podge, in seven cartons
containing stock books, albums, cigar boxes, glassines,
collection balances, etc. in which we noted most of the
value in the XX Century, worldwide in scope but mostly including British Commonwealth, Europe, Latin America &
United States material, usual mixed condition but overall
Fine to Very Fine, needs organization but ideal for the
on-line retailer.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3705 Hm
Worldwide accumulation, a mish-mash style
lot in three cartons containing glassines, albums, binders &
shoe boxes, we noted a worldwide collection in three International albums, a virtually complete collection of United
Nations to 1970, Israel Collection in Minkus album, U.S.
mostly used collection, incl. plate blocks issued in the
1948-59 period, also there is a nice collection of Japanese
postal cards issued in the 1960s-90s period, and a John F.
Kennedy worlwide memorial stamp album issued by
Minkus in 1965, Condition varies but overall Fine to Very
Fine. A must view for the dedicated trader.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3706 Hm)
Worldwide, diverse mint and used stock,
mostly A-P countries housed in 4 boxes of 102 cards, glassines in 2 boxes, 3 stockbooks, 2 large binders and an album. Strength of this well organized stock appears to be
Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Cuba,
Falkland Islands, France, Germany, Great Britain, Ireland,
Italy, Phillipines and US as well as a small but useful group
of covers. Interesting holding with some topical interest,
overall F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3707 Hm
Worldwide, tail end of a large stock formed
over many decades, housed in many cartosn and contains
vast quantities of various items from a large range of Countries, we noted while sifting through sets/singles in quantities, CTOs, included Russia, many topicals, old approval
books, items in glassines, the bottom line is that this stock
has been lying dormant since the early '80s and needs
some attention which will prove very useful to the ardent
viewer, there is a bit of weather related storage issues
(stuck down) but there is plenty of useful material spanning
the globe, one would imagine that this could contain better
material- and it well may as the hoarder that put this away
was a serious candidate for the reality televison series of
that same name. Worth viewing as there really is a chance
for this one to fly well, generally F.-V.F. appearance or
better.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3708 Hm
Worldwide hodge podge, thousands of mint &
used globe-spanning stamps in five cartons, predominantly
issued in the XX Century, including some covers & picture
postcards. Apparent strength in British Commonwealth &
European issues. Varied condition but much F-VF. Worth a
peek.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3709 H
Worldwide, collections balance, in five cartons, and mounted in several albums & binders. We noted
value concentrated in Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary &
Yugoslavia collections, usual mixed condition but overall
Fine to Very Fine. Viewing of this diverse lot is recommended.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3710 Hm
Worldwide, extensive old time accumulation
of thousands, filling a couple good size cartons. We note a
dealers counter-page selection of older worldwide sets and
singles, lots of Germany and Area in the form of old collection, pages and stockbook holdings, nice Israel, various
souvenir sheets, old International type collections, glassine
stocks and much, much more. Ideal for further break down.
A substantial old horde, inspection invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3711 Hm
Worldwide, dealers stock in eight volumes,
mint and used stock of approximately 3,000 stamps with
each set/single put onto a dealer card and put into a plastic
sleave and sorted by country in each binder. Most stamps
have catalog values between 50¢ and $15each. We noted
British, Europe and Colonial Issues from French and
Portugese areas. Centering is VG to VF with some mixed
condition. Should be a good buy for the person willing to
take the time to add up the true value of this stock.and
would be easy for any apprentice to resell on the internet, a
no-brainer at our estimate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3712 Hm
Worldwide jumble, thousands of mostly used
stamps housed in several binders, spanning the 19th Century to around the 1970s, composed of a few useful collections from Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Italy, Poland
& Romania, also several stock binders with material from
Germany, U.S & some Latin American countries, plus
shoebox filled with worldwide covers, condition is a little
mixed on some, but plenty F-VF. Viewing recommended to
find any hidden treasures.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3713 Hm)
Worldwide, excellent very substantial and
diverse consignment balance, old-time in composition,
comprised of covers many binder and album collections,
glassines, envelopes, etc. We note useful Scandinavia in
the form of 1 binder collections of Iceland, Norway, and
Sweden, plus good Netherlands, Austria, Poland, including
Scott C26d, 2 mint sheets plus one on cover, various worldwide souvenir sheets, Poland General Government blocks
of 4, some British Empire, France, US and foreign covers
and loads more. Fun lot to wade through and explore,
largely F-VF, well worth a careful review.
Estimate $600 - 800
3714 Hm
Worldwide, massive accumulation, comprised of literally tens of thousands of stamps in all sorted by
country in glassines and envelopes, filling several large cartons. The US section is quite substantial, though in terms of
value, the least interesting, but the foreign section boasts
true worldwide coverage, with the greatest quantities in
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pre-1950 material. Though a bit cumbersome to inspect, we
urge the viewer to take some extra time, as there are some
nice items to be had among the ordinary. Bulk appear F-VF,
happy hunting.
Estimate $500 - 750
3715 Hm
Worldwide, useful although mixed up accumulation, of many thousands housed in albums or on album pages filling a couple of cartons. Nice range of mint
and used material to be found throughout amongst the numerous albums as well as some useful topical material.
Condition can vary but plenty of F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
3716 Hm
Worldwide, extensive old time 20 stockbook
selection of tens of thousands, primarily used, with coverage from the 19th Century, mostly to about the 1960's. Includes strong, substantial Germany and Area, nice Latin
America, France, Ireland, Spain, general British Empire
and others, with some useful souvenir sheets sprinkled
within. We are talking large quantities here, most F-VF,
examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3717 Hm
Worldwide, massive and highly useful old
time accumulation, comprised of tens of thousands of
stamps, worldwide in scope and mostly used, though with
some nice mint items noted throughout. We find a couple
boxes of items on numbered stockcards, many cigar or
candy boxes mixed or by country, glassines, etc. An interesting, unpicked horde amounting to some better items in
addition to some high grade mixture, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
3718 Hm
Worldwide, diverse mint and used accumulation, filling a couple cartons with some strength in a
stockbook of Israel with the vast maority being country
groups on pages sorted into file folders. A mixed condition
group well sorted by country, thousands of F-VF mint and
used items, well worth a quick look. Estimate $500 - 750
3719 Hm)
Worldwide mishmash, tens of thousands of
stamps in boxes, bundled and loose, noticed box of Germany and area, box of US 2¢ Bureaus, box of Xmas seals,
perfect for the packet maker, please review, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
3720 Hm
Worldwide, useful accumulation, a diverse
lot in one carton. We noticed a stockbook containing a few
better stamps, including Japan 1872 1/2s (Scott 5 mint),
Canada 1897 $2 Jubilee (62 used), Germany (B104 used),
Italy 1932 Garibaldi airmail set (C35-39 never hinged),
Malta 10sh (18 mint) & Uruguay 1924 Olympic Games
(282-84). The lot also includes a Bavaria 3kr sheet of sixty
(34), group of Liberia & Croatia sheets, and many worldwide covers, including first days. Condition varies but overall F-VF. Ideal for internet trader. Well worth a close look.
Estimate $400 - 600
3721 Hm
Worldwide mishmash, in four cartons, including a large amount of glassines with mint & used worldwide
stamps, six International albums with worldwide stamps
scattered through, 1970s-80s Israel tabbed collection,
United Nations Collection, first day & worldwide covers,
plus some interesting items such as 1953 Erie Railroad
Company stock certificate, condition is mostly F-VF. Recommended for the internet seller.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3722 Hm)
Worldwide, useful tail-end of consignment,
including US Administration of Philippines and Puerto Rico,
several nice Guatemala airmail covers, some useful Cuba,
Canadian precancels, US documentaries and more. Good
mix, largely F-VF, examine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3723 HHHm Worldwide, fifty years of backroom floor
sweepings, carton stuffed with tens of thousands of
stamps, a couple of handfuls reveals US, Canada, Mexico
stamps, India revenues, Russia, Christmas seals, foreign
anti tuberculosis seals, Great Britain revenues, anything
and everything may be here, you'll needs plenty of time to
go through this lot and uncover any hidden gems, a trip not
for the faint of heart, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

3729 Hm
Worldwide accumulation, a hodge-podge
style lot, containing thousands of mint & used stamps in
glassines and several binders. A wide range of areas are
present, including Wetern Europe and British, also some
other interesting items such as U.S. revenues on checks,
usual mixed condition but overall F-VF, must be viewed for
evaluation.
Estimate $300 - 400

End of Sale - Thank You

3724 Hm
Worldwide, large mint and used accumulation, composed of 3 albums, nice stack of album pages and
a stockbook of British Commonwealth mint sets filling a
large carton. A nice clean unit with some useful value to be
found, overall F-VF, viewing invited. Estimate $400 - 600
3725 Hm
Worldwide, large mint and used tail end of
consignment, with some covers filling two cartons. Composed of binders including 9 binders of 8½x11 stck cards
sorted by country, large holding of glassines and a well filled
Scott International Junior album. Condition can be mixed
although overall F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
3726 Hm
Worldwide, messy diverse balance smear,
composed of everything but the kitchen sink and filling 4
large cartons. We note, during repacking, some interesting
Czechoslovakia and a sparely filled 5 volume Great Britain
and Commonwealth collection. Condition is mixed as expected, viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
3727 Hm
Worldwide accumulation, a hodge-podge
style lot with mint & used, housed in eleven binders, five
Master albums & several cigar boxes with 20th Century issues, includes a few better such as Great Britain 1919 &
1934 Seahorses (#179-80 & #222-23 used), Israel collection with tabbed stamps issued in the 1971-83 period,
United Nations presenttion folders with stamps from the
1970s & 1980s, also as a bonus U.S. #581 block of four with
bottom pair never hinged, usual mixed condition, overall
Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
3728 Hm)
Worldwide, tail end balance of the Dr.
Werner Bohne accumulation, diverse carton of various
odds and ends, including much documentation and material relating to his expertising career. Includes useful overlays and enlargements, a group of vintage, foldable maps
used for expetizing research, some interesting philatelic
correspondence, plus some good mint Israel, some better
FDC's, Hungary, imperfs and new issues etc. A very interesting lot to be sure, examination a must.
Estimate $400 - 600
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